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Abstract

Architecture of the ‘Half-Real’: Exploring the Videogame 
as a New Medium for Architectural Expression 

Millions regularly dive into the virtual worlds of videogames, exploring fictional 
spaces through controllers and screens. They occupy worlds structured by 
both rules and fiction, ‘half-real’ according to games theorist Jesper Juul. This 
thesis draws from Juul’s assertion to explore the reciprocal relationship between 
architecture and videogame worlds. By framing games as a meeting point between 
both computational and visual arts culture, which I term ‘ironic computation,’ I 
establish a methodology for examining games that draws from previous studies 
into the effects of pop culture on architecture. The thesis explores game spaces 
in three ways, firstly by using traditional architectural tools of analysis such as 
drawings, models, cartographic studies and critical writing to elucidate their logics 
by ‘distancing’myself from the videogame form. This culminates in ‘Learning from 
Los Santos’ a chapter studying Los Santos, the city backdrop to Grand Theft Auto V 
(Rockstar, 2013) thorugh a variety of techniques. In the second stage of the thesis I 
start to make videogames myself, exploring how their aesthetic form communicates 
architecture differently from other media I use as a designer. I focus on the London 
Developers Toolkit, my satirical architectural game based around London’s housing 
crisis, examining how the game is designed to communicate architectural messages 
to users playing it. The final stage of the thesis applies game principles into design 
projects for architecture with real sites and programmes. Tokyo IRTBBC is an urban 
design project for an emergency ‘back up’ Tokyo that draws from the logics of 
Japanese arcade ‘medal game’ cabinets. Here I question how the interplay between 
computation and symbolism that is key to the videogame form might integrate with 
smart technologies to create a playful public realm. Following these design projects 
I conclude that videogame technologies will not only offer new representational 
tools for architects, but also constitute new ways of realising architecture that 
enmesh rules and representation into virtual, inhabitable environments.
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Impact Statement
One of the principle objectives of this research has been to establish new 
links between videogame technologies and architectural design practices, 
and I have created drawings, artefacts and writing that will impact upon the 
academia through dissemination in journals, exhibitions and conferences. Work 
developed from this research has been published in the UK and worldwide in 
journals such as Architectural Research Quarterly, Thresholds, The Journal 
of Architectural Education and Inflection. I also intend to use this research as 
the basis for a monograph bringing together the fields of games studies and 
architectural design in a way that has not been achieved by other books.

Academic beneficiaries are architectural design researchers, particularly those 
looking at architectural representation and/or computation.  By placing my 
research at the intersection between the two, I believe its impact can be in bridging 
between different realms of contemporary architectural discourse. I believe this 
work would have an impact on the field of games studies, by offering an analysis 
of games that is primarily directed through the frame of architectural theory. Given 
the practice based nature of this work, my research occupies a unique position 
in relation to prior books examining architecture and games. As this thesis is also 
based on new readings of work by people such as Venturi and Scott Brown and 
Reyner Banham, I hope this work may be illuminating to scholars of these writers by 
offering new frames for examining the impact of their work in relation to new media.

Non-academic beneficiaries of this research will be the public at large, but 
particularly those with an interest in both games and architectural design. There 
is a burgeoning audience for this work and I expect knowledge developed in this 
thesis to form the basis for more general writing and events. During the course of 
this thesis, my research has formed the basis for talks I have given at non-academic 
led events such as Parallel Worlds at the Victoria and Albert Museum, and REALMS 
as part of the London Games Festival 2018. This work has also underpinned 
writing for more general readerships such as a piece in Heterotopias zine.

A longer-term impact is in establishing a relationship between my architectural 
design practices and the videogames industry. I have already participated in 
industry events through the work developed in this thesis, and I expect to release 
games built within this thesis as publicly downloadable applications. The distribution 
of architectural design projects in this way will open up my research to large new 
audiences, accessing the works through sector leading digital platforms such as 
Steam and itch.io. By assessing the success and popularity of these games, there 
may also be a future impact in how architectural research is communicated through 
games, potentially producing new commercial activities, such as architects selling 
designs through virtual platforms. The ability to create new forms of feedback 
through games technologies will also undoubtedly impact upon the social enterprise 
of architects and the ways in which we engage the public with our design practice.
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worked-on-the-us-drone-program_n_4519722.html

Fig. 112. Screenshot of Grand Theft Auto V by Rockstar Games. 
Screenshot by Tumblr user ‘Lord Raijin.’ Obtained from: http://lordraijin.
tumblr.com/post/122484569555/bolingbroke-penitentiary

Fig. 113. Screenshot of Grand Theft Auto V, by 
Rockstar Games. Taken by author.

Fig. 114. Screenshot of Grand Theft Auto V, by 
Rockstar Games. Taken by author.

Fig. 115. Screenshot of Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas, by Rockstar Games. 
Screenshot by the Let’s Play Archive. Obtained from: https://lparchive.
org/Grand-Theft-Auto-San-Andreas-(Screenshot)/Update%2092d/

Fig. 116. Screenshot of Grand Theft Auto V, by 
Rockstar Games. Taken by author.

Fig. 117. Screenshot of Grand Theft Auto V, by 
Rockstar Games. Taken by author.

Fig. 118. Photograph of Guild House by Venturi and Scott Brown. 
Obtained from: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/
thumb/4/41/Venturi_Guild_House.jpg/1200px-Venturi_Guild_House.jpg

Fig. 119. Official screenshot of Grand Theft Auto V, by Rockstar Games.

Fig. 120. Official screenshot of Grand Theft Auto V, by Rockstar Games.

Fig. 121. Glass Farm by MVRDV (completed 2013). Photograph by 
AGC Glass Europe. Obtained from: https://commons.wikimedia.org/
wiki/File:Glazen_Boerderij_1_-_Schijndel,_Netherlands.jpg

Fig. 122. Screenshot of Grand Theft Auto V, by Rockstar Games.

Fig. 123. Screenshot of Grand Theft Auto V, by Rockstar Games.

Fig. 124. Screenshot of Grand Theft Auto V, by Rockstar Games.

Fig. 125. Screenshot of Grand Theft Auto V, by Rockstar Games.

Fig. 126. Screenshot of Grand Theft Auto V, by Rockstar Games.

Fig. 127. Photograph of Reyner Banham.

Fig. 128. Still from Reyner Banham Loves Los Angeles. Youtube 
video uploaded by user ‘Tyler Goss.’ Captured by author from: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WlZ0NbC-YDo
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Fig. 129. iRobot 510 Packbot promotional literature. Obtained from: https://
www.darley.com/documents/guides/robotics/spec_sheets/PackBot_Specs.pdf

Fig. 130. Photograph of an iRobot packbot in operation. Photo by iRobot.

Fig. 131. Reyner Banham, Design by Choice. 
Scan of book spread. Obtained from:

Fig. 132. Photograph by Mike Poresky. Image obtained from: 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/mikeporesky/5329140908

Fig. 133 Hans Holbein the Younger, The Ambassadors (1533). 
Image obtained from: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/
commons/3/35/HOLBEIN-Hans-the-Younger-The-Ambassadors.jpg

Fig. 134. Mockup image by author.

Fig. 135. Photograph of Japanese fusuma. Photo by 
663highland. Obtained from: https://upload.wikimedia.org/
wikipedia/commons/8/82/Entokuin_Kyoto10s3200.jpg

Fig. 136. Photograph from the Signs of Life exhibition (1976) showing Stephen 
Shore photomural. Image obtained from: http://greg.org/archive/2010/10/16/
stephen_shores_photomurals_i_mean_architectural_paintings.html

Fig. 137. Screenshot of Grand Theft Auto V, by 
Rockstar Games. Taken by author.

Fig. 138. Photograph of a 7-Eleven minimart. Obtained from: http://
www.taiwaneseamerican.org/wp-content/uploads/7.jpg

Fig. 139. Photo of supermarket shelves by Kathy Benson. Obtained from: http://
bereavedandblessed.com/2013/02/bigelow-tea-heartwarming-moments/

Fig. 140. Official screenshot of The Signal From Tolva 
(2017) by Big Robot. Image by Big Robot.

Fig. 141. Official screenshot of Cuphead (2017 tbc) 
by Studio MDHR. Image by Studio MDHR.

Fig. 142. Official screenshot of Secret Habitat by Strangethink. 

Fig. 143. Official screenshot of These Monsters by Strangethink.

Fig. 144. Official screenshot of These Monsters by Strangethink.

Fig. 145. Andreas Gursky, diptych 99 cent store II (2001). Obtained from: 
https://artblart.com/tag/andreas-gursky-diptych-99-cent-store/

Fig. 146. Still from Repo Man (1984) by Alex Cox. Obtained from: 
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-paaDpPBd06g/UaF2_SUZjDI/AAAAAAAADF8/
RokC-plA2Qs/s1600/large_repo_man_blu-ray_1.jpg

Fig. 147. Photograph of rice krispies. Obtained from: http://i2.wp.
com/eatosi.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Rice-Krispies.jpg

Fig.148. Diagram by author.

Fig. 149. Screenshot of Guardian article by Oliver Wainwright. Obtained from: 
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/architecture-design-blog/2015/
jan/05/american-psycho-redrow-property-promo-pulled-after-twitterstorm

Fig. 150. Photograph of hoardings for The Corniche development. 
Photo by Development Aesthetics. Obtained from: http://
developmentaesthetics.tumblr.com/image/130066162792

Fig. 151. Screenshot of website for FiftySevenEast captured by 
Development Aesthetics. Photo by Taylor Wimpey. Obtained from: 
http://developmentaesthetics.tumblr.com/image/130955084187

Fig. 152. Photograph of hoardings for The Stage 
Shoreditch. Photograph © Georgina Jarvis.

Fig. 153. Screenshot of Guardian article by Finn Williams. Obtained 
from: https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2015/aug/06/guardian-
cities-skylines-challenge-build-anti-capitalist-post-growth-city

Fig. 154. Screenshot of Magnasanti by Vincent Oscala. Obtained 
from: https://vignette4.wikia.nocookie.net/simcity/images/0/08/
Magnasanti_Overview.JPG/revision/latest?cb=20160326151438

Fig. 155. Screenshot of Magnasanti by Vincent Oscala. Obtained from: 
http://designandviolence.moma.org/sim-city-magnasanti-vincent-ocasla/

Fig. 156. Screenshot of Block’Hood (2016) by Plethora Project. Obtained 
from: http://images.adsttc.com/media/images/56e1/17f3/e58e/
ce94/2700/00fa/large_jpg/Block%27hood_-_Screen_2.jpg?1457592299

Fig. 157. Screenshot of Nova Alea (2016) by Paolo Pedercini. Obtained 
from: https://archpaper.com/2016/08/nova-alea-game/#gallery-0-slide-0

Fig. 158. Photocollage by author.

Fig. 159. Klaus, The Landing of Prada’s Transformer 
(2009). Obtained from: https://klaustoon.files.wordpress.
com/2009/10/p-man-on-the-moon-ink-copy-color2.jpg 

Fig. 160. Stephen Izenour, Denise Scott Brown and Robert 
Venturi, Palazzo Studies from Learning from Las Vegas.

Fig. 161. Still from Redrow promotional advert (2015) Obtained 
from: https://www.indy100.com/article/this-advert-for-luxury-
london-flats-is-bordering-on-the-apocalyptic--e11dUJmBqe 

Fig. 162. Still from American Psycho (2000). Directed by Mary 
Harron. Obtained from: http://wallpapersin4k.net/wp-content/
uploads/2017/02/American-Psycho-Movie-Wallpapers-1.jpg

Fig. 163. Napkin sketch by Wolf D. Prix produced for NewSchool and San Diego 
American Institute of Architecture Students (AIAS). Obtained from: http://
www.archdaily.com/639533/17-napkin-sketches-by-famous-architects

Fig. 164. Screenshot from Black and White (2001) by Lionhead. 
Obtained from: http://blackandwhite.wikia.com/wiki/Gesture

Fig. 165. Screen capture by author of Unity Asset Store interface.

Fig. 166. Screenshot from Alien: Isolation (2015) by Creative 
Assembly. Obtained from: http://www.creepyshake.
com/uploads/images2/wooltur/alien3.jpg

Fig. 167. Screenshot of YouTube video ‘Grasshopper - Making 
a Parametric Bench’ by user ‘Daniel Christev.’ Obtained from: 
https://i.ytFig. com/vi/03R1vXfIZF4/maxresdefault.jpg 

Fig. 168. Map of London Boroughs by Left Foot Forward. Obtained from: https://
leftfootforward.org/images/2015/09/Outer_Inner_London_Boroughs.jpg

Fig. 169. Screenshot from Peak Brain Training  (2014) by brainbow. Obtained 
from: http://www.drjack.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/IMG_7104.jpg

Fig. 170. Glass Farm by MVRDV (completed 2013). Photograph by 
AGC Glass Europe. Obtained from: https://commons.wikimedia.org/
wiki/File:Glazen_Boerderij_1_-_Schijndel,_Netherlands.jpg

Fig. 171. Screenshot of Sir, You Are Being Hunted (2014) by Big 
Robot. Image by Big Robot. Obtained from: http://www.bldgblog.
com/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/scene_village.jpg

Fig. 172. Parc de la Villette dwg

Fig. 173. Another big robot screenshot

Fig. 174. Screenshot of DunGen (2014) plugin for Unity by Aegon Games Ltd.

Fig. 175. Screenshot of Diablo 2 (2000) by Blizzard Entertainment. Obtained 
from: http://diablo.gamepedia.com/File:Cathedral_(Diablo_II).jpg

Fig. 176. Screenshots of Call of Duty: Black Ops (2010) taken 
from YouTube video ‘Call of Duty Black Ops Walkthrough HD 
Mission 11 W.M.D ½’ by ‘Cyberfreak1981. Obtained from: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jOdtviXbuNY

Fig. 177. Screenshots of NiER: Automata (2017) by 
PlatinumGames / Square Enix, taken by author.

Fig. 178. Official screenshot of The Last of Us (Naughty Dog, 
2013). Obtained from: http://www.gaming-age.com/2012/03/
survive-these-beautiful-new-the-last-of-us-screens/.

Fig. 179. Photograph of ‘Brock the Brick’ official plushy toy of The 
Last of Us. Obtained from: http://www.happyworker.com/sites/
default/files/styles/940x450/public/slideshow/sony-playstation-
brock-the-brick-plush-angled-top.jpg?itok=n_eXpT-S

Fig. 180. Diagram by author.

Fig. 181. Diagram by author.

Fig. 182. Photo of medal game Kazaaan!! by Sega World Italia. 
Obtained from: http://www.segaworlditalia.com/wp-content/
gallery/sega-private-show-estate-2012/013.jpg

Fig. 183. Photo of Anata No Warehouse taken by author.

Fig. 184. Photo of medal game taken by author.

Fig. 185. Photo of medal game taken by author.

Fig. 186. Photo of omamori by Miss Travelosopher. Obtained from: https://
misstravelosopher.files.wordpress.com/2013/03/img_8054-1.jpg

Fig. 187. Photo of omamori from Kanda Myojin by Hector Garcia. 
Obtained from: http://www.kirainet.com/images/2013/kanda24.jpg 

Fig. 188. Photography of netsuke by Max Rutherston Ltd. from: http://
rutherston.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/MR286_V1.jpg

Fig. 189. Photograph of ivory manju-netsuke by Carlo Bonte Auctions NV. 
Obtained from: http://en.image.51bidlive.com/u/2016100819206/310_2.JPG

Fig. 190. Photo of medal game Planet Zero by Sega World 
Italia. Obtained from: http://www.segaworlditalia.com/wp-
content/gallery/sega-private-show-estate-2012/010.jpg

Fig. 191. Photo of toys in a Japanese arcade by Ani.me. Obtained 
from: https://ani.me/posts/3011--Love-Live-Official-Website-
Be-Careful-of-Purchasing-Unlicensed-Merchandise-
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Fig. 192. Patent drawings from Kazaaan!! and Hyozaaan!! submitted 
to Astamuse. Obtained from: https://www.astamuse.co.jp

Fig. 193. Patent drawings from Medal Tower of Babel submitted 
to Astamuse. Obtained from: https://www.astamuse.co.jp

Fig. 194. Visualisation from NEMIC Initiative document. 
Obtained from: http://nemic.org/images/park.gif

Fig. 195. Scan by author of official NEMIC Initiative Book.

Fig. 196. Google earth screen capture by author.

Fig. 197. Visualisation from NEMIC Inititative document. 
Obtained from: http://www.nemic.org/amusement.html

Fig. 198. Google maps capture by author.

Fig. 199. Image comparison diagram by author.

Fig. 200. Diagram by Charles Jencks. Obtained from: https://www.
architectural-review.com/rethink/campaigns/notopia/notopia-the-singapore-
paradox-and-the-style-of-generic-individualism/10006923.article

Fig. 201. Photograph of Japanese motorbike speedway 
by Odds Park. Obtained from: https://www.oddspark.
com/autorace/pickup/2014/02/sg27.html 

Fig. 202. Photograph of Japanese horse race by KYODO / The Japan Times. 
Obtained from: http://www.japantimes.co.jp/sports/2013/04/15/more-sports/
horse-racing/logotype-wins-first-jewel-of-triple-crown-race/#.WWY9kYjyv8A

Fig. 203. Photograph of Japanese keirin cycle race by user 
‘Paulkeller.’ Obtained from: https://upload.wikimedia.org/
wikipedia/commons/c/cb/Omiya_keirin_finish_3.jpg

Fig. 204. Photograph of Japanese speedboat race by Fukuoka Now! Obtained 
from: http://www.fukuoka-now.com/en/experience-japanese-speed-boat-racing/

Fig. 205. Photo of ‘Piss Alley’ by M&M Photo Tours. Obtained from: 
https://mmphototours.files.wordpress.com/2011/04/piss-alley11.jpg

Fig. 206. Photo of ‘Piss Alley.’ Obtained from: https://www.tgtourism.
tv/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/Piss-Alley-DSC07387.jpg

Fig. 207. Photo of the Tokyo Metropolitan Government building by Markus 
Leupold-Löwenthal. Obtained from: http://c1038.r38.cf3.rackcdn.com/
group1/building6899/media/tokyometropolitangovernmentoffice.jpg

Fig. 208. Tokei (Tokyo): Roppongi Hills (2005) by Akira 
Yamaguchi. Obtained from: https://www.artgallery.nsw.gov.
au/media/collection_images/1/154.2014%23%23S.jpg

Fig. 209. Photo of a mountain onsen pool by Inside Japan. 
Obtained from: https://www.insidejapantours.com/
blog/2015/02/17/japanese-etiquette-101-how-to-onsen/

Fig. 210. Google earth screen capture by author.

Fig. 211. Photos of roofs shaped by ‘nisshoken’ laws by Jan 
Vranovský. Images obtained from: https://www.biancissimo.com/
home/architectural-parallel-worlds-with-jan-vranovsky

Fig. 212. Screenshot of Paperboy (1985) by Atari. Obtained from: https://
upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/f/fb/PaperboyGameplay.png

Fig. 213. Screenshot of Not a Hero (2015) by Roll7. Obtained 
from: http://www.pcgamer.com/not-a-hero-demo-released/

Fig. 214. Screenshot of Always Sometimes Monsters (2014) by Devolver Digital. 
Obtained from: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=devolver.asm

Fig. 215. Screenshot of Hyper Light Drifter (2016) by 
Heart Machine. Obtained from: https://static4.gamespot.
com/uploads/original/1406/14063904/3045247-hyp
erlightdrifter+2016-03-30+21-58-44-74.jpg

Fig. 216. Screenshot drawing of Playable Planning Notice by Zhibei Li, 
Shenghan Wu and Meiwen Zhang. Bartlett MArch Urban Design, 2017.

Design Work Images

Introduction.  
Special Moves: Architecture and the Videogame
SM1. Table by author.

Chapter 1.  
Noclip World: Delineating Encapsulated Environments, 
Cheat Culture and the Screenshot as Technical Image
NC1. Drawing by author, Clipped Rock Skybox. Pen on paper.

NC2. Drawing by author, Space En Abyme.

NC3. Drawing by author, Inside Cliff Face. 

NC4. Drawing by author, Dissolving Surface.

NC5. Drawing by author, Stretched Edges.

NC6. Drawing by author, Air Vent Landscape.

NC7. Drawing by author, Inside Cliff Face.

NC8. Drawing by author, Vertical Ruins.

NC9. Drawing by author, Thick Atmosphere.

NC10. Drawing by author, Background Towers.

NC11. Drawing by author, Shifting Edges. 

NC12. Drawing by author. 

NC13. Drawing by author, Hall of Mirrors. 

NC14. Drawing by author, Breaking the Hall of Mirrors. 

NC15. Drawing by author, Clip House Two. 

NC16. Drawing by author, Clip House One.

NC17. Drawing by author, Tower Blocks. 

NC18. Drawing by author, Facsimile Tenements. 

NC19. Drawing by author, Fragmented Facades. 

NC20. Drawing by author, Fragmented Entrance. 

NC21. Drawing by author, Vertical Ruins. 

NC22. Drawing by author, Exposed Weather. 

NC23. Drawing by author, Clipping Frames. 

NC24. Drawing by author, Clip Mountain Interior. 

NC25. Drawing by author, Clipped Rocks. 

NC26. Drawing by author, Clipped Towers. 

NC27. Render by author.

NC28. Render by author.

NC29. Render by author, Noclip Structure.

NC30. Render by author, Noclip Structure.

NC31. Detail of drawing by author, Crumpled Bits.

NC32. Drawing by author, Crumpled Bits.

NC33. Drawing by author, Noclip Landscape.

NC34. Drawing by author, Thick Atmosphere Borderlands.

NC35. Drawing by author, Noclip Hinterlands.

NC36. Drawing by author, Noclip Cartography 1.

NC37. Drawing by author, Noclip Cartography 2.

Chapter 2a.  
Small Books of Los Santos: Using ‘deadpan’ 
Screenshots to Reveal the Remarkable Likeness 
and Twisted Logics of a Deviated Los Angeles

SB1. Thirtyfour Parking Lots in Los Santos, book by author.

SB2. Spreads from Thirtyfour Parking Lots in Los Santos, by author.

SB3. Spreads from Thirtyfour Parking Lots in Los Santos, by author.

SB4. Spreads from Thirtyfour Parking Lots in Los Santos, by author.

SB5. Spreads from Thirtyfour Parking Lots in Los Santos, by author.

SB6. Spreads from Thirtyfour Parking Lots in Los Santos, by author.

SB7. Twentysix Gasoline Stations in Los Santos, book by author.

SB8. Spreads from Twentysix Gasoline Stations in Los Santos, by author.

SB9. Spreads from Twentysix Gasoline Stations in Los Santos, by author.

SB10. Spreads from Twentysix Gasoline Stations in Los Santos, by author.

SB11. Spreads from Twentysix Gasoline Stations in Los Santos, by author.

SB12. Spreads from Twentysix Gasoline Stations in Los Santos, by author.

SB13. Nine Swimming Pools in Los Santos, book by author.

SB14. Spreads from Nine Swimming Pools in Los Santos, by author.

SB15. Spreads from Nine Swimming Pools in Los Santos, by author.

SB16. Spreads from Nine Swimming Pools in Los Santos, by author.

SB17. Spreads from Nine Swimming Pools in Los Santos, by author.

SB18. Spreads from Nine Swimming Pools in Los Santos, by author.

SB19. Cars on Hills in Los Santos, book by author.

SB20. Spreads from Cars on Hills in Los Santos, by author.

SB21. Spreads from Cars on Hills in Los Santos, by author.

SB22. Spreads from Cars on Hills in Los Santos, by author.

SB23. Spreads from Cars on Hills in Los Santos, by author.

SB24. Spreads from Cars on Hills in Los Santos, by author.

SB25. Many Mission Markers in Los Santos, book by author.
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SB26. Spreads from Many Mission Markers in Los Santos, by author.

SB27. Spreads from Many Mission Markers in Los Santos, by author.

SB28. Spreads from Many Mission Markers in Los Santos, by author.

SB29. Spreads from Many Mission Markers in Los Santos, by author.

SB30. Spreads from Many Mission Markers in Los Santos, by author.

SB31. Photograph of collected books by author.

Chapter 2.  
Learning from Los Santos: The New Cultural 
Locomotive in a City of Deviations.

LF1. Mockup image of a Learning from Los Santos book cover by author.

LF2. Drawing by author.

LF3. Detail of drawing by author.

LF4. Drawing by author.

LF5. Drawing by author.

LF6. Photocollage by author onto Google Earth view.

LF7. Photocollage by author onto Google Earth view.

LF8. Photocollage by author onto Google Earth view.

LF9. Photocollage by author onto Google Earth view.

LF10. Photocollage by author onto Google Earth view.

LF11. Photocollage by author onto Google Earth view.

LF12. Photocollage by author onto Google Earth view.

LF13. Photocollage by author onto Google Earth view.

LF14. Photocollage by author onto Google Earth view.

LF15. Photocollage by author onto Google Earth view.

LF16. Photocollage by author onto Google Earth view.

LF17. Photocollage by author onto Google Earth view.

LF18. Matrix drawing by author comprised of screenshots from Grand 
Theft Auto V and Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas, by Rockstar Games.

LF19. Drawing by author.

LF20. Render of model by author.

LF21. Render of model by author.

LF22. Render of model by author.

LF23. Drawing by author. 

LF24. Drawing by author.

LF25. Drawing by author

LF26. Drawing by author.

LF27. Drawing by author.

LF28. Drawing by author.

LF29. Drawing by author.

LF30. Diagram by author.

LF31. Drawing by author.

LF32. Still from Reyner Banham Loves Los Santos, film by author made 
using Rockstar Games’ Rockstar Editor in Grand Theft Auto V.

LF33. Matrix of stills from Reyner Banham Loves Los Santos, film by author.

LF34. Still from Reyner Banham Loves Los Santos, film by author.

LF35. Still from Reyner Banham Loves Los Santos, film by author.

LF36. Still from Reyner Banham Loves Los Santos, film by author.

LF37. Drawing by author.

LF38. Screen capture of Open IV interface by author.

LF39. Screen captures of GTA V models as seen 
in the Open IV interface by author.

LF40. Matrix drawing by author comprised of screenshots from Grand 
Theft Auto V and Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas, by Rockstar Games.

LF41. Screen captures of GTA V models as seen 
in the Open IV interface by author.

LF42. Screen captures of GTA V models as seen 
in the Open IV interface by author.

LF43. Screen captures of GTA V models as seen 
in the Open IV interface by author.

LF44. Large scale mural drawing by author.

LF45. Large scale mural drawing by author.

LF46. Photographs of screen playing Grand Theft Auto V by author.

LF47. Material textures from Grand Theft Auto V 
captured in photography of screen by author.

LF48. Screenshot of Grand Theft Auto V, by Rockstar Games. Taken by author.

LF49. Screenshot of Grand Theft Auto V, by Rockstar Games. Taken by author.

LF50. Screen captures of GTA V models as seen 
in the Open IV interface by author.

LF51. Drawings by author.

LF52. Drawings by author.

LF53. Renders by author.

LF54. Drawing by author.

LF55. Drawing by author.

LF56. Drawing by author.

LF57. Screenshot of Grand Theft Auto V, by Rockstar Games. Taken by author.

LF58. Screenshot of Grand Theft Auto V, by Rockstar Games. Taken by author.

LF59. Screenshot of Grand Theft Auto V, by Rockstar Games. Taken by author.

Chapter 3a.  
Ubiquity: The Ludodromic Quality of Banality and the 
Videogame as an Architectural Representation

UB1. Screenshot from game by author.

UB2. Screenshot from game by author.

UB3. Unfolded UV texture pelt by author.

UB4. Maya screenshot by author.

UB5. Unfolded UV texture pelt by author.

UB6. Maya screenshot by author.

UB7. Unfolded UV texture pelt by author.

UB8. Unfolded UV texture pelt by author.

UB9. Maya screenshot by author.

UB10. Screenshot from game by author.

UB11. Screenshot from game by author.

UB12. Screenshot from game by author.

UB13. Screenshot from game by author.

UB14. Screenshot from game by author.

UB15. Screenshot from game by author.

UB16. Screenshot from game by author.

UB17. Screenshot from game by author.

UB18. Photocollage of Steam screenshot by author.

Chapter 3.  
The London Developers Toolkit: Videogames 
as Architectural Arguments and a Political 
Critique of a City Through Game Apps

LD1. Screenshot of model by author.

LD2. Diagram by author.

LD3. Diagram by author.

LD4. Diagram by author.

LD5. Diagram by author.

LD6. Diagram by author.

LD7. Diagram by author.

LD8. Diagram by author.

LD9. Diagram by author.

LD10. Diagram by author.

LD11. Diagram by author.

LD12. Diagram by author.

LD13. Diagram by author.

LD14. Diagram by author.

LD15. Drawings by author.

LD16. Diagram by author.

LD17. Screenshot from Unity by author.

LD18. Screenshot from game by author.

LD19. Screenshot of game by author.
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LD20. Diagram by author.

LD21. Screenshot of game in Unity editor by author.

LD22. Screenshot of game by author.

LD23. Photomontage by author.

LD24. Screenshot of game by author.

LD25. Photomontage by author.

Chapter 4a.  
DWG Hunter: Roguelike Architectures—
or Games as Spatial Generators

DH1. Screenshot of game by author.

DH2. Screenshot of game by author.

DH3. Screenshot of game by author.

DH4. Screenshot of game by author.

DH5. Screenshot of game by author.

DH6. Screenshot of game by author.

DH7. Screenshot of game by author.

DH8. Screenshot of game by author.

DH9. Screenshot of game by author.

DH10. Screenshot of game by author.

DH11. Screenshot of game by author.

DH12. Screenshot of game by author.

DH13. Screenshot of game by author.

Chapter 4.  
Tokyo Backup City: The Videogame as Architectural 
Design Through ‘Ironic Computation’

BC1. Render by author.

BC2. Photographs of sculptures by author.

BC3. Photograph of Kazaaan!! medal game by author.

BC4. Photograph of Hyozaaan!! medal game by author.

BC5. Drawings by author.

BC6. Drawing by author.

BC7. Drawing by author.

BC8. Drawing by author.

BC9. Drawing by author.

BC10. Drawing by author.

BC11. Drawing by author.

BC12. Drawings by author.

BC13. Drawings by author.

BC14. Drawing by author.

BC15. Drawing by author.

BC16. Drawing by author.

BC17. Detail of drawing by author.

BC18. Detail of drawing by author.

BC19. Renders by author.

BC20. Screenshots of video game by author.

BC21. Screenshots of video game by author.

BC22. Drawing by author.

BC23. Drawing by author.

BC24. Drawing by author.

BC25. Drawing by author.

BC26. Drawing by author.

BC27. Drawing by author.

Conclusion. 
ThesisWorld: The Videogame as a Meta-narrative of my Thesis.

TW1. Drawing by author.

TW2. Drawing by author.

TW3. Drawing by author.

TW4. Drawing by author.

TW5. Drawing by author.

TW6. Diagram and Unity screenshot by author.

TW7. Unity editor screenshot of game by author.

TW8. Unity editor screenshot of game by author.

TW9. Unity editor screenshot of game by author.

TW10. Unity editor screenshot of game by author.

TW11. Unity editor screenshot of game by author.

TW12. Drawing by author.

TW13. Drawing by author.

TW14. Drawing by author.

TW15. Drawing by author.

TW16. Drawing by author.

TW17. Drawing by author.

TW18. Drawing by author.

Videogame Works

The videogame works presented as part of this thesis are contained within one 
folder. They have been built for the Windows and Mac operating system. For 
the optimum experience they should be played on the Windows platform.

Please note that some of these games require a reasonably 
powerful graphics card in order to run at the correct speed and 
frame rate.They were built and tested on Windows systems with an 
Nvidia GTX 970 and Nvidia GTX 1060 graphics cards but will be 
playable on slower systems with reduced graphical quality.

The games are contained within the following file structure:

Folder: Thesis Games

 Please see the following subfolders:

01 Ubiquity 

 Windows—Please run Ubiquity.exe within this folder.

 Mac—Please run the Ubiquity application within this folder.

 Video playthrough—Please play   
 the Ubiquity.mp4 video within this folder.

02 London Developers Toolkit

 Windows—Please run LDT.exe within this folder.

 Mac—Please launch the LDT application within this folder.

 Video playthrough—Please play   
 the LDT.mp4 video within this folder.

03 DWG Hunter

 Windows—Please run DWGHunter.exe within this folder.

 Mac—Please launch the DWGHunter application within this folder.

 Video playthrough—Please play   
 the DWGHunter.mp4 video within this folder.

04 Tokyo IRTBBC

 Windows—Please run Tokyo.exe within this folder.

 Mac—Please launch the Tokyo application within this folder.

 Video playthrough—Please play   
 the Tokyo.mp4 video within this folder.

05 ThesisWorld

 Windows—Please run ThesisWorld.exe within this folder.

 Mac—Please launch the ThesisWorld application within this folder.

 Video playthrough—Please play   
 the ThesisWorld.mp4 video within this folder.
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[Fig. 1] Pokémon GO 
Advertisment

[Fig. 2] Pokémon 
GO inspired crush 
in Taipei, 2016.

[Fig. 3] Pokémon GO main screen 
showing augmented reality map 
and ‘PokéStop’ points of interest.
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Gotta catch ‘em all

The summer of 2016 will surely be remembered as a tumultuous time of political intolerance, violence 
and economic uncertainty. But it was also a key moment in the development of virtual worlds. Against this 
backdrop of insecurity, American game developers Niantic released the escapist universe of Pokémon GO, 
an augmented reality smartphone videogame (I should note here that I will use the term ‘videogame’ rather 
than ‘video game’ throughout this thesis) based on the franchise created in the mid-1990s by Satoshi 
Tajiri. Pokémon GO was a significant moment in the history of videogames because it demonstrated people 
blending their experiences of the real world with the logics of a virtual game space like never before [Fig. 1]. 
While Pokémon GO fits the Oxford Dictionary ‘videogame’ definition of ‘a game played by electronically 
manipulating images produced by a computer program on a monitor or other display,’1 the fact that the 
images of its game world are derived from mappings of reality caused it to effect players in novel ways.

In the game, intrepid Pokémon hunters chase a menagerie of strange creatures through a GPS mediated 
version of their surroundings. Local points of interest, from pubs to graffiti to university faculties are 
demarcated as PokéStops – nodes within the game where the player can pick up bonus items to aid in 
their quest. These include Pokéballs within which the creatures are captured, sprays for healing Pokémon 
injured in battle, and various other consumables such as lures for attracting monsters to one’s location. 

Walking the streets of London around the Bartlett School of Architecture, where this thesis has been 
produced, one can find multiple points of interest and quite often another player either gazing down at 
their screen or frantically flicking their finger, firing Pokéballs at a monster that has been encountered. 
Although this combination of geolocation, augmented reality and videogame logics had been 
combined before in mobile videogames (another Niantic game designed for Google called Ingress), 
Pokémon GO quickly elevated it to the level of a social phenomenon that was as well reported in the 
mainstream press as it was in the games industry press [Fig. 2]. The game was a huge success, initially 
doubling the flagging share value of Nintendo in the first two weeks of its release. It also broke down 
the typical model of videogaming as a sedentary activity – to find Pokémon, or indeed to incubate 
and hatch your own, one must walk around the surroundings. Pokémon are located throughout the 
real world and identified through the game app [Fig. 3]. Eggs that the player can collect to hatch 
Pokémon have a gestation period that is dictated by how far the player has walked in real space 
while having the game app open. The game does not register movement speeds over 10–12mph as 
walking speed—so using London’s sprawling bus network to aid monster cultivation is not an option2. 

In a typical fashion, the public appetite for Pokémon GO’s mediated experience has proved a 
double-edged sword. For some, opportunity—Tom Currie, a barista from New Zealand, took the 
Pokémon motto ‘Gotta Catch Them All’ to heart and quit his job to become a full time Pokémon 
hunter.3 For others, criminal prospects arose. A group of armed robbers in Missouri were arrested 
after using the game to lure victims to a CVS Pharmacy parking lot with the promise of a Pokémon 
battle.4 The news across July was awash with similar stories of the rupture between augmented 
reality and reality itself. Bosnian charity Posavina bez mina issued a public warning after noticing 
that local players were wandering into uncleared minefield areas while hunting for Pokémon.5

1. “Video game - definition of video game in English | Oxford Dictionaries” Oxford Dictionaries, 
accessed 26th May 2017, https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/video_game.
2. “Pokémon Go advanced strategies: Always be hatching,” Polygon, accessed 10th September 
2016, http://www.polygon.com/pokemon-go/2016/7/19/12229824/hatching-eggs.
3. http://www.bbc.co.uk/newsbeat/article/36814165/man-in-new-zealand-quits-his-job-to-play-pokemon-go-full-time
4. “Pokémon Go: armed robbers use mobile game to lure players into trap,” The Guardian, accessed 15th September 
2016, https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2016/jul/10/pokemon-go-armed-robbers-dead-body.
5. “Pokemon Go: Bosnia players warned of minefields.” BBC News, accessed 13th 
September 2016, http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-36841828.
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Architecture of the ‘Half-Real’

In the case of Pokémon GO, the role of the city and architectural space in the videogame is intrinsic 
because real cities become the game spaces that the player traverses. It is a game that aligns 
a fiction on top of reality at a 1:1 scale. But this blending of fiction and reality is by no means 
limited to an augmented reality game. Indeed, this could be considered to be a tacit structure of 
videogame worlds. The influential Danish video game theorist Jesper Juul describes game worlds 
as ‘half-real’.6 Juul argues there is an interplay between a represented fiction, all the stories and 
representations that make up the world, and real rules—the systems by which we succeed or fail 
against the logics of the game. It is Juul’s assertion that provides the title to this thesis as it is 
such a succinct summation of the rather complex situation in which videogame space sits.

I will be using Juul and other games theorists to build a framework to analyse the videogame 
in relationship to architecture and architectural theory in future chapters, to help introduce 
the videogame form to those unversed in the medium, and also compare the structural 
possibilities of virtual game spaces to architectural projects and buildings. To get a sense of the 
nuanced position games occupy as a medium we can turn to Keith Stuart, games editor for the 
Guardian, who boils down some of the existential crises of the videogame form rather well:

Video games are still very tricky to define. They are not technological objects in the same way 
as printers or smart watches or Bluetooth speakers. But they are not art in quite the same 
way as cinema or literature. Instead, they are works of complex creative endeavour, they are 
imaginative machines, but the players themselves must complete the circuitry; you have to 
bring something with you—and with some games that requirement is greater.7

For better or worse, the digitised confluence of the videogame is arguably the emblematic media form 
of our time. As Russian media theorist Lev Manovich argues, they are a new expressive media form that 
was utterly impossible before computation, and as such come to symbolise our new digital culture.8 

Yet, so far, videogames remain relatively under-explored by architects—despite the long history 
of architects embracing and promoting new advances in technology. There have been a number 
of studies into the relationship between videogame worlds and architecture, one of the most 
thorough of which is Towards a Ludic Architecture by German academic Steffen P. Walz. A 
further text which I will use as a reference point entitled Video Game Spaces by Michael Nitsche 
which alongside Walz’s book represents two of the few published books on the subject emerging 
from architecture faculties. Both books are re-workings of PhD theses conducted by Walz and 
Nitsche at ETH and Cambridge architecture departments respectively. Despite emerging from 
architecture faculties, neither Walz nor Nitsche are architects by training and their books 
have tended to remain more historical or theoretical texts without a design application. 

In contrast, my research is directly concerned with the application of games into the architectural 
design process, and indeed their introduction into the lexicon of architectural representation. I therefore 
conduct this research through the production of original architectural design projects in order to test 
these ideas, and in this respect I believe my study to be unique. Both Walz and Nitsche’s texts leave 
the future relationship between architectural design and videogame space as a open question, and 
I believe that my research works instead towards formalising this relationship through practice.

As such, I see this thesis as a timely and necessary exploration of how videogame technologies 
may affect architectural design in practice, presenting new opportunities for architects to realise 
their designs in virtual navigable worlds. In such cases, architecture will speak through the 
videogame form and so it is important to establish a conversation between understanding the 
structure of videogame space and how to design using it. The title of this thesis, Architecture of 
the ‘Half-Real,’ builds a series of design projects upon Juul’s term as my research is concerned 
with establishing the videogame as a new media for architectural representation. I will do this by 
exploring this structural relationship between fictional virtual worlds and our real environments. 

6. Jesper Juul, Half-Real: Video Games between Real Rules and Fictional Worlds, 
(Cambridge MA, London: MIT Press, 2005), Kindle edition for iPad, Loc 41.
7. “No Man’s Sky is Elite for the 21st century. Pointless? Maybe – but also sublime”, by Keith Stuart for the Guardian, 
accessed 20th September 2016, https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2016/aug/19/no-mans-sky-elite.
8. Lev Manovich, The Language of New Media (Cambridge MA, London: MIT Press, 2001), p.9.
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The aim of this introduction is to build upon existing games scholarship and make comparisons to 
architectural theory concerned with the relationship between design and media to provide a theoretical 
basis for understanding the architectural morphology of ‘half-real’ spaces [Fig. 4]. From the first chapters 
of the thesis onwards, I apply my architectural design training as a context for understanding virtual 
worlds, exposing their construction through the tools of the architect such as critical drawing, mapping 
and photography. But each of these investigations goes beyond simply reading these spaces, and instead 
reframes them by establishing the work as a design project. So, for instance, while I explore the limits of 
videogame space by breaking it using cheat codes (secret commands that players can enter to change or 
subvert the rules of the game) I am also translating what I have found into an architectural proposition—
in this particular case a set of 26 architectural hand drawings to be exhibited together in a matrix. 

Each chapter in this thesis follows a similar structure, peeling apart videogame space and then 
exploring its spatial implication through propositional architectural design work. In this regard, such a 
study has not been performed before. The possibility to construct this type of thesis lies in the culture 
of the Bartlett School of Architecture where this work is being produced. Following Sir Peter Cook’s 
influence, the school has both a long history of investigating pop-cultural media and their impact upon 
architecture as well as the structure of a PhD by Design that can accommodate these ways of working. 
This allows my thesis to move forward into actually testing how an architect might respond to the logics 
of videogame space and prototype how this produces new design methods which in other publications 
have been left as open questions. The Bartlett PhD programme also emphasises the production of 
texts that experiment with different writerly styles and I have explored this within my own thesis. 
Following the influence of writers such as Reyner Banham (a former Bartlett faculty member), whose 
famous writings on architecture (particularly Los Angeles) trod a literary style operating somewhere 
between academic text, reportage and even memoir, my thesis is written in a style emphasising 
the relationship between more formal academic knowledge, and the type of ‘folk’ knowledge and 
practices that underpin games culture (the preceding Pokémon GO examples as a case in point). 

To sum up this approach more succinctly, I would quote American architects Robert Venturi and Denise 
Scott Brown—whose writing and editorial approach also established new forms of academic enquiry 
and which I will discuss at greater length within this thesis. Venturi and Scott Brown’s studies into Las 
Vegas established a method they called ‘form analysis as design research.’9 They used their readings 
of Las Vegas’ physiognomy to structure their propositional design projects. My own analysis of the 
form of game spaces will allow me to understand what is unique to their composition. By continuing 
my design projects into game development itself, I then tackle the question of how games compare 
to prior media and how their unique properties may be exploited in architectural design practices.

9. Stephen Izenour, Denise Scott Brown and Robert Venturi, Learning From Las Vegas, (Cambridge MA: The MIT Press, 1977), p.xi.

[Fig. 4] The morphology 
of videogame space, as 
shown in the build up 
of an environment for 
the game Uncharted 4 
(Naughty Dog, 2016).
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Research Questions

Three main research questions underpin this thesis and I segue between them in different chapters:

What methods can we use to examine videogame worlds as architectural spaces, and what 
is unique to their design intent and composition that differs from physical environments?

Game worlds are experiential spaces that are not typically designed by architects. But the teams 
that build them represent a meeting of visual arts and computer science culture. So what is important 
to the functioning of these environments as game spaces, and how can we understand design 
decisions made in the building of these worlds in terms of how they structure virtual architectures to be 
experienced by players? This question will primarily be answered in the earlier chapters of the thesis, 
where I use tools such as screenshot-making and critical drawing, through to file structure analysis— 
derived from my own played experiences of game spaces—to examine their architectural logic.

Where could videogames fit into the history of architectural representation, and how 
do they differ from other media an architect might utilise in the design process? 

Games allow us to inhabit imaginary worlds or participate in their construction. Many of their visual 
protocols are indebted to filmic techniques but some conventions such as isometric viewpoints relate 
to architectural representation. But unlike films or drawings, games are an interactive medium. How the 
player engages with the rules of the game says as much as the audio-visual presentation of the world. 
Why would an architect choose to develop or describe their project through a videogame rather than any 
other media, and what is unique to the aesthetics of games that may allow them to represent architectural 
space in new ways? In order to answer this, I will first draw from architectural, games and media theory in 
order to contextualise the videogame form in relationship to architectural representation. Following this, 
in my practical work chapters I will examine how the game form allows me to express my architectural 
ideas in different ways to other media, but also reflect on what links games maintain to prior media forms.

How can we design game-like architecture for reality: can game principles be 
applied to real spaces and situations as part of our design process? 

Given that people react differently to games compared to static artworks or films, is it possible to utilise 
the spatial properties of game spaces in the design of real architecture? Given our data-driven advance 
towards smart cities, can game spaces hint at an alternative model that celebrates the potential of 
computational technologies not just as tools of efficiency but to create spectacle, architectural fantasy 
and ironic readings of cities. This question will primarily be tackled in a design work chapter where I 
build on my earlier studies in reading and constructing game spaces to produce an urban project that 
proposes to take logics from game worlds and use them as an architectural approach for a physical site. 

To begin outlining my methodology for analysing the videogame form in relationship to architectural 
design, I will start by examining other architects that have drawn other technological media into their 
work to understand their impact on architecture. While I have discussed the limited number of architects 
that have, thus far, sought to investigate how videogames affect their practice, we can certainly cite 
prior examples of architects looking at how popular technologies would change architecture itself.
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Today We Collect Ads… But Tomorrow?

There is a rich historical tradition of architects examining their craft through reference to contemporary 
technologies and media. In the twentieth century this resulted in a series of architects examining and 
exploiting the impact of technology on what we could call ‘popular culture.’ The work of Archigram 
speculated on the future of cities under the auspice of new disposable technologies, ramping the 
pop up through collages and publications that exploded the protocols of architectural drawings 
and writings. Artists like Eduardo Paolozzi collected numerous examples of adverts and pop cultural 
images [Fig. 5]. British architectural historian Reyner Banham spoke of space mediated by mass 
produced gizmos, the everyday objects such as radios, jeeps, outboard motors and coke machines 
that came to define the colonisation of space, particularly by America—land of the gadget.10 Later, 
Venturi, Scott Brown and Stephen Izenour would produce their Learning from Las Vegas studies, 
utilising a number of analytical drawing, modelling and analytical methods to understand a city 
built around the ‘great proletarian locomotive.’11 We might trace a route through to today via James 
Wines’ subversion of big-box retail buildings to Marcos Novak’s cyberspace architectures through 
Rem Koolhaas’ Delirious New York towards characters like Bjarke Ingels, who talks of the idea of 
Worldcraft inspired by the game Minecraft: turning ‘surreal dreams into inhabitable space.’12

Games are probably the pop-cultural artefact par excellence in today’s technoculture. Firstly, they 
are now the largest of what Theodor Adorno termed the ‘culture industries’13—dwarfing the might of 
Hollywood, television revenues and publishing houses. But pure economic mass is, of course not the 
most interesting way to position their importance and influence. Virtual navigable videogame spaces 
are in Manovich’s definition an influential form new media impossible in pre-computational generations, 
where ‘space becomes a media type.’14 And so they create new implications for architecture that 
could never have existed before. A game such as Minecraft has demonstrated the appetite of digital 
amateur ‘architects’ to create and disseminate their constructions. The League of Legends 2014 
World Championships held at Seoul’s World Cup stadium attracted 40,000 fans to one of the world’s 
largest esports events [Fig. 6].15 A modern offspring of Banham’s original space-mediating gizmo—the 
‘traditional’ TV attached videogames console—finds its way into 51% of households in the US.16 

10. Reyner Banham, Design by Choice (London: Academy Editions, 1981), p.110.
11. Stephen Izenour, Denise Scott Brown and Robert Venturi, Learning From Las Vegas, (Cambridge MA: The MIT Press, 1977), p.xi.
12. “Architecture should be more like Minecraft, says Bjarke Ingels,” Dezeen, accessed 20th September 2016, https://
www.dezeen.com/2015/01/26/architecture-minecraft-bjarke-ingels-big-movie-worldcraft-future-of-storytelling/.
13. Theodore Adorno, The culture industry, selected essays on mass culture (London: Routledge, 1991). 
14. Lev Manovich, The Language of New Media (Cambridge MA, London: MIT Press, 2001), p.251.
15. “League of Legends gaming final fills Seoul stadium,” BBC News, accessed 12th 
September 2016, http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-29684635.
16. “155M Americans play video games, and 80% of households own a gaming device,” Venturebeat, accessed 12th September 2016, 
http://venturebeat.com/2015/04/14/155-million-americans-play-video-games-and-4-out-of-5-households-own-a-gaming-device/.

[Fig. 5] Collage: Scrapbook 
No.2 (1947) by Eduardo 

Paolozzi. Early discussions 
into the relationship between 

modern architecture 
and the advertising 

industry that informed the 
Smithson’s approaches. 
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So, in examining this tradition of the architectural critique of technology and pop culture, I will 
establish a framework within which to be able to scrutinise videogames, not just in relation to 
computational advances but in terms of culture industries and their relationship to architecture. This 
is why although I will draw from videogame theory as an analytical tool, many of the architects that 
I will explore within this thesis are not expressly ‘digital’ architects in the way one might normally 
classify or align them. Instead, they are architects whose theory dealt with how new communication 
technologies and media would affect the way architectural design was approached. 

With this in mind, I would like to sidestep for a moment back to the 1950s and return to the industrially 
produced advertisement. 

In 1956, writing in the Royal College of Art’s magazine Ark, British architects Alison and Peter Smithson 
poetically outlined a historical lineage of architectural inspiration in order to reinforce their fascination 
with contemporary advertisements:

Gropius wrote a book on grain silos, 
Le Corbusier one on aeroplanes, 
And Charlotte Periand brought a new 
object to the office every morning, 
But today we collect ads.17

In briefly defining an industrial-cultural history from Gropius onwards, the Smithsons were citing the 
cultural values and strategies of affect that contemporary advertising was deploying. In the 1950s, 
to collect adverts, as they argue, was to aggregate the type of images that drove society and defined 
its desires. The Smithsons saw collecting adverts as a continuation of Le Corbusier’s ‘architectural 
mechanism’18 used in developing Maison Citrohan that they argued constituted the establishment 
of a framework for social organisation, rather than a stylistic trope. In response they discussed the 
advertisement as the driver for new social frameworks, examining the relationship between society 
and the burgeoning mass production of systems, commodities and throwaway pop objects. 

What was crucial in their framing of advertising as the pre-eminent form of aspiration-making was 
their contention that its influence was ‘infinitely stronger than the pace setting of avant-garde 
architects.’19 In But Today We Collect Ads, the Smithsons outlined the impulses that ordinary life 
received from advertisements and proposed that architects must find—through getting the measure 
of advertising’s interventions —ways in which to develop similarly powerful impulses in their own 
work. Ultimately they suggested an architectural methodology that learnt from how other industries 
encapsulated and directed desire. They placed themselves in a lineage from Le Corbusier and 
Gropius, but unlike the manufacturing and engineering of grain silos or aircraft, they positioned 
their practice in relation to the ‘soft’ industries of culture, the affective labour of advertising. 

In this respect, I would compare the Smithsons’ project to the objectives of this thesis. Just as they 
discussed the pace-setting of advertising, so we can see similar momentum produced by videogames. 
The games industry has driven the modern resurgence of virtual reality for years before it became a 
buzzword in architectural visualisation. Sim City introduced players to the informational metrics of the 
metropolis long before smart cities became a ubiquitous topic of conversation for designers. Pokémon 
GO manages to create happenings within the city on a scale an architect can only admire, thousands 
crushing into a Taipei crosswalk causing gridlock in search of a rare monster20. Minecraft YouTubers have 
more viewers than even the most successful sitcoms (some boasting over 10 million subscribers).21 

17. Alison Smithson & Peter Smithson, “But Today We Collect Ads,” in Ark Magazine no.18 (November 1956), 1956.
18. Ibid.
19. Ibid. 
20. “Pokémon Go May Have Just Shown Us What the End of the World Looks Like,” Time Magazine Newsfeed, accessed 
8th September 2016, http://time.com/4460911/pokemon-go-taipei-stampede-snorlax-mob-xinbeitou-taiwan/.
21. “10 Most Popular Minecraft YouTubers,” Enki Village, accessed 12th September 2016, 

[Fig. 6] Aside from 
digital platforms, 
games increasingly 
attract huge audiences 
to competitive events, 
particularly in countries 
such as South Korea.
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Impulses

Referring to the Smithson’s poetic statement, German-Turkish artists M-A-U-S-E-R expand on what 
getting the measure might entail in such situations. They argue the key resides in the collection 
of advertisements.22 What does it mean to collect? The Smithsons use it as pure verb, as an 
act—a mechanism in itself—aggregation and compilation as a strategy. As M-A-U-S-E-R argue, 
collection is presented as a methodological position for understanding and coercing social 
impulses. Perhaps this reinforces the renewed relevance of their mini-manifesto. Our data-driven 
society is now in the hold of the logics collection, aggregation, sorting and compilation—as the 
Smithsons foresaw. One might argue we literally collect ads every day as the digital flotsam that 
follows our progress across web pages. One search for a food processor, or set of place mats, 
results in collections of food processors and place mats being brought to our attention. Yet, this 
collection is largely passive, a trail left by users rather than a curatorial act on their behalf. 

If yesterday we collected ads, what might we do today? How can we answer 
the questions laid out at the start of this thesis about how videogame worlds 
are built, operate as media and reshape architectural design?

Perhaps we’ll play. Videogames are the (relatively) new kid on the block wielding the power to influence 
through affective labour. But as Stewart points out, they always require something of the player to become 
complete as a form, to operate and to affect. If the pace setting of advertising transmitted via magazines, 
television and radio seemed rapid to the Smithsons, then the world of videogames—and their worlds—
communicated via cloud platforms, Twitch, YouTube and Reddit is lightning fast. Faster still are game 
spaces themselves, communicated to the player at sixty frames per second on a home console, computer 
or mobile device.

If the Smithsons opened the door for architects to approach the impulses dispensed by culture 
industries, Venturi, Scott Brown and Izenour jumped in with both feet through their exhaustive analysis 
of pop culture made concrete: Las Vegas. Venturi, Scott Brown and Izenour offer a formative model 
of how one might go about exploring, recording and analysing the virtual spaces portrayed within 
videogames. Their work used architectural photography, drawings, sketches and diagrams—alongside 
writings both formal and colloquial. They provide a template for analysing spaces that seemed formally 
inconsistent, synthesising a coherant argument from that inconsistency. As such I adopt many of their 
methods throughout this thesis as well as their methodology of design research conducted through the 
analysis of form. Vegas itself appears as close to virtual as something actual can be, summoned out of 
the desert to become a space of desire, and a synecdoche of desire itself. What Venturi, Scott Brown 
and Izenour encountered is a city of luminosity and heraldry, where symbolism can be twisted around 
enough to come loose and connect to what it wishes [Fig. 7]. A city that functions as a giant impulse.

As they put it: ‘it is an architecture of communication over space; communication dominates space 
as an element in the architecture and in the landscape.’23 Las Vegas was a multimedia event-site 
before multimedia existed in the way that we would consider it today: ‘complex programs and settings 
require complex combinations of media beyond the purer architectural triad of structure, form, and 
light at the service of space.’24 On this count, the site of their fieldwork is very similar to the type 
of spaces we encounter within the worlds of videogames. In fact, there is no ‘physical’ structure 
in videogame space, and certainly no natural light. Like Vegas it is all some form of impulse.

The desire to quantify and measure these impulses—and what form of architecture this might produce—
culminated with the publication of Venturi, Scott Brown and Izenour’s Learning from Las Vegas fieldwork. 
Martino Stierli argues that Venturi and Scott Brown’s production was a work towards ‘a methodological 

http://www.enkivillage.com/most-popular-minecraft-youtubers.html.
22. M-A-U-S-E-R, “Collected Collections Map”, accessed 21st July 2015, http://www.m-a-u-s-e-r.net/1347.
23. Izenour, Scott Brown and Venturi, Learning From Las Vegas, p.8.
24. Ibid., p.9.
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foundation of pop architecture.’25 They saw their work as tackling the ‘method not content’26 of Las Vegas 
[Fig. 8]. What is engaging for the development of my own thesis is their work to build an architectural 
methodology from the raw materials of Las Vegas, and the means by which they pursued this. 

In the preface to the First Edition Scott Brown and Venturi outline the research project underpinning 
the fieldwork and the role that the students play in this. In a curious, yet prophetic move, the students 
lobbied to change the subtitle of the design studio from the initial formal heading Form Analysis 
as Design Research to a more impulsive one, The Great Proletarian Cultural Locomotive [Fig. 9].27 
The name is revealing: we are dealing with everyday people and the momentum generated by the 
impulses of their desires. Here, then, we see the concerns of the Smithsons reiterated by the students 
on-the-ground: what are these impulses and how do they contribute to a social momentum that 
architecture may learn from? Stierli sees these impulses as transfers—the mechanisms of influence:

In pop art, they saw less an artistic style than an artistic method of transfer—and the 
simultaneous transformation—of pop-cultural material into a high-culture context, a 
procedure that could be applied to architecture.28

25. Martino Stierli, Las Vegas in the Rearview Mirror: The City in Theory, Photography, 
and Film (Los Angeles: Getty Publications, 2013), 250.
26. Izenour, Scott Brown and Venturi, Learning From Las Vegas, p.6.
27. Izenour, Scott Brown and Venturi, Learning From Las Vegas, p.xi.
28. Stierli, Las Vegas in the Rearview Mirror, 250.

[Fig. 9] The first emergence 
of the term ‘grand 
proletarian cultural 
locomotive’ to describe the 
momentum placed upon 
society by the machinations 
of the culture industries.

[Fig. 7] Venturi and Scott 
Brown’s Las Vegas Studio 
developed methodologies 
for analysing pop-
cultural spaces.

[Fig. 8] Venturi and Scott 
Brown’s studies into 
‘what could count for 
us as architecture.’
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I see my study of game spaces as a similar project. It is my intention to develop a methodology that uses 
a number of different methods, including formal analysis and design projects, that will ultimately reframe 
videogame spaces as architecture in and of themselves. Videogame space is also pop-cultural space, and 
the peripherals by which we play games turn domestic spaces into pop-cultural spaces. But for all the 
high-level computation, sophisticated programming and evocative art assets—games are still seen even 
by games theorists such as Juul as guilty pleasures, often vulgar and adolescent pursuits—they are pop 
culture proper. Venturi, Scott Brown and Izenour revealed new places we might look to find architecture, and 
that is also what this thesis will examine.

To reinforce this point we can quote Venturi and Scott Brown at the very start of Learning 
From Las Vegas, arguing that to ‘gain insight from the commonplace’ is nothing new: 

Fine art often follows folk art. Romantic architects of the eighteenth century discovered 
an existing and conventional rustic architecture. Early modern architects appropriated an 
existing and conventional industrial vocabulary without much adaption. Le Corbusier loved 
grain elevators and steamships; the Bauhaus looked like a factory; Mies refined the details 
of American steel factories for concrete buildings. Modern architects work through analogy, 
symbol, and image—although they have gone to lengths to disclaim almost all determinants 
of their forms except structural necessity and program.29

Venturi and Scott Brown argue that architects disavow their influences in order to grasp after something 
entirely ‘new’ or pure. The rise of simulation, fabrication and computation in architecture is not without 
such proponents of a pure, modernistic relationship to the computer—such as Patrik Schumacher’s 
various arguments for parametricism as a new style, or the only new style of architecture. In fact, 
we can see a resonance in the aesthetics of much parametric architecture to the baroque—and the 
relationship to technologies of production of early twentieth century modernism in fabrication and 
materials based work. The world of videogames is somewhat messier and less purely positivist. I find 
more affinity in many aspects of videogame culture and aesthetics with the type of ideas established by 
postmodern thinkers and their analytical tools. To look at the treatment of space in, say, an Assassin’s 
Creed game is to look at a historical city recreated through the rubric of a stylised simulation that 
places new symbolic values on architecture within the game—and perhaps says something about 
today through that framing of history. As I will discuss, there is a formal methodology within videogames 
that gamers come to understand in their interactions with virtual spaces—and rather than disavow it, 
I would like to establish connections and precedents much as Learning from Las Vegas served to do.

Although the book is now an aged (if seminal) text, it also still provides a methodological template through 
dense but lateral spread of informational diagrams, studies, observations and historical precedents. 
In many ways the study is a strong prototype for the way we explore cities today as architects—full of 
different modes of representation, quick snippets of writing alongside longer form pieces, snapshots and 
exhibitions. It almost feels as if one has pressed ctrl-p on a blog page to print it, yet the work holds this 
information about Las Vegas together encapsulated in a carefully constructed book. Aron Vinegar argues: 

Learning from Las Vegas is never simply a reflection of what is ‘out there.’ Rather, it is what 
Deleuze and Guattari term ‘an a-parallel evolution of the book and the world,’ and such a text 
always has the potential to become a ‘rhizomatic book.’30

It is this rhizomatic pop-analysis spirit that reiterates Learning from Las Vegas not only as a historically 
prescient book, but also a text that can be utilised to develop a methodology for examining and 
articulating new forms of the cultural locomotive in contemporary society. In Chapter 2 of this thesis 
I will argue that the continued relevancy for this text as a critical tool, and indeed for the Smithson’s 
original assertion of the architectural mechanism that resides in how we might critically dissect the 
new forms of social impulse created through technology and media. The form analysis methods of 
Venturi, Scott Brown and Izenour will inform my own work conducted as part of the Learning from Los 
Santos chapter, which is an examination of the virtual recreation of Los Angeles (under the pseudonym 
Los Santos) that forms the backdrop to Grand Theft Auto V—the best-selling videogame of all time. 

29. Izenour, Scott Brown and Venturi, Learning From Las Vegas, p.3.
30. Aron Vinegar, I Am a Monument: On Learning from Las Vegas (Cambridge MA: MIT Press, 2008), p.21.
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What is at stake in Venturi, Scott Brown and Izenour’s work—and by extension, what I would like to make the 
stakes of my own—is the contingency of architecture itself, and the ways in which new technologies and 
social mediators may expand, morph or even shrink the boundaries of what architecture constitutes  
[Fig. 10]. Vinegar again:

One might say that Learning from Las Vegas explores how we permit certain objects to count 
for us as architecture; it recounts the criteria used to regulate the application of the concept 
of ‘architecture.’31

I will use the first research question of this thesis to examine how game spaces are built and the logics they 
possess so as to frame them as architectural spaces—how they may count as architecture. By answering 
this I can then move onto my second question concerning games as representational media, in a similar 
fashion to how Venturi and Scott Brown’s studies introduced elements such as signage into architecture 
as representational techniques as a result of their Las Vegas studies. And then I will use my third research 
question to examine placing these techniques into the design of projects intended for real sites, just as 
Venturi and Scott Brown did. It will be the project of my thesis to establish links between videogame space 
and this concept of architecture—to demonstrate where they align and at what points they diverge.

If we were to reflect on the Smithson’s poetic historical delineation of the architectural mechanism and 
the ways in which Venturi, Scott Brown and Izenour continued this trajectory into architectural treatise, 
what would we see as the mechanistic pivot of today? Where would we find event sites for cultural 
locomotion that produce strong impulses on contemporary life, with its inextricable link to communications 
technologies and networks—and the associated deviations of symbolic veracity and geographic proximity 
that arise in a world that has moved beyond a simply defined boundary between the virtual and the 
actual? If search aggregators such as Google have fundamentally redefined what it means to store 
and describe, where do we find the contemporary equivalent of this Smithsonian act of collection?

It is in this context I would like to introduce videogames as the defining media of our contemporary 
condition, and make a case for their existence as the ‘New Cultural Locomotive.’ As a media, they 
have an ineluctable link to the rise of computation, software engineering and code-as-language, 
and indeed the subversive aspects of hacker culture. But they also demonstrate the power of a 
new form of impulse, a new order of the gizmo that structures the prevailing ontology of play. If the 
folksonomies of Twitter or Instagram with their ‘tagging’ of information also contribute to our modern 
definition of collections of knowledge, then the inextricable link between such collections and the 
gameified logics that underpin them suggest that the influence of the game played using digital 
means spreads wider than videogames themselves. But it is in their symbolic value that I believe the 
videogame forms into this ‘New Cultural Locomotive’, for what they represent as part of our current 
society and what futures they might offer—in this case, for architecture. That videogames might 
engender the kind of revulsion from polite society that Banham sees in the Clark Cortez camper 
van32, only reinforces their strength as gizmo, as impulse of a new form of cultural locomotion.

Having attempted to take the measure of their cultural impulses, I will use Venturi, Scott Brown and Izenour’s 
rhizomatic pop analysis spirit to extract ways in which contemporary architecture must be—or will be—
affected by the rich interplay between visual (and aural) semiotic meaning, interface and human gesture 
and the coded computational structures that underpin the aesthetic structure of videogames. Firstly 
though, I will attempt to reinforce my assertion that we could apply Venturi and Scott Brown’s approach to 
our modern media conditions by arguing the ways in which videogames indeed constitute a new cultural 
locomotive.

31. Vinegar, I Am a Monument, p.62.
32. Reyner Banham, Design by Choice (London: Academy Editions, 1981), p.114.

[Fig. 10] The screen 
of the automobile 
framed Las Vegas 
through a mobile 

‘camera’, a precursor 
to the ubiquity of 

screens today.
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A potted history of pace-setting

A brief history of the development of videogames may help to frame their cultural 
significance and growth into the pre-eminent media of our contemporary society. 
Since Spacewar! was informally released in 1962 on the DEC PDP-1 supercomputer 
as an unauthorized software routine, videogames have developed hand-in-hand with 
our relationship to technology [Fig. 11]. The first golden age of videogames occurred 
with the proliferation of arcade games in the late 1970s to mid-1980s where titles 
such as Pac Man, Space Invaders¸ and Asteroids defined an era of more social play 
taking place in large arcade halls or boxes marooned in cafés, bars or minimarts.

With the release of Space Invaders in 1978, and Donkey Kong in 1981, gaming 
formed some of its most iconic symbols. Today the pixelated enemy alien of Space 
Invaders is not only an iconic image in itself, but a synecdoche for videogames 
in general [Fig. 12]. Likewise, Mario, first introduced as Jumpman as the main 
protagonist in Donkey Kong, is one of the most recognisable fictional characters 
in the world. (At the closing ceremony of the Rio 2016 Olympics, Japanese 
Prime Minister Shinzo Abe took part in the official handover to Tokyo dressed 
as the Italian plumber, who himself becomes a synecdoche for Japan.)

The rush of this industry to produce (often substandard) titles caused it to 
reach critical mass, and in a famous example of its commercial excess home 
videogame pioneers Atari dumped millions of copies of its most notable failed title, 
a franchise game based on the film E.T. The video game crash of 1983 (known 
as Atari shock in Japan) saw this first prosperous age of the videogame end.

In Console Wars, Blake J. Harris documents the second golden age of the video 
game in the 1990s, where battles rolled with nascent upstart Sega attempting 
to break Nintendo’s hegemonic grip on the home gaming industry33 solidified 
by their Nintendo Entertainment System (NES, 1983) and subsequent Super 
Nintendo Entertainment System (SNES, 1990). The Sega Mega-Drive (Genesis in 
North America, 1989) began a series of hardware and software developments that 
revived and grew the industry, and positioned videogames in the home as domestic 
commodities once more after the fading of Atari. Despite the successes of the Mega-
Drive, poor commercial response to their subsequent Saturn (1994) and Dreamcast 
(1998) consoles meant the company transitioned into software-only production. 
Nintendo had relative hits with the N64 (1996) and Gamecube (2001) before its 
Wii (2006) console became the company’s most successful home console, opening 
up significant new advances in videogame interfaces with its Wiimote controller. 

Joining the battle in 1994, Sony’s Playstation was a runaway success, followed 
by the Playstation 2 (2000), the bestselling videogame console of all time and the 
highly successful iterations PS3 (2006) and PS4 (2013). Microsoft also released 
the successful Xbox (2001), Xbox 360 (2005) and Xbox One (2013). The industry 
continues to grow and grow, with the recently superseded PS3 and Xbox 360 
dwarfing the 30 million sales of the Atari 2600 at the height of the first golden age. 

Running concurrently, the world of personal computers (PC) developed alongside 
consoles, often diverging into other new territories with technological development 
coming not only through computing power itself (not fixed like the ‘generations’ of 
consoles) but through methods of delivery. Titles such as the pioneering 3D game 
Doom (1993) were delivered using shareware, where one episode of the game was 
free and further ones could be paid for to unlock. Text based Multi User Dungeon 
(MUD) games developed on the PC into the Massively Multiplayer Online Role 
Playing Game (MMORPG) genre of today, growing through titles such as Ultima 
Online and Sony’s Everquest through to the huge and ever-expanding World of 

33. Blake J. Harris, Console Wars: Sega, Nintendo, and the Battle That 
Defined a Generation (London: Atlantic, 2014), Kindle edition.

[Fig. 12] A Space Invader from 
the 1978 game which has 
become a symbolic shorthand 
for games themselves.

[Fig. 11] A DEC PDP-1 
supercomputer, the model 
on which the first game, 
Spacewar! was created.
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Warcraft which reached a peak of 12 million paying subscribers in 2010.34 
A game such as Second Life would also fit this description. Much has been 
written about the social significance of such games in their relation to modern 
identity, and the social sphere around such games. Taking discussions about 
virtual world morality and economy out into the physical world Canadian 
media theorists Nick Dyer-Witheford and Greig De Peuter discuss their role 
in forming new structures of work through play (coined playbor35by Julian 
Kücklich), their potential for biopolitical movement or even the presence of 
economic exploitation within their logics (gold farming by Chinese workers 
playing games such as World of Warcraft under duress) [Fig. 13–14].36

Likewise, Valve Corporation, the designers behind the Half-Life and Portal 
series of games (first released on PC), are arguably more notable for their 
role in the development of platforms for the digital distribution of media. Their 
Steam client enables users to buy and download games seamlessly, and has 
developed into a Linux based operating system, Steam OS, which accompanied 
the company’s Steam Machine consoles released in 2015. Along with services 
such as Apple’s iTunes and App Store, and console based Playstation Network 
and Xbox Live, Steam has revolutionised the delivery of media content over the 
internet [Fig. 15]. This has in turn raised concerns over the pervasive role of 
DRM (Digital Rights Management) within downloaded media that asserts the 
protection of intellectual property rights through digital locks, many of which 
require a user to be connected to the internet in order to run a game. This places 
games front and centre in debates over human rights, consumer rights and 
commercial rights in the new economic and social landscape of the network.

This brief run through the systems developed to run videogames is not an 
endorsement of commercial success as the defining metric of a cultural 
movement, but to demonstrate that videogames are situated right at the heart 
of our contemporary socio-technological condition. They provide thousands of 
discrete media experiences within their games, but their methods of delivery 
have taken over our homes, driven the expansion of our networks, and ushered 
in a new order of commodification that is rendering certain physical artefacts 
obsolete. Just as with the Smithson’s definition of advertising, we can find 
the influence of videogames to be liberating, or pernicious, or appreciate 
a gradation between. It might be argued that through their escapist logics, 
they constitute a new form of pastoralism as the grandchildren of Banham’s 
gizmos—portals to an idealised and encapsulated environment within the 
bounded logics of the game. What is clear is that their influence is large, and 
covers a multitude of areas that constitute our modern networked society.

34. “‘World of Warcraft’ keeps growing with ‘Legion’ in August,” Engadget, accessed 20th September 
2016, https://www.engadget.com/2016/04/19/world-of-warcraft-legion-release-date/.
35. Julian Kücklich, “Precarious Playbour”, The Fiberculture Journal Issue 5: 
Precarious Labour (2005), Accessed 20/06/2015, http://five.fibreculturejournal.
org/fcj-025-precarious-playbour-modders-and-the-digital-games-industry/.
36. Nick Dyer-Witheford and Greig de Peuter, Games of Empire: Global Capitalism and 
Video Games (Minnesota: University of Minnesota Press, 2009), pp.141–152.

[Fig. 13-14] In an online game 
such as World of Warcraft 
(2004), commodities such as 
gold are traded using real 
money on illicit marketplaces.

[Fig. 15] Valve Corporation’s 
Steam digital delivery platform 
has mirrored the rise of digital 
delivery in the music and film 
industries, that challenge the 
properties of physical commodities.
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‘It’s in the game.’37 What defines a game?

I have discussed the videogame so far mostly through its popular, descriptive definition. But what 
constitutes a game to the theorists of the media? Building on definitions developed by thinkers such as 
Dutch historian Johan Huizinga and Canadian philosopher Bernard Suits, American game theorists Katie 
Salen and Eric Zimmerman define a game as:

 A system in which players engage in an artificial conflict, defined by rules, which results in a 
quantifiable outcome.38 

Conflict is not necessarily literal (no matter how often it may be in modern video games), but the 
engagement with, and negotiating with, a set of protocols. At an abstract level, we might find games 
already present in our protocols of architectural drawing, or the act of building buildings, where the 
transmission of information from design to measured drawing to physical construction involves an 
established conflict between designer, client and contractor under certain rules. Drawings must be 
marked to a specific scale and so on. As Juul argues, taking that definition means that ‘many human 
activities can in principle be performed as games. Examples could include politics, courtship, and 
academia.’39 Juul, writing in 2005, perhaps foresaw the rise of ‘gamification’ as the application of game 
principles in non-game contexts, which only really came into popular parlance half a decade later.

Juul himself attempts to build on the foundations of others and make his own definition of what  
constitutes a game:

A game is a rule-based system with a variable and quantifiable outcome, where different 
outcomes are assigned different values, the player exerts effort in order to influence the 
outcome, the player feels emotionally attached to the outcome, and the consequences of the 
activity are negotiable.40

We play games, and we understand our success within the defined rules of that game via the 
outcomes our actions bring. Games, therefore, have traditionally been thought to require an area 
where the agreed rules count, suggesting an exterior where they do not. Johan Huizinga talks about 
the playground as a ‘magic circle’41 where real world actions take on a different meaning. 

As the term game covers a wide gamut of activity, Juul continues on to define the difference between 
the material and immaterial support that upholds game worlds (whether physical or digital):

There is no set of equipment or material support common to all games. What is common, 
however, is a specific sort of immaterial support, namely the upholding of the rules, the 
determination of what moves and actions are permissible and what they will lead to.42

Videogame worlds are therefore layered conditions, where representations of space exist alongside 
rules for their interaction. Returning to the case of Pokémon GO, this might seem to be layered further. 
The fictional realm of the Pokémon is layered atop real towns and cities, real rules of city planning 
and organisation and the political and social frameworks defining places of importance becoming 
subsumed into the logics of the game. In a game such as this, there is not such a clear definition between 
the interior and exterior of the magic circle. In the words of developer Niantic ‘you’ll find PokéStops in 
the world near public art, unique architecture, or public gathering places.’43 What constitutes ‘unique 
architecture’ or a ‘public gathering space’ is, of course related to the social and political landscape 
within which one plays the game. In Pokémon GO, the city becomes a tabula rasa, remade as a series 
of nodes in a cartoon cartography. The material support of Pokémon Go is the game app installed 
on a smartphone with GPS capability, and a pair of legs to walk the streets—while the immaterial 
support is this layer of hierarchy and rules placed atop the real city. It is the narrative of being a 
Pokémon hunter and all the data the hunter needs to understand in order to achieve their goals.

Seen through the game, London becomes a series of fictional spaces and zones under the influence of real 
rules: half-real architectures. 

37. The original slogan of Electronic Arts’ EA Sports line of sports simulation games promised: ‘If it’s in the game, it’s in the 
game’. This has since been shortened to ‘EA Sports, It’s in the game’ for brevity’s sake. It is voiced by Andrew Anthony. 
38. Katie Salen and Eric Zimmerman, Rules of Play (Cambridge MA, London: MIT Press, 2003), 80.
39. Juul, Half-Real, Loc 457.
40. Juul, Half-Real, Loc 396.
41. Johan Huizinga, Homo Ludens: A Study of the Play-Element in Culture (London: Routledge, 2003), 11.
42. Juul, Half-Real, Loc 526.
43. “Gather Poké Balls, Potions & Eggs,” Niantic Labs, accessed 20th August 2016, https://support.pokemongo.
nianticlabs.com/hc/en-us/articles/221957688-Gather-Pok%C3%A9-Balls-Potions-Eggs.
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‘Half-Real’ Architecture: Relating Game Studies Theory to Architecture

I use Pokémon GO as an initial introduction to demonstrate how a contemporary videogame can pull 
at our conceptions and expectations of real-world spaces. This thesis will explore the ways in which 
videogames can operate as new tools of representation and exploration for architects and designers by 
means of design projects. Although we might place videogames in a linear history of architectural media 
from the drawing and model, to the film or the prototype, through to contemporary uses of simulation 
and parametric modelling, I will argue that they reside somewhere between all of these other modes of 
architectural expression. When one plays a videogame such as Pokémon GO, one is experiencing the 
aesthetic convergence of artists, writers, modellers, interface designers, programmers (and more besides) 
played upon some form of mass produced device (the networked progeny of Reyner Banham’s gizmo)44.  

My own interest in games comes from a childhood spent exploring their worlds. As a younger kid my 
friends and I would camp round an old BBC Micro home computer playing all manner of strange 
freeware games. By the age of 8 I had my first proper PC (Personal Computer), which I used with 
friends to make text-based adventure games, such as a ‘comedy’ version of a James Bond adventure 
which we called 006 (1/2): Licence to Drive, programmed using QBasic which was an early 1990s 
programming language. The computer had originally arrived complete with two games: Microprose 
Grand Prix (1992) and Lemmings (1991). While the racing game was a seminal title—and at the time 
pushed at the realism achievable by computer game graphics and physics—it was Lemmings that 
offered a nascent ‘architectural’ experience. As a steady stream of lemmings walked towards their 
inexorable doom, the player utilised a number of tools in order to manipulate the environment around 
them. Amongst a suite of commands dispatched by the player’s godly figure, lemmings could be 
instructed towards certain behaviours: told to dig, build, use umbrellas to arrest large falls from height 
or stand still like a traffic cop and refuse to let any of their comrades pass their position. Lemmings 
was played from the (then) ubiquitous side-on view, and as the creatures bore holes and built mounds 
into the landscape, they essentially reformed an interactive architectural section drawing [Fig. 16]. 

44. Banham, Design by Choice, p.110.

[Fig. 16] Lemmings 
(1991), seeing Lemmings 
directed through an 
‘architectural section.’
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The developers of Lemmings DMA Design who had already touched on the spatial 
potential of videogames in the early nineties, would continue to pursue it, developing 
the revolutionary top-down view open city of Grand Theft Auto (1997) [Fig. 17] 
and its sequel Grand Theft Auto 2 (1999) [Fig. 18]. By 2001 DMA Design had been 
renamed Rockstar North and were releasing the unprecedented Grand Theft Auto 
III, with its living and breathing recreation of New York as Liberty City [Fig. 19]. 
Rockstar North subsequently recreated Scarface era Miami in Grand Theft Auto: Vice 
City (2002). The followed this with a 90’s Boyz n the Hood inspired reconstructed 
California (and Nevada) in Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas (2004), which included 
digital facsimiles of Los Angeles (Los Santos), San Francisco (San Fierro) and Las 
Vegas (Las Venturas)—and saw the protagonist at one point live in a strangely 
gloomy reinterpretation of the Stahl House. Rockstar North then returned to Liberty 
City and Los Santos for GTAs IV & V (2008 & 2013)—advances in computing power 
allowing for cities to become far more lifelike and sprawling in their recreation of 
reality, with GTA V quickly becoming the best-selling videogame of all time [Fig. 20]. 
Just looking at the history of DMA/Rockstar then is to see a videogame dynasty 
grown around highly architectural videogames that either allowed the user to 
directly manipulate architectural space, or utilised a convincing architectural 
simulation to provide site-specific context to a larger narrative and give users 
an uncanny sense of knowing another place directly from their living rooms. 

[Fig. 17] Grand 
Theft Auto (1997). 
A top-down view of 
a freely explorable 
‘open world’ city.

[Fig. 19] Grand Theft Auto 
3 (2001). A paradigm shift 
in 3D recreations of cities 
in videogames. GTA 3 was 
based around an ‘open 
world’ version of New York.

[Fig. 18] Grand Theft 
Auto 2 (1999).
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[Fig. 20] Grand Theft 
Auto V (2013). The latest 
iteration of GTA’s open 
world locations, a simulated 
caricature of Los Angeles.
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The world of videogames is a broad church, and so it follows that the relationship between the 
architecture of virtual space and game logics has developed in multiple directions. Games such as 
the SimCity series [Fig. 21] and the more recent Cities: Skylines [Fig. 22] are most architecturally 
obvious, because the objective of the game is about growing and sustaining a city. These tend 
towards the urban planning scale of engagement as the player does not design individual buildings 
but instead zones areas and creates public infrastructure. In fact the language of the architecture 
present in the game is rather generic and conservative (although one can also import their own 
structures into Cities). The buildings that grow into our zoned districts resemble reality as it is, 
rather than offering alternative possible modes of living or even new architectural styles. 

The go-to reference for architects is Minecraft [Fig. 23], where the player mines blocks of material and uses 
them to construct buildings, ostensibly to survive from monsters that come out at night. Its influence has 
spread well beyond this simple premise and its voxel blocks (essentially 3D pixels) have clearly provided a 
structure for the architectural experimentations of a huge user base. Other games such as Starbound also 
provide the player with the ability to shape a world in their image through a landscape of raw materials 
in a similar manner to Minecraft but in a 2D viewpoint. Plethora Project’s Block’Hood is one of the first 
examples of an architecturally trained designer moving directly into the world of game design [Fig. 24], 
with a similar emphasis on the aggregation of spatial units into ecological systems as Minecraft. Players 
must achieve certain levels of efficiency and sustainability within their ‘hood’ through combining the blocks. 

Architecture also supplies a supporting structure for many games that do not expressly deal with 
cities as design objects. XCOM 2 (2016) frames its turn-based tactical game play around near-future 
cities under the yoke of alien invaders. Architecture plays a key role as players must utilise the built 
realm to hide their soldiers and navigate across space. The built environment is categorised into 
units, how far each soldier can run per turn, or how well protected they are behind a wall.  The Dark 
Souls (2009–2017) series [Fig. 25] conjure strange medieval worlds where danger and death lurks 
at every corner, a world filled with curious castles and chapels, striated by the light and warmth of 
bonfires, points of blessed relief where the player may rest and recuperate. The space of the bonfire 
becomes an area of sanctuary, and players are constantly scanning their environment to see clues 
as to where the next one may be. ISLANDS: Non Places (2017) was developed by an illustrator, turning 
a series of spatial scenarios into interactive ‘moving dioramas’ that speak of Auge’s landscapes of 
banality [Fig. 26]45 that give the game its title, before opening them up into something more fantastical. 
Everyday elements of our environment like bus stops and luggage carousels can be clicked by the 
player, unfolding into fantastical landscapes. The Fallout (1997–2015) series of games takes a post-
apocalyptic USA as its setting, with a world trapped in a 1950s atomic age Americana that was stopped 
in its tracks by a nuclear holocaust. Here we see a spatial fantasy played out, where 1950s suburbia 
meets near-future science fiction technology like speculative architectural projects of the past. 

Architecture can, and often does, provide the context for spatial puzzles from the aforementioned 
Lemmings, through the isometric pyramids of Q*Bert (1982) all the way through Monument Valley’s 
(2014) Escher-esque world where the game plays with our understanding of space. The Witness 
(2016) turns the world into a series of complex mazes that one must try to solve. Even a proto-
sports game such as Rocket League (2015) frames its play around the idea of a stadium as a 
cultural venue, with a ‘crowd’ comprising thousands of tiny geometrical capsules baying for goals 
and honking horns at the remote controlled cars bashing a ball around a futuristic pitch. 

45. Marc Augé, Non-Places: Introduction to an Anthropology of Supermodernity (London: Verso, 2008).   

[Fig. 21] Sim City 2000 
(1993). Isometric viewpoints 
and urban design strategies.
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Skylines (2015). 
Modern ‘city-builder’ 
games let the player 
explore right down 
to street-level.

[Fig. 23] Minecraft (2011). A 
user-built house created in 
Minecraft using raw materials 
mined from the virtual world. 

[Fig. 24] Block’Hood (2016).

[Fig. 25] Dark Souls III (2016).

[Fig. 26] Islands: Non-
Places (2017).
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The burgeoning field of game studies is exploring the strange situation of the videogame as a media 
form. This has grown out of the study of traditional games, into an academic field in its own right. 
We can trace the formalisation of the discipline back to the first edition of the academic journal 
Games Studies that was released in 2001. DiGRA (Digital Games Research Association) is the 
preeminent organisation of games studies academics, and since its formation in 2003 has grown 
into a number of international chapters including one in the UK. Games studies writing has emerged 
from academics with a number of backgrounds, including (and not confined to) social sciences, 
comparative literature, computer science and media studies. As such, much game studies writing 
establishes certain links to traditional game theory, as well as philosophy, aesthetics and media 
theory, in attempts to establish the ground upon which the videogame form sits. The work of theorists 
such as Huizinga, French philosophers Alain Badiou, Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, the German 
philosopher and sociologist Theodor Adorno and Canadian media theorist Marshall McLuhan appear 
regularly in such games criticism. The position often held in game studies is that while much of this 
work is incredibly influential, and has provided an intellectual basis through which to regard games, 
their emerging cultural influence as media also pulls at the boundaries of critical methods designed 
to interrogate texts and films, especially given that user interactivity is a core principle of video games 
in a way that structurally goes beyond the subjectivity of the viewer in prior media. In terms of my 
thesis this means that game studies theorists will be key to understanding the formal properties that 
are unique to games and establishing my own critical framework through which to understand and 
interrogate their architectural agency. While I will discuss critical theory written around other media 
it is also key to establish the unique aesthetics of games as something apart from film, for instance.

I will focus on the work of a number of videogame theorists in order to outline the significance of 
videogames on architectural design. American games designer and theorist Ian Bogost is one of the 
most renowned figures in the field, and his work has been particularly influential on building the 
theoretical basis for this thesis. Through a number of books Bogost has analysed games as a persuasive 
medium, capable of imparting meaning on the player through arguments. He calls this ‘procedural 
rhetoric’ 46—how the mechanics of games may reinforce certain behaviours in the player. Bogost’s 
work is particularly important because it outlines the peculiar way in which gamers hold themselves 
while playing. He uses the term ‘simulation fever’ to describe the relationship between the fictional 
experience of a game, and the simulated mechanics that one operates—‘a madness through which an 
interrogation of the rules that drive both systems begins.’47 To be great at traversing virtual space and 
defeating opponents in a Battlefield game is ultimately to be able to coordinate between visual and 
audio stimulus and the miniature movements of a hand upon a peripheral. The sum of the experience 
is something more. It is translated into the feeling of being in a fictitious space and having agency to 
move and act within it. The implication of this on my conception of space as an architect is that very 
relationship between the body and architecture is radically changed in a videogame world. As more and 
more people throw themselves into games, these types of feverish spaces are becoming more normative 
experiences, which suggests people’s expectations of architecture may be irrevocably changed.

As I mentioned earlier, the work of Juul has also been influential on this thesis. Juul coined the catchy 
term ‘half-real’ to describe the way videogames combine fictional representations with real rules. 
What he means here is that videogames use real rules to mediate our interactions with a fictional 
space. We could say chess is half-real because it uses visually abstracted pieces on a battlefield 
pertaining to fictional military units (of a sort) but its rules and tactics are real and the subject of much 
discussion. With games, this relationship is brought further to the fore because we are often exploring 
lifelike virtual worlds, or imaginary spaces with vast amounts of characters and stories behind them. 
But boil down their rules and most games usually oscillate between a win and fail state—whether 
that is caused a snap failure of accuracy in Call of Duty or a buildup of poor decisions in SimCity. 
The implication of this is that the fictional architectural spaces of games contain real rule sets that 
the player engages with and these rules regulate our behaviour within virtual worlds. The potential 
for this thesis, and architecture more generally, is that we can build representations of architecture, 
and then allow users to test them utilising real rule sets. I see Juul’s definition as opening the door 
for speculative projects that not only represent what future architectures might could be but also 

46. Ian Bogost, Persuasive Games (Cambridge MA, London: MIT Press, 2007), Kindle edition for iPad, Loc 84.
47. Ibid., Loc 6190.
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represent how someone might be permitted to act in such an architecture. 

While the coded rules have real consequences, and reinforce real actions (we can 
really lose by really manipulating the controller incorrectly) the representation 
on top is a fiction. How we win or lose against those rules can say things that the 
fiction does not. American game developer Clint Hocking articulated the potential 
disconnections of this condition in the term ‘ludonarrative dissonance.’48 This term 
is designed to enunciate the potential disjunction between what a story in a video 
game is telling us we are doing, and what the actual actions we are undertaking 
are. One such example might be Lara Croft, the lead character in the Tomb Raider 
games, being shown crying after killing a deer during a ‘cut scene’ (a passage of 
non-interactive story exposition video within a game) as part of the game’s main 
narrative. Yet the same character as controlled by the player will kill tens if not 
hundreds of human adversaries as part of the same storyline. Once we get into the 
game, there is a back and forth between what the rules require of us and what the 
fiction gives to us [Fig. 27]. What this means is that the worlds presented to us, and 
the logics they impose on us maybe operate counter-intuitively when seen from the 
outside. Yet such inconsistencies are generally accepted as part of the videogame 
form itself. So videogame architecture is in a constant play of meaning. The symbolic 
link between what a space appears to be and what it actually does is often twisted in 
videogame space. On the one hand this suggests that within this thesis I can utilise 
such dissonance as an architectural strategy, and on the other it raises the spectre 
of architectural symbolism that accompanies postmodern architectural theory. 

Games such as Tomb Raider or the Uncharted and Assassin’s Creed series take 
the tropes of an action or Indiana Jones film and place them into its simulated 
environments, with the player asked to jump, climb and traverse their worlds. The 
Uncharted games are highly linear experiences relative to many other videogames, 
and there is a strong narrative flow—gameplay interspersed with cutscenes to 
articulate the story. Yet at every step where the player is involved, there is a certain 
contingency present. Every chasm jumped, every temple wall ascended and every 
enemy battled carries the potential for failure. Should the player make the game’s 
hero Nathan Drake fall and die, one of the other characters (known as non-player 
characters—NPCs) might exclaim dramatically as if in a Hollywood movie. Yet after 
a short time to reload the scene, the player will be placed back at the preceding 
‘checkpoint’ (where the game was saved last), ready to resume the storyline 
through space. Because the Uncharted series is so narrative led and so linear, this 
is jarring. Yet it is understood as one of the central situations of gameplay [Fig. 
28], and the series of games have been a great commercial and critical success. 

48. “Ludonarrative Dissonance in Bioshock,” Clint Hocking, accessed on 16/10/15, 
http://clicknothing.typepad.com/click_nothing/2007/10/ludonarrative-d.html.

[Fig. 27] A Tomb Raider 
meme playing on the 

inherent inconsistencies in 
videogame experiences.

[Fig. 28] Diagram showing 
the difference between 

a conventional linear 
narrative and the repetitious 

narrative of a seemingly 
linear videogame. 

Linear narrative overcoming obstacles. Linear narrative structured by ruptures and repetition.
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Jesper Juul has also written extensively on the videogame form and the aesthetics of ‘failure’49—and by 
extension, death. Juul’s analysis is interesting for the purposes of this thesis because beyond the games 
visual apparatus and interface elements, the notion of failure as intrinsic to their form makes them a 
challenging media to deal with. To see failure and death as part of the videogame form, also helps to 
frame them as something set apart from the inexorable march of technology—no matter how realistic 
looking they become. To master a game, and overcome failure, requires performing an action over and 
over—Danish media studies theorist Torben Grodal’s definition of an ‘aesthetics of repetition’50 is also 
an interesting route into discussing videogames, and probably understanding why time can seem to 
disappear while playing. The Norwegian games theorist Espen Aarseth’s writings on ‘cybernetic signs’ are 
also pertinent for this thesis, dealing as they do with the relationship between sign and signifier in digital 
objects. Aarseth’s assertion that ‘trivial’ semiotic links are severed in digital objects—that they do not 
possess material affordances—allows for us to regard videogame spaces as architectural zones where 
meaning and symbolism might be severed or twisted in peculiar ways.51 For this thesis it returns us back 
to Hocking’s idea of dissonance because in videogame worlds, objects can take on conflicting meanings 
easily as they lack these material affordances and this is fertile ground for an architect to explore. 

In order to understand the significance of the videogame form for architecture, we should also 
be aware of contemporary media theory. In his book The Language of New Media, Russian media 
theorist Lev Manovich states that ‘a new media object is subject to algorithmic manipulation. In 
short, media becomes programmable.’52 In Manovich’s work we see the influence of videogame 
aesthetics in ‘teleaction’ systems, where interfaces and remote cameras allow for the user to act 
remotely on a real space through a real time feedback system. Videogames are framed under 
the logics of new media, with their representational layers and computational layers:

Similarly, new media in general can be thought of as consisting of two distinct layers—the 
‘cultural layer’ and the ‘computer layer.’ Examples of categories belonging to the cultural layer 
are the encyclopaedia and the short story; story and plot; composition and point of view; 
mimesis and catharsis; comedy and tragedy. Examples of categories in the computer layer 
are process and packet (as in data packets transmitting through the network); sorting and 
matching; function and variable; computer language and data structure.53

Manovich’s writing takes us from Russian director Dziga Vertov’s cinematic kino-eye—the mechanical eye 
of the cinema camera—through to contemporary videogames with their virtual kino-eyes. The book is over 
15 years old now, a lifetime in the rapidly changing world of technology, but many of his links to the history 
of representation, and the place videogames and other new media might hold in relation to it, still stand. 

New media scholars Jay David Bolter and Richard Grusin’s similarly influential media theory work 
Remediation also sets out the basis for judging videogames through the rubric of new media. Although 
the reference points of the book have now become very dated, they make more general and useful 
points about the success of new media in oscillating between ‘immediacy’ and ‘hypermediacy.’ 
Immediacy is the state in which a media ‘disappears’ to the user. Think getting lost in a film, looking 
through the screen rather than one’s vision resting on it. Contemporary videogames also aspire to 
immediacy through their graphics and sounds that seek to draw one into their spaces, to forget 
that we are indeed playing on a screen and to look through that screen into the world beyond. 

By contrast, they argue hypermediacy is another quality of new media—that of windows, information, 
and real time statistics and so on.54 When we operate our computers on MacOS or Windows, we have 
a plethora of different sets of information given to us across the screen—the screen becomes a zone in 
which many different types of information are presented and manipulated by the user, a hypermedium. 
When we go to a film, immediacy is the desired state, and while the presentation of game worlds usually 
tends towards this as an end-goal, videogames are also intensely hypermediated. In the world of the 
game we are likely to have a graphical user interface that communicates our health, our ammunition 
perhaps, the player’s location within a level or perhaps messages from other players also playing with 
us online. Of course, not every single bit of information that pertains to hypermediacy is contained in 
the interface, many games make us pick up tokens, coins or somesuch. This is an obvious way by which 

49. Jesper Juul, The Art of Failure: An Essay on the Pain of Playing Video Games (Cambridge MA, London: MIT Press,2013).
50. Torben Grodal, “Stories for Eye, Ears, and Muscles: Video games, media, and embodied experiences.”, in 
The Video Game Theory Reader, Eds. M.J. P. Wolf & B. Perron, (New York: Routledge, 2003), p.148.
51. Espen Aarseth, Cybertext: Perspectives on Ergodic Literature (Baltimore, London: The John Hopkins University Press, 1997), p.40.
52. Lev Manovich, The Language of New Media (Cambridge MA, London: MIT Press, 2001), p.27
53. Manovich, The Language of New Media, p.46.
54. Jay David Bolter and Richard Grusin, Remediation, Understanding New Media (Cambridge MA, London: MIT Press, 2000), p.31.
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hypermediacy finds its way into immediacy-space, game logics laid bare in a fictional reality.  This is one 
of the key tensions of the videogame form; the screen collapses representational depictions of fictional 
spaces with the symbolic language of the game systems. Games are immediate hypermediums. 

Bringing the game into more physical and political contexts, the work of Graeme Kirkpatrick has been 
important in defining the interplay between the layers of videogame space. Kirkpatrick discusses the 
implicit role of the controller in videogames, and how it contributes to the aesthetics of the medium, in 
particular discussing what we might term the formal structure of videogames. He talks of the process 
of miniaturisation and abstraction of real world movements and actions into the controller, and the 
‘unique disunity’55 experienced by the player traversing game worlds using only their hands. By placing 
the game into a physical context, and emphasizing the medium specificity of the controller—he helps 
to make links to real conditions and reflect that games are played on gizmos. While much of my thesis 
talks about the represented worlds in videogames, Kirkpatrick offers an alternative methodology 
that I will attempt to incorporate into my thinking, that reflects the playing of games as a different 
condition, physically as well as psychologically, to watching a film or viewing a painting for instance. 

In a similar vein, the work of Canadian media theorists Nick Dyer-Witheford and Greig De Peuter in 
Games of Empire, takes the videogame form out into the socio-political arena and presents some startling 
findings. Using Hardt and Negri’s Empire as a framework for analysis, they critique a number of games 
against the ideological and political context in which they are created. The outcome is not always 
positive for games, which are often seen as something of a politically conservative medium, despite 
their relative newness as a media form. Dyer-Witheford and De Peuter see them as part of the military-
entertainment complex56, and further authors such as Corey Mead and P.W. Singer have identified clear, 
strategic links between military technologies and the proliferation of videogame interfaces. This returns 
us to Manovich’s idea of teleaction, of making moves remotely through an interface that are enacted 
in real time elsewhere. The banality of this idea today is in a large part due to videogame aesthetics: 

The incorporation of virtual/camera controls into the very hardware of game consoles is a 
truly historic event. Directing the virtual camera becomes as important as controlling the 
hero’s actions.57

Two of the most notable works that invoke comparisons between videogame space and architecture 
thus far are both by Steffen P. Walz, including Space Time Play 58 and the aforementioned Towards 
a Ludic Architecture59, which are probably the first two books directly examining videogames and 
architecture as intertwined fields. In the subsequent nine years, no other books have so clearly 
investigated the interplay between games and architecture and the nascent field of videogame 
studies applied into architectural research still bears a relation to the three analytical categories 
defined by Walz in Towards a Ludic Architecture—‘architecture as a game’; ‘game technology 
as vehicle of architectural experimentation’; ‘Game Genius Loci’ (or, as he terms it, ‘why should 
architects care about computer games’).60 Each of these categories appears in my own work, 
and I would hope that the design elements of this thesis serve to explore the first two categories, 
and thus elucidate the third—why architects should indeed, care about computer games. 

While some of Walz’s research was conducted as part of a PhD at the ITA Institute of Technology in 
Architecture at ETH it is important to note that the context of my thesis is predicated around design 
projects, where I combine the critical theory of games with architectural design practices to investigate 
(and demonstrate the results of) how an architect can engage with videogames as a medium for thought 
and practice. As such, I see my own research as straddling across each of Walz’s categories, and moving 
between them on a chapter-by-chapter basis. As I will discuss throughout this thesis, my design work 
has moved from what Walz calls the ‘genius loci’ of games, or their phenomenological properties61, 
through to the utilisation of game technologies in architectural projects. The projects in my thesis 
investigate games as structural objects, as media, as allegorical worlds, as geometrical spaces, and as 
cultural entities and more besides. This seems befitting of the complexity and significance behind media 
which conjure alternate worlds, along with billions of dollars of revenue and boast millions of users.

55. Graeme Kirkpatrick, Aesthetic Theory and the Videogame (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2011), p.112.
56. Dyer-Witheford and de Peuter, Games of Empire.
57. Bolter and Grusin, Remediation, Understanding New Media, p.84.
58. Friedrich von Borries, Matthias Bottger and Steffen P. Walz, Space Time Play: Computer Games, 
Architecture and Urbanism - the Next Level (Basel: Birkhauser Verlag AG, 2007).
59. Steffen P. Walz, Towards a Ludic Architecture: The Space of Play and Games (Pittsburgh, PA: ETC Press, 2010).
60. Ibid.,p.128.
61. Ibid.
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So it seems strange that given the giant strides in computation over the last decade, and since both 
of Walz’s books, that there have still been very few scholarly works that directly compare the impact 
of games on architecture, both practically and theoretically. This could be due to games seemingly 
lacking a utility: as Keith Stuart points out in the quote I presented earlier, they are not tools.  Or it might 
be the themes and representational tropes that games typically cover, fantasy worlds that largely 
(in mainstream games at least) deal with escapist fictions. Even those making a living as theorists in 
the field can admit that games have a somewhat chequered social standing. Juul admits that ‘video 
games are notoriously considered lowbrow catalogues of geek and adolescent male culture.62

With this in mind perhaps games do not appear to chase what certain architects have defined 
as the ‘cutting-edge’ despite their drive towards realism and high-complexity simulation. Patrick 
Schumacher argued that parametricism has removed repetition of units and simple geometries 
from cutting edge architectural vocabularies—as we can now build in absolute variance due 
to digital fabrication tools.63 Yet to play a videogame space, however realistic and sinuous in 
its presentation, is to be subjected to what Grodal describes as an aesthetics of repetition. 
Grodal frames games as a medium, where the repeated performance of an action confers a 
level of expertise that is similar to the processes we undergo in our professional lives. 

A film is mostly experienced as a unique sequence of events, and we do not learn the physical 
outlay of a given simulated world very well, we are carried from space to space. In everyday 
life, however, we repeat the same actions over and over in order to gain mastery. […] The 
video game experience is very much similar to such an everyday experience of learning and 
controlling by repetitive rehearsal. We often tell our everyday experiences to others, but often 
learn that all those details that we find intriguing may be boring for other people.64

Repeating actions and engaging with the logic of the videogame impel us in certain directions. Yet, 
unlike the real (professional) world, Juul’s framing of the aesthetics of failure argues that videogames 
offer a safe place for experimenting with error.65 So while the nuances of reality and repetitive nature of 
developing skill are fair points by Grodal, Juul makes it clear that there is something in the triviality of 
failure and by association success that pulls videogame spaces away from the real. Of course games 
assert success or failure only in relation to their specific rules (Huizinga’s magic circle condition). 
There are clearly discrepancies between our everyday experience and the high level of stimulation that 
games often provide through fantastical worlds, but Grodal’s point about the intriguing details of the 
daily experience, and nuance being lost on others, carries through into videogame environments.

A player of games will be able to make comparisons between different virtual environments that might be 
completely alien to a non-player, because of the very particular, often opaque, language of these spaces. 
Even an enthusiastic player of certain games might find other game worlds difficult to comprehend. 
Grodal’s point relating games to normal life also touches on the fact that games are not software for 
‘experts’. When I play a game for leisure, I usually have a very specific relationship to space that does not 
reflect my architectural training. One of the central themes of this thesis is that architects may have means 
to interrogate game spaces in different ways, but ultimately there is a logic to game environments that 
emerges from repetitive action reliant on patterns and symbols in the world to communicate with the player.

The designers of videogame worlds regularly use spatial tropes and clichés, some from reality, some 
unique to the culture of virtual spaces such as invisible walls and barriers constraining the player. And 
environmental designers in games will endeavour to balance realism with memory efficiency through 
the repeated use of prefab ‘assets’ and through texture mapping techniques to make simple geometries 
appear more complicated than they actually are. Underneath this, on the level of the software the 
player intuits through experience, are the complex algorithms that dictate physics, AI routines and so 
on. One repetitively learns these logics as a symbolic transaction between the avatar and the world 
around them. Repetition and abstraction are quite alive and well in cutting-edge game design.

Both Aarseth and Kirkpatrick describe the way that videogames communicate to us as 
allegorical. In Aarseth’s terms, the ability for the represented world to be played resides 

62. Juul, Half-Real, Kindle edition for iPad, Loc 261.
63. Patrick Schumacher, “Parametricism as Style: Parametricist Manifesto,” accessed on 16th March 
2016, http://www.patrikschumacher.com/Texts/Parametricism%20as%20Style.htm.
64. Torben Grodal, “Stories for Eye, Ears, and Muscles: Video games, media, and embodied experiences,” in 
The Video Game Theory Reader, Eds. M.J. P. Wolf & B. Perron, (New York: Routledge, 2003), p.148.
65. Juul, The Art of Failure.
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in the implicit divergences from reality that are built into the logic of its simulations. Architecturally 
then, we might find a structural kernel in his definition of videogames as allegories:

Computer games, finally, are allegories of space: they pretend to portray space in ever more realistic 
ways, but rely on their deviation from reality in order to make the illusion playable.66

In this sense, videogame worlds often seem like advanced computation put to very postmodern uses—to transact 
symbols and meanings of the world in and out of their underlying algorithms. In regards to architecture, game spaces 
literally deal in the ‘complexity and contradiction’ that Robert Venturi promoted as an underpinning of postmodern 
design. At the same time, the wider postmodern rejection of grand narrative is reinforced by games even when there 
is ostensibly a clear story on the surface. In game spaces, what might be presented as a linear journey becomes 
a series of fragments and repetitions, of denials of a true structural metanarrative, as soon as we fail or die.

Many games are also highly referential in the architecture they depict, they translate realistic looking spaces into 
new formal conditions. Their spaces are often derived from existing architectural situations or established fictional 
tropes that can tend towards the familiar or generic. But to understand the familiar and the generic as a methodology 
was precisely the project of Venturi, Scott Brown and Izenour’s architectural theory. The further impact of this is a 
prevalence of allegory as a way of structuring space in games, which is a form of design that aligns closely with long 
held fascinations of architectural thinkers. This follows Craig Owens’ argument that ‘the allegorist does not invent 
images but confiscates them.’67  In Walter Benjamin’s comparison of the allegory to the ruin, he argues, ‘allegory is 
in the realm of thought what ruins are in the realm of things.’68  The ruin as a purely physical object is an emblem 
in dialogue with the lost historical events that shape it, and in games objects are in dialogue with the invisible rules 
that the programmer has created that structure their meaning. Some objects will slip in and out of ‘ruin’ status as 
allegorical meaning negotiates with overtly displayed game logic. This produces temporal spaces with transitory 
meanings requiring an active participant in the simulation to fully form the world, and this is why my methodology of 
playing games is so key to understanding them. So in the end, as Kirkpatrick argues: ‘we have to break with the fiction 
to explore and examine the game as an object.’69 

I recall a lecture at a workshop I attended in Korea given by Professor Guido Giuliani from the Cooper Union 
exploring American architect John Hejduk’s work as head of their architecture school. When discussing 
Hejduk’s Venice Biennale project, Giuliani suggested that he saw the site of Venice not as a real place, but 
as a fictional construction within which to test his ideas of architecture through representation [Fig. 29].70 In 
this sense game space is quite similar. Mackenzie Wark and Alexander Galloway describe experiencing game 
spaces through ‘allegorithms’—the allegory of the fictional world combining with an allegorical relationship 
to the underlying algorithms of the game [Fig. 30].71 This is similar to Bogost’s notion of simulation fever: 

The disparity between the simulation and the player’s understanding of the source system it models 
creates a crisis in the player … a madness through which an interrogation of the rules that drive both 
systems begins.72 

Both of these terms outline the position in which we sense that we are not only playing as a character in a simulated 
space, but playing the rules of that simulated space, which diverge from reality. Games are still allegorical 
procedures, their simulations distribute symbolic codes for the player to respond to. In Galloway and Wark’s reading, 
the underlying coded simulation is the allegorist, responsible for confiscating and drip feeding imagery to the player.

66. Espen Aarseth, “Allegories of Space. The Question of Spatiality in Computer Games”, in Cybertext Yearbook 2000, p.169.
67. Craig Owens, “The Allegorical Impulse: Towards a Theory of Postmodernism”, October, Vol.12 (Spring, 1980), p.69. 
68. Walter Benjamin, The Origin of German Tragic Drama (London: NLB, 1977), p.177-178. 
69. Kirkpatrick, Aesthetic Theory and the Videogame, p.188.
70. Guido Giuliani, “Design(ing) at Cooper: The case for a complicit city,” Busan International 
Architectural Design Workshop, Pusan National University, 4th August 2015. 
71. McKenzie Wark, Gamer Theory (Cambridge MA, London: Harvard University Press, 2007), Note [030].
72. Ian Bogost, Persuasive Games (Cambridge MA, London: MIT Press, 2007), Kindle edition for iPad, Loc 6180.

[Fig. 29] Cemetary for the 
Ashes of Thought, John Hejduk 
(1975). An allegorical Venice.

[Fig. 30] Indiana Jones 
and the Last Crusade: The 
Graphic Adventure (1989). 

An allegorithmic Venice.
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Galloway also discusses the interplay between diegetic and non-diegetic space in games—the 
difference between the worlds as portrayed by the virtual camera [Fig. 31]—and the world of information 
represented on the GUI (graphical user interface) of the game [Fig. 32]. This GUI layer is treated 
differently to the experiential layer in a game engine, the information it contains is rendered over and 
above any cinematic camera—flat and compressed to the screen. This layered condition is intrinsic 
and essential to the aesthetics of videogames as a media. This returns us to the idea of ludonarrative 
dissonance, the information on the GUI level, waypoints, scores and so on, may contradict the immediacy 
of the presented world it is laid atop. Rather than seeing this as a problem, if we regard this as the 
video game form itself, can this disconnect between narrative and action represent a key property of 
videogames to be utilised as a designer? As Manovich puts it: ‘it would follow that the periodic shifts 
between illusion and its suspension are necessary to fully involve the subject in the illusion.’73 

The layered nature of the videogame aesthetic raises another question—what is videogame space? This 
is something that I will endeavour to investigate from an architectural standpoint through this thesis, 
but it is important to make a distinction early on and say that videogame space is not necessarily 
the same as a virtual reality walkthrough of a building for instance, although they may aesthetically 
coincide. One of the clearest analyses comes from Michael Nitsche in Video Game Spaces, where he 
explodes videogame space into five planes of analysis. Nitsche’s definition of the planes is as follows:

1. rule-based space as defined by the mathematical rules that set, for example, physics, 
sounds, AI and game-level architecture; 
2. mediated space as defined by the presentation, which is the space of the image plane and 
the use of this image including the cinematic form of presentation; 
3. fictional space that lives in the imagination, in other words, the space “imagined” by 
players from their comprehension of the available images; 
4. play space, meaning space of the play, which includes the player and the video game 
hardware; and 
5. social space defined by interaction with others, meaning the game space of other players 
affected (e.g., in a multiplayer title).74

Immediately, Nitsche’s definitions make clear that game space is not one thing, but an amalgamation of 
layers. Of course, separating the layers brings into question how we make a holistic understanding of how 
each plane interacts with one another during the course of playing videogame space. Nitsche’s definition 
of planes provides a number of openings for my own research to interrogate game space. Throughout this 
thesis, I will answer my research questions through work that operates on one particular plane (for instance 
drawings derived from the mediated space of the screen) and work that combines planes (for example, 
examinations of the relationship between a fictional space and the play space of the controller in a room). 

When we get past Nitsche’s first plane, we see that each subsequent layer deals with creating 
affect in the user, creating images, symbols and narratives in the service of creating a sense 
of place. In this respect, as I will argue throughout this thesis, game spaces offer a rather 
potential to the tools for fabrication, CAD or BIM packages. And this is not surprising given the 
way videogame spaces are perceived and communicated not only by the developers of the 
games themselves—but that extra part you bring with you as a player that Stuart talks of. 

73. Lev Manovich, The Language of New Media, p.208.
74. Michael Nitsche, Video Game Spaces: Image, Play, and Structure in 3D 
Worlds (Cambridge MA, London: MIT Press, 2008), p.15–16.
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[Fig. 31] The diegetic space 
of Satellite Reign (2015) 

shows a neo-noir future city 
which forms the backdrop 

to the game’s story.

[Fig. 32] The non-diegetic 
space of Satellite Reign shows 

all the layers of information 
that the player needs to 

parse as they direct their 
agents through the world.
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Formed by Failure: Architecture in games as a catalyst for the player’s failings.

In a 2015 piece for The Atlantic Magazine, videogame theorist Ian Bogost bemoaned the quasi-
theocratic framing of the algorithm in contemporary culture. Bogost was concerned by how Google, 
Facebook or Apple ‘invite’ us into their idea of society smoothed and solved by data and the 
algorithm. For Bogost, such rhetoric ignores both necessary relationships to the muddle of physical 
reality and the fact that algorithms are representations of more complex source systems designed 
by people. He calls them caricatures.75 Videogames, he posits, are the only form of algorithm that 
publicly embraces this caricature nature. For Bogost, videogames admit what they are: rule-based 
representations76. As it is, most videogames do not have the pretension to change or save the world, 
but instead to uphold a temporary set of rules for one to engage with and succeed (or fail) against. 

Compared to advanced manufacturing, smart cities or environmental parametrics, games might appear 
as folly. As Graeme Kirkpatrick states, ‘all video games are a kind of opening up of the machine and 
begin the process of prising it away from the dominant historical narrative of ‘technological progress’’.77 
Yet this is precisely where I believe their importance lies. If games offer a divorce from technological 
determinism, then they also offer an alternative model for how computational systems may be employed. 

Of course games often do utilise cutting edge technologies in their production. Yet at the same time 
as big releases, smaller experimental indie games are pulling the medium in different directions. 
These games all share a videogame aesthetic. For Jesper Juul, the videogame is the sole artform that 
specifically deals with failure. As we explore the rules and limits of games, and try to succeed against 
them, we fail multiple times. Space within videogames becomes the location for experiments in failure:

Video games are the art of failure, the singular art form that sets us up for failure and allows 
us to experience and experiment with failure.78

Games provide situations and spaces within which to fail, and architectures represented within 
flit between supporting and mitigating failure. Never mind the near-photorealistic ledges and 
precipices of an Assassin’s Creed game, going back to late 1980s Mario one would jump between 
platforms—two ‘built’ elements sandwiching a gap. The platforms required the gap—the zone of 
failure between them in order to quantify success [Fig. 33]. Those represented landscapes were 
first drawn on graph paper by designer Shigeru Miyamoto, and closely resembled an architectural 
section [Fig. 34].79 In Super Mario Maker (2015) such elements can now be arranged by users into 
novel combinations, producing levels that push at the edge of the logics of the game [Fig. 35].

These architectural elements reinforce the paradoxical relationship between failing in a structure and 
succeeding in a narrative. Juul regards this as a set of conflicting desires that underpin the experience of 
such media:

Our moment-to-moment desire to avoid unpleasant experiences (for ourselves or for fictional 
characters) is at odds with a longer-term aesthetic desire in which we understand failure, 
tragedy, and general unpleasantness to be necessary for our experience. 80

As such there usually needs to be interplay between architectural elements in game worlds that help the 
player, and those that defeat the player. One needs to understand these both as discrete elements, and 
as an archipelago of unified fragments in space and time. We know that a pipe in Mario will take us to 
another level in the game, and so we have a spatial expectation from pipes as a symbolic typology within 
the game [Fig. 36].

75. “The Cathedral of Computation,” Ian Bogost for The Atlantic, accessed on 12th October 2016, https://
www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2015/01/the-cathedral-of-computation/384300/.
76. Ibid.
77. Kirkpatrick, Aesthetic Theory and the Videogame, p.115.
78. Juul, The Art of Failure, p.30.
79. “These Sheets of Graph Paper Were Used to Design Super Mario Bros”, Archdaily, accessed on 10th January 
2017, http://www.archdaily.com/783657/the-sheets-of-graph-paper-they-used-to-design-super-mario-bros.
80. Juul, The Art of Failure, p.115.

[Fig. 33] A diagram showing 
the gap, or the ‘zone 
of failure’ that defines 
architecture in Mario.

Risk of failureNo risk
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[Fig. 34] Shigeru Miyamoto’s 
original graph paper 

drawings for Mario (1989). 

[Fig. 36] The pipe in the Mario 
games is symbolic of an 
entrance to its netherworld, 
and these elements are 
tied together through an 
implied relationship to the 
subterranean and secret. 

[Fig. 35] Promotional shot 
for Super Mario Maker 
showing the manipulation of 
components on a grid. (2015). 
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Games and inflection: Fragments connected by curious logics.

The proliferation of symbolic elements in video games is pertinent because it reignites architectural 
theories that many might assume have little to do with a contemporary computational technology. In my 
opinion, in attempting to understand the fragmentary and figurative nature of game spaces, it is in fact 
some of the founding thinkers of architectural postmodernism whose ideas resonate most clearly with the 
videogame form. I have already discussed Mario’s connection between platform and gap, this relationship 
is similar to Robert Venturi’s discussion of inflected elements in architecture [Fig. 37]—fragments that hint 
at an overall whole without explicitly disclosing it: 

Inflection in architecture is the way in which the whole is implied by exploiting the nature 
of the individual parts, rather than their position or number. By inflecting toward something 
outside themselves, the parts contain their own linkage: inflected parts are more integral with 
the whole than are uninflected parts. Inflection is a means of distinguishing diverse parts while 
implying continuity. 81

As Emmanuel Petit argues, ‘instead of providing the literal continuity of a work’s meaning, inflection 
implied a formal continuity, which unfolded through time.’82 In a Mario game, architectural 
fragments work towards the ‘whole’ of the videogame form by supporting this relationship between 
progression and failure. They imply formal continuity to the game world through inflection, that 
is revealed through its playing. The architecture we experience in games is usually the facilitator 
of a very specific type of action enmeshed into the architectural design—even when it is trying to 
evoke 15th century Venice in an Assassin’s Creed game, or a near-future New York in The Division. In 
fact, we probably witness two layers of inflection in such cases. There are the symbolic fragments 
of architecture that we connect—as players—together into a game landscape to be jumped 
across, hid behind or shot up. And there is also the compressed landscape that represents Venice 
or New York through symbolic fragments that play on our cultural knowledge of those places. 

Venturi and Scott Brown’s work in Learning from Las Vegas opened up conversations on meaning in 
architecture that games continue to provoke. As such, the work of those writing about the architectural 
methodology of Venturi and Scott Brown is also of interest here. Aron Vinegar studies the production of the 
book itself in I Am a Monument, and focuses on how they brought new objects into the architectural canon. 
Martino Stierli frames their work as possessing a fascination with the lowbrow while Emmanuel Petit sees 
their practice as an exploration in the ironic structural forms that architecture may take. Each of these 
theorists place Venturi and Scott Brown’s work in a contemporary context, where we can see the renewed 
impact of their ideas in the face of new technologies—the use of inflection in games being one such case.

Having said that, this particular type of inflection is something different to that conjured by 
the historically based architectural discourse of Venturi. I believe that games work via the same 
architectural means that he identifies, but that they utilise it in the creation of game environments. 
By this I mean to say that Venice as a game environment, is different to Venice as a LiDAR 
scan. It is Venice subjected to new rules that produce new architectural figures that inflect 
towards one another. Take a Destructoid piece on developer Caroline Miousse and her work on 
a 2-year reconstruction of the Notre Dame for another Assassin’s Creed game [Fig. 38–39]: 

Another issue was that the Notre Dame wasn’t built with the idea that it needs to be a gaming 
space in mind. So, some liberties had to be taken with item placement to create paths through 
it across many different levels.83

These ‘liberties’ work because as Kirkpatrick contends, the knowing player will approach a 
game differently to the ‘suspension of disbelief’ afforded movies or theatre, regarding the 
game with an “awareness that it will pretend or purport to be one thing (its fiction, if you will) 

81.  Robert Venturi, Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture (London: The Architectural Press Ltd, 1977), p.88–90.
82. Emmanuel Petit, Irony; or, the Self-Critical Opacity of Postmodern Architecture, 
(New Haven CT, London: Yale University Press, 2013), p.54.
83. Brett Makedonski, “One dev spent two years making the Notre Dame in Assassin’s Creed Unity,” Destructoid, accessed 1st March 
2017, https://www.destructoid.com/one-dev-spent-two-years-making-the-notre-dame-in-assassin-s-creed-unity-282133.phtml.
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[Fig. 37] Venturi and Scott 
Brown’s Eclectic House Project 
utilised the architectural 
inflection of details. 

[Fig. 38] The Notre-Dame in 
Paris, recreated in Assassin’s 

Creed: Unity (2014). 

[Fig. 39] The real Notre-Dame 
took some 182 years to 

construct, while the digital 
facsimile took ‘only’ 2 years. 
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while actually holding out affordances and sensations that are discrepant with this.”84 

Videogames are computational media that utilise algorithms to regulate rules. Bogost borrows from 
classical structures of rhetoric to argue that the rule-based representations (the simulation) begin to 
constitute ‘enthymemes.’85 The enthymeme is framed in this context as the informal syllogism—where one 
part of the three part logical argument is omitted. In Bogost’s terms, the enthymeme comes to stand for the 
unsaid yet implicit rules of logic that underpin the portrayals of space and interactive conditions of the 
videogame. Once we really get into a game, we are playing along with its rules as if it were second nature.

But as Australian games theorist McKenzie Wark and American games theorist Alexander Galloway 
point out—games are also allegorical. Experiencing the ‘unique disunity’86 of videogame space 
is not the same form of allegory as might be present reading a book that evokes architecture or 
watching a film containing buildings. Galloway and Wark have attempted to outline the effect of 
games through the portmanteau ‘allegorithm.’87 This layered experience, the intuitive surface layer 
of the game and the underlying coded structure, work together to produce affect. As Wark states:

What is distinctive about games is that they produce for the gamer an intuitive relation to the 
algorithm. The intuitive experience and the organizing algorithm together are an allegorithm 
for a future that in gamespace is forever promised but never comes to pass.88 [Nb. In this 
context Wark refers to the real world as gamespace]

If the allegorithm might be harnessed as a formal structure unique to games, could architects use it? 
Game spaces combine both contemporary coding systems and tools of architectural, photographic and 
cinematic representation. Architects would surely use videogames as a medium differently to commercial 
game designers, much as architectural flythroughs are different to feature films or soap operas. 

I believe that looking towards the videogame form reveals formal techniques that I would call ironic 
computation. They deliberately and strategically sever and reassemble symbolic links through the 
logics of the game code, the screen, the controller and so forth. The enmeshing of ludic rules into spatial 
representations means videogames and their encapsulated universes might become a computational 
medium for thinking about architecture rather than generating it, prototyping it or manufacturing it. 

As Wark suggests ‘while other media present the world as if it were for you to look at, the game engine 
presents worlds as if they were not just for you to look at but for you to act upon in a way that is given.’89

We might find Martino Stierli’s definition of Venturi and Scott Brown’s ‘vulgar gaze’90—an ‘unabashed 
fascination for the low’ enshrined in the digitised built environment of Grand Theft Auto V. Or 
the infinite procedural planetary systems of No Man’s Sky might evoke Piranesi: ‘I believe that if 
I were commissioned to design a new universe, I would be mad enough to undertake it.’91 

84. Kirkpatrick, Aesthetic Theory and the Videogame, p.112.
85. Bogost, Persuasive Games, Kindle for iPad edition, loc. 493.
86. Kirkpatrick, Aesthetic Theory and the Videogame, p.112.
87. Wark, Gamer Theory, Note [030].
88. Ibid., Note [030].
89. Ibid., Note [199].
90. Stierli, Las Vegas in the Rearview Mirror, 272.
91. “Giovanni Battista Piranesi (1720–1778),” Met Museum, Heilbrunn Timeline of Art History, 
accessed 14th August 2016, http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/pira/hd_pira.htm.

[Fig. 40] The procedural 
worlds of Strangethink’s 

Secret Habitat (2016) 
collapse virtual architectures 

and virtual artworks 
together into one system.
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Mind the Gaps: How games manipulate the player’s subjectivity. 

Using Michael Nitsche’s definition of the five conceptual planes for analysing videogame 
space92, such ironic interplay takes place between the rule based space and the mediated space 
of the game, firstly as the underlying rules and secondly as the ‘space of the image plane’93 
presented to the gamer. Muddying the waters is the relationship of the game to the fictional 
space, which Nitsche defines as the imagined space produced in the mind of the player by their 
relationship to the mediated space. The mediated space collapses diegetic and non-diegetic 
images—the represented fictional world versus the rules, graphic user interfaces and heads—
up displays which give us information about our status within that world’s ludic structure. 

Bogost argues that the videogame—or, he argues, any type of simulation or procedural structure—
produces an ontological position that he terms the simulation gap. Similar to Juul’s definition of the 
half-real, Bogost defines this situation as ‘the gap between rule-based representation and player 
subjectivity.’94 Numbers tell us resources are running low and so we need to send more workers to a mineral 
node, or we make evasive manoeuvres across a freeway to lose the cops and lower our wanted level. 

From here relationships become even more opaque. We might imagine ourselves within a consistent 
world such as indie developer Strangethink’s Secret Habitat [Fig. 40]—‘a procedurally generated 
island with 99 procedurally generated art galleries full of generated artwork and generated sound 
loop exhibits.’95 But the mediated space of Secret Habitat is totally subservient to rules—art galleries, 
the artworks within them and even their names are all procedurally generated together, ironically 
detaching the gallery-artwork relationship we might perceive in the fictional space [Fig. 41].

On the fourth of Nitsche’s planes, the play space—‘which includes the player and the video game 
hardware,’96 this amounts to using the WASD keys on a keyboard to move our character, using the 
mouse to look around us and other keys to interact with the world. From the level of the material world 
of hardware and peripherals, our actions connect back to the rule based space of underlying code 
in order to produce the mediated space that then becomes our imaginary space. Once we arrive at 
Strangethink’s improbable architectures and landscapes viewed through screens, navigated through 
a hand-operated controller interface, Aarseth’s arbitrary relationships of the cybernetic sign re-
emerges. Because, as Kirkpatrick points out: ‘with video games the ironic distance, or gap, between 
what the player is doing (with the controller) and what the screen is representing is ineliminable.’97

92. Nitsche, Video Game Spaces, p.15–16.
93. Ibid.
94. Bogost, Persuasive Games, Kindle for iPad edition, loc. 4005.
95. Strangethink, “Secret Habitat”, accessed 05/02/16, https://strangethink.itch.io/secret-habitat.
96. Nitsche, Video Game Spaces, p.15–16.
97. Kirkpatrick, Aesthetic Theory and the Videogame, p.104–105.

[Fig. 41] In Strangethink’s 
Secret Habitat (2016), 

artworks, their composition 
and their name is generated 

alongside architecture. 
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We can compare videogames to what is loosely termed interactive architecture. Such 
practices increasingly adopt game interfaces utilising body tracking such as Microsoft’s 
Kinect. Yet the Kinect has been phased out since the release of the last Xbox console.98 If 
architects are exploring the possibilities of these tracking systems, then gamers are leaving 
them behind. Perhaps the connection between movement and application on screen seems 
too direct, too limited, despite the many different gestures a human body can perform. 

In gamer culture perhaps the prevalence of abstracted hand operated interfaces demonstrates 
this overriding presence and pleasure of ‘ironic distance.’99 Many diverse types of games, played 
from various viewpoints, in different virtual spaces of varied notional scales utilise the same control 
equipment. For an architect, this suggests lively possibilities for exploiting this gap—not only using 
game techniques to make virtual architectures, but defining the interfaces that predicate certain 
types of behaviour within those architectures. Recalling the French-Swiss architect Bernard Tschumi 
—‘architecture is defined by the actions it witnesses as much as by the enclosure of its walls.’100 

Baroque virtuality

Against a high Modernist ideal of progressive thought that forgets and reinvents the past, videogame 
environments are often highly referential and even Baroque in the complexity of their worlds, characters 
and meanings. That is not to say that the spatial design of virtual spaces could not be approached in 
a Modernist fashion, but that the re-emergence of an appetite for ‘neo-Baroque’101 experiences appears 
to be an intrinsic part of videogame culture. Both the surface narrative and mechanics of videogame 
spaces tend to be extrapolated and extended into other media by the communities that play the game. 
This might be message boards discussing tactics for traversing maps—or cartographically recording 
them, streamers playing the game on the videogame streaming platform Twitch, fan fiction and derivative 
artworks or live-action cosplay events where fans (and professional cosplayers) dress up as their 
favourite game characters. This is neatly encapsulated in the way videogame communities refer to this 
information as ‘lore’. Lore suggests that popular and anecdotal knowledge further elucidates these virtual 
worlds. Many videogames have their own wikis, collaborative online encyclopaedias that contain this 
information and allow the community to update it. It is often the case that as much information on virtual 
worlds comes from user experimentation than from the finalised creation the developers produced. 

One of the most well-known phenomena of this social surrounding to videogame culture 
is the Japanese otaku, most famously studied by Hiroki Azuma who related their patterns 
of consuming information to the aesthetics of the database.102 Roughly translated as nerd 
this term designates those obsessed with manga, anime, toys and videogames—and is 
often used as a byword for some of the more ‘curious’ practices of Japan’s youth. 

American game designer and writer Jane McGonigal discusses a collaborative project between many 
players of the game Halo to reach 10 billion in-game alien kills.103 For McGonigal, this scheme shows both 
the collaborative potential of gamers, and their desire to create new (spatial) narratives, over and above 
that which the storyline of the game sets out. McGonigal talks about the project in glowing terms, with 
the enthusiastic hyperbole that befits a TED speaker. I’d prefer another outlook: it also demonstrates the 
futility of videogames—hundreds of people devoted to a cause that would seem thoroughly pointless 
to most outsiders. But if we think back to Stuart’s point about games:  they are not tools as such—and 
so futility is not necessarily something to be feared. Perhaps McGonigal is right, and the futility of 
this huge collaborative player action actually reinforces the idea of grand narratives. Then again, to 
speak of such large endeavours is to perhaps frame games in a Modernist light. By contrast, when 
describing how Japan’s otaku also immerse themselves in the baroque structures of game and manga 
worlds, Hiroki Azuma describes this as an utterly postmodern condition, where the otaku obsesses 
only with consuming images: ‘otaku culture beautifully reflects the social structure of postmodernity 
on two points—the omnipresence of simulacra and the dysfunctionality of grand narrative.’104

98. Matt Bertz, “10 Ways The Kinect Failed Out Of Our Living Rooms”, accessed 16/11/14, http://www.
gameinformer.com/b/features/archive/2014/05/29/10-ways-the-kinect-failed-out-of-our-living-rooms.aspx
99. Kirkpatrick, Aesthetic Theory and the Videogame, p.104–105.
100. Bernard Tschumi, Advertisements for Architecture, 1978.
101. Kirkpatrick, Aesthetic Theory and the Videogame, p.161.
102. Hiroki Azuma, Otaku: Japan’s Database Animals (Minneapolis and London: 
University of Minnesota Press, 2009), Kindle edition for iPad.
103. Jane McGonigal, Reality is Broken: Why Games Make Us Better and How 
They Can Change the World  (New York: Vintage, 2012) p.95.
104. Azuma, Otaku: Japan’s Database Animals, Kindle edition for iPad, Loc.561.
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In the Blizzard game Overwatch, backstories to the levels and characters are not 
communicated through the game in a conventional manner, but are accessed 
by players through YouTube videos and other materials on the game’s website. 
Levels provide not only the grounds for combat, but carefully placed clues to the 
game’s lore. But at the same time, the lore does not really affect the mechanics 
of the game. The neo-Baroque narratives of this game extend out by design—
Blizzard being an experienced developer in the creation of Esports games which 
must capture the attention of gamers the way a football team—with its social 
and geographical history—might. Overwatch narratives extend from the slightly 
risqué—the revealing costumes of South Korean professional cosplayers Spiral 
Cats Team 105—to the positively hardcore: Blizzard recently started legal action 
against amateur animators making pornography using character models ripped 
from the game as a sexualised extension of the narrative [Fig. 42–46].106  Simulacra 
proliferate and a grand narrative gives way to the reframing of game characters 
as sex objects. But there is something here, a momentum that drives game worlds 
to expand beyond their virtual borders and take on meaning in other realms. 

105. “[Blizzard] OVERWATCH – Tracer,” Spiral Cats, SPCATS.NET, accessed 
16th January 2017, http://spcats.net/photos/?p=469.
106. “Blizzard trying to crack down on Overwatch porn,” CNet.com, accessed 16th January 
2017, https://www.cnet.com/uk/news/blizzard-trying-to-crack-down-on-overwatch-porn/.

[Fig. 42-46] The baroque nature of game fictions proliferates through 
official and unofficial stories. Overwatch character D.Va has evolved 

from an in-game protagonist into cosplay characters, unofficial 
toy kits and even stars in derivative pornographic animations.
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[Fig. 47] The 
procedural game 

world of Sir, You Are 
Being Hunted.
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Methodology

This thesis explores the potential of the videogame form as a representational tool for spatial design 
in the production of architecture and so I will outline how and why I think architects are able to utilise 
videogames to make representations and propositions that are not possible in other media. In the 
following chapters I will present a series of design projects within which I analyse videogame space in 
order to understand its logics and idiosyncrasies to posit how we might use videogames as architectural 
representations and as the basis for architectural projects designed for the physical world.

In order to outline the significance of videogame worlds my methodology employs three main methods [SM1]:

Firstly, I use comparative studies of existing architecture, game and media theory to establish a 
framework for analysing videogame space. I reference leading theorists in games studies such as Jesper 
Juul and Ian Bogost in order to outline the structural nature of the videogame as a media form. I also 
develop this framework with reference to influential studies in new media that provide a reference point 
for the examining the effects of pop-cultural technology on society and our visual culture. I also make 
comparative analysis to architectural theory, such as the work of Venturi and Scott Brown and Reyner 
Banham, that examines both the role of pop-culture and the effect of media on architectural practice. In 
addition, throughout the thesis I draw information from other sources such as game community message 
boards because many tasks to understand game worlds—such as the scaled mapping of levels—have 
only been conducted by these communities. The collection of folk knowledge is intrinsic to gamer culture 
and this type of practice clearly resonates with the writings of Venturi and Scott Brown in particular. 
While the game and media theory references are well known, there have not been previous in-depth 
studies relating games spaces to these architectural texts and so using this methodology throughout the 
introduction (and across other chapters) I seek to synthesise a new reading of videogame space that 
emphasises their nature as a pop-cultural media form whose structural nature is that of discrepancies. 

Secondly, to understand game spaces as architectures, I play them. Because a game space is formally 
incomplete (and arguably non-existent) without a player running the game, I use ‘virtual fieldwork’ methods 
as a way of collecting and recording my experiences of these environments. This varies from leisurely play, 
which gives me a prevailing sense of a world, through to more tightly directed play in order to draw out 
specific and targeted facets of their virtual spaces. This continues into counterplay, play that is performed 
in such a way as to break or subvert the typical experience of a game world. The playing of games allows 
me to assemble a library comprising various types of information pertinent to this thesis, from captured 
screenshots (numbering in the hundreds) that I use to make drawings, through to directly participating in 
the communities that operate within such environments. As a methodology the importance of playing games 
is in being able to collect all the analytical material that underpins the first chapters of this thesis where I 
analyse existing game spaces. Subsequently, when I move into making my own games in the later chapters, 
playing them forms a key part in testing my design work and I continue to use methods such as screenshot 
photography and video captures to communicate my games in development and as finished constructions. 

Finally, I use design projects to examine the architectural potential of the videogame form. As previously 
mentioned, the first part of the thesis uses directed play and recordings from games to underpin my 
approach. With reference to John Sharp’s analysis of games-based art practice, I then use a series of design 
techniques, such as drawing, photography, 3D modelling and book design in order to provide a new frame 
for regarding videogame space. By taking existing spaces and reforming them in my own design work I am 
able to highlight the artifice of game worlds, and the particular logics in which they operate. As my design 
projects progress, I move into the design of videogames. The impact of this is that I can establish further 
knowledge on how game spaces are designed (through first hand experience) by utilising the same software 
protocols as game developers such as the Unity game engine, coding and 3D modelling software. Crucially, 
this means I can build on my theoretical framework established earlier in the thesis in order to frame my 
game development as a form of architectural design practice. As I move into my final main design project, I 
am able to draw on both my architectural training, and my experience of videogame development in order 
to propose ways in which the protocols of game spaces might be applied in projects proposed for real world 
sites. Folding game design into my architectural design practice through this methodology allows me to take 
a unique position in developing projects that interrogate the gap between virtual spaces and the real world. 
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A videogame is not simply (for instance) an interactive 3D walkthrough of a virtual architectural 
space. A game suggests that the player receives feedback as to how their actions are affecting the 
world they inhabit, that the architecture may respond to activity within it. It also suggests there may 
be an overriding objective to the player’s interaction with a virtual space. And it suggests that we will 
encounter game objects, all those strange items and markers that communicate the ‘gameness’ to the 
player. Games have implicit encoded value systems that can very often twist or separate meaning from 
an object and its immediate visual connotation within the game. This deviation of meaning-making 
in videogames means that we need to find frameworks for their architectural analysis that draw as 
much from theories of symbolism in architectural design as they do from computational theory. As 
Lev Manovich points out, coded systems used by contemporary digital architects to create elaborate 
forms are used by videogame designers to systematically distribute symbolic (and often realistic) 
architectural elements within the fictional space of the game world.107 To look at a ‘procedurally 
generated’ game world such as the British countryside of Sir, You Are Being Hunted is to see a series of 
symbolically loaded fragments and architectures distributed by a computational system [Fig. 47]. 

To analyse games we must appreciate both their computational and symbolic nature. This is 
interesting for architecture because it represents a collision of the traditions of visual arts and 
computer science. The role of architectural symbolism, even of perspectival optics, is controlled in 
relation to algorithmic decisions. Games allow us to prototype spatial situations through data but 
present them in such a way as to play off established architectural canons and reframe history.

By the same turn, the vast majority of videogames are played using some form of hand-operated 
controller, whether the ubiquitous gamepad, or a mouse and keyboard. Again this is Kirkpatrick’s 
‘ironic distancing’ where the reality of actions on a controller (moving thumbs) compared to reactions 
on a screen (sprinting through a city) become somewhat absurd. 108 Control systems that rely more 
on one-to-one gestural input for a better approximation of full body locomotion, such as Microsoft’s 
Kinect for its Xbox console or Nintendo’s Wii-mote, have fallen by the wayside. Strange, community led, 
feats communicated on YouTube have doubled down on the irony. The notoriously difficult Dark Souls 
games—a combat-heavy RPG (Role Playing Game)—have been completed on bizarre peripherals 
such as Guitar Hero guitars and Donkey Konga bongo drum interfaces to demonstrate mastery of 
its ironic videogame form [Fig.  48]. Although a new generation of haptic controllers is emerging 
as part of contemporary virtual reality systems, it seems clear that there is something of value to 
gamers in this process of distancing oneself through the abstractions of the controller interface. The 
implication for architecture is that all these virtual spaces are experienced with a completely different 
relationship to the body than that which has previously underpinned architectural design. For Le 
Corbusier’s Modulor system based on human proportions, we could substitute a pair of hands. 

To understand the videogame form we must reconcile the visual aspects of their virtual worlds with the 
means of control by which they are experienced. Slavoj Žižek discusses architecture operating on three 
levels: the real, the symbolic and the imaginary.109 From this basis he offers two interesting observations 
for the study of videogames in relation to architecture. Firstly, he argues that there is now a fourth level 
—virtual architecture—and he makes reference to Second Life and World of Warcraft in terms of one’s 
ability to create an identity online, from scratch [Fig. 49].110 He precedes this point with a quick definition 
of postmodernism in architecture, which for him is ‘the autonomization of each of these three levels: 
function is dissociated from form and so forth.’111 With the presence of game controllers, the screen and 
the visual representation of virtual worlds alongside the ludic rules that govern them—games often deal 
with the dissociation of form and function. This is a point that I will go into more detail on later in the 
thesis, but I believe videogames facilitate the postmodern condition rather well, by structurally recoiling 
from the metanarrative (and also recalling Azuma’s work on the videogame hungry otaku). By extension 
I feel they suggest a potential re-emergence of architectural postmodernism as a design strategy 
which would now use advanced computation to emphasise contradictory and fragmented spaces. 

When we discuss videogame spaces, we are not purely talking about virtual representations of 
architecture, cities and environments. As this thesis will argue, the unique form of the videogame is 
one that enmeshes representational fidelity with computational rules and is experienced through 
the distancing frame of the screen and controller. To experience videogame space is to experience a 
layered and mediated representation of space. Each of these layers has the potential for political and 
ideological engagement. This layering makes the virtual videogame space a potentially potent tool 

107. Lev Manovich, Software Takes Command (New York, London: Bloomsbury, 2013), p.139.
108. Kirkpatrick, Aesthetic Theory and the Videogame, p.104–105.
109. Slavoj Žižek, Living in the End Times (London: Verso, 2011), p.247.
110. Ibid.
111. Ibid.
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of expression for contemporary architectural designers. Beyond the glossy render and architectural 
flythrough, games might offer an alternative residence for the 3D models we make, worlds in which 
we can control representations of space and the rules by which we may engage with them. 

Structurally, games also fit within the hegemony of the network. Any videogame will surely also 
require some form of input device, a computer that runs the software, and an output device—
usually (but not exclusively) a screen and audio track. Extending from this, these devices will 
usually be situated in a living room, and connected to wider infrastructure, domestic power 
lines and the internet. They will be designed, coded and manufactured in a wide variety of 
countries and sold as both physical commodities and utilise proprietary systems held on data 
centres across the world to enable the purchasing of digital content and networked play. 

This thesis will outline the significance of videogames and their navigable virtual spaces for architectural 
design, presenting a series of design projects that expose videogames as both media and cultural forms. 
Videogames are a very contemporary technological field and set of media, still in its infancy as an industry 
compared to film or photography. 

This introduction seeks to define the videogame as a contemporary media form and outline its significance 
for architects and architectural design. If architecture has long drawn inspiration from technology—
whether materially or idealistically—where might we initially place videogames in order to begin this 
study? As I have discussed above, they are not technological tools, nor high-art in the conventional sense. 

[Fig. 48] The ironic distance 
of Dark Souls (2011) 

played using Donkey 
Konga bongo drums.

[Fig. 49] Building an 
identity online in World 
of Warcraft (2004).
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Chapter Outline

The research in this thesis broadly follows three routes. Firstly, I use comparative readings and exploratory 
game playing in the critical analysis of virtual videogame space articulated through architectural 
tools such as critical drawings and mappings, analytical writing and data analysis. Secondly, 
projects that actively use the videogame as their representational media that constitute videogames 
about architecture, and are played in their testing and design. Thirdly I will pursue the application of 
principles of gamification and virtual logics discovered through the first two methods into the design of 
conceptual architectural projects that are proposed and tested against real sites and environments.

All of the chapters below are based on design projects that have emerged from this research. 
The projects are my response to the videogame as a medium and the theoretical background of 
game and architecture scholarship that I am drawing from. The research has been driven as a 
conversation between theory, and the practical application of game technologies and methods into 
speculative design projects. In each project I bring tools and methods to bear from my architectural 
training which allows me to engage with videogame space in ways that produce design outputs 
such as drawings, 3D models, screenshot ‘photographs’ and new game spaces themselves.

This thesis uses both main chapters containing project work, and a number of bridging 
chapters that connect the main projects together. As each of my design projects examines 
game spaces in a different way, and uses different games as the source material for the 
study, the bridging chapters allow ideas to carry from one chapter to another, while also 
providing an example of concepts developed in the preceding chapter brought to fruition. 

Chapter 1. Noclip World: Delineating Encapsulated Environments, Cheat Culture and the Screenshot 
as Technical Image [Fig. 50] In this chapter I investigate the contingency of videogame space by using 
architectural hand drawing as a critical tool. The design project contained within, entitled Noclip World, 
is predicated on the use of cheat codes in order to disrupt and break apart virtual worlds in games using 
Valve Corporation’s Source Engine. Recording the resulting glitches and strange ‘phenomena’ using 
screenshots, I then utilise pen and ink drawings as a way of transcribing the architectural compositions 
of error into another media. I make comparisons between my creative practice and John Sharp’s notion of 
‘distancing’ a work from its original media form—which also leads me to establish links to Walter Benjamin’s 
writings on the properties of translation and Robin Evans work on the translatory qualities of drawing. In 
framing my drawings as a transcription process I tackle my first research question by developing a unique 
method for regarding game spaces. As I argue, through these drawings we can see the artifice of game 
space laid bare and start to formalise what form of architectural spaces they are. From this, the chapter 
discusses a series of 25 hand drawings that were produced, alongside a number of small design studies 
that establish the glitches and inconsistencies of the videogame world as an architectural language. 

[Fig. 51] Chapter 
2a: Small Books 

of Los Santos 

[Fig. 50] Chapter 
1: Noclip World 
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Chapter 2a. Small Books of Los Santos: Using ‘deadpan’ Screenshots to Reveal the Remarkable Likeness and 
Twisted Logics of a Deviated Los Angeles [Fig. 51] In this bridging chapter I use screenshots as a method to 
extrapolate the differences between reality and game space that Norwegian game theorist Espen Aarseth 
calls ‘deviations’ from reality. Here I introduce the city of Los Santos, which is the facsimile version of Los 
Angeles that underpins the game Grand Theft Auto V. I once again approach my first research question 
to understand the logics of a game world. With its likeness to LA in mind, I explore American artist Ed 
Ruscha’s ‘deadpan’ photography of Los Angeles as a method for recording and compiling screenshots of 
its virtual counterpart. Seeing Ruscha’s typological photographs and ‘small books’ as a model for critically 
framing space, I will discuss my creation of a series of ‘Los Santos Small Books’ and how by making such 
‘deadpan’ recordings of virtual spaces I can reveal their inconsistencies and logics of construction.

Chapter 2. Learning from Los Santos: The New Cultural Locomotive in a City of Deviations [Fig. 52] 
This longer chapter builds on the analytical methods already developed and reintroduces the work of 
Venturi, Scott Brown and Izenour as a template for a methodological analysis of the virtual city of Los 
Santos. Los Santos is chosen as a case study because of its close resemblance to a real city, offering 
many opportunities to compare and contrast the virtual representation with reality in order to tackle 
my research questions concerning the composition of game spaces as architecture and what is unique 
in their media form that might be utilised by architects. I use multiple methods to do this including 
structured gameplay, critical drawings, mappings, writing, recreating 3D models from the game and 
investigating the file structure of the software. This investigation highlights both the discrepancies 
apparent in the game simulation of Los Angeles, but also highlights how the designers of the game 
have created a very convincing sense of place without necessarily according to strict geographic 
recreations. Through this chapter I compare my analysis of Los Santos to architectural, game and 
media theory in order to contextualise the discussion and judge the game city as an architectural 
experience. I ultimately argue that Los Santos demonstrates the possibility to build an ‘ethic’ of a space 
into an interactive representation—a world where the car and fluidity of movement are intrinsic to 
existence, a digital manifestation of British architectural historian Reyner Banham’s observations. 

[Fig. 52] Chapter 
2: Learning from 
Los Santos

[Fig. 53] Chapter 
3a: Ubiquity
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Chapter 3a. Ubiquity: The Ludodromic Quality of Banality and the Videogame as an Architectural Representation  
[Fig. 53] This bridging chapter introduces my first experiments in making games. I discuss the creation of a small test 
game entitled Ubiquity that focusses on the definition of the ludodrome developed by British urban studies academic 
Rowland Atkinson and Australian sociologist Paul Willis—the point where one seems to slip between reality and fiction. 
By developing a game around this theory as a critique of GTA V’s Los Santos I begin the process of designing games 
themselves in order to answer my second research question on how the videogame differs as a form of architectural 
representation. The authors identify the generic branding of the minimart as a key ‘portal’ between the real and virtual, 
and so Ubiquity tests game mechanics around the typology of these ubiquitous ‘non-architectures.’ I examine how the 
many layers of game space might be utilised as a critical tool for the architect—how one might create boredom or 
banality through a game space and its mechanics in order to express something about the represented environments 
the player traverses. This short chapter sets the basis for subsequent studies into answering how videogames work as 
a representational media for architectural design—or indeed become an architectural output in their own right. 

Chapter 3. The London Developers Toolkit: Videogames as Architectural Arguments and a Political Critique of a City Through 
Game Apps [Fig. 54] The next chapter of the thesis builds on the work with Ubiquity towards the development of videogames 
as a tool of architectural representation in order to tackle my second research question. I explore the idea of videogames 
as architectural arguments, and how an architect may utilise the videogame form as a media of expression. The chapter 
focusses on a game entitled The London Developers Toolkit, which operates as a critique of the many new residential towers 
that are growing across the skyline of London. Detailing the development of the game, I discuss both the creation of ‘assets’ 
—the raw components that one places into the game engine (software for designing and coding game worlds)—and the 
creation of the logics of the game itself as two different types of process that combine together to build a relationship to a 
real site: London. While a number of architects and software developers are exploring the potential of videogames as ‘kit-
of-parts’ structures inspired by Minecraft or Lego—I compare this to games that might lead one down more deterministic 
paths. The London Developers Toolkit is designed as a videogame critique, seemingly embracing, but actually subverting the 
aesthetics of contemporary developments in London. The results of playing the game—which is built on randomness rather 
than user agency—are ‘glossy advertisements’ through which the player can finally express authorship upon to customise, 
print or communicate via social media. The chapter will conclude by outlining how architects could use videogames as both 
creative and critical tools, framing them both in the lineage of previous representational forms and as a divergence from it. 

[Fig. 54] Chapter 
03: Architecture of 
Ironic Computation

[Fig. 55] Chapter 4a: 
Roguelike Architecture
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Chapter 4a. DWG Hunter: Roguelike Architectures—or Games as Spatial Generators [Fig. 55] This 
bridging chapter, ‘Roguelike Architectures’, focusses on a specific subset of videogames (‘roguelike’ 
or ‘roguelite’)—inspired by the game Rogue—that use random generation in the construction of 
their game worlds and a ‘one-life’ structure that requires the player to start from scratch upon failure 
or death. They typically use procedural generation to create their worlds, meaning that one will 
never encounter the exact same landscape twice. This shorter chapter will mainly focus on another 
architectural game, entitled DWG Hunter, where the player must find and repair glitches within the 
file structure of an architectural 3D model. I discuss how roguelike games reinforce the idea of tropes, 
fragmentation and repetition, even if they promise a completely randomised spatial setting. By 
discussing the design of DWG Hunter, I examine procedurally generated worlds, and how they create a 
sense of place through the distribution of assets, props and architectural fragments using positioning 
systems. I argue that such systems currently work on the premise of distributing symbolic elements 
in the creation of place for the player, which recalls postmodern arguments such as Venturi’s notion 
of inflection: disparate spatial fragments that suggest a formal whole. As such this bridging chapter 
argues that game-based procedural systems offer an alternative form of digital design culture.

Chapter 4. Tokyo Backup City: The Videogame as Architectural Design Through ‘Ironic Computation’  
[Fig. 56] The final main chapter of the thesis brings together methods explored in the prior chapters in the 
design of a conceptual architectural project tackling my third research question—how games may affect 
the design of architecture proposed for physical sites. Drawing from techniques of random generation in 
DWG Hunter, seeing a city through game aesthetics in The London Developers Toolkit, and the gamification 
of the urban realm in Ubiquity, the final chapter will discuss the design of a city that ingrains the game into 
its urban design. This chapter focusses on a project entitled Tokyo Backup City IRTBBC, which is a proposal 
for a new urban development sited on Osaka’s Kansai Airport. The project itself is a reworking of an existing 
plan proposed by Japanese politician Hajime Ishii. The project proposes the use of gamification strategies, 
and the aesthetics of arcade games to create an active city where residents become like ‘chips’ or ‘tokens’ 
in the system, inspired by ‘Medal Games’—a particular type of Japanese arcade game, where the player 
gambles using metal ‘medals’ exchanged for cash. I first discuss developing a design methodology 
that I call ‘ironic computation’ through a comparative study of game and architectural theory, before 
articulating how this provides a basis for the Tokyo project. I propose that applying gamified principles to 
architectural design can be seen as an alternative route for the exploration of computation in the design 
process.  The middle of the chapter contains a study of these game cabinets undertaken on two research 
trips to Japan, where photographic recordings and technical research provide a basis for understanding 
the medal game cabinet as a spatial typology. This research is then used to underpin the development of 
an urban design scheme intended to occupy the same site in Osaka as Ishii’s original IRTBBC concept.

[Fig. 56] Chapter 
4: Tokyo Backup 
City IRTBBC
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As I proceed through the thesis my relationship to the videogame changes. I am initially analytical, 
using my architectural training to understand the form of videogame world. I answer the second part 
my first research question, namely ‘what is unique to their design intent and composition that differs 
from physical environments’ by addressing the first part of the question: ‘what methods can we use to 
examine videogame worlds as architectural spaces.’ As I argue, we can use architectural tools such as 
drawings, maps and models to judge videogame worlds using the same methods an architect would 
use to explore a real site. This allows me to make comparative judgements as to exactly how game 
spaces deviate from reality. By examining these differences through design projects that produce 
artefacts such as hand drawings, books or animations I expose the artifice of game worlds so that I 
can understand how their structure may be applied into architectural design practices. In using all 
these typical media of architectural design, I can also begin to make comparative judgements on 
where ‘videogames fit into the history of architectural representation’ and how they ‘differ from other 
media an architect might utilise in the design process,’ which form my second research question.

By the midway point of the thesis my relationship to game design has changed and I tackle games 
as media of architectural representation by developing games myself. Having used the first chapters 
to expose the logics of game spaces, I make a case for why architects might choose to make a game 
rather than a drawing or a model to express architectural ideas because they elucidate space in a 
different way. By exploring the design process behind my architectural games I establish a continuing 
conversation between my first and second research questions where my use of game technologies 
as architectural representation directly builds on what I have learned in the early chapters through 
structured game play, critical analysis through design projects and comparative theory studies. As I 
argue, a game may serve a different purpose for an architect than a commercial game developer, and 
this position is built upon and expanded over a number of different games I build across the thesis. 

In the final project before the conclusion of this thesis I address my third research question to explore 
‘game principles [...] applied to real spaces and situations as part of our design process’ in the design of a 
conceptual project proposed for a real site. What I have learned through the analysis and building of game 
spaces underpins an urban design proposition that tackles my question of ‘how can we design game-like 
architecture for reality?’ I argue that the intensity of game spaces, their ironic relationship with the player 
and their deviation and compression of real sites (as observed in preceding chapters) can provide a new 
way of approaching architectural design.

It is important to note the historical and geographical siting of the projects. While the first chapters explore 
videogame spaces as places themselves, my work maintains a relationship to real sites. Through this thesis 
I examine a virtual Los Angeles made in 2013 through the eyes of artists and writers working in the 1960s 
and 70s who first framed the city as an architectural form worthy of value. Comparing the virtual city to 
a real one is a crucial part of my methodology for understanding how game spaces deviate from reality 
and tackle my first research question. I also use my own games to discuss the precarious nature of London 
today, given this work is being produced within that city. The situated nature of the work allows me to 
address how games spaces may establish links to (and affect) real sites despite their virtual and immaterial 
nature. I then look at a projected near-future Tokyo as a site which allows me to speculate on what games 
might mean in a future where smart technology increasingly turns our cities into landscapes of data. I 
compare the legal status of contemporary Tokyo to its history of religious tokens and arcade games built 
on the same principles. Siting the work is an important facet to all the projects in this thesis, and directly 
draws from my architectural experience. While many games recreate the world around us, they usually do 
it under the auspice of an entertainment media. My research takes the structural capacity and aesthetics 
of games and utimately applies them into architectural projects designed to engage with the physical 
world. As I argue, architects will surely use games as medium in a different way from the games industry, 
in the same way an architect might use film differently to an ethnographer or a Hollywood director. Real 
sites seen historically and geographically are key to this, even when the videogame challenges them. 

Through answering my research questions I conclude that the power of game engines as creative 
software, and videogames as cultural artefacts is in allowing architects to transport players to new 
spaces, and regulate the means by which one can see, hear and interact with those spaces. The 
blank slate of the game engine is populated by the designer, its rules are encoded and it is set in 
motion. The city comes to life only when someone runs the programme, an internalised world with 
its own logics—a representation that one can experience rather than regard. But these experiences 
are not without their own inconsistencies and ironies, all particular to the videogame form. I argue 
that by foregrounding and critically dissecting this structure, we can see these discrepancies 
not as deficiencies but as fertile ground for new forms of architectural experimentation.
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[Fig. 59] Duncan 
Edwards (Dead End 
Thrills) screenshot of 
Fallout 4 (2015).

[Fig. 57] Half-Life’s 
console commands 
listing, with the noclip 
command highlighted.

[Fig. 58] Diagram 
showing the effects of 
the noclip command 
on the player.

Colliders

/noclip

With detection: objects hit one another.

Without detection: objects pass through.
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 Chapter 1. Noclip World: Delineating Encapsulated Environments,  
 Cheat Culture and the Screenshot as Technical Image

Noclip – the transgressive avatar.

In this first design work chapter, I will explore how game spaces operate, and reveal their logics by 
capturing and translating the various spatial techniques that underpin their worlds. To do this, I will 
used structured play, operation as a transgressive player and using cheat codes to break the worlds 
in order to examine their constituent parts. My primary entry point for this is the cheat code ‘noclip.’ 
‘Noclip’ is a command that is ubiquitous to first person shooter (FPS) games, the origins of which can 
be traced back to American game developers id Software’s 1993 game Doom. The code is entered 
using an in-game console [Fig. 57], which is a form of dialogue prompt typically used for development 
and testing. In games there are typically a series of written commands common to games built upon 
the same game engine that allow the player to make alterations to how the game functions. 

In FPS games the player-avatar also acts as the camera within an encapsulated space. In this 
case the term ‘noclip’ comes from American games developer John Carmack, founding member 
of id Software, who describes the command as switching off ‘the clipping of a movement vector’112 
—simply put, noclip is the suspension of collision detection within a game space [Fig. 58]. This 
command has been widely used in other FPS games, becoming a synecdoche denoting the ability 
to ghost through walls and objects. That there is consistency to the etymology of this command is 
not incidental, many games have built been on the same underlying structure—the game engine 
that I have already discussed. Such commands are spread through the player base of games 
by word of mouth, through forum posts and most notably through screenshots (image captures 
of the content of a screen) that show the effects of these cheat codes on game worlds.

Aside from communicating player transgressions, the recording of screenshots as a form of photography 
has been a common method of selling and displaying videogames through print media. This might run 
from a simple snapshot to a carefully cultivated and artfully composed picture produced by a professional. 
Social media has changed the nature of the screenshot from an advertising hook into a communication 
tool: mobile games such as Crossy Road take automatic screenshots which the player is then prompted to 
communicate via Twitter or Facebook should they so wish. Digital delivery platforms—which act as libraries 
where players may purchase and download games—such as Valve Corporation’s Steam or Blizzard’s  
Battle.net have screenshot commands built into them, in Steam’s case, the F12 key becomes a common 
command to capture the screen whichever game one is playing using the software. So videogames 
have jumped on the potential for recommunicating virtual spaces through this form of computational 
photography. 

The screenshot artist is also part of the game development team proper, responsible for helping to 
sell games to the public. In a job listing for a screenshot artist, Witcher 3 developers, the Polish studio 
CD Projekt Red outline the importance of the screenshot and the duties required of the role:

All the screenshots that we publish are stories themselves. They expose the rich environment 
and a feeling of the worlds that we create. When you see them you are able to tell what 
could have happened before that magical moment that got frozen on the screen and what 
can happen in the next seconds to come after the action moves forward.  We are looking for 
a decent storyteller who will have to express this while using only one simple photography 
(sic).113

While the screenshot has often been tied to the advertising and promotion of videogames, the recording 
of virtual spaces through a screenshot can also be a transgressive act. Screenshot artists such as Dead 
End Thrill’s Duncan Harris regularly compromise and break game worlds, overloading their computers 
and crashing software in the pursuit of the highest resolution imagery114. Harris uses custom filters 
and effects that augment the existing game, to allow him to push the game engine to higher levels of 
fidelity [Fig. 59]. Videogame space is not immutable in its resolution, but can be twisted and extended 
through software modifications and plugins. It is as if the photographer’s manipulations in the dark 
room become manipulations of space itself. Recording the pixel matrix of a screen can rupture a virtual 
world, as if Ansel Adam’s shutter click caused the whole of Yosemite to evaporate. As each screenshot 

112. Twitter user @me_irl references an email conversation with @ID_AA_Carmack (John Carmack) posted 11:50 
PM - 16 Nov 2012. “john carmack on “no clipping””. Accessed 25/10.13, http://pastebin.com/8sj4RAxq.
113. “Careers, Screenshot Artist,” CD Projekt Red, accessed 02 Feb 2017 via Internet Archive Wayback Machine, 
https://web.archive.org/web/20150501221151/http://en.cdprojektred.com/jobs/screenshot-artist.
114. Kirk Hamilton, “The Man Behind The World’s Best Video Game Screenshots”, Kotaku, 09 Dec 2011. Accessed 
12/09/2014, http://kotaku.com/5866739/the-man-behind-the-worlds-best-video-game-screenshots.
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is captured the represented space is mediated through the computer screen which according to 
American media theorist Alexander Galloway is a key example of Czech philosopher Vilém Flusser’s 
significant surface: a ‘two dimensional plane with meaning embedded in it or delivered through it.’115

So it is that noclip as a command exists across many different game titles, offering a consistent 
entry point for counterplay, a term derived by Dyer Witheford and de Peuter from Deleuze’s 
manoeuvre of the counter. It is an ‘amplification of a disruptive force across an otherwise 
reiterative structure’116. American media theorist Daniel Reynolds defines such cheat commands 
as ‘virtual world naturalism,’ arguing they allow wandering exploration as ‘a form of counterplay 
that remakes a game, in a more free-form, exploratory way, out of its own raw materials.’117 

It appears then, that counterplay is a technique that might be utilised to take the measure of the 
types of constructed spaces that we occupy within a typical 3D videogame. Through this act of 
reformation we may be able to discern certain architectural conditions that are unique to videogames, 
especially those using this particular engine as the structure for their instantiations of space.

It is on this basis that I use the noclip cheat code to explore a number of games based on the Source 
Engine by Valve Corporation to develop a method for examining these types of virtual spaces as 
architectural events. I use a game called Garry’s Mod (2004) to navigate and subvert existing maps from 
a number of Source Engine games. Garry’s Mod is itself designed as a physics sandbox using the Source 
Engine—with no real objective or aim [Fig. 60]. It transfers transgressive cheat codes such as noclip into 
the set of ‘legitimate’ tools it offers the user—effectively allowing it to perform as a naturalism simulator. 

115. Alexander R. Galloway, The Interface Effect (Cambridge UK, Malden MA: Polity Press, 2012), p.30.
116. Nick Dyer-Witheford and Greig de Peuter, Games of Empire: Global Capitalism and 
Video Games (Minnesota: University of Minnesota Press, 2009), p191–194.
117. Daniel Reynolds, “Virtual World Naturalism”, The Fiberculture Journal Issue 16: Counterplay (2010). 
Accessed 20th December 2016, http://sixteen.fibreculturejournal.org/virtual-world-naturalism/.

[Fig. 60] Garry’s Mod 
(2004) allows players 
to explore game 
spaces with a suite of 
transgressive tools for 
‘breaking’ games.
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My process begins by taking in-game screenshots as architectural photographs, 
navigating game levels in a ‘ghostly’ fashion to search the fringes of their 
encapsulated spaces for curious phenomena. When the camera leaves spaces 
designed to be navigable, strange conditions emerge and the level’s proscenium 
is revealed—those fragments, effects and boundaries that constrain the 
player. Here we see the edges of the cultivated environments. [Fig. 61]

[Fig. 61]
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We can see into the internal construction of level spaces, revealing themselves as systems of 
‘bowels’ that appear to the player as larger landscapes but actually operate as caves. [Fig. 62]

[Fig. 62]
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Through the virtual camera I collected numerous incidents where lighting 
systems fail and the screen becomes overexposed and bleary. [Fig. 63]

[Fig. 63]
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In the game world, objects tend to have one-way materiality, meaning that when the back face of a 
geometry is exposed, it disappears. Moving inside an object causes it to break down. [Fig. 64-65]

[Fig. 64]
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[Fig. 65]
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I then archive these screenshots to be classified in relation to the types of phenomena that they are 
capturing. From this, they are transcribed into a series of inked architectural drawings that transfer 
and formalise these properties through delineation into an alternative media. By taking these digital 
screen-based images back into the analogue form of a hand drawing, I reflect on and reveal tropes, 
strategies and ways of viewing through the construction of the representation. The transcription 
of such videogame conditions into the form of the architectural drawing requires a procedure 
of translation on my part, where the decision to utilise protocols such as two-point perspective, 
elevation or section become decisions made through an interpretation of these spatial phenomena 
alongside a knowledge of how and why game designers have constructed spaces in this way.

Producing drawings in a portrait frame, rather than the near-ubiquitous landscape format of digital screens 
reforms the represented space under a set of equivocal, but divergent rules. The framing and defining of 
space through pen lines places the implications of architectural drawing protocols onto the spatiality of the 
screenshot. If the screen’s pixel matrix ultimately reduces a virtual scene into a set of colour values then the 
use of a consistent pen weights and techniques explores how drawings may have similar equalising effects. 

Exposing spatial tropes of videogames, the drawings instigate their own set of protocols. As a series of 
26 pieces, they could be read as disparate moments from a temporal experience, or a frame-by-frame 
distortion of an architectural space around the machinic eye of the virtual camera. The format of the 
drawings is US Tabloid size (11 by 17 inches)—a stock commonly used in the comic book industry to create 
original drawings for reduction to the modern standard comic book size [Fig. 66]. The use of this paper 
protocol reinforces the idea that the drawings could be disparate pieces or part of a wider organising 
narrative structure like a comic.

Perhaps this is reminiscent of Japanese video game publisher SEGA’s 1995 game Comix Zone, where the 
protagonist Sketch Turner flips from panel to panel of a comic book world, collapsing the protocols of 2D 
videogame space and the temporal nature of comic page construction [Fig. 67].

What is in question here is the transferring—and transformation—of videogame procedures into an 
architectural context. This flexing and twisting of phenomena through an architectural translation might 
constitute a line of flight away from an intended media experience,118 a way of hacking the procedure—
hacking being an act that Dyer Witheford and de Peuter compare to Deleuze and Guattari’s ‘nomadism.’ 
Drawing the videogame form away from its intended experience could allow an entry point into a 
critical discussion about the way they synthesise space, and therefore allow us to quantify them as an 
architectural methodology. In an artistic context, I would compare this practice to the work of pioneering 
Belgian digital artists JODI, and German video artist Harun Farocki’s Parallel I–IV series, both of which 
use film as a medium to frame the glitches, tropes and inconsistencies of virtual spaces in videogames. 

118. Dyer-Witheford and de Peuter, Games of Empire, p84.

[Fig. 66] Translating 
screen-space into a 
drawing format.
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[Fig. 67] Comix Zone 
(1995) turned the 
pages and frames of 
a comic book into the 
landscape of a game.

Farocki’s Parallel III (2014) in particular touches on similar subject matter to the project explored in this 
chapter—the contingent edges of videogame space: 

The animated worlds appear as one-sided theatre stages, flat backdrops revealed only by the 
movements of an omniscient camera. The objects in the worlds often do not react to ‘natural 
forces.’ Each of their properties must be separately constructed and assigned to them.119

Under American games academic John Sharp’s readings of videogame-based artistic practices, we 
could classify the project as ‘game art’120 with an architectural agenda. Sharp discusses the work of 
JODI, whose Max Payne Cheats Only 1 project remade the game into a piece of video art, also utilising 
cheat codes to produce strange effects and glitches in space [Fig. 68]. In JODI’s case, as with Farocki’s 
work, the game is once-removed into a non-interactive medium, the film. Other artists such as British 
games developer Tom Betts in his QQQ series, have used specific codes in order to break a game 
and use the screenshot as a frozen output of a progressive distortion.121 In the case of Noclip World, I 
twice remove the game, firstly by capturing static screenshots from a camera in motion, and then by 
transcribing these images into another media form, the architectural drawing. In the words of Sharp, 
this ‘creates the distance necessary to contemplate the bizarre, artificial nature of 3D videogames.’122

In this project I am using an alternative medium to reframe the way videogames construct space 
around the player. The means and protocols of architectural drawing are used to expose the 
inconsistencies of videogame space. The drawings elevate the glitch into a form of architectural 
raw material held in the space of the paper. Rather than simply recommunicating the screenshot 
via tracing it, I produce original drawings of architectural situations using the screenshot as 
the ‘site-photo’ so to speak. So while there are certainly strong comparisons to be made with 
the practice of JODI, Betts or Farocki, there is a second layer of interpretation on my part—and 
the protocols of architectural drawing (by hand) as factors in the production of the work. 

119. “Parallel III, Harun Farocki,” Video Data Bank, accessed 18th December 2016, http://www.vdb.org/titles/parallel-iii.
120. John Sharp, Works of Game (Cambridge MA, London: MIT Press, 2015), p.14.
121. Tom Betts, “QQQ”, accessed 18/09/14, http://www.nullpointer.co.uk/content/qqq-2/.
122. Sharp, Works of Game, p.47.
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Here the importance of drawing comes to the fore, especially as there is a long history of architectural drawing 
being fundamental to the practice of the discipline. The act of drawing can thus be considered not only a tool of 
distancing but a method for translating game spaces into understanding as architectural  
spaces themselves. As Walter Benjamin argues, the translation can also mark a different stage in the  
lifetime of an artistic work:

For a translation comes later than the original, and since the important works of world literature 
never find their chosen translators at the time of their origin, their translation marks their stage of 
continued life.123

The work of JODI marked a new stage in the life of Max Payne as a compendium of errors and likewise my 
drawings frame the games I study as architectural spaces under the logic of the glitch. As Benjamin argues, the 
importance of the translation lies not in my perfect imitation of the game spaces I have recorded, but precisely 
in this distancing act: ‘translation, instead of imitating the sense of the original, must lovingly and in detail 
incorporate the original’s way of meaning.’124 The glitches I find and expose through drawing only exist because 
of the way the game space is constructed to impart meaning upon the player. Such phenomena would not be 
present in a 3D model of a building for construction. 

In my drawings, the geometrical planes of information of the videogame space, with their mapped textures and 
tricks of the eye, are abstracted down to pen lines—subjugated under the logic of architectural representation. 
The manipulation of a first-person shooter game is also important. Although all screenshots are taken from a 
first-person perspective (as per the camera’s eye)—my drawings diverge into architectural drawing modes 
such as isometric, elevation and perspective (and other non-normative viewpoints). If the virtual camera in such 
games replicates both (or either) the film camera and the human eye, the drawing space allows me to detach 
myself from this, using protocols of architectural drawing to create a third layer of distancing from the game. 
FPS games are designed around the avatar’s eye—and to display them in a different viewpoint ruptures the 
world. A community created tool like Halfmapper for instance [Fig. 69], allows users to reframe levels designed 
around the subject’s eye into the form of a technical isometric drawing.125 My ability to use architectural 
representation as a tool to interrogate game spaces is closely aligned to the way Sharp analyses JODI’s video 
art: ‘it becomes a space for exposing the questioning the peculiar trajectory of 3D videogames toward even 
greater verisimilitude.’126 Shorn of ‘realistic’ textures, and abstracted into the architectural line drawing, I attempt 
to draw out the weird phenomena and logics of this videogame spaces that create their sense of place. 

Conditions emerge such as the edges of an artificial sky, the dissolving of space through lighting, low 
resolution phantoms and spaces without interiority suddenly obtaining it—and are transcribed into 
drawings that formalise these conditions as architectural outputs. From this I have begun to identify 
a series of phenomena—that is by no means exhaustive—and take their measure in order to divulge 
the architectural ‘methods of transfer’127 implicit in the spatial representations they instantiate.

In his writings on architectural drawing, Robin Evans calls drawing the ‘intervening’128 medium between idea 
and building, going as far to argue that ‘the subject-matter (the building or space) will exist after the drawing, 
not before it.’129 Evans is primarily referring to the act of an architect drawing a building, and so it would seem 
that this idea might contradict the process of my own drawing transferring a prior space into a new form. 
However, I would argue that my transcriptive drawings correspond to Venturi and Scott Brown’s methodology 
of subsuming new situations into architecture. As such, I would argue that the game space as an architecture 
is defined and framed through my translatory drawing process, which exists after the drawing as per Evans’ 
argument. Evans also touches on the transformative power of the drawn translation when he argues against 
simple and literal translations whose disadvantage ‘stemmed from the same source:  too close a likeness, too 
cautious a liaison, too much bound up in the elaboration of frontalities.’130 My drawings, distanced from the 
source in their materiality, process and even orientation, challenge the likeness of the original screenshots. 

I will now introduce a series of works examining drawing as a tool of transcription and recording, ultimately 
acting as counterplay. These drawings represent ‘remediations’131 of videogame space—a refashioning of an 
interactive, digital media into the physical artefact of the paper based architectural representation. Like Flusser’s 

123. Walter Benjamin, “The Task of the Translator,” Walter Benjamin: Selected Writings Volume 1, 1913-
1926 (Cambridge MA: The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2003), p.254. 
124. Ibid., p.260. 
125. “This tool makes beautiful isometric maps of Half-Life and Counter-Strike,” Polygon, accessed 6th September 
2016, http://www.polygon.com/2015/1/20/7862403/half-life-counter-strike-halfmapper-valve-pc.
126. Sharp, Works of Game, p.48.
127. Stierli, Las Vegas in the Rearview Mirror, p.250.
128. Robin Evans, Translations From Drawing to Building and Other Essays (Cambridge MA: The MIT Press, 1997), p.156. 
129. Ibid., p.165. 
130. Ibid., p.172. 
131. Jay David Bolter and Richard Grusin, Remediation, Understanding New Media (Cambridge MA, London: MIT Press, 2000).
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[Fig. 68] Max Payne 
Cheats Only 1 by 

JODI shows a game 
world operating 

under broken logics.

[Fig. 69] Halfmapper 
is a community 

created application 
that can show first 
person game levels 

in isometric.

notion of the ‘black box’ as the invisible workings of the camera-machine132, we can control the user 
inputs in the game and witness the phenomena the virtual camera outputs as a result—but the coded 
mechanisms behind such manoeuvres remain opaque. The drawings thus represent attempts to transcribe 
the inner processes of the virtual camera into a series of architectural situations. They become studies 
into how the virtual camera assembles space through swerving logics once it is used in a transgressive 
fashion.  But moreover, their nature as hand drawings gives them a very different relationship to time. 
While the virtual camera shows us a world at (ideally) 60 frames per second, my process of transcribing 
these virtual spaces is much slower, and the very act of constructing a hand drawing in a methodical 
fashion enables me to rethink and reframe the virtual space under a new set of architectural logics. Even 
the process of putting pen to paper over a number of hours generates a space to think about the nature 
of the virtual spaces being represented, and the ways in which the cheat code breaks them apart.

132. Vilem Flusser, Towards a Philosophy of Photography (London: Reaktion Books, 2006), p.26.
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IN-GAME PARALLAX

PHYSICAL

NOCLIP PARALLAX

PHYSICAL

SKYBOX

[Fig. 71] The Citadel in  
Half-Life 2 (2004) 

appears to be a 
totalised structure 

yet is part geometry, 
part mapped skybox 

image - this disjunction 
becomes clearer as one 
moves closer during the 

process of the game.

[Fig. 70] A skybox 
works through cube-
mapped textures, 
implying a sky that 
hangs over the level.
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Skybox 

The skybox is typically a box encasing the level that is inaccessible and in engines such as Source 
or Unity3D using a cube mapped texture to produce a constant, seamless, sky across the contained 
space of the game level. Cube mapping involves designing a texture as an unfolded cubic net 
before assigning the faces to create an enclosed continuous interior without edges. This allows for 
the suggestion of expansive spaces in the background of a scene without the need to model large 
amounts of geometry—which would make the game space highly memory intensive [Fig. 70].

The Source Engine designed by Valve Corporation was one of the first games to tie this to player movement 
—by using parallax scrolling effects to ensure that the background always moves in relation to the player. 
Using Garry’s Mod as an exploration tool of the Source Engine, one can peel apart the construction of 
these hybrid spaces. The skybox is predicated on the avatar in specific and normative relation to the sky, 
as a figure on the ground. Floating away from this, and even outside the skybox, produces a series of 
effects that allow us to understand the way in which these landscapes work. Concentric circular planes 
of mapped images, progressively blurred, produce the effect of depth of field seen from the ‘ground’, 
yet become discernible as separate spatial entities when viewed from above. These planes combine 
with the box mapped skybox to produce a seamless landscape in the eye of the player, that moves in 
relation to their avatar’s eye through parallax. ‘Parallax scrolling’ is a term for a similar technique in 
2D platform games where different layers of the background move laterally at different speeds as the 
player’s character moves, producing the effect of foreshortening and depth. Tied together by the position 
of the player, these effects appear to almost be a procedural enactment of the processes of Chinese 
landscape painting, where flattened and foreshortened elements are tethered together through a central 
landscape feature such as a river or ridge. Perspective is absent but these visual rules create a new 
conception of how a landscape appears to us. Videogames, then, appear to continue such traditions.

The skybox is a spatial construct that is used across game engines, and can be seen clearly in 
software such as Unity where the composited scene viewed through a camera works in relation to 
this dynamic background. However, once we approach the fringes of the gamespace using noclip, 
we start to see the way in which the parallax shifts are constructed in order to form ‘completed’ 
architectural scenes from the viewpoint of the player. In The Architectural Parallax, Slavoj Žižek argues 
for contingent spaces that emerge as possibilities through the transition between viewpoints—
architectures manifest through the linkage between two subjective perspectives. He inquires: ‘does 
the gap between the two perspectives now open up the place for a third virtual building.’133

With the skybox, we can even see second order virtual buildings, those buildings suggested but 
not possessing any 3D form. Even within an older game such as Half-Life 2, the skybox is often 
matched to modelled geometry. Large structures are created as part navigable geometric space 
and part background mapped images. The screen as a matrix of pixels once again becomes the 
unifying surface—this time between a mapped texture of a building, and its three dimensional 
representation. The skybox works much like a dynamic movie matte painting, a splicing of the 
painterly and constructed, exposed together onto the virtual camera. The perspectival virtual camera 
collapses distinctions between geometry and flat image into one scene seen through the screen.

Moving through the edge of a rock face exposes the skybox mapped onto a plane out of the 
camera’s normal view. The texture appears out of context and sky becomes floor. Transcribing 
these layered landscapes through drawing also has the effect of collapsing space into a unifying 
language. By utlising combinations of perspective and elevation I expose architectural spaces within 
the drawing that emerge in the parallax gap that Žižek proposes, a continuous fringing between 
geometry and pure image—where the lines between the two are fluid and ever changing.

By referring to built matter Žižek proposes that virtual possibilites rest within the 
parallax gaps that constitute experiences of space. In relation to the skybox, we may 
find this particularly present where it begins to weave into the ‘real’ environmental 
space of the game—that is the physically modelled spaces and architectures.

In the latter part of the game Half-Life 2, the player begins to ascend the Citadel, a gigantic 
monolithic hub of the game’s dictatorship. At this point in time, when so close to the structure the 
memory intensity of resolving the whole building would be too great. From afar we had seen the 

133. Slavoj Žižek, Living in the End Times (London: Verso, 2011), p.245.
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building only as a skybox texture, changing in scale along subsequent stages throughout the game 
to give the illusion of increasing proximity. But when we reach it, something different happens. 

Half of the building is ‘built’ and half is mapped as a skybox above, tethered together through the parallax 
shift. Unlike a movie matte painting, this link point between the physical and phenomenal space moves 
together in relation to the subjective viewpoint. It is a space that is designed to be uninhabited, to be 
viewed as part of a wider composition yet still be subsumed into the totality of ‘inhabited’ space [Fig. 71].

At this moment then, the possibility of a virtual architecture becomes actualised, and a device for 
preserving a continuous structure becomes an occupation of this parallax gap. Through its hybridity, it 
is part geometry (in the sense of having a geometrical presence in the game engine), part image. The 
parallax gap in effect becomes Venturi’s space of ‘inflection,’134 where the underlying organization of 
geometry and imagery holds these two different conditions together as a ‘difficult whole’ through their 
inflected relationship as part of an overall building. That this difficult whole is maintained through the 
perspectival camera corresponds to Evans’ argument that ‘perspective did what theology aspired to, and 
what painting and architecture simulated, effortlessly amalgamating irreconcilable opposites’135 although 
he also concedes that ‘it is now well understood that the normal experience of perspective is an experience 
of a distorted image.’136 In this case I use modes of drawing that twist and move away from perspective in 
order to critique the perspectival artifice of the first-person viewed game world. Because the game world 
is a representational world—and as Farocki argues is given its properties by the authors who shaped it, 
the contingency of the skybox resonates with Evans’ readings of Albertian, constructed, perspective: 

What else can be drawn in perspective except architecture, furniture, and a few other man-
made objects; what else, in other words, but things already defined and made according to the 
regulative lines and planes of classical geometry?137

The game world is entirely man-made, from its represented buildings to its virtual flora, and even the 
sky itself, built in 3D modelling software based on the grid. So we might propose that the Citadel—part 
virtual geometric physicality, part parallax shifted imagery, resembles a contingency in relation to 
modern architectural imagery and its transmission. This is an implicitly virtual architecture that then 
becomes virtually virtual and refined into pure—mapped—image with no geometrical constituent. 
Although this situation is taking place within an instantiated representation of a space simulated by 
a computer—it is not so far removed from the interplay between architecture and image developed 
in the Renaissance and applied in projects such as the trompe l’oeil dome of Sant’Ignazio church in 
Rome, where the physical limits of space are extended through the play of parallax and pure image.

The skybox allows for architecture to be inflected through parallax, a contiguous fringing between 
geometry and pure image—where the lines between the two are fluid and ever changing. An 
architecture emerges that resembles the modern media condition of the videogame, and reinforces 
the architectural effects of that media, comprehensible through the screen yet divergent—
exposed by the errant player who uses the cheat code to inhabit the gaps [Fig. 72–73].

These scenes, when drawn, expose the careful artifice that is present even at the largest scale of suggestion 
within game worlds, the heavens themselves. Clipped Rock Skybox [NC1], Space En Abyme [NC2] and Inside 
Cliff Face [NC3] all show the ruptures of the game sky through the equalising quality of a pen drawing. 

134. Robert Venturi, Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture (London: The Architectural Press Ltd, 1977), p.88–90.      
135. Robin Evans, The Projective Cast: Architecture and Its Three Geometries (Cambridge MA: The MIT Press, 1995), p.131. 
136. Ibid., p.126. 
137. Ibid., p.133.  
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[Fig. 72-73] 
Screenshots 
revealing the edges 
of the skybox.
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‘Inside’ contained space ‘Inside’ contained space‘Outside’ contained space ‘Outside’ contained space

[Fig. 74] Screenshot 
diagram showing the 
process of dissolving 
space over time.
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Dissolving fringes of space

The Source Engine was one of the first to introduce ‘bloom’ into its lighting system. Bloom is a technological 
attempt to mimic the way that optical lenses work in the real world, with imperfect focus and exposure 
meaning that high intensity light objects appear to glow and ‘blind’ the camera in a similar fashion to 
the physical camera passing from high to low light strength environments. The bloom effect has been 
implemented within the Source Engine since 2007, and is an optional graphical effect for building a 
(stylized) verisimilitude into in game scenes and increasing captivation through highlighting objects 
and characters of particular importance. One of the first implementations of bloom was in the 2001 
Playstation 2 title Ico.  The technical aspects of bloom as used in the 2004 title Tron 2.0 were covered 
in a Gamasutra article by American game developers Greg James and John O’Rorke.138 They explain 
the use of different ‘blending’ methods in the rendering of an object (the layering of textures in a scene, 
as one might in Photoshop) and using texture maps that effectively create a ‘mask’ on a 3D model of 
where is and is not glowing.  As part of this, an ‘image convolution’ operation effectively blurs certain 
parts of a rendered object to produce the hazy effect of luminosity. While there is much more technical 
information that could be expressed on this process, the significance appears to be in this layering—
with the implication that these layers could then be peeled apart. In this case then, the very luminosity 
of objects in space is controlled and precisely layered up as part of the meaning-making process 
for the player. But these effects are also designed to operate within these encapsulated spaces, and 
so as one disrupts the edge of space using a cheat code, they start to behave in strange ways.

As we reach the edge of game spaces, we not only face the rupture of geometry and represented architectures 
but also deviations in the behavior of virtual lighting systems—as if our eye were a physical camera trapped 
between two different aperture settings. When we place ourselves halfway within the edge of a virtual 
architecture we place the camera into a crisis. As the game cycles through its frames, one part of our view 
becomes increasingly overexposed and unintelligible. The other side of the liminal edge remains resolute, 
continuing to uphold the carefully cultivated architectural facsimile. Once more, it becomes Flusser’s ‘black 
box’—automatically generating visual phenomena as its carefully maintained limits are transgressed [Fig. 74]. 

Outside of these encapsulated worlds, the avatar’s camera becomes unable to discern the constructed 
scene and the environment breaks down into pure illuminated brilliance. At this point the object/luminosity 
relationship dissolves and becomes a pure brightness. Space dissolves in front of the camera. Situating 
the avatar on the line between the contained and uncontained space causes the envelope of a virtual 
building to become an invisible buffer from the dissolving landscape on its ‘exterior’. As part of Flusser’s 
‘significant surface’ of the screen they are as spatial as one another. What this produces is an architecture 
that behaves in two different manners either side of this invisible border. Although the drawing in this case 
is a snapshot, rather than a temporal reading, the protocols of architectural drawing can once more be 
used to elucidate spatial conditions that emerge from the ‘black box’ of the virtual camera. By drawing 
this boundary in elevation, the edge effectively disappears as it does in the virtual camera. The equalizing 
quality of the line also allows for the definition of virtual geometry and camera-borne phenomena on an 
equivocal level. After all, they are both constituted by colour values defined on the sceen by the game 
engine. When Robin Evans discussed the work of artists dealing in light (such as James Turrell) he argued 
that their projects ‘possess properties of substance and luminosity which, though they may be mimicked 
in drawing, cannot be developed in investigative drawing.’139 In contrast I would argue that the nature of 
videogame space—which must be seen through the pixel matrix—turns luminosity into a colour value just 
as it does the tread of a stair or a hand rail. My use of lines replicates and transfers this equalising effect 
into new forms, framing them as architectural materials. This is one of the key differences between a virtual 
environment and a Turrell installation, both are to be experienced but only one is through a screen.

Drawing is a tool to flatten the hierarchy of videogame space. When I capture a screenshot, we capture a 
matrix of colour values that comprise a ‘photographic’ scene drawn from a virtual space. In this context, an 
error, or an effect seemingly out of control when seen in the game in real time, is hierarchically equivalent 
to ‘correctly’ rendered space. It is all compressed into one scene within the screenshot. Amorphous glow 
becomes a defined territory within my drawings, a geometry that is as defined as that of a building or 
tree. The architectural drawing thus allows me to unpick all the constituent elements that contribute to 
the verisimilitude of video game worlds. This suggests that in virtual spaces luminosity and atmosphere 
can be considered as equivalent to physical materials, opening up new opportunities for architects and 
their representational tools. The flattening of the screenshot and the drawing is a mechanism by which 
we can remove ourselves from virtual spaces twice over in order to peer back and unpick the artifice. 

138. Greg James and Kohn O’Rorke, “Real-Time Glow,” Gamasutra, accessed 15th May 2017, 
https://www.gamasutra.com/view/feature/130520/realtime_glow.php.
139. Robin Evans, Translations From Drawing to Building and Other Essays 
(Cambridge MA: The MIT Press, 1997), (Note) p.189.  
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[Fig. 75-77] 
Screenshots revealing 
the indirect sources 
of light that suggest 
spaces beyond the 
enclosure of the level.
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Following pages: 
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Drawings produced 
in response to the 
initial screenshots.

Lightboxes and (in)direction

Another form of constructed atmosphere comparable to the skybox is also present where 
the effect of a distant light source is evoked. Often such light sources are presented to 
the player as the end of a tunnel, an inaccessible space or opening. A geometry ‘box 
mapped’ with a light emitting texture on a geometry encasing the opening is often exploited 
to suggest a further set of spaces beyond the confines of the contained level. 

When seen through noclip navigation, these constructed environmental conditions appear almost 
equivocal to the directed lights and reflectors of a photography studio shoot—the light emitting surfaces 
are directed to filter down through space and create an architecture that extends through suggestion 
rather than overtly indicating a scale or context through trompe l’oeil or similar effects [Fig. 75–77].

At this point then, we see a transition from what Venturi and Scott Brown call the condition of the 
billboard to the condition of the Strip sign in relation to lighting. They argue the lighting of the Strip 
is direct—signs themselves are the source of light, rather than a billboard that has light shone back 
upon it from a remote source. Moving from the cultivated indirect source of light, by revealing the 
lightbox through counterplay, also places us at a point where the object itself is the source—it becomes 
a pure sign of this digitized light emission. If the inside of encapsulated level is about promoting a 
sense of something further acting from without, then the reveal of the lightbox shows a constellation 
of light emitting signs holding the sense of internalized space together through their luminosity. 

Distant light sources and atmosphere are implied in a comparable way to the skybox. Often 
such light sources are presented to the player as the end of a tunnel, or an inaccessible space or 
opening. A geometry mapped with a light emitting shader on a geometry encasing the opening is 
often exploited to suggest a further set of spaces beyond the confines of the contained level. 

These also appear to be Žižek’s contingent spaces. The lightbox only exists to imply an outside environment 
when seen by the player through the perspectival camera of the game. Once we break the limits of 
the camera through cheats, we can position ourselves in spaces that should not be reachable and at 
that point the lightbox discloses itself as a simple geometry that is only there to provide luminosity 
and a suggestion of atmosphere. In the drawing this parallax shift is manifest through the continuing 
juxtaposition between elevational and perspectival ways of drawing. However, if we look at the perspectival 
parts of the drawing, the perspective breaks down at certain elements—it is incorrect and paradoxical. 
The implication is that the lightbox can be freed from perspective, which indeed it can: although it is a 
geometrical object in space, it only ever appears to the player as emitted light once rendered in game.

Exposed through the drawing, we see these inaccessible spaces as part of a wider network 
of elements, an equivalent to architectural services that work to uphold a suggestion of 
spatial scale. Transcribed into drawn lines and missing their luminous light sources, in Air 
Vent Landscape [NC6] we see the convoluted landscape of tunnels and air ducts working 
in service of architectural atmosphere as a fragmentary virtual infrastructure. 
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[Fig. 78-79] 
Screenshots showing 
the disappearing of 
edges at the edge of 
the encapsulate level.
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Thick atmospheres and disappearing edges

One of the other phenomena that manifests itself in Source Engine games is that of what we might call 
a thick atmosphere, where an encroaching fog starts to desaturate the scene, inferring a simplicity 
that does not necessarily result in the breakdown of its ‘physical’ geometry. This thick atmosphere is a 
technique for limiting the amount of geometry to be rendered, but unlike the draw distance—the point 
at which a camera simply does not ‘see’ far away objects in the game world—in the thick atmosphere 
of camera fog, distant geometries are subsumed into a murky gloom. This presents a duality—it is 
both an effect which enhances the game world’s atmosphere, and provides a memory efficient shroud 
over objects which need not be seen. These thick atmospheres become a meteorological manifestation 
of the tightrope between memory intensity and the experiential quality of the gamespace. 

Rather than a visual fug akin to the forced myopia of draw distance, these type of effects contextualise 
memory efficiency within the realms of the atmospheric, and as such—like the mapped two 
dimensional imagery of a skybox becoming part of a composite three dimensional structure—they 
start to constitute a new form of typological space, additive rather than reductive in their effect. 
Smoke and mirrors becomes not only a device for shrouding or obverting a viewpoint, but a spatial 
property of many videogame environment that causes them to almost resemble London’s Great 
Smog or contemporary Beijing, through their careful balancing of fidelity and playability.    

As one navigates to the edge of the contained space within the Source Engine, a new phenomenon 
occurs where the thick atmosphere exchanges places with that outside of the container. This results 
in the condition where all of the internalised ‘physical’ geometry of the level space becomes the 
negative, and all of the vacuum-like void in which it hangs becomes the positive. Occupying a 
position in the thick atmosphere the physical ultimately becomes an inversion, an absence of void. 
As the avatar moves back towards the container space, this inversion is reversed back and the 
thick atmosphere once more occupies the fringe space. Being placed on either side of this invisible 
boundary causes the fundamental definition of positive and negative to reverse. [Fig. 78–79]

As we reach the edge of the fog, a new phenomenon occurs where the thick atmosphere exchanges 
places with that outside of the container. All that is solid in the game world becomes void, and all that 
is void becomes solid. As we move back towards the edges of the level, things reverse back to normality. 
The definition between positive and negative space can change in a moment in the game space, 
reflected across shifting edges where fog becomes solid and solid becomes fog. Once more the screen, 
and subsequently the drawing, encodes both the ‘physical’ and the ‘atmospheric’ together into one 
architectural language. To draw this exchange as a pen drawing is to encode this spatial swap into a 
permanent condition, where both the thick atmosphere of fog, and the modelled geometry of the game 
world are both read as architectures together. Because this atmosphere is translated to me by means of a 
screen, my my drawings can delineate it as an architectural form. This again questions Robin Evan’s notion 
of mimicking versus developing atmosphere through drawings.140 My drawing can extract atmosphere as 
an architectural material precisely because the whole world of the game is equalised through the screen.

By carefully positioning the avatar right on the edge of this point of exchange, we can get as 
close as possible to collapsing an interchange which can only be revealed in motion. By taking 
a screenshot from either side of the border, so to speak, I can then use drawing to encode them 
together. Once more the screen, and subsequently the drawing, encodes both the ‘physical’ 
and the ‘atmospheric’ together into one architectural language. To draw this exchange as a 
pen drawing is to encode this spatial swap into a permanent condition, where both the thick 
atmosphere of fog, and the modelled geometry of the game world are read as one space.

The drawings Vertical Ruins [NC8], Thick Atmosphere [NC9], Background Towers [NC10] 
and Shifting Edges [NC11] show this exchange crystallised into the drawing.

140 Robin Evans, Translations From Drawing to Building and Other Essays (Cambridge MA: The MIT Press, 1997), (Note) p.189.
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[Fig. 81-83] 
Screenshots showing 
the hall of mirrors 
effect as space 
stretches and repeats 
across the screen.

[Fig. 80] The original 
hall of mirrors effect 

as witnessed in 
Doom (1993).
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Hall of Mirrors

One of the most visually evocative phenomena of this virtual world naturalism is an effect called ‘hall 
of mirrors’ [Fig. 80]. This is an idiosyncrasy caused by repeatedly rendered game space. As procedures, 
games are driven frame-by-frame, both in their coded structure and in the visual rate of update for 
the virtual camera. In the Noclip World, we can find ourselves on the fringes of contained game space. 
Being able to ghost through walls means we can sit within them, straddling a cultivated interiority 
and exterior hinterlands. At this point the virtual camera becomes confused as to what it should be 
rendering. Space seems to strobe, stretch and reflect. Repeated visual artefacts build on one side of 
the threshold, as if the virtual camera was having its retina burned by flashing lights [Fig. 81–83]. 

Once more acting as Flusser’s ‘operator’141 I manoeuvre my avatar into position halfway within a 
threshold and watch as the virtual camera automatically creates a perpetually shifting landscape 
of the seen and seen unseen. In this case, the architecture of the hall of mirrors is repetition with 
a progressive typological distortion. Captured through screenshots, we can see this emerging 
over time. From this, the drawing becomes a vehicle for reframing this condition. Just as the 
virtual camera distorts because it is continually defining pixel values within the field of the screen, 
so the production of the drawing becomes progressive distortion of delineated space. Starting 
from the right hand side of the camera’s liminal position, I draw a sequence of progressive 
architectural distortions. The drawing contains nine stages of distorted architectures defined 
by my lateral sweep of the mouse, producing a horizontal movement in the virtual camera. 

Given contemporary videogames are usually designed to run at 60 frames per second, this drawing can be 
read as a distorted architectural typology frozen in time, or as 0.15 seconds of a virtual camera rendering 
space. While the camera automatically creates technical images, working by hand I had to consider my 
own dexterity in being able to draw these progressive distortions. Without an underlying rough layer to the 
drawing, and working in pen from right to left across the page, each stage of drawn distortion becomes 
an unpicking of a frame as rendered by the virtual camera. It might be that at this point Flusser’s ‘black 
box’142 is actually me—an architect drawing by hand standing in for the algorithms of the game’s camera. 

In the Hall of Mirrors, drawing is able to articulate the invisible boundaries in virtual worlds between 
the ontological interior and exterior of a space. To draw frame-by-frame so to speak, is to mirror 
the irrepressible, consecutive rendering of frames of the virtual camera. The drawing exists both 
as a representation of this glitch phenomena as seen by the avatar, and an attempt to draw 
methodologically as the virtual camera itself. This appears in the drawings Hall of Mirrors [NC12], 
Breaking the Hall of Mirrors [NC13], Clip House Two [NC14] and Clip House One [NC15].

141. Flusser, Towards a Philosophy of Photography, p.91.
142. Ibid., p.26.
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Further into the Noclip World

Delving deeper into the Noclip World, I kept up the process of in-game counterplay producing screenshots 
and then transcribed drawing. This sequence of images (26 in all) effectively constitute a journey through 
virtual space. At the same time, when I have exhibited these works they have been presented as a matrix of 
drawings that invites the viewer to scrutinise these moments as a network of images rather than a linear 
organisation of moments. In some respects, this mode of presentation also challenges the artifice of the 
videogame world—all of these game levels are linear experiences that have a defined start and finish point. 
While this is not the case for all videogame spaces, it is for these ones. So to take them into a ‘rhizomatic’ 
spread of information is to also remove the viewer’s eye from the linearity of the game experience.  

Within this matrix we will see other drawings that I have not discussed in as much detail, yet are still 
integral to the project of collecting and transcribing the vagaries of the game world. Underwater 
Distortions details how bodies of water in the game world are merely surfaces with a distortion 
material attached that replicates the visual movement of water [NC16]. Yet there is never any water 
to swim through, only a finite geometrical border. Swim too far and the edge of the sea is revealed. In 
Background Towers and Superscaled Apartments, [NC17–NC18] barrelling towards the hinterland of an 
urban scene traps the player between the skybox and physical geometry, where modelled residential 
towers meet those mapped onto a flat surface. At this point the camera sees the modelled geometry 
correctly, but the background objects become blurred and distorted, creating a landscape of the 
grossly overscaled. Similar effects are seen in many buildings represented in the game, and are in turn 
transcribed into drawings, from Windows through Windows [NC19] to Unfolding Doorways [NC20]. 

In Space En Abyme, we see the relationship between game levels and the miniature counterpart 
which is often used as a map on the player’s GUI. Wandering out of the game level, we see these 
tiny versions of the game space hidden in the proscenium to be revealed by a secondary camera. 
Drawings such as Vertical Ruins and Beyond the Edge show how space breaks apart the further 
one moves away from the carefully cultivated path the player is supposed to follow, which in 
turn reveals weather systems (Exposed Weather) [NC22] and further camera distortions (Clipped 
Frames)[NC23]. And Into the Fog shows the game space at its most abstract, as we travel far from 
the boundaries of the level and everything disappears into the gloom of the volumetric fog. 

Various drawings including Clip Mountain Interior [NC24], Clipped Rocks [NC25], and Clipped 
Towers [NC26] explore the fissures in geometry that open up as one ‘enters’ objects that have no 
interior. Unlike working on a model in a 3D package, videogame geometries tend to only render 
one side of an object for efficiency’s sake. Why render the face of an object the player will never 
see? Thus when we wander inside an object and look back, it disappears or fragments. 

Read together, these drawings constitute the Noclip World, a taxonomy of fragmentary 
architectures, derived from the rupture of the carefully cultivated video game world. Seen 
together they provide an alternative reality for video game space, away from the drive for 
realism and seamless narrative. The drawings suggest a world under its own logic, but that 
logic is as much the architectural line drawing as it is the virtual videogame environment. 
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[NC27-NC28] 
Reconstruction of 
scenes observed 
through screenshots 
as three-dimensional 
spaces in software.
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Architectures after the Noclip World:

This process of drawing revealed new architectural forms and spatial conditions that are caused by 
the contingency of virtual video game spaces. Two drawings named The Clip House took some of the 
principles of the virtual phenomena and imagined it applied to the design of a building within the game 
world that takes the error as its vernacular. But having taken 3D virtual worlds from the standpoint of the 
flattened screenshot and then the flat drawing, the concluding parts of the Noclip World project saw me 
transcribing these conditions back into three dimensional geometries, as the virtual world originally began. 

One of my first moves was to try and recreate a spatial scene as observed through the screenshot and 
recorded through drawing, back into three dimensions, by reconstructing it in Rhino. This allows one to peer 
around the corners of the scene, and starts to explore the glitch space as a language, where fragments 
and parts congregate together around the idealised viewpoint that is flattened out upon the computer 
screen. But while this exercise was interesting, I became more fascinated by what type of architectural 
language this process might impart upon the design of structures themselves. What might be a building 
designed in response to, and to inhabit, the mobile fringes of space in virtual video game worlds? 

As both my own work discovered, and Harun Farocki’s video art work on the videogame reveal, the invisible 
borders and thresholds that cause these ruptures in game worlds are often not invisible when one is 
working on constructing the level. Indeed, delving into the Source Engine’s level creation tool called Hammer 
Editor, I could see that during the building of a level, such thresholds are defined by patterned surfaces, 
much like those which Farocki also observes [Fig. 84]. So it follows that the architectural phenomena 
that I witness and transcribe into drawings are a combination of geometries designed to be seen, and 
geometries designed to be invisible and to only exist as imperceptible edges of space. In this respect, the 
architecture of the Noclip World is a combination of visible and invisible forces, and the concluding stage 
of the work speculates on how the observed conditions can propose novel architectural forms and whether 
it might be possible for such a virtual architecture to be sited on the fringes of a game level [NC29–NC33]. 

As we have seen, transgressing the edges of video game spaces produces architectural conditions 
that elevate the glitch into a spatial typology. Making 3D modelled reconstructions from my 
drawings, I used my drawings for their architectural purpose, as instructions for building. In 
these structures we see the glitches of the Noclip World manifest as an architectural ‘style’. 

[Fig. 84] Invisible 
in-game surfaces 
that block player 
movement are 
assigned textures 
for legibility within 
the Hammer Editor.
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[NC29] 3D model of 
a structure showing 

the affects of unseen 
forces revealed 

through the cheat 
code, producing 

an architecture of 
fragmentation and 

multiple planes 
of distortion.

[NC30] View of 
invisible boundaries 
applying distortions 
onto an architecture 

of repetition, 
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distorted 
architectural 
structure meeting 
a non-distorted 
site, demonstrating 
the presence of 
invisible thresholds
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[NC33] Structures 
derived from those 
explored in the 
initial drawings are 
congregated together 
into one architectural 
landscape of the 
Noclip World. The 
glitch becomes a 
spatial typology that 
grows and spreads.
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The final set of drawings attempt to frame these reconstructed architectures 
in a swirling landscape of invisible borders—indicated on the drawing by 
the repetitious patterns assigned to these boundaries within the level editor 
[NC34–NC35]. These patterns and textures also become enmeshed into the 
structure of the buildings themselves, as a form of brise soleil that suggests 
some form of environmental mediation with the edge of the game space as a 
site itself. The accompanying drawings called Noclip Cartographies [NC36–
NC37] show a swirling landscape of invisible boundaries as viewed through 
the editor, where patterns clash to show the mixed and messed-up phenomena 
that are created by the irrepressible march of the virtual camera. In effect, 
these drawings, although highly speculative, start to ask the questions: 

How might the strange rules of virtual game spaces be used to 
explore new forms of conceptual architectural project? 

Or more simply, can video games be used as media for thinking about architecture? [NC34] Imagining 
the edge of the game 

space as a site, where 
architecture may exist 

across the threshold 
of the glitch.

Facing page. [NC35] 
Imagining the 

edge of the game 
space as a site.
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Previous pages. 
[NC36-NC37] 
‘Cartographic’ 
drawings of the 
glitched edge of 
videogame space.
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Concluding the Noclip World

Through the work in this chapter, I have established new methods for examining game spaces 
using critical drawing practices. In regards to the first research question of this thesis which 
asks ‘what methods can we use to examine videogame worlds as architectural spaces,’ this 
chapter shows that one approach is to introduce architectural drawing and transcription of 
virtual space into different media as a method to understand how game spaces operate. As I 
have also demonstrated, this process—including the use of cheat codes and transgressive game 
play techniques—also allows me to answer the second part of that question as my drawings 
expose ‘what is unique to their design intent and differs from physical environments.’

Ultimately as I transgress borders in a videogame world by utilizing cheat codes, I come to understand 
how to affect certain behaviours in the perspectival camera. I learn that positioning the camera at 
certain points within the game world produces certain spatial phenomena. This wandering counterplay 
frames my play as that of an explorer, Daniel Reynolds ‘naturalist’ who can rebuild the protocols 
of virtual space through its composite parts. The act of drawing then allows me to translate these 
conditions, framing them through the protocol of the architectural drawing. The representations 
become snapshots of a moment in time that suggests a temporal event, taking place either side of 
the static image. Drawing becomes the tool to expose glitches in virtual videogame environments, 
and reveal the contingency that underpins even the most realistic digital depictions of space.

By establishing links to the history of architectural drawing and translation with reference to Benjamin 
and Evans, I am also making steps towards answering my second research question, namely ‘how do 
videogames fit into the history of architectural representation.’ As I have shown through the aggregated 
collection of screenshots and the production of serial drawings, we can find and classify different 
camera behaviours within virtual worlds that betray the logics of game spaces as representational forms. 
However, as I have shown, many of these static moments are composed from multiple frames of a dynamic 
camera. In this way, despite my drawings and models being static I am emphasising the temporal and 
interactive nature of games by designing manifestations of multiple small moments in time as one spatial 
configuration. Player interactivity and time are the implicit foundations of game spaces as representations 
of physical spaces, making them a different way to represent space compared to prior media forms.

Using the method of producing a design project to understand the videogame form, my in-game 
explorations have been used as the basis for new, propositional work. In this project I am establishing 
some form of ‘vernacular’ of videogame space through reference to the glitch. By framing virtual 
world phenomena as typologies I can better establish the potential of the videogame as a medium 
for architectural representation. The equalising effect of the screen, and my transcription of what 
is on that screen into architectural drawings, establishes new forms of architectural material 
that are present within game spaces. Lighting effects or atmosphere (such as fog) can now be 
considered not only a byproduct of the presence of architectural construction in the world, but 
materials in themselves. I have previously defined games as a meeting point of architectural 
representation and rules, and as Noclip World demonstrates, materials and environmental 
conditions do not have an inherent ‘truth’ or behaviour but instead are totally encoded. 

All of these outputs are derived from the raw materials of the game space—which imply 
specific significations to a player.  Through the act of counterplay, I draw out the architectural 
situations that are constructed by game developers in order to maintain convincing 
representations of space within the videogame. These cheat-code explorations are the first 
part of my strategy to unpick the videogame through its own transgressive possibilities.

In order to further expand on my definition of games as the new cultural locomotive, and examine how 
they adjust our architectural impulses, I will to expand the next case study to address a videogame that is 
both the apex of commercial success (and thus we can assume, cultural proliferation) but also refers to an 
actual place. Comparing a virtual world to the city which it represents will allow me to further critique the 
ways in which game spaces are constructed, and in my opinion there is no virtual city that appears closer 
to reality than Los Santos, the virtual version of Los Angeles that underpins the game Grand Theft Auto V. 
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[Fig. 86] Actual size 
of GTA Snapmatic 
image capture 
(at 300dpi print 
resolution).

[Fig. 85] Relative 
screenshot resolutions 
of Snapmatic vs. 4K 
capture from Steam.

4K

Snapmatic

[Fig. 87] 1:1 crop of 
4K screenshot of GTA 

captured through 
Steam (at 300dpi 

print resolution). Total 
size of image   

3840px x 2160px.

960px

536px
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Chapter 2a. Small Books of Los Santos: Using ‘deadpan’ screenshots to reveal 
the remarkable likeness and twisted logics of a deviated Los Angeles.

A Deviant City Done Deadpan—unpacking Los Santos through ‘street photography’.

In the previous chapter I have used hand drawing as a way of dissecting the construction of game space by 
distancing myself from the source material and translating it into different media forms. These transcriptions were 
derived from screenshots. In this chapter I will examine screenshot making as a practice in more detail, to explore 
how the screenshot itself might provide new ways of framing the discrepancies of game spaces. In contrast to my 
preceding work, I will not be using cheats to understand the formal properties of a game space through rupture, 
but instead I will use structured play and screenshot photography to peel apart the logics of a game space that 
closely matches a real environment, in contrast to the often more fantastical settings encountered in Noclip World. 

In the latest iteration of Los Santos, the city underpinning the game Grand Theft Auto V, British developer 
Rockstar Games created one of the most arresting virtual characterisations of a city to date. Los Santos 
is closely based on Los Angeles, and includes many notable landmarks and districts within its depiction 
of the city. The resemblance is startling, but compare the cartographic likeness of both cities and they 
are very different. What Rockstar has created is truly a ‘deviated’ city in the sense that Espen Aarseth143 
describes—it literally deviates from reality in its urban morphology order to become playable. Los Santos 
provides the sense of being in Los Angeles, rather than an exact geographical recreation. Traffic-laden crawls 
along freeways would not be fun for the gamer, and it would not provide the requisite sense of place—at 
least not in the cinematic characterisation of Los Angeles most players would recognise. By compressing 
Los Angeles, like a stock cube of flavour, into a much smaller island-based depiction, the developers have 
deviated a city—but in the process may end up saying something new about it. As an island-based city, 
a relation to the Utopia of British Renaissance humanist Thomas More may not be entirely incidental. 

I will focus on Los Santos in much more detail in the following chapter, but this project continues with the use 
of screenshots as a form of virtual world photography to introduce us to the city. As I discussed in the previous 
chapter, screenshot tools are now commonly provided in games allowing players to communicate their experiences 
in these worlds. For a virtual city like Los Santos, this is doubly important because this sense of place can be linked 
to real world spaces. So, while the game provides a large toolkit of possibilities for the player (if generally skewed 
toward the criminal) such as stealing, driving, shooting, skydiving, cycling, jogging, fighting, hiring prostitutes and 
robbing minimarts—the inclusion of an in-game mobile phone photography app, Snapmatic, was a reflection of 
how the world building efforts of the developers would ultimately be framed and communicated by the creativity 
of its player base. Characters in GTA V carry smartphones, and the player is able to take photos of a virtual 
city on a virtual phone (as well as via a real-life app), and then upload them to the Rockstar Social Club—a 
community website for players of the game. Snapmatic’s resolution is modest, with images locked to 960x536 
pixels. However, players still have facilities for generating high-res ‘photographic’ imagery from virtual worlds. 

Aside from the in game tools, one can also switch off all the graphic user interface elements in the 
game and take full resolution screen shots. As mentioned before, users playing on the Steam platform 
only need to press the F12 button to capture an artfully framed screenshot. If one were playing GTA V 
on a UHD 4K screen (which I am using for much of my recording work), this effective resolution would 
be equivalent to photographing the real Los Angeles with an 8.3-megapixel camera [Fig. 85–87]. 

Returning to the CD Projekt Red job listing that I mentioned in the previous chapter, we can see that 
developers are recognising the ability of users to compose and reveal new situations and stories 
within the game worlds they create (they interchange the terms screenshot and photo liberally): 

When you see [screenshots] you are able to tell what could have happened before that magical 
moment that got frozen on the screen and what can happen in the next seconds to come after the 
action moves forward.144

The act of freezing space within the screenshot places the game in a contingency that calls into question 
‘the next seconds to come’ that CD Projekt Red wish to entice us with. For a controversial game like Grand 
Theft Auto V, this is particularly interesting. Against an incredibly realistic virtual Los Angeles is set a game 
that has been criticised for its hyper-violent and cynical worldview, alongside its mixed social messages and 
accusations of rank misogyny. On the surface, GTA V seems reactionary and conservative in many ways, 
scattergun satire that skewers America and its culture, yet somehow seems complicit with it—after all it 
is a triple-A blockbuster game of the highest order, grossing over $1billion in its first 24 hours on sale. 

143. Espen Aarseth, “Allegories of Space. The Question of Spatiality in Computer Games”, in Cybertext Yearbook 2000, p.169
144. Careers, Screenshot Artist,” CD Projekt Red, accessed 02 Feb 2017 via Internet Archive Wayback Machine, 
https://web.archive.org/web/20150501221151/http://en.cdprojektred.com/jobs/screenshot-artist.
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This project investigates how the screenshot could become a tool to reveal other 
layers to this virtual city. Beneath the cynical veneer, why would one go to the 
trouble of recreating a place in such painstaking detail if there were not a kernel 
of love and admiration for that place? Money—of course—but the sheer scale 
of details packed into Los Santos betray Rockstar’s enthusiasm for the city. 
This recreation of Los Angeles into its virtual cousin was also surely one of the 
largest projects to archive the architectural landscape of a city as part of an 
(estimated) $137m development cost. If the screenshot can provide the degree 
of separation required to be able to judge a virtual world and its verisimilitude, 
then perhaps we can compare those images to ways in which cities have been 
reframed through photographic practices before. To judge Los Santos as a virtual 
LA, perhaps we can learn from methods that were employed by architects and 
artists—predominantly from the 1960s and 70s— who first drew attention to LA’s 
unique urban morphology and argued it was a unique condition worth of study.

[Fig. 88] Ed Ruscha’s 
small books on Los 
Angeles framed the 
city through deadpan 
photography.

[Fig. 89] Twentysix 
Gasoline Stations 

(1963) by Ed Ruscha.
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Small Books

The Various Small Books of American artist Ed Ruscha contain some of the seminal photographic 
recordings of Los Angeles. Twentysix Gasoline Stations was the first of Ruscha’s small photographic 
art books, recording the typology of the gas station on a journey between LA and Oklahoma. Each 
of his subsequent books dealt with seriality as a methodology and utilised photography as the 
tool. Ruscha’s photographic work has been described as ‘no-style’145 or, as Aron Vinegar puts it: 
‘deadpan.’146 Los Angeles became the subject of Ruscha’s deadpan photography, seemingly non-
judgemental images that recorded the city as-is. Vinegar describes deadpan photography as ‘a mode 
of photography that seems emotionally detached or ‘neutral’ in the sense it does not make outright 
judgments, and thus tends to emphasize what might be called an ‘evidentiary’ condition.’147

Every Building on the Sunset Strip (1966) [Fig. 88] presented the entirety of that famous strip of 
road in the form of a concertina pamphlet that was shot using a specially rigged pick-up truck. 
Thirtyfour Parking Lots in Los Angeles (1967) was a series of aerial photographs taken from a 
helicopter documenting various parking lots across LA, again communicated through his ‘no-
style’ or ‘deadpan’ approach to recording the spaces of the city as a series of flattened surfaces. 
Twentysix Gasoline Stations recorded Ruscha’s journey back to visit his parents [Fig. 89]. Nine 
Swimming Pools And A Broken Glass contrasts the serene blue reflections of LA’s many pools with 
an underlying violent tension that comes from the titular broken glass in the book’s final photo. 

Ruscha’s methodology could almost be considered a prototype for the mobile avatar I utilised in the Noclip 
World chapter, except he physically moved his eye by means of helicopters or mobile photography rigs 
designed to see the city in a new light. In this respect, Ruscha provides both a precedent and a counterpoint. 
In the previous chapter, I was expressly hunting out curious phenomena using the virtual eye of the avatar, 
in order to push the virtual world into disintegrating and revealing its reality. This is, as I have argued, a 
form of counterplay, to remake a virtual world from its constituent parts. But perhaps Ruscha provides 
inspiration for another mode of counterplay —to ignore the aims or logics of a game world, and instead 
focus on recording it through serial screenshots. Recording Los Santos through deadpan screenshots might 
be a method of ‘counterplay’ that pulls the lovingly created world away from the socio-political context 
of its setting and allow us to see it anew. If the surface of GTA V is a transgressive and cynical world of 
thugs and mobsters, removing that context and recording Los Santos as a city using ‘no-style’ screenshots 
might also allow for the degree of separation required to reveal the truth of its virtual landscapes. Rather 
than the overbearing satire of the game, it might be possible to find something more nuanced within 
Los Santos through these recordings, like Ruscha’s portentuous photograph of the broken glass. 

This bridging chapter explores a series of my own small books, produced in Ruscha’s deadpan style as 
a further application of screenshot recording as a critical tool. Each of these books holds screenshots-
as-photos recorded by me playing the game. Like Noclip World, this takes the form of a wandering 
counterplay, where I explore the game as a city rather than as a set of objectives. Generally I do not 
utilise cheat codes in this playing of the game, although I have switched off any GUI information so that 
my viewpoint is purely that of the avatar. At certain points I have taken screenshots using some of the 
other tools the game provides, such as the Content Creator mode, which is designed to allow players 
to build their own missions in the game but also offers some tools for the aerial viewing of the city. 

My process of making these books began by recreating some of the typological selections that Ruscha 
made, before extending off into my own new taxonomies of this virtual city that are particular to—and 
only achievable via its virtual status. Through this I will peel apart the differences between Los Santos 
and Los Angeles proper, but also expose its logics as a virtual city, rather than a surface narrative.

145. “Ed Ruscha explains his love of Gas Stations,” Phaidon, accessed 20th September 2016, http://uk.phaidon.
com/agenda/art/articles/2013/september/09/ed-ruscha-explains-his-love-of-gas-stations/.
146. Aron Vinegar, “Ed Ruscha, Heidegger and Deadpan Photography.” Art History, Vol.32(5) (2009) p.853.
147. Ibid., p.854.
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Thirtyfour Parking Lots in Los Santos

The first photographic book I produced was a direct response to Ruscha’s framing of LA from the aerial 
views of the helicopter [SB1]. Using the Content Creator tools in GTA V enabled me to approximate 
the effect of hovering above the city, looking down on the vast surfaces of tarmac and concrete, the 
infrastructure that ties the city together and enables the car to act as the dominant means of transport. 

In this case, the screenshot photography was taken before the release of GTA V on the PC in 2015, which 
subsequently allowed me to obtain higher resolution imagery. The first book in my series was shot on the 
Xbox 360, using an Elgato GameCapture device that is commonly used by streamers—people who play 
games while live streaming, often for a living—on platforms like YouTube and Twitch. This device sits in 
the link between the games console and TV, and allows one to capture the video feed from the console. 
What makes this book different to the books that came after is that the hardware running the game was 
significantly less powerful. As one zooms in and out of the parking lots with the virtual camera, textural 
detail appears and disappears. This scaling of textures is quite common in games. Using a technique 
called mip-maps, various ‘levels of detail’ (LOD) are contained within one texture file. The game engine 
selects how detailed the texture should be depending on how far the player is from an object. As our 
camera zooms further out, we see less textural detail as there is more of the city to render. As we zoom 
in, new textural detail appears in the city, but we are seeing less in the field of view of the camera. 

While the texture of concrete, painted markings and bollards dissipates, we also lose sight of parked 
cars. This is due to the draw distance of the game, which is defined as a distance at which the virtual 
camera will render objects. The more objects, the more memory needed. Due to the old hardware, as 
one hovers above the parking lots of Los Santos, we can notice that they are contingent, slipping in 
and out of detail as I try to frame the photographic recording. In one particular screenshot we can see 
that the resolution of the stadium and the freeway appear higher than that of the parking lot itself. 
Los Santos is a scalable city—it can construct itself in more or less detail depending on hardware 
constraints. If Ruscha’s photography of parking lots was a deadpan recording of the logics of Los 
Angeles—in particular the carpark, which Robert Venturi would later term a ‘megatexture’148, then the 
megatextures of Los Santos with their slight but perceptible slippages in resolution remind us that 
this is still a facsimile city. The portrayal of cities in videogames is always on a tightrope between 
verisimilitude and performance. Some things have to be left out to accommodate interactivity. 

Making my screenshots black and white also emphasises their ‘no-style’ appearance, 
making the small slippages in resolution less immediately apparent, but more uncanny [SB2–
SB6]. There is an irony present here—the screenshot as pixel matrix recalls Vilém Flusser’s 
definition of ‘technical images.’149 In his terms, the black and white photograph, removed from 
technicolour reality, reveals its technicalities. Making the screenshot black and white might 
trigger a reaction in the viewer that recalls documentary photography and with it the veneer of 
authenticity. But in the virtual world of Los Santos, technicolour reality is also total artifice.

The aerial photographs of Los Santos reveal it as a facsimile, what Ian Bogost calls a ‘caricature’150 
of Los Angeles. Developers choose to leave things in or remove elements from their caricatures 
of the built environment. For an architect, this could be a powerful tool to explore new forms of 
city, transient cities or cities utterly shaped by ideology. In this first book, in a Los Santos viewed 
from above and on older hardware, the car that is utterly central to the game is utterly lost. 

148. Stephen Izenour, Denise Scott Brown and Robert Venturi, Learning From Las Vegas (Cambridge MA: The MIT Press, 1977), p.13.
149. Vilém Flusser, Towards a Philosophy of Photography (London: Reaktion Books, 2006), p.14.
150. Ian Bogost, “The Cathedral of Computation”, accessed 30/01/16, http://www.theatlantic.
com/technology/archive/2015/01/the-cathedral-of-computation/384300/
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Twentysix Gasoline Stations

The methodology for the second screenshot book was also directly drawn from Ruscha’s work, 
using the gasoline station as a marker along a journey. I continued with the deadpan strategy 
of monochromatic screenshots to emphasise the displacement from the original source.

In the original book, Ruscha’s journey took him from Los Angeles to Oklahoma, and contains a small hint 
of the return journey through the last image in the book—a gas station in Texas. Linear journeys of such 
a scale are impossible in Los Santos: it is an island. My recreation of Twentysix Gasoline Stations is to 
drive a looped route around the island, from its depiction of downtown Los Santos, through the Palomino 
Highlands and up to the Redwood forests of Blaine County via the Grand Senora Desert [SB7]. If Ruscha’s 
journey interjected by gas stations echoed a pilgrimage of sorts—towards his mother’s house—then 
looping the donut of Los Santos might represent the futility of videogame space. We arrive again at 
Torben Grodal’s ‘aesthetics of repetition,’151 this time in the built environment. We can pursue a pilgrimage, 
but end up where we started. Los Santos is an inescapable world—a transgressive utopian island.

On a practical level, GTA V does not simulate the fuel requirements of vehicles. Therefore the gas 
station, in the base logics of the simulation, is entirely unnecessary. Generally, they are there to serve 
the American iconography of the game and no more. Some gas stations are attached to minimarts 
which the player can rob, the awnings and petrol pumps merely providing a context for a marked 
site of transgression. Others stare back blankly, with doors that will not open, and more blotchy 
low resolution textures, telling the player that they are not sites of importance [SB8–SB12]. 

151. Torben Grodal, “Stories for Eye, Ears, and Muscles: Video games, media, and embodied experiences.”, 
in The Video Game Theory Reader, Eds. M.J. P. Wolf & B. Perron, (New York: Routledge, 2003), p.148.
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Nine Swimming Pools And A Broken Windshield

One of the elements Harun Farocki focuses on in his Parallel series of videos, 
is the simulation of water in virtual worlds.152 As an island city, Los Santos is 
surrounded by water, and in fact, the sea itself provides a fuzzy boundary 
to keep the player in check. We can fly or sail for quite a number of minutes 
away from Los Santos, until it disappears from view, but finally every vehicle is 
destined to sink, and a shark eats the player’s avatar. This is the same ending 
that befalls any intrepid explorer charting a line straight out of Los Santos.

But water also plays a smaller role in the many swimming pools of the city that 
are large in number and variation of design, just like Los Angeles itself. Ruscha’s 
Nine Swimming Pools frames the city through the serial blueness of the swimming 
pool. Laid out like carpets, the depth of colour and reflectance becomes a kind of 
artifice that runs through every photo. There is a sense of calmness, albeit with 
an undercurrent of tension: an empty swimming pool might be the site of a crime 
in the narrative logics of Hollywood. This implied violence beneath the surface is 
captured in Ruscha’s last photo in the book—a broken glass on a blue background. 

Using my avatar to climb over hedges and fences, I explore the back yards of 
Los Santos, cataloguing the swimming pools that dot the landscape [SB13]. 
When photographed through a screenshot, they look startlingly realistic. But 
they are signs of residence without any real residents. One might encounter 
a virtual pool party, but startled homeowners will run out into the city rather 
than their own house—because the building is only a shell. The pool is a precise 
marker of Angeleno urbanity, but at the same time a point where Los Santos 
betrays itself. Return some hours later and you are likely to find the virtual 
inhabitants reassembled around the water as if nothing happened. Transgress 
again by climbing into their garden and the situation repeats itself. 

While Ruscha uses the broken glass as a metaphor for violence, in my small book 
it becomes the windshield. In my final screenshot recording a broken windshield 
I am reinforcing not only this threat, but the logics of Los Santos itself. One can 
break into and steal nearly any vehicle in the game. Although the character Franklin 
can lock pick cars, most other characters simply smash a window to gain entry. It 
is often most expedient to steal multiple vehicles in a chase situation, to confuse 
the cops and undo any damage caused by erratic driving. The broken windshield 
is the precursor to mobility—the moment of violence to the vehicle before it is 
appropriated. If the pool is realistic, but ultimately a betrayal of the unreality of 
the city—then the broken glass is a reinforcement of its rules [Fig. 138–142].

152. “Parallel I, Harun Farocki,” Video Data Bank, accessed 19th 
December 2016, http://www.vdb.org/titles/parallel-i.
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Cars on Hills

As the first three books repeat the paths of Ruscha in the themes of their seriality, we 
can start to see how the deadpan eye unpacks the virtual city as a rather different 
creature to the real. My next move was to start to make deadpan recordings of 
the type of phenomena that become second nature within a game such as GTA 
V, but more clearly delineate the points at which it deviates from reality [SB19].

The game is highly focussed on the driving experience, as its title might suggest. 
Cars and other vehicles are the main backbone of the game and have been 
part of the series’ aesthetic experience right from the very start. One has the 
ability to steal—or legitimately buy—many different vehicles within the game, 
but it is likely that many players will focus on the numerous exotic sports and 
supercars that can be customised and modified. It is these vehicles in particular 
that demonstrate the ruptures from reality that are normalised in Los Santos. 

When one is witnessed performing a crime, the game puts a wanted level on the 
player, meaning that police will keep pursuing them, until they manage to escape. 
There are a number of methods to do this, such as switching cars, respraying the 
vehicle or simply hiding—but losing line of sight to pursuing cops tends to be key. 
With this game mechanic in mind, it is often much more expedient to simply drive 
off the road, perhaps up and over the crest of a hill, in order to disappear. To do 
this in reality would be to risk crashing or simply ruining the vehicle. Yet in the 
logics of Los Santos, something is different. As realistic looking and sounding as 
they are, the cars of GTA V are able to perform amazing feats due to cartoonish 
physics. A supercar that in reality would have trouble negotiating a kerb outside a 
parking lot, can suddenly barrel up the side of steep cliff faces, and when stopped 
comes to rest using what appears to be an improbably powerful handbrake.

Within the game I decided to use vehicles to explore the limits of Los Santos’ physics. 
The book Cars on Hills is a series of deadpan screenshots showing vehicles in 
improbable positions, yet still perfectly manicured and untouched [Fig. 144–148]. 
Looking at these recordings of the city, it looks impressively lifelike, yet the car sits 
as a spatial rupture to this carefully cultivated caricature. The final screenshot of the 
book shows a modified ‘Smart Car’ flying through the air at an improbable height 
in front of a recreated version of LAX. Framed in this deadpan way it emphasises the 
cartoonish physics of the game. There are numerous examples online of the crazy 
feats players have produced with custom placed ramps and jumps, but by framing 
the ruptures of physics through the dispassionate eye of the deadpan screenshot we 
get a sense of the tension in both how close and how far Los Santos is from reality. 

The eye is drawn to the implausibility of the physics of the virtual city by means 
of a carefully place vehicle. To the player of GTA V as a game, this is quite 
normal—but it takes the banality of the deadpan image to reframe this deviation 
as an architectural condition. If the Ruscha’s broken glass hints at a violence 
somewhere off camera, the cars hint at violence towards normative physics. It 
is possible that the cars were airlifted in and artfully placed, but it is key to the 
logics of Los Santos that they were driven there. Driving overcomes all obstacles. 
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Many Mission Markers

Many Mission Markers is a further small book comprising 69 screenshots in 
total. Of these, 66 are of in-game mission markers that appear in the online 
portion of GTA V called GTA Online [Fig. 149]. These markers are connected 
to ‘jobs’: missions that the player can complete with others—in opposition or 
collaboration depending on the mission. One can also access jobs by using 
the in-game smartphone, but these markers represent the clearest delineation 
between the game logics and the virtual world itself. If they player walks 
into one of these markers, they trigger the job to begin. So it is that even in a 
wandering counterplay online, with no interest in engaging with the main aims 
of GTA’s world, one will encounter these markers as a rupture of realism.

At the start of the book I present a smaller image of a basic blue marker—the 
entrance to the player’s apartment in GTA Online. The logic of the marker is 
pervasive in Los Santos, so much so that it becomes an accepted part of the 
ontology of the city. Disparate spaces are connected using the marker where 
there are gaps the seamless simulation cannot bridge. In a more obvious way than 
Cars On Hills, the markers define the ‘gameness’ of the facsimile city. They also 
appear even with all the GUI turned off—rather than information ‘in the eye’ of 
the player, this is secondary data out there in the world. The mission marker is an 
eruption of the tension Alexander Galloway observes between diegetic and non-
diegetic space in videogame worlds.153 The caricature of Los Angeles is the diegetic 
space, of world building and narrative, the non-diegetic is all the information that 
pertains to the logic of the game. Here in the marker we see the title of the mission, 
the type of mission, how many players may participate and how players have 
rated that mission, placed into the diegetic space of the fictional Los Angeles. 

Galloway makes reference to the layers of social information in World of 
Warcraft,154 and while the mission markers of GTA V are somewhat sparse in 
comparison, I would argue his definition still rings true:  the mission marker is an 
emblem of the social space of GTA V. Many of these markers are created by the 
developers Rockstar Games, but many of them are community-created missions. 
Their readout contains metric information of how well regarded that mission 
was by the user group. So even in the most opaque manner, to encounter these 
markers ‘playing solo’ as it were, without meeting another player’s character, is 
to come across traces of the social space that Los Santos represents. Through 
deadpan screenshot recording and the seriality of the images we can establish 
that such apparent ruptures are actually the logic of videogame space—and 
if an architect were to make architecture within such a medium, this layered 
condition should surely be part of their design methodology [SB25].

The book ends in contrast, with two of the most visually realistic screenshots 
I had taken during the whole process. We see two scenes at different 
times of day, as Los Santos’ 48 minute daily cycle drifts by. After the 
informational overload, the cooldown. As quickly as Los Santos assembles 
the logics of the game around the player, they may dissipate again. 

153. Alexander R. Galloway, The Interface Effect (Cambridge UK, Malden MA: Polity Press, 2012), p.42.
154. Ibid.
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In Conclusion: Los Santos Done Deadpan

The small screenshot books continue my explorations into virtual videogame worlds by architectural 
means of analysis. The screenshot can frame a fictional city deviated by the logics of the game in new 
ways. Returning to my first research question of ‘what methods can we use to examine videogame worlds 
as architectural spaces’ I apply Ruscha’s deadpan photographic techniques as a tool to withdraw 
from the game itself and start regarding architectural space as a supporting infrastructure to the 
videogame experience. I can do this because the tools for reproducing game imagery are built into the 
software. My books tackle the second part of this question, ‘what is unique to their design intent and 
composition that differs from physical environments’ by highlighting deviations from reality. While Los 
Santos looks startlingly similar to Los Angeles, techniques such as ‘deadpan’ screenshots can reveal 
how the developers have structured a game world that subverts realistic physics, limits the behaviour 
of virtual citizens and projects the social space of game players directly into the fictional city. 

It is not incidental that the work of Ruscha was also rather influential to postmodern architectural 
thinkers such as Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown, precisely because his artistic practice outlined a 
methodology for recording and regarding the pop culture of American society through the analytical eye 
of the camera. We can reveal more about Los Santos from examining the structure of its world that we can 
focussing on the overarching narrative of the game. While the game itself is controversial and seemingly 
conservative, Ruscha’s model offers a way to draw out insight because as Vinegar points out: ‘the deadpan 
attitude exemplified by Ruscha refuses to allow us to be too hasty in our categorization of good, bad, 
best, or worst objects or people in the world.’155 By using Ruscha’s methods I am again reemphasing the 
temporal and interactive nature of game media to answer my second research question ‘where could 
videogames fit into the history of architectural representation,’ because the static photography in my 
books reveals precisely those deviations that are particular to spatial representations in game worlds. 

In the preceding chapter, I discuss my drawings as a matrix of images, and here Ruscha provides a clear 
precedent for the editorial framing of the screenshot. Placed into the flow of a ‘small book’ these images 
are further removed from their context. My versions of Thirtyfour Parking Lots, Twentysix Gasoline Stations 
and Nine Swimming Pools use the exact pagination of the Ruscha book—images appear on the exact same 
pages as in his original documents. Interestingly Ruscha often inserted blank pages into the flow of his 
books. By trying to replicate the formal construction of the book itself, I am comparing the virtual space of 
Los Santos to Los Angeles by means of a direct comparison—they are both forced into Ruscha’s system of 
framing. The last two books, for which a precedent does not exist, continue to utilise his editorial style of 
pagination and image distribution, as if they were books he may have, yet never did, produce. The covers 
of the books, while not recreating Ruscha’s exact graphic style, emphasise the deadpan presentation of 
his original series. A simple cloth soft bind with stick-on letters for the name, the implication is that their 
generic seriality could continue on for as long as we can find new typologies of Los Santos to record.

With the nature of image rights, and particularly the litigiousness of Rockstar—it may be that 
these small books cannot be republished outside of this thesis. In direct opposition to Ruscha’s 
publications—which he himself joked would find their way into the trash as a throwaway commodity—
these books might ultimately become a one-off record of my ‘virtual world naturalism’156—of 
remaking Los Santos through its own fabric by the careful framing of the screenshot [SB31]. 

Looking at these books, I would hope one starts to sense the uncanny logics of Los Santos and learn 
something about its operation as a virtual metropolis. From here we can return to the multimedia 
methodology of Venturi, Scott Brown and Izenour and their ‘rhizomatic pop analysis spirit.’157 This 
might move the study from learning Los Santos into learning from Los Santos. Aron Vinegar argues 
that the ‘from’ is the key semantic pivot for their fieldwork: a degree of separation to allow for analysis 
in a similar fashion to those separations I have drawn thus far in relation to game spaces. 

As I have outlined, my screenshots placed into the form of hand drawings offer a distancing and 
seriality that allows us to expose the means by which Los Santos operates. In the next chapter 
then, I will move forward into a multimedia methodology that reinforces Venturi, Scott Brown and 
Izenour’s desire to understand the method of pop cultural space rather than its content. 

155. Aron Vinegar, “Ed Ruscha, Heidegger and Deadpan Photography,” Art History Volume 32 Issue 5, p.852–873.
156. Daniel Reynolds, “Virtual World Naturalism”, The Fiberculture Journal Issue 16: Counterplay (2010). 
Accessed 20/12/2015, http://sixteen.fibreculturejournal.org/virtual-world-naturalism/.
157. Aron Vinegar, I Am a Monument: On Learning from Las Vegas (Cambridge MA: MIT Press, 2008), p.21.
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2013

2004

[Fig. 90] The official 
Los Santos seal. It 
indicates the city was 
founded in 1781 - 
betraying its likeness 
to LA which was 
founded in the same 
year. Yet Los Santos 
first emerged in 2004.

[Img. 91] Promotional 
image for ctivities in 

Los Santos, framing it 
as a real environment.

[Img. 92] Comparison 
between Los Santos 
2004 and Los 
Santos 2013.
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Chapter 2. Learning from Los Santos: The New Cultural 
Locomotive in a City of Deviations

A deviated, deviant Los Angeles

In the preceding two chapters I have tackled the first research question of this thesis, namely how are 
game spaces composed, and what architectural tools can we use to analyse them. I have also drawn from 
modes of inquiry such as drawing and photography in order to address my second research question and 
delineate how games differ from other media of representation used in architecture. I will now return to Los 
Santos as the site for a larger case study that I will approach using Venturi and Scott Brown’s methodology 
of multiple, concurrent modes of architectural analysis through drawings, diagrams, models and more.

In late 2013 a new city was established. An island metropolis bounded entirely by water and crisscrossed 
by tarmac, this city sits in the perpetual long-shadowed haze of Southern California. Days are forty-
eight minutes long but can drift serenely by. This place seems familiar, but somehow compressed and 
stretched at the same time. Landmarks and patterns of buildings come and go as you drive its streets. 
Freewheeling on a bike along the shoreline boardwalk, you see the water lapping up onto the beach, 
brilliant with reflections of the blue Californian sky. Stopping to stare across towards the pier you 
see a Ferris wheel slowly turn, its lights twinkling in the now rapidly fading evening light. Taking your 
camera phone out, you capture the view, and upload it to your cloud photo stream. Looking at the 
photograph the uncanny resemblance grows. This seems so familiar yet not quite real. At that precise 
moment a pedestrian walks by, stares at you, and shouts… ‘I’m gonna eat your fingers!’ And then 
gunfire! And then running, jumping and press RB to take cover behind a dumpster. And then press Y to 
steal a passing vehicle, throwing the driver out and speeding off in one smooth animation. And then 
crashing into a hedge that seems to possess supernatural strength, crushing your car and throwing you 
through the windshield. And then everything turns grey. And then you die. And then the city appears 
once more, and the bleary sun hits your eyes. You are ready to continue on, or perhaps begin again? 

This city appears to be Los Angeles, yet it is different. Its logics are cartoonish, its physics improbable 
and its architectural extents appear as a bricolage rather than a sprawl. This city is not Los Angeles, 
but instead its deviated counterpart, Los Santos [Fig. 157],a twisted representation of reality created 
by Rockstar North in Edinburgh for the hit videogame Grand Theft Auto V (GTA V) and it had been 
visited by over 65 million people as of May 2016158 It is a facsimile city, a virtual representation of LA 
[Fig. 158]. We might argue it is actually a facsimile of the public perception of LA, formed through 
prior media and culture. It certainly bears a resemblance to many crime films set in the city. And we 
could easily contend that it is a manifestation of the desires and values of its developers, as they went 
to great and expensive lengths in its construction. Indeed, the 2013 Los Santos is not the first iteration 
of this fictional city, and so it contains not only the accrued cultural values placed around LA, and 
the accrued cultural values of the prior Los Santos, but also demonstrates advances in videogame 
technology allowing for ever greater visual clarity, bigger worlds and more in-depth storytelling.

Los Santos first appeared 10 years ago in Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas, but it was smaller, 
blockier and less visually realistic [Fig. 92]. At the end of 2014, a year after its original release, 
Los Santos re-emerged on the ‘next-gen’ consoles, the Xbox One and the PS4, as well as on home 
desktop PCs. In these versions its fidelity grows, and its visual verisimilitude is undoubtedly striking. 
But it remains a game world. Such worlds contain elaborate but artificial rules of engagement, 
however realistic they become. Norwegian games theorist Espen Aarseth argues that no matter 
how realistic a videogame may be—it needs to deviate from reality to become ‘playable.’159 
The popularity of these deviated architectural events means they are becoming pre-eminent 
cultural experiences for many people, but what type of condition is it that they promote? 

158. http://www.polygon.com/2016/5/18/11705254/grand-theft-auto-gta-5-sales-65-million-copies.
159. Espen Aarseth, “Allegories of Space. The Question of Spatiality in Computer Games”, Cybertext Yearbook 2000, p.169.
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Los Santos is an outsider city. This re-imagined Southern California—the features of Los Angeles County distilled and 
relocated to a Catalina-like island [Fig. 93]—was not created by Americans but at Rockstar’s subsidiary, Rockstar North 
in Edinburgh, Scotland. The outsider status of its developers (and indeed many of its players) produces a Banham-esque 
enthusiasm for a quasi-Angelino language of movement and flow across the digitized metropolis and its hinterlands. 

Los Santos provides a compressed version of Los Angeles that runs from the vertiginous corporate towers of Downtown out into 
the countryside, with the trailer parks and industrial communities represented across the northerly part of the island, named 
Blaine County. It has a large Californian sky, high enough that the player might fly an aeroplane above cloud cover, and it has 
West Coast shorelines, with waters hundreds of (virtual) feet deep that can be explored in a mini-submarine. It is, then, one of 
the most ambitious videogame worlds ever committed to memory. As a £170 million project with huge teams of environmental 
researchers and artists digitally transcribing LA, Los Santos is, in the words of its creators, an ‘absolutely handcrafted world.’160 

160. Joseph Bernstein, “Way Beyond Anything We’ve Done Before”: Building the World of “Grand Theft Auto V,” Buzzfeed, accessed 
10/10/13, http://www.buzzfeed.com/josephbernstein/way-beyond-anything-weve-done-before-building-the-world-of-g/.

[Fig. 93] An aerial 
‘satellite’ view of Los 
Santos, showing its 
extents as an island.
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This flies somewhat in the face of modern, smaller-teamed developments where 
open-world games are increasingly using ‘procedural generation’ to create endless 
possible worlds using a set of spatial tools. I have previously mentioned a game 
such as Sir, You are Being Hunted by Big Robot, which uses procedural generation 
to create infinite variants on a rolling Engish countryside. By proceduralising 
field patterns, hedgerow configurations and even having a random ‘village name 
generator’, a relatively small team can design a set of architectural objects 
that can extend into multiple possible spatial configurations. This can also be 
dependent on player actions. Another small team worked on No Man’s Sky, which 
used procedural generation at planetary scales, creating navigable worlds and 
ecosystems across many planets that a space-explorer may visit as part of their 
intergalactic travels. These techniques are also extremely interesting as potential 
architectural strategies, but it is the weight and number of ‘handcrafted’ decisions 
underpinning the deviations within Los Santos that I seek to quantify and understand 
in this chapter [Fig. 94]. Straight away the implication of the crafted suggests a 
clear authorial control over the verisimilitude of Rockstar’s facsimile Los Angeles 
from which we might attempt to decode it. It is clear that this digital recreation 
is not purely given over to the algorithm, but has also employed many artists 
and designers in its production who conducted extensive real-world fieldwork.

As something of an aside, it is interesting to note that the best-selling game 
of all time—and the most expensive videogame production of all time—is 
based on a real-world location rather than a far flung fantasy galaxy. Clearly 
there is a strong appetite for this form of architectural recreation via the 
videogame form. Of course,  Los Angeles itself seems slightly unreal to the 
outsider, unable to escape its relationship to cultural depictions of itself. 

[Fig. 94] The 
handcrafted nature 

of the work runs into 
the now ubiquitous 

digitally hand 
‘painted’ scenes 
that accompany 

loading sequences 
in the GTA series.
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[Fig. 96] An official 
screenshot of Grand 
Theft Auto V that 
foregrounds violence.

[Fig. 95] An official 
screenshot of Grand 
Theft Auto V that 
shows the story 
of bank robberies, 
referencing Michael 
Mann’s filmic version 
of Los Angeles.

Despite—or perhaps, because of the scale of this world and the number of decisions made by the 
design team, the creators of GTA V have been censured for a conservatism their critics claim underlies 
the game’s procedures—echoing many of the arguments that followed the release of previous 
versions in the Grand Theft Auto series. Los Santos is an unmistakably violent world, and there is a 
disjunction in the amazing resemblance between Los Santos and its real-world counterpart—and the 
often-limited interactivity that is offered within the city. Writing about the previous Los Santos based 
iteration of GTA, subtitled San Andreas, American digital studies author Zach Whalen discusses how 
‘criminality is [...] closely linked to the generality of the play-types offered to the game player.’161 
Although the GTA games offer open-world cities, they are always predicated on violence and crime. 

Furthermore, other game theorists such as American writer Cameron Kunzelman have argued that 
the scale Los Santos itself, and its marketing as the biggest and realest world yet conceived by 
Rockstar, indicates a conservative desire for territory and its acquisition—Los Santos reinforcing that 
videogames, and life in general, must cover more ground, get bigger and add ever more ‘content’ to 
sate the desires of the consumer.162 Perhaps this reinforces its popularity. But despite this apparent 
largesse, at around 30 square miles in real scale—by internet message board calculations—the extents 
of Los Santos are far smaller than the 525 plus square miles of Metropolitan-area Los Angeles.163 

161. Zach Whalen, “Crusing in San Andreas: Ludic Space and Urban Aesthetics in Grand Theft Auto,” The Meaning and Culture 
of Grand Theft Auto: Critical Essays (Jefferson NC and London: McFarland & Company, 2006), Kindle Edition, Loc.2990.
162. Cameron Kunzelman, “Why is Grand Theft Auto V So Conservative?,” accessed on 25/09/13, 
http://thiscageisworms.com/2013/09/20/why-is-grand-theft-auto-v-so-conservative/.
163. DaRkL3AD3R, 16 October 2013 (04:11am GMT), comment on “Is GTA5 
Map really 100 square miles IGN”, http://gtaforums.com/
topic/629355-is-gta5-map-really-100-square-miles-ign/.
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The game laid atop Los Santos tells the story of three intertwining player-characters, Franklin Clinton, 
Michael De Santa and Trevor Philips. It is a story containing typical plot tropes that recall filmmakers 
such as Michael Mann, Quentin Tarantino, Brian De Palma and Martin Scorsese. The narrative 
ultimately hinges around a series of armed robberies, and the characters of Franklin and Michael 
being drawn back into a life of crime due to circumstance and cynicism [Fig. 95]. Their partner 
Trevor, a psychopathic freewheeling murderer (as almost every GTA V player will invariably become 
at some point within the game) almost appears to be a character invented to smooth over the forms 
of ‘ludonarrative dissonance’ that I have mentioned earlier in this thesis—the disjunction between 
a game’s narrative and what it actually asks of the player. Trevor is a personality that positively 
encourages the type of free-form chaos such a sandbox-led game often descends into [Fig. 96]. The 
storyline underpinning GTA V, is a Los Santos of unremitting cynicism—a place where Dyer-Witheford 
and de Peuter find no alternative to the rotten164—where ideology functions as flippant contempt. 
Even against the many positive reviews of its gameplay and expansive world, it has been described as 
a failed satire, an attempt to invoke irony in order to absolve the game of its moral compunctions. 

We might question whether Rockstar themselves are operating under the logic of the ‘vulgar’, which is how 
Martino Stierli describes the methodology of Venturi and Scott Brown’s architectural analysis. With their 
‘unabashed fascination for the low’165 evidenced in Learning from Las Vegas, Stierli argues Venturi and Scott 
Brown energize the ‘field of tension between aesthetics and sociology, taste and class.’166 Los Santos is a 
world which can look breathtakingly realistic and peaceful, but the same world that titillates the player with 
a vibrating gamepad while receiving a blowjob from a prostitute in an alleyway. It is a world with a daily 
sun cycle and weather system, as well as elaborate natural ecosystems but also a world where you splat a 
Mark Zuckerberg-esque character all over a TV stage by means of an exploding smartphone. Los Santos is a 
world that routinely roots out the low, and pushes at the boundaries of what is considered acceptable taste. 

This explains why I predominantly examine Los Santos in relation to work produced in the 1960s and 
1970s that first discussed Los Angeles’s unique urban form. Nowadays it is not unusual to regard Los 
Angeles as a centre for cutting-edge architecture, but it was not always so. The work of Venturi and 
Scott Brown in the early 1970s drew influence from Ruscha’s 1960s photo books which I have discussed 
in the preceding chapter. During the same period, Reyner Banham was publishing his seminal Los 
Angeles: The Architecture of Four Ecologies, where he railed against the privileged position of European-
centric city models in architectural discussions. While many of these works are some 40–50 years old, 
they were crucial in framing Los Angeles as a city worthy of discussion as an urban morphology and 
this is why I have used them in my own examination of Los Santos. At the same time, their work on Los 
Angeles also exposed a general fascination with architecture that might not be designed by architects, 
be considered ‘lowbrow’ or not of high architectural value in the normative sense. As such, despite its 
historical, pre-computational nature, their work continues to provide a template for examining cities—
in this case, virtual videogame spaces typically not designed by architects. Los Angeles, along with 
Las Vegas, became a template not only for studies that revealed the city in a new light, but for a new 
way of thinking about cities and their architecture that reflected the urban form of modern American 
cities. Given that Los Santos so heavily riffs on the urban form of Los Angeles, many of my theoretical 
underpinnings for this project are built upon methods used in these pioneering works that brought 
Los Angeles into the architectural canon and applied onto its deviant cousin Los Santos. Of course 
by seeing the vulgar as a methodology, rather than a fixed position, Stierli is suggesting it could be 
applied into other contexts or time periods, which is precisely what this chapter will examine. 

The intention of my research in this chapter is unpack the structure of Los Santos, and to use design 
research projects to explore the spatial methodology at work in Rockstar’s conception of the world. Learning 
from Los Santos is to reinforce Venturi and Scott Brown’s idea of understanding ‘method not content.’  All 
of the works I conduct in this chapter are to that end. Rockstar’s sub-Michael Mann narratives are nowhere 
near as fascinating and provocative as the way the game treats the world and the players within it.

164. Nick Dyer-Witheford and Greig de Peuter, Games of Empire: Global Capitalism and 
Video Games, (Minnesota: University of Minnesota Press, 2009), p180.
165. Martino Stierli, Las Vegas in the Rearview Mirror: The City in Theory, Photography, 
and Film, (Los Angeles: Getty Publications, 2013), 272.
166. Ibid.
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[Fig. 97] GTA takes 
aim at Silicon Valley 
luminaries such as 
Mark Zuckerberg - 
translated into Jay 
Norris, founder of 
‘Lifeinvader’ - who is 
assassinated by the 
player at one point 
during the game.

[Fig. 98] Michael’s 
wife persuades him 

to participate in yoga 
with her instructor 

despite being 
cuckolded by him.

[Fig. 99] The NASDAQ 
index becomes 
the BAWSAQ - 

from ‘bawsack’ 
- Scottish slang for 

male anatomy.
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Arriving at the architecture of a vulgar videogame 

Rockstar’s lead designers Sam and Dan Houser are privately educated English prep-school 
boys and Oxbridge graduates, from an establishment background that saw Sam share 
a classroom with George Osborne at St. Paul’s School in London. Yet their games have 
consistently pushed at the edge of what society would consider acceptable taste—even as 
18-rated entertainment—culminating in the 2005 ‘Hot Coffee’ incident where a (removed) sex-
based mini-game in GTA: San Andreas was uncovered by players hacking the game, causing 
politicians such as Hillary Clinton to propose radical new laws on the sale of videogames. 

If the world of Los Santos is concurrently a visual and atmospheric love-letter to Los Angeles, but at the 
same time a hopeless society of iniquity and cynicism, what does this suggest for the methods behind 
creating this represented city and the deviations they put into practice? And in turn what does this mean 
to the social gamut of people who have experienced Los Santos through these methods of deviation? 

It appears startlingly similar to Canadian art historian Aron Vinegar suggesting that the infuriating 
nature of Learning from Las Vegas in the minds of its critics came from its ‘courting the extremes of 
love and hate without occupying either position or their middle ground.’167 What is read as cynicism 
or clumsy and inconsistent satire in Grand Theft Auto V may instead be a frustratingly noncommittal 
attitude to the world. Nearly everything is a source of contempt, from blue chip start-ups [Fig. 97] 
to vaping, from yoga [Fig. 98] to car dealerships, from strippers to the stock market [Fig. 99]. 

Discussing this noncommittal position, Vinegar quotes a graffiti slogan painted by American artist 
Ed Ruscha that seems to emphasise both Venturi and Scott Brown, as well as Rockstar’s, conceptual 
position: ‘FUCK THE WORLD.. AND FUCK YOU IF YOU DON’T LOVE IT.’168 Such a vulgar and paradoxical 
statement seems entirely appropriate to the methods Rockstar employ in transcribing the city of Los 
Angeles into the deviated metropolis of Los Santos. It is clear that there is an intense adoration in this 
handcrafted assembly of a facsimile of Los Angeles, yet the ways in which Los Santos is occupied, and 
the logics by which we are allowed to explore it (and indeed the counterplay we may perform) put in 
place a series of deviations that certainly appear to emphasise the vulgar as an ideological mechanism. 

To see vulgarity as a process allows me to continue to pursue this argument, to sidestep the wayward 
morality of Los Santos’ citizenry (and indeed creators) and veer instead towards the theoretical 
spirit of Venturi and Scott Brown through a study of ‘method not content.’169 By reading the game’s 
spatial controls and the fictional Los Santos envisioned by GTA V in relation to LA, it is possible to 
identify a series of slippages between what we might call LA proper and what Bogost would call 
the ‘procedural rhetoric’170 of the spatial systems that operate within the game. The rhetorical 
arguments the game makes are not necessarily from the vulgar story of the world, but through 
the ways the player is allowed to experience it structurally. As a famous example of a freeform 
sandbox game, part of Los Santos’ rhetorical structure is surely that it is often unstructured. 

This study of method reiterates Venturi and Scott Brown’s emphasis on the from in Learning from Las Vegas 
as a position of displacement from a city through which they address the symbolism of architectural form. 
As with an experience of a city by automobile, the videogame on screen provides a frame of displacement. 
As we have seen, the peculiarities of videogames as an aesthetic form and the ways in which players 
engage with them is not so far removed from French cultural theorist Paul Virilio’s notion of ‘dromoscopy’, 
which is a term he invented to describe a theoretical apparatus for the apprehension of speed.171  In 
respect of these frames of displacement Rockstar North’s Los Santos utilizes a series of architectural 
strategies that suggest new applications for game spaces as design strategies via the leveraging of 
temporal space and structural dissimulations placed into a distorted, plasticized version of reality.  

I will now outline, through a series of design projects I have developed, a number of the 
architectural methods that take place within Los Santos that are strategies for deviation. 
Through taking their measure, and learning from these deviations, I will identify the ways in 
which they offer new routes into architectural design by means of the videogame medium.

167. Aron Vinegar, I Am a Monument: On Learning from Las Vegas (Cambridge MA: MIT Press, 2008), p.18.
168. Ibid., p.18.
169. Izenour, Scott Brown and Venturi, Learning From Las Vegas, p.6.
170. Ian Bogost, Persuasive Games (Cambridge MA, London: MIT Press, 2007), Kindle edition for iPad, Loc 84.
171. Paul Virilio, Negative Horizon (New York and London: Continuum, 2008).
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[Fig. 100] Screenshot 
showing the ‘wanted 
stars’ the appear on 
the in-game graphical 
user interface of 
GTA V. This level 
increases with 
crimes committed.

[Fig. 101] The 
rolling landscape 
hinterlands of Los 

Santos, as the site 
of ‘real mobility’.

[Fig. 102] The 
proceduralised police 
chase can sprawl 
off-road producing 
unlikely emanations 
of in-game physics.
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Vehicle Physics and the Transgressive Megatexture

The regulation of videogame physics, and the deviations present in the simulation of reality can 
create spatial implications that permeate the whole structure of the portrayed city. In Los Santos, the 
vehicle physics of automobiles are such that almost any vehicle—minivan or superbike—may leave the 
roadway and explore the surrounding terrains with improbable ease. Vehicles that would get bogged 
down in real mud skate over the digital dirt with little trouble. This may seem like a simple decision 
in terms of abstracting the act of driving to make it more fun for the player, that works hand-in-hand 
with the abstraction and miniaturisation of driving approximated through the gamepad interface. 
However the implications for the ontological situation of Los Santos are far wider in their reach.

Whenever a player commits a crime in GTA V, there is typically a state in which they are pursued 
by police and must evade, in order to reduce their ‘wanted’ level [Fig. 100]. This involves breaking 
the line of sight between the pursuing vehicle (or actor) and the player. Once this line of sight 
is broken, the police will go into an alert mode where the player is able to see each pursuing 
policeman and their ‘cone of vision’ displayed on the minimap. Should the player stray back into 
one of these fields of vision, the chase will be on once more until the line of sight is broken again. 
If the player avoids trespassing into these zones for a set amount of time, they will elude the 
police and their ‘wanted’ level is set back to zero. This type of mechanism is called a ‘finite state 
machine’, where a series of states of behaviour in the artificial intelligence (AI) system of the police 
are activated by certain conditions. In this case player action translates the police AI between 
states of ‘patrol’ / ‘alert’ or ‘chase’, all of which have their own unique and nested behaviours. 

The mechanic of evading police has developed over the iterations of GTA, including Pay N’ Spray garages 
(now called Los Santos Customs) that can do a quick respray of the vehicle to fool the cops, through to 
switching vehicles to confuse or jumping on to public transport—or even picking up certain ‘tokens’ that 
automatically reduce wanted level. What is noticeable in the game mechanics of GTA V, is that the vehicle 
physics, combined with the undulating surrounds of Los Santos with its Vinewood (Hollywood) hills and 
valleys, encourage particularly unrealistic methods of evading the police in order to more quickly shake 
them off. Because every car is conferred with an improbable ability to navigate off-road terrains, often the 
easiest option when being chased by police is to simply leave the roadway and drive up the side of a hill or 
cliff [Fig. 101]. This quickly breaks line of site with police cars that rarely follow suit and leave the tarmac. 

In terms of gameplay this ruse enables the player to evade officers of the law—to elude capture and 
proceed through what we might term ‘transgressive cleansing’—the defined period hidden from 
police view that reduces and ultimately negates one’s wanted level.  As a by-product of this deviation 
of physics, we might end a car chase on top of a particularly scenic hillside, where we can then pull 
out our in-game camera phone and capture the scenic view across to Los Santos’ Mount Chilliad.

While Los Santos’ sprawling road network visually articulates the hegemony of the car, the rolling 
hinterlands of verges, mountains deserts and forests are the places where mobility is really constituted 
[Fig. 102]. If the highway is symbolic of economic control and colonization, particularly in Los Angeles—
and of American urban planner Kevin Lynch’s boundary condition172—the off-road landscapes operate 
as a subversively fluid ‘megatexture.’173  Venturi and Scott Brown outline the megatexture as the vast 
expansive texture of the commercial landscape between the highway and the sheds of the gambling 
halls. They argue that this sprawl gains unification through the graphic shapes and symbolisms of the 
highway sign. In this case, the symbolic and graphic language of the ‘wanted stars’ in the top right hand 
corner of the game GUI holds together the spaces of Los Santos as a landscape of transgression. 

172. Kevin Lynch, The Image of the City (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 1960) p.104.
173. Izenour, Scott Brown and Venturi, Learning From Las Vegas, p.13.
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Through the modulation of the automobile’s usual constraints, the primacy of the highway is diminished 
the moment the player realizes that veering off-road makes him or her more mobile in relation to the 
operations of the game.  This transgressive megatexture suggests that the nuancing of a topology, 
rather than the illusionistic striation of digitized asphalt or seduction of the Californian ‘stop-sign’, is 
the real architectural method at play here:  Los Santos constitutes a non-stop California City; a ‘vast 
space’ 174—an undulating terrain without limits. While Los Angeles is a city of axial movements across 
the sprawling network of roads—and Los Santos does a very convincing job of recreating the spirit of 
this experience—this slight deviation of the vehicle produces a fundamental divergence from reality. 

My means of understanding this megatexture, and how the deviated landscape of Los Santos may differ 
from what it appear to be was through creating my own maps. Playing the game gives us information 
about the behaviour of the car from a perspectival viewpoint, but in order to define this transgressive 
landscape, I drew from tertiary information that accompanies the game. I have previously spoken about 
how the stories of videogame worlds are often expanded in ‘Baroque’ fashions, through other media 
and fictions. In the case of Los Santos, there is already a body of cartographic recordings available 
to the player. Firstly, the game is bundled with a paper map of the city, although it is of limited use 
given the prevalence of GPS systems within the game. Then there are innumerable user-made maps 
floating around online that have been compiled by players. These are often more useful, as the play 
(and counterplay) of gamers has drawn out new places of interest and patterns across the landscape. 

These formed the source material for my vector redrawing of the Los Santos map, entitled Transgressive 
Megatexture (2014). In redrawing the map, I was able to examine the relationship between roads 
that are notionally about mobility and the rolling hills that constitute a form of super-mobility within 
the logics of the game [LF2]. My first cartographic study of Los Santos dealt with the ‘transgressive 
megatexture’ as a series of continuous punctuated terrains that assert the mechanics of the 
game, and its divergence from reality, through the careful pinching and twisting of space. 

In the cartographic design process, I also introduced my own symbology into the map. I designed a 
texture around the ‘wanted stars’ that the player accrues in-game by means of transgressive acts. The 
pattern shows a series of stars that lose their colour fill, becoming outlines. This is a reference to the loss 
of wanted level within the game. In my cartography, any part of the transgressive megatexture is filled 
with this texture, establishing an archipelago of territories the player can traverse to expedite escaping 
the police. Ultimately this turns the map of Los Santos into an inversion, a gently filled pseudo-Nolli map 
that speaks of the spaces between buildings and roads as spaces of true mobility. There are a number 
of ways that Los Santos enforces mobility as a primary outlook—as a form of ethic in the way it renders 
the world. My cartographic readings of the spaces between were the first moves towards understanding 
the ways in which the game allows us new freedoms to be mobile over and above the representation 
of a city which in itself is famed for being all about movement and flow. Already, resemblances to the 
ideas of Lynch, and in particular British architectural historian Reyner Banham start to germinate, 
and as one looks further into the mechanics of the game they become more and more significant.

Of course, the transgressive megatexture and the manipulation of physics is only important because 
of the mechanics of the game. I am only able to make a comparative judgement in relation to other 
spaces in Los Santos because of the way the game responds to my actions. The megatexture is good 
at reducing your wanted level. This is intrinsic to the game, to playing in Los Santos. On a more 
literal level, it reduces the number of flashing stars on your screen. The stars are what makes the 
megatexture a spatial condition unique to the videogame. Without them, there is no feedback loop 
and we would judge the rolling hills of San Andreas as nothing more than picturesque vistas. 

174. The comparison between the A&P Parking Lot and the ‘historical tradition’ of vast 
spaces: Izenour, Scott Brown and Venturi, Learning From Las Vegas, p.13.

Opposite [LF2]
A mapping of the 
‘transgressive 
megatexture’ in 
Los Santos.
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[LF3] A detail of 
the cartographic 
drawing, detailing 
moments where 
the player has left 
the roadway and 
ascended a hillside.
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Venturi and Scott Brown saw the logic of the highway as ‘the symbol in space rather than form in 
space.’175 In Los Santos the symbol is not even in space. Sitting as part of the GUI on screen, elevated 
atop the represented roads, hills and mountains, the presence of this megatexture regulates a clear 
relationship of the symbol above space. The deviations of Los Santos are articulated through the 
relationship between German games theorist Michael Nitsche’s layers of videogame space that I 
have previously referred to: the rule of the AI’s finite state machine causes the star, which frames 
the hillside as an ‘escape route’, and together with the vehicle physics produces the breathless 
fictional experience of running from the cops. Creating cartographic readings of these spatial 
relationships allows for us to examine these layered virtual architectural conditions through the 
protocol of the map, to define and quantify complex interactions through the diagram [LF3].

With this first mapping of Los Santos being a revealing exercise, I then produced a series of 
further maps examining the game world through cartographic research and readings.

175. Izenour, Scott Brown and Venturi, Learning From Las Vegas, p.13.
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Public Infrastructure

To read some of the more stark criticism of GTA V is to see it as a hopeless 
world. Yet if we look at it more closely, the political messages that come across 
from its virtual built environment might be slightly different. 

My second cartographic drawing of Los Santos combined the public services of the transport 
systems with mappings of police stations and hospitals, in order to build up a spatial picture 
of the infrastructure open to the player in this game. Through playing the game, examining in-
game maps and user created cartographies distributed on the internet, I could get information 
about which police station was where, the location of hospitals and more clinic-sized buildings 
that also count as ‘spawn points’ (where the player comes back to life) and so on. The 
drawing became a tool to transcribe the complexities of this virtual city and get an idea of the 
buildings and services within the game that would count as public infrastructure [LF4]. 

Within this 30 square mile expanse, Los Santos boasts 8 police stations administered by the Los Santos 
Police department, and 2 run by the Los Santos County Sheriff’s Office. It also has 8 hospitals spread 
around the island. Los Angeles County has 120 registered hospitals according to the Healthcare Atlas176, 
although presumably not all of them can cater for resuscitating patients with fatal gunshot wounds. 
Here then, Angelinos can expect a hospital for every 11.9 square miles. Those in Los Santos have a 
medical facility every 3.75 square miles—the numbers favour the public provision of the virtual city. 

When you die, hospitals in Los Santos charge you a proportion of the in-game money you hold for the 
medical treatment, up to a maximum of $5000. A Chicago Tribune article in 1999 looked at the real cost of 
gun injuries in the US, citing the work of Philip Cook at Duke University’s Sanford Institute of Public Policy. 
As they put it:

The cost of a non-fatal hospitalization and follow-up care for a gunshot injury is $35,367 a 
year.

The cost for fatal wounds, obviously much less since there is no ‘follow-up,’ was between 
$12,000 and $13,000. The average cost of all gunshot injuries was $17,000.177

The comparison is a rather glib one, but life in Los Santos—and indeed death—is rather 
cheap. In the logics of the game it is better to get back on with making money. Mapping 
both police stations and hospitals within my cartography—and looking at the areas they 
effect, the deviations of Los Santos become clear. The infrastructure helps keep the player in 
motion, allows for mechanisms where one can die or be captured (remember Jesper Juul: this 
is still the ‘art of failure’178after all) but then spews them back into the city once more. 

It could be that the developers are imparting a Euro-centric view of healthcare and transport 
onto an American city. And by the same token we often see ‘city builder’ games such 
as Cities: Skylines using ‘American-level’ taxation, i.e. low, as an idealised model despite 
being made by European developers. But perhaps, as with the megatexture, what is really 
happening is not some form of benevolent commitment to fictional civic infrastructure on the 
part of Rockstar, but more virtual infrastructure in the complete service of movement. 

176. “Healthcare Atlas,” State of California Office of Statewide Health Planning & Development, accessed 
12th September 2016, http://www.oshpd.ca.gov/general_info/healthcare_atlas.html.
177. “Breaking Down The Cost Of A Bullet Wound,” Chicago Tribune, accessed 12th September 2016, http://
articles.chicagotribune.com/1999-08-08/news/9908080093_1_gunshot-wounds-average-cost-study.
178. Jesper Juul, The Art of Failure: An Essay on the Pain of Playing Video Games (Cambridge MA, London: MIT Press, 2013).

Opposite [LF4] 
A mapping of the 
public infrastructure 
in Los Santos.
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Points of Interest / Nodocentric Los Santos

Having mapped out two layers of the movement-enabling spatial features of Los Santos, the 
‘megatexture’ and the public infrastructure, my cartographic drawings then turned to some of 
the more fixed elements within the world, the places where you can ‘settle down’—permanent 
points in the landscape that the player can use to save and advance time. Safe houses, 
garages and other properties can be purchased by the player, and form an infrastructure 
of points across Los Santos that are quickly accessible via the in-game GPS [LF5]. 

Although the island offers a great deal of landscape to wander, the ever-present ‘node’ keeps us driving 
towards an objective, even if that is one as oblique as simply wanting to change our character’s clothes. 
This is particularly notable in GTA: Online, the multiplayer section of the game, where players can 
accrue multiple properties and possessions. With the late 2016 Import/Export update to the game, 
players could purchase office spaces and start trading cargo. The location of offices, warehouses 
and safehouses became of primary importance for players to build an efficient business network in 
Los Santos. As one’s business grows and grows, Los Santos appears to become less about wandering 
through the landscape and more about maximum movement for maximum fiscal efficiency. Players on 
the discussion website Reddit have developed complex tables documenting the time it takes to recover, 
sell and deliver cargo crates, to help other players identify the most efficient way of making money. 179

In Off The Network, Ulises Ali Mejias uses the term ‘nodocentric’ to describe the way that network logics 
have been applied to everyday life. To him this is a reality formed by networks that only recognises 
other nodes on that network. If you are not connected to the internet, you do not exist to the internet:

Under this nodocentric view, the goal is to assign to everything its place in the network. Thus to 
be anything other than a node is to be invisible, non-existent.180

He compares it to ‘noise’ typically those signals which are not considered a proper part of 
a network and are usually eliminated or suppressed. My map documents the original set of 
properties that were available to the player in Los Santos as of 2014/15. Subsequently more 
and more nodes have been added to the network. Los Santos now has more facets to its 
economic structure, and more and more buildings are demarcated and significant within the 
game. We might ask, is the beautiful ‘natural’ landscape in the game now in danger of being 
considered noise in Los Santos as players play ever more efficiently? As Mejias states: 

Noise, in network terms, is nonnodal—it is not simply a meaningless sound but a sound that 
does not conform to the harmonies of the network. […] It is only in the outside spaces of the 
network, beyond the limits of nodes, where we can acquire enough clarity to listen to the 
sounds that alternative subjectivities, even from within us, might suggest.181

If this cartography was an attempt to understand the fixed network of elements the player would 
utilise to progress, then this network has since spread and grown. It might seem that that potential for 
counterplay, and simply experiencing the architectural landscape of Los Santos is being overridden 
by economic efficiency. Although my map is now out of date, drawn at a time when the game had 
yet to be patched and improved, it hints at the underlying work the game asks of us. But there are of 
course options and counterpoints to this. Firstly, trying to do any meaningful labour in GTA: Online 
will often see you failing due to another player deciding to blow you up on a whim. The noise wins out. 
Or we can start a private online session just to ourselves, or even simply stick with the single player 
game and only engage with what we wish to. Los Santos is still a sandbox, and as such, no matter how 
large the network of nodes grows, the world of noise is always but a twist of the controller away.

179. “ User _Caith_Amach, comment on “Crate Profits v2.0 (Updated to 111 Crates),” Reddit, last accessed 5th March 
2017, https://www.reddit.com/r/gtaonline/comments/4nszzk/crate_profits_v20_updated_to_111_crates/.
180. Ulises Ali Mejias, Off the Network: Disrupting the Digital World (Minneapolis 
and London: University of Minnesota Press, 2013) p.21.
181. Ibid., p.16.

Opposite [LF5] 
A mapping of the 
initial ‘nodes’ of 
interest as laid out in 
the GTA environment.
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[LF6] Los Santos 
overlaid onto a 
Google Earth model 
of Los Angeles, 
centred at City Hall.
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[LF7] Zoomed in 
view of the overlay.

The island of sprawl

Although some criticism of the game such as Kunzelman’s which I mentioned earlier, have 
focussed on the sprawling size of Los Santos as a game world, and the incessant promotion 
of more and more content and area as a form of conservative colonisation of space, as I have 
discussed the game world is rather small in actual geographic comparison to Los Angeles.

In the face of LA’s horizontal sprawl, Los Santos is relatively tightly packed—a stock cube of Los Angeles. 
Discussing the sizes of video game worlds is a difficult art unless official (and non-sensationalised) 
figures are given by the developers, but online estimates of 30 square miles compared to the 525 plus 
square miles of LA proper actually puts Los Santos in the realm of ‘tiny’ as far as sandbox games go. 
By other online estimates, the original map in World of Warcraft stands at 81 square miles, 2010’s 
sandbox Just Cause 2 is 200 square miles, while 1996’s Elder Scrolls: Daggerfall weighs in at an 
enormous 62,394 square miles. The voxelised world of Minecraft appears to be challenging even 
these numbers: in older pre-2011 versions of the game, players could walk to the ‘Far Lands’, an 
area where the game started to glitch. One intrepid player started the walk for charity, estimating 
that it would take over 820 hours of in-game walking to reach it.182 So while GTA V recreates the 
feeling of sprawl, by videogame standards, and certainly by real city standards, it is far from it. 

To demonstrate quite how small Los Santos is by comparison, I overlaid two digital facsimiles of LA 
together—the first order facsimile of Google Earth’s rendition of the city, drawn from laser and satellite 
surveys and the second order facsimile of Los Angeles reinterpreted as Rockstar’s hand-crafted world. 
Using an ultra high-resolution map of Los Santos produced by the GTA V community, I was able to map 
the extents of the virtual city onto Los Angeles by means of Google Earth’s image projection function 
[Fig. 173]. Viewed from an orbital scale, the difference in size is even more marked. This imposition was 
centred around City Hall, the governmental, if not cultural, centre of the city, which also gave a datum 
point from which to reference the relative size of buildings from which the two cities diverge [LF6–LF19]. 

182. kurtjmac, “Far Lands or Bust,” accessed 16th February 2017, http://farlandsorbust.com/index.php.
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[LF8] Large scale map 
comparisons reveal 
the disparity between 
the two cities.

[LF9] My map 
comparisons 

were anchored 
around City Hall.
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[LF10] Within 
meters, we can see 

the comparative 
scale shift and hills 

turn into water.

[LF11] Los Santos 
overlaid onto Los 
Angeles in plan.
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[LF12-13] Scenes 
from the overlaid city 
seen in Google Earth.
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[LF14-15] Scenes 
from the overlaid city 
seen in Google Earth.
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[LF16-17] Scenes 
from the overlaid city 
seen in Google Earth.
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What this direct imposition reveals is what players of the game 
will already know, Los Santos evokes the spatial qualities of Los 
Angeles via the means of a compressed and distorted view of 
reality [Fig. 184–185]. If we are encountering Los Santos as a 
spatial caricature then, Austrian art historian Ernst Gombrich’s 
assessment of this style of representation bears repeating: 
‘caricature, showing more of the essential, is truer than reality 
itself.’183 Los Santos, by showing more of the ‘essential’ of Los 
Angeles, in a compressed spatial configuration, becomes 
truer than reality itself—a playable conception of that most 
fictionalised of cities. Of course, it also recalls Argentinian 
author Jorge Luis Borges’ one paragraph story On Exactitude in 
Science, where obsessive cartographers produce a one-to-one 
mapping of an empire. Here the virtual empire of Los Santos 
clashes with LA proper, the postmodern icon of the Bonaventure 
subsumed into the post-postmodern landscape of a videogame. 
There is a certain irony in imposing a map of a virtual city 
onto a virtual map of a real city. Taking views from this 
overlaid map we see a landscape of rupture, as the two cities 
gradually slip apart the further one journeys from the centre. 

183. E. H. Gombrich (with Ernst Kris), “The Principles of Caricature,” 
British Journal of Medical Psychology, Vol. 17, 1938, p.319.

[LF18] Legion Square, 
the Los Santos 
facsimile of Pershing 
Square in Los Angeles.

[LF19] The digital 
version of the 

real square and 
the facsimile 

square overlaid.
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[Fig. 103] Within 
GTA’s mission 
editor, levels can be 
carefully structured 
through waypoints 
and markers.

[Fig. 104] A long-exposure 
screenshot showing markers 
hanging in space, producing 
an overlaid tension in the 
player by - in this case - 
demarcating the liminal 
route of a race course on 
top of the landscape.
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The Baldacchini of the Mission-Space

As an open-world sandbox, the city of Los Santos is freely navigable beyond the 
narrative arc imposed by its central storyline and the game’s various ulterior 
missions. The term sandbox describes a game where there are certain emergent 
possibilities within the world, and that world is presented as an open arena for 
experimentation as opposed to a strictly linear experience. Rather than offering 
the story up as a straightforward narrative, missions and accompanying plot 
lines in GTA V are activated through a combination of the in-game cellphone and 
mission markers. The mission marker is an indicated point that will activate part 
of the narrative story leading to a task, or a more rote-based ulterior mission 
that will involve achieving some form of objective within the city [Fig. 103]. 
Since GTA III—the first iteration of the game in 3D graphics—the mission marker 
has been a glowing ring on the ground that the player (or their vehicle) must 
enter to activate. Although such markers are not unique to the GTA games, this 
relationship between lurid graphic and a realistic looking city constitutes the 
aesthetic and symbolic lineage of the game. Play any 3D based GTA game and 
similar symbols will be present, forming aesthetic ties that run across the years.

These graphic indicators allow one to pick and choose various tasks throughout the 
game, some running concurrently with the main story, others diverging from it. These 
mission markers are strewn across the city, indicated tasks that may be performed for 
cash and progression. They are striking beacons of a ludic overlay that signifies that 
the world is not reality no matter how similar it looks, and indeed that there is another 
ordering system of rules laid atop the represented city that is under no prerogative 
to look realistic. Indeed the burdens of game design, and alerting the player to 
the presence of these rules, demands that the mission marker is of a different 
graphic order to the verisimilitude of the represented city it sits within [Fig. 104].

The presence of mission markers transforms the city into a ludic archipelago—a 
city capable of being mapped through a series of highlighted objective points. 
Both the in-game GPS maps and the printed versions accompanying the boxed 
DVD privilege the presence of this network of missions and objectives to be 
activated. Even before being activated, the existence of the mission marker in a 
space again reinforces Mejias definition of the nodocentric—a territory defined 
by the connection of nodes.184 The city could be understood as a representation, 
a simulation of certain aspects of a real city—albeit with deviations—but the 
presence of the mission marker can encourage the player to sweep from mission to 
mission. While it is arguably not the case for most players, the landscape of mission 
markers turns the city into a network of tasks that—could—discourage free flow. 

184. Mejias, Off the Network, p.21.
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[Fig. 105] Proposition 
#3 (1966) - Allan 

D’Arcangelo. 
Arcangelo’s work was 

sited by Venturi, Scott 
Brown and Izenour 
for its reflection of 
the tensions of the 
road junction and 

the semiotic meaning 
of highway signs. 

[Fig. 106] Another long-
exposure screenshot 
demonstrating the lack of 
time to think when driving 
at speed in Los Santos. 
Vehicles also possess 
unnatural top speeds which 
exacerbates this condition.
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Upon activating a mission marker, and being assigned some form of task— 
the city is then overlaid with further graphic signs and messages. There may 
be an objective marker bouncing above a particular character’s head, or an 
item on the floor glowing through specularity. The in-game GPS may choose 
the best route for you, or you may have to retain line of sight while chasing 
another vehicle—helpfully highlighted to the player. Thus space is understood 
not only as a physical or visual entity, but as part of a language of tracking 
and prediction. As a mission becomes activated in Los Santos, an overlay is 
applied to the experience of the city that privileges the objective at hand.

This is an overlay of what American artist Jordan Crandall terms instructional 
‘scrim’185 momentarily ascribing ludic importance to certain places within the 
city and temporarily forces adjacent urban zones into the background.  These 
procedural hierarchies become a form of digital ‘baldacchini’—Venturi and 
Scott Brown’s term for the canopies of light defining gambling tables, a word 
taken from the historical shroud of an altarpiece. They argue it makes space 
‘enclosed but limitless’.186  In Los Santos the overlay of graphic tonality and vivid 
visual markers draws the mission space into the foreground through composition 
and collage, forcing the (still navigable) city into the status of temporary 
proscenium. For a period, any part of the fictional city not pertaining to the 
rules of the task in hand sits outside the focus of player attention, exterior to 
this ethereal enclosure, yet still demonstrably present in the peripheral view.

What is most interesting about signs in this case is that they are dynamic—they 
do not necessarily define a fixed proximal relationship between the sign and space. 
There are undoubtedly consistencies in their overarching rules, but their geographic 
relation can shift—they can switch on and off, suddenly point elsewhere or fade 
away. Like Venturi and Scott Brown’s reference to the cloverleaf junction (‘one must 
turn right to turn left’187) [Fig. 105] the gamer ultimately ‘has no time to ponder 
paradoxical subtleties within a dangerous, sinuous maze.’ [Fig. 106]188 Graeme 
Kirkpatrick echoes this sentiment arguing that with these markers ‘the switch of focus 
is a move into playing the game as an object, or cluster of objects, with priorities now 
set by action.’189 This almost has echoes of Reyner Banham driving the freeway: ‘it 
seems incredibly bizarre when a sign directs one into the far left lane for an objective 
clearly visible on the right of the carriageway, but the sign must be believed.’190

Referencing one of the drawing protocols in Venturi and Scott Brown’s formal 
analysis of Las Vegas casinos, I produced a matrix of Los Santos buildings that 
also appear in the real Los Angeles but are recreated in the game and become 
framed through the world of markers and objectives [LF20]. Here we see how 
buildings that relate to real structures in Los Angeles can take on a new agency 
through the application of markers and reference points particular to the 
function of the game logic and not to the recreation of Los Angeles itself.

185. Jordan Crandall, “Anything that Moves: Armed Vision,” last accessed 
20/06/15, http://www.ctheory.net/articles.aspx?id=115.
186. Izenour, Scott Brown and Venturi, Learning From Las Vegas, p.49.
187. Ibid., p.9.
188. Ibid.
189. Kirkpatrick, Aesthetic Theory and the Videogame, p.69.
190. Reyner Banham, Los Angeles: The Architecture of Four Ecologies (Berkeley 
and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 2009), p.201.
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Building
Name

Del Perro
Pier

Vinewood
Sign

Los Santos
Observatory

Los Santos
Forum

Rancho
Towers

Legion
Square

Vinewood
Bowl

The 
Oriental

Kortz
Center

Rockford
Hills Fire
Station

Panorama Front Side Parts Entrance Parking Trigger

[LF20] Comparative matrix 
of buildings from Los Santos 
compared to Los Angeles, 
and their system of markers.
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Santa
Monica 

Pier

Translucency
Permeability Interior Aerial Location LA

Counterpart
GTA: SA

Counterpart
Counterpart

Name

Hollywood
Sign

Griffith
Observatory

LA Forum

Watts
Towers

Pershing
Square

Hollywood
Bowl

TCL
Chinese
Theatre

Getty
Center

Beverly
Hills Fire
Station
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[Fig. 107] A series 
of screenshots 
showing the ‘long 
zoom’ transition 
across Los Santos 
when the player 
switches characters.
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Long Zoom Landscapes

In order to facilitate GTA V’s new character switching and ‘Quick Missions’ features (the latter enables 
one to start missions far from the player’s in game position) GTA V’s designers have employed a long-
zooming loading screen that pulls the camera away from the player, to a quasi-Google Earth aerial 
view—before plunging back toward a new spawn point. By activating the switching button, time slows 
down in the game allowing a character to be selected in the heat of battle, before the camera ascends 
away towards the other character’s location [Fig. 107]. Via this out-of-body parabolic flight, the player 
is witness to the transformation of the city from navigable space into superimage191 and back again.  

Many games hide their loading screen behind a film or tips on playing the game, so this ruse is not unique 
to GTA V, but the resemblance of GTA’s loading screen to many of our real-life tools of mapping and aerial 
imaging is uncanny.

The action of loading and updating space within the game is hidden behind the shifts in resolution that 
one typically experiences while navigating a remote location using such tools—a process which results 
in what Mark Dorrian has termed ‘suturing’192 of spatial magnifications into a single landscape [Fig. 
108]. The jump in and out of Los Santos takes place in a number of stages of resolution, resembling the 
laggy loading and updating of the hazy Google Earth terrain as one zooms ever further in [Fig. 109]. 

GTA V exploits the cultural paradigm of long-zoom as laid out by American media theorist Steven 
Johnson193, where he argues huge shifts in scale define the aesthetics of our time. He outlines 
the long zoom as both physical, such as the orbital satellite tracking a vehicle’s license-plate 
on the ground, and conceptual—for instance, a movement through scales that first connect the 
understanding of a person through the science of DNA, moving outwards to how this defines their 
individual personality and subsequently their contribution to social-scale politics—oscillating back 
and forth. A classic historical example of this would of course be Powers of Ten by Charles and 
Ray Eames  [Fig. 110]. The long zoom as an aesthetic regime is bound in the relationship between 
new eyes for seeing and how they are affecting the nature of vision in contemporary culture. The 
Google Earth style view used by GTA V legitimises Los Santos as a city—though we know this is 
an image of the city—we also know that Google Earth presents a facsimile version of reality.

In a blog post on the graphics processing techniques of GTA V, software engineer Adrian Courrèges 
explains that the game utilises this technique to mask jumps in its system for ‘streaming’ terrain, where 
streaming means the constant loading of new geometry into the game world as the player moves around it: 

Of course this streaming system has its limitations: for example when you switch character, 
the camera jumps from one side of the map to another, in this case the streaming system is 
suddenly overloaded and it is perfectly understandable it needs 5 seconds to sort things out 
and catch-up.194 

191. The comparable Google Earth view would be composed of many smaller images, 
stitched together to form a continuous (super)image of the landscape.
192. Mark Dorrian, “On Google Earth,” in Seeing From Above, ed. Mark Dorrian 
and Frederic Pousin, (London: I.B. Taurus, 2013), p.299.
193. Steven Johnson, “The Long Zoom,” The New York Times online, accessed 10th November 
2016, http://www.nytimes.com/2006/10/08/magazine/08games.html.
194. Adrian Courrèges, “GTA V - Graphics Study - Part 2,” accessed 12th February 2017,  http://
www.adriancourreges.com/blog/2015/11/02/gta-v-graphics-study-part-2/.
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[Fig. 109] Mark 
Dorrian describes 

how the composite 
imagery of the 

Google Earth globe 
holds none of the 

persuasive totality 
of the famous ‘blue 

marble’ images 
taken by the Apollo 

17 astronauts.

[Fig. 108] The 
‘suturing’ of 
satellite imagery 
in Google Earth
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This resemblance to real systems of global imaging is a point at which the two may comfortably 
intermingle. American political scientist P.W. Singer writing about drone pilots identifies the machinic 
eye of drone optics as producing a similar amalgamation of real and represented.195 Pilots find so little 
difference between the computer generated simulations they undertake, and the real camera’s eye view 
—coupled with the constant interchange between simulation and theatre of operations—that there is 
ultimately little visual definition between reality and software representations of scenarios. There is clearly 
something very troubling in this, further muddied by the startling resemblance between certain levels of 
Call of Duty such as Death From Above, played from the perspective of an AC-130H Spectre gunship, that 
are nigh-on indistinguishable from either military simulation or military reality [Fig. 111]. The technologies 
of the long zoom allow for such muddling between optical and software derived ways of seeing. 

By utilising the long zoom, Los Santos seeks to mask its scalable nature, tethering the 
city to a ubiquitous ‘machinic eye.’196  The city becomes an architecture responding 
to these remote mechanisms for ‘vertical vision’197 where the player’s experience 
of the metropolis is eternally slipping between image and meta-image. 

195. P.W. Singer, Wired for War: The Robotics Revolution and Conflict in the 21st Century, (New York: Penguin, 2009), p.366.
196. Vision constituted through machinic interfaces as defined in: Jordan Crandall, “Anything that 
Moves: Armed Vision,” last accessed 20/06/15, http://www.ctheory.net/articles.aspx?id=115.
197. Ibid.

[Fig. 111] The 
sutured, half-real 

imagery of Google 
Earth, alongside other 
imaging technologies, 

permeates new 
technologies 

for spatial and 
political control.

[Fig. 110] Powers of 
Ten - Charles and Ray 
Eames (1977). Powers 
of Ten was one of the 
first pieces of work to lay 
bare the grand zooms 
in and out of space that 
would come to symbolise 
our modern relationship 
to technology.
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‘1:1’
Mission 
Marker

‘1:1’
Mission 
Marker

‘1:1’
Mission 
Marker

‘1:1’
Mission 
Marker

‘1:1’ Player
racing at 
speed

‘1:1’ Player
fighting on 
cargo ship

‘1:1’ Player
fighting in 
industrial 
plant

Zoom out:
Loading
screen

Zoom out:
Loading
screen

Zoom out:
Loading
screen

‘Criminal Records’
Land Race

0.74 miles per lap

‘Cargo’
Deathmatch 
4-8 Players

‘From The Top’
Parachute Jump 

1-4 Players

‘Industrial Plant’
Survival 

4-8 Players

Zoom in:
To new 
location

Zoom in:
To new 
locationZoom in:

To new 
location

Zoomed 
to a new location:
helicopter

Skydiving 
landing zone

[LF21] Long Zoom 
Landscapes in Los 
Santos. A landscape 
combining four spatial 
transitions made in GTA 
Online from the mission 
marker to the mission.
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A series of drawings called Zoom and Marker Landscapes were developed around scenarios from GTA 
upon which the player ascends, shifts, and descends across the city using these fluid movements. 
The slowing down of time that takes place during a character switch transition also emphasises the 
fluidity of the exchange between constructed reality and the decisions of simulation. By transcribing 
such spatial phase shifts into a landscape bricolage, I start to define these multiple territories as one 
contiguous space, where visual changes in scale and context are equalised by the aesthetic condition 
of Graeme Kirkpatrick’s players who ‘fully experience the form in a game’ through ‘our hands.’198 The 
whole visual segue is instigated by the hand. In effect then, these become architectural crystallisations 
of the landscape as experienced by the player through this paradigmatic long zoom strategy.

I picked a series of missions from Los Santos, and explored how the game translated me across 
the landscape before zooming into their own specifically defined territory within the city in 
which that mission took place [LF21]. For instance, the Bolingbroke Penitentiary serves as the 
site for a race mission around its perimeter, as a site for the ‘heist’ mission called ‘The Prison 
Break’ where the player fights their way out through the prison after breaking in dressed as a 
guard, and serves as a contextual building that online fans have suggested is inspired by the 
real life high-security Federal Correction Institution in Victorville, California [Fig. 112].

From each of these flights, I reconstructed (by means of screenshots) 3D spaces at varying 
scales, to show the transition from the orbital flight to the ground condition. At the most zoomed-
in scale, each model evokes the activity that takes place within that mission, deathmatch spaces 
show bullet holes from combat, and the Bolingbrook prison towers are distorted as if viewed from 
a high speed vehicle racing around its edges. Viewed through the screen, Los Santos grows and 
diminishes around us—elements pop into view and retreat under the sub-orbital flight of the loading 
screen, and these drawings represent a delineation of the architectural territories that structure 
the spatial experience the player obtains as the city contorts around itself [LF22–LF27]. 

198. Kirkpatrick, Aesthetic Theory and the Videogame, p.100.

[Fig. 112] The 
Bolingbrooke 
Penitentiary provides 
the backdrop for 
a number of very 
different missions 
in GTA Online.
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[LF22–LF24] 3D Models 
made from transitions 
experienced within the 
game. Shifts in relative 
scale and the nature 
of different movements 
are incorporated into 
the translated spaces.
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[LF25] Compressing 
these movements 
together into a Long 
Zoom Landscape.
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[LF26] & Facing [LF27] Six 
scenarios from within the 
game become compressed 
into a contiguous 
landscape of movement, as 
experienced by the player.
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[Fig. 113] The 
outside of an 
apartment building 
in GTA Online.

[Fig. 114] An identikit 
interior layout of 
an apartment in 

GTA Online.

[LF28] The spatial 
transition of the 
lobotomy - how 
space is severed 
by the marker.
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Lobotomised Space

Within the spatial tropes of Los Santos we also find buildings that have a connection 
between interior and exterior that is fundamentally separated. This is where the 
inside space of a structure is accessed through the player entering a marker (as 
discussed earlier) [Fig. 113]. One of the clearest examples of this is in the apartments 
that players can buy in the online portion of the game. These apartments are based 
on a number of identikit interiors [Fig. 114]—yet the condo or towers they connect 
to are spread throughout the city, with their price varying only on the relative merit 
of their view or proximity to mission-based locations rather than any real variation 
in their interior amenities. Connected to these apartments are the parking garages, 
again articulated in variations according to price band, allowing 2, 4 or 10 unique 
vehicles to be stored by the player. The latest updates to the game in late 2016 gave 
some level of agency for the player to choose interior styles, for apartments, super-
sized garages and office spaces, but all of these interiors are separated from the city 
itself and must be accessed through a marker. Both the ‘front door’ and the ‘garage 
door’ of such apartments and offices are accessed via walking into the marker, where 
after a short pause for loading, the player will emerge into their internalised space. 

This linkage between a unique and contextual exterior with a generic interior makes 
these represented spaces correspond to the format of what Venturi and Scott Brown 
called a ‘decorated shed.’ Like the decorated shed, these apartment blocks display 
what Aron Vinegar calls a ‘hyperbolic inexpressiveness,’ this being a condition 
constituting sharp breaks in spatial continuity.199 Vinegar continues on to compare 
this to Rem Koolhaas’ notion of the ‘lobotomy’ in Manhattan’s skyscrapers—a 
severing of the relationship between the scale of an interior dictated by volume and 
an exterior measured in elevational expanse.200 Koolhaas himself draws inspiration in 
this from Venturi’s work on the relationship between inside and outside in Complexity 
and Contradiction in Architecture. For Venturi, the historical contrast between 
interior configuration and exterior envelope is part of the inherent purpose of an 
interior to enclose space. In contrast to the ‘oneness of interior and exterior’201 of 
modern architecture, the break of continuity presented spatial possibilities. These 
buildings, which are heavily used by players in Los Santos, utilise the severing of a 
spatial continuity to allow for the existence of numerous modelled interior spaces 
without having to have the game recognise and render them all at once [LF28]. 

As a side note, one could imagine the idea of the lobotomy forming the backdrop 
for a game world based on Koolhaas’ writings. The intellectual framework 
of Delirious New York was augmented by the deviated world of Madelon 
Vriesendorp’s paintings and drawings—not actually originally produced as 
an accompaniment to the book but now synonymous with it. These concept 
drawings for a notional game called Rem’s Lobotomy [LF29–LF30] hints at how 
the notable symbolic elements of Koolhaas and Vriesendrop’s world might be 
translated into a game environment. Given that games can collapse the space 
of the text and the space of the image—might such a game hold the quality 
of Rem’s retroactive manifesto within its coded systems while representing a 
world based on Vriesendorp’s imagery? Or could this be turned on its head?

199. Vinegar, I Am a Monument, p.67.
200. Rem Koolhaas, Delirious New York (New York: The Monacelli Press, 1994), p.100.
201. Venturi, Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture, p.70.
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[LF29] & Facing: [LF30] 
Conceptual designs 
for a game based on 
Rem Koolhaas’ notion of 
the lobotomy and the 
severing of spaces.
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[Fig. 115] The hidden 
interior universe of 
Los Santos from the 
previous iteration of 
the city in GTA: San 
Andreas (2004). It 
was discovered by 
gamers using in-
game jetpacks. Held 
above the limit of the 
sky, every interior in 
the game can be seen 
as a constellation of 
disconnected spaces.

[Fig. 116] Seen from 
inside an apartment, 
we can look out of the 
window and a visual 
connection out exists.

[Fig. 117] On the 
(inaccessible) exterior 
balcony of the 
apartment block, we 
can no longer see the 
interior, it is simply a 
flat, closed facade.
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Following page: 
[LF31] A landscape 
of lobotomised 
buildings in Los 
Santos, connected by 
the marker outside 
the door and the 
parking garage.

The city of Los Santos is full of these severances. Indeed, in the previous iteration 
of the city as the backdrop to GTA: San Andreas, intrepid gamers uncovered 
the fact that all the detached interiors within the game actually operated as 
a spatial constellation hanging above the rest of the city. While wearing an 
in game jetpack (that is found after a mission in ‘Area 51’), players noticed 
that the altimeter appearing on the GUI while wearing this accessory was 
indicating something unexpected. Any exterior ground level would indicate an 
elevation within a conceivable range given the topography of the city. Yet any 
interior space accessed via a marker appeared to be at an improbable altitude 
according to the numbers. Through careful exploration, and no little counterplay, 
gamers discovered the location of these interiors, in what would be termed the 
Hidden Interior Universe by the GTA: SA community [Fig. 115]. Hovering above 
the city above the top ‘edge’ of the sky was every single interior in the game. 
At this point then, we could see that this ‘hyperbolic inexpressiveness’ was 
actually a masterplanning strategy of limit and separation [Fig. 116–117]. 

Given that this spatial condition was unravelled through the glitch, and by 
playing against the structure of the game, I encoded this spatial condition 
by means of a hand drawing in pen lines. Recalling the work of the Noclip 
World chapter, I was again interested in how the drawing could legitimise 
these ephemeral conditions as architectural spaces. In this case I indicate 
the perceived line of travel from the front door—where one enters the 
marker—through to the modelled interior hiding in the sky [LF31]. 

As the technical accomplishment of the GTA series moved forward, and 
the game became built on the RAGE game engine rather than the older 
RenderWare technology, fewer and fewer buildings have needed to operate 
through this disconnection. Yet some of the most important ones, the homes 
of the player, still do. At any given time within this deviated Los Angeles, we 
may encounter the severing of spatial continuity, keeping us in Bogost’s 
‘simulation fever,’202 where rules assert themselves over contextual verisimilitude 
time and again. We know warping from a front door to an interior is not the 
logic of the world, but it is the logic of the simulated world of Los Santos, 
and it is a thorough rejection of coherence between inside and out.

202. Bogost, Persuasive Games, Kindle edition for iPad, Loc 6190.
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BLOCK EXPLORABLE

FLAT
FACSIMILE

HIGHLIGHTED 
VIEWS INTO SPACE

HIGHLIGHTING 
WITH PROXIMITY

[LF32] Diagram 
analysing interior 
spaces of 24/7 
minimarts in 
Los Santos.
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Punctured and Dimpled

If the relationship between inside and out is often strained and severed in Los Santos, what is 
the role of the window in defining such interactions? In Venturi and Scott Brown’s analysis of 
Guild House, they define their window designs as explicitly symbolic through their presence as 
punctures into a surface rather than attempting to constitute part of a continuous architectural 
plasticity.203 The window, and strategies of puncturing, continuous surface and transparency 
are often manipulated by videogames such as GTA V—as both a consequence of memory 
management, and as part of the ludic hierarchy placed upon certain structures.

Transparency and interiors visible from outside are costly in their memory uptake within the game 
engine—not to mention the man hours to create them—particularly when working at the order 
of a city of buildings. As such, we see the presence of ‘real looking’ windows utilised as part of 
an architectural strategy to gain the player’s attention and focus. The presence of a real window 
confers a related interior (rather than a disconnected interior, or no interior at all), and thus the 
potential for the player to explore that interior. A player moving through the space of the city 
will be able to identify certain patterns to the architecture that shows where some buildings will 
undoubtedly take on significance over others at some points during the operation of the game. 

This is noticeable across games—and not constrained to the window by any means. The ‘chest high 
wall’ is a third person perspective game trope first really popularised in Gears of War (2005)—where 
the built environment is punctuated by street furniture or prop objects at just the right height to take 
cover behind as part of the game’s shooting mechanic. As an example, the ideal ergonomic height of 
a desk in reality and its real materiality, will be twisted to a height that the player can hide behind, 
and a material that remarkably is not pierced by flying bullets. The desk is more important as a shield 
than as a work surface, twisted to the logics of the game. To reiterate Kirkpatricks’s point, such game 
objects do not actually perform ‘the representational function of standing for any one thing.’204

Such tropes are most noticeable through their latency—the fact that they exist before and after action 
has taken place around them. The perceptive player will notice when the environment begins to be 
occupied by a certain order of objects and act accordingly. While this also occurs in GTA V—in a 
constructed world that so closely resembles a real Californian city and outskirts, it is the presence of 
glazing which makes itself felt most keenly. A series of latent glazing panes are sprinkled around the 
encapsulated island, including on many small and inaccessible local banks. These pieces of architecture 
were designed to be operationalized at a later date, with the introduction of cooperative Heist missions 
where players combine in a team online to perform bank robberies. Buildings that can be robbed 
as part of these missions are made all the more conspicuous through the use of transparency. 

Transparency confers importance, a step beyond the inanimate surface structure or the 
lobotomised disconnect of generic interior spaces. The introduction of an interior as a series of 
bowels within the topology of a building serves to highlight an importance within the structure of 
the game. The puncture is not seen as explicitly symbolic like in Venturi and Scott Brown’s work 
but is implicitly symbolic of interiority and thus importance within the game operations.

Those architectures that are not important enough to be afforded an interior (and there are very many 
in Los Santos) are instead dimpled rather than punctured. Their exterior geometry implies certain details 
within the architecture, but there is no transparency here, no glazing or working doors. They operate 
through impression rather than punctuation [LF32]. These buildings are as much a part of Los Santos as 
any other, but their existence is at an inferior order in the ludic hierarchy—they are the lower resolution 
counterpoint to spaces that demonstrably play a stronger role in the operations and story of the game. 
Through a cursory exploration of the city it can be seen as a tableau of different architectural resolutions. 
The textural definition of the dimpled building is lesser, where there is no transparency there is instead 
darkness, and a constellation of what appear to be closed commercial buildings and inaccessible housing. 

203. Izenour, Scott Brown and Venturi, Learning From Las Vegas, p.91.
204. Kirkpatrick, Aesthetic Theory and the Videogame, p.72.
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[LF33] An architecture 
that focusses entirely 
on an opening 
and transparent 
point connoting 
significance.
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Through drawing a ‘generic’ architecture—in the pen style of much of my more 
analytical drawing work, I suggest that the punctured surface might become 
the key component of an architectural geometry [LF33]. Under the logics of 
Los Santos, such a building would appear important, even if it were ultimately 
inaccessible. To create architectures that have the suggestion of interiority is to 
raise them above the mire of dimpled buildings in Los Santos, even if the player 
is not allowed to access them. Whereas a game such as NieR: Automata (2017) 
has an open world where many buildings have interiors that are simply blocked 
from the player by invisible colliders, Rockstar have been very careful to instigate 
a formal logic that uses the real world window as a proxy to communicate 
architectural hierarchy. There are very few (if any) buildings with modelled 
interiors that are not—at some point in the game—accessible to the player.  

The dimpled building returns us to some of the questions raised earlier around 
the borders between architecture as geometry and architecture as image—the 
dimple taken to its furthest extent is the Citadel of Half-Life 2, a modelled space 
where anything accessible or immediately proximal is geometry while the rest 
of the space is pure image mapped onto a single surface. While the dimpled 
architecture of Los Santos is in fact still 3D geometry—it is there to support the 
simulation of Los Santos through its fuzziness and muddiness. In this context, 
something as simple as a pane of glass that is actually transparent confers 
an elevated status upon an ordinary structure much as any other order of 
architectural ornament may have upon buildings of architectural history.

[Fig. 118] Guild 
House by Venturi 
and Scott Brown.
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Scalable Symbolism

While much digital architectural may advance ‘high resolution’ 
design tools such as agents and particles for creating space, 
in the videogame resolution and fidelity are mutable. The 
technological twists and turns performed by a game engine 
are executed in order to maintain its formal experience. The 
presence of ludic (game) rules and the ability to succeed 
and fail in relation to those rules requires reinforcement in 
the player, and these rules are predominantly issued visually 
within the game world. Within these digital structures then, 
the trope, or reoccurring symbol, is rife. This reinforces 
Grodal’s ‘aesthetics of repetition.’205 Videogame space relies 
on reinforcement and repetition to be playable. Even in a 
procedurally generated game world where spaces are made 
at ‘random’ by an algorithm—such as that of Minecraft or 
No Man’s Sky—there will always need to be spatial elements 
that communicate to the player though similarity. In terms of 
architectural—geometric—morphology, this tension between 
rules and representation continues to place a hierarchy 
upon the complexity of architecture in such virtual worlds. 
In many cases, it would be both computationally inefficient, 
and spatially distracting, to maintain a constant level of 
geometric complexity across the entirety of a game world. 
Hence the videogame becomes a forum where the complexity 
and resolution of space itself is constantly mutable. 

The nature of staged ‘generations’ of consoles lasting a 
number of years means that software has to eke out ever more 
realistic scenarios from the hardware even as it ages. A case 
in point being that the 2013 release of Grand Theft Auto V 
had to render a whole city using the 8 year-old technology 
of Sony’s Playstation 3 and Microsoft’s Xbox 360 consoles. 
The ability to scale worlds around the performance of the 
hardware places the videogame world in an ‘enforced myopia’ 
where parts of the simulated city remain in the underlying 
code, but the ability to see and render space, and to what 
degree this retains its formal complexities, are mediated by 
the machine upon which it is being played. Play GTA V on the 
newer Playstation 4 version, and the camera will see further 
across a more densely populated version of the city with 
higher resolution textures, flora and fauna [Fig.119–120]. 

The fact that the game is being played is key here. In the 
past, an idealized frame rate of 30 frames per second (fps) 
was considered, to (nearly) mirror the frame rate of movie 
film to provide a cinematic experience. With advances in 
technology, developers have sought to push the industry-
standard to 60fps. This produces a smoother, more 
‘playable’ experience for the user. The desire to maintain 
‘playability’ through a constant frame-rate has led to 
the development of software routines that can scale the 
complexity of the world around the player on the fly, taking 
into account the number of actors or opponents on screen. 

A number of articles in the videogames press focussing 
on the 2014 game Call of Duty: Advanced Warfare have 

205. Torben Grodal, “Stories for Eye, Ears, and Muscles: Video games, 
media, and embodied experiences,” in The Video Game Theory Reader, 
Eds. M.J. P. Wolf & B. Perron, (New York: Routledge, 2003), p.148.

[Fig. 119] & [Fig. 120] 
Official GTA V comparison 

images as released 
by Rockstar Games.
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exposed how this scaling has an effect on the resolution of the game world itself. 
While the Playstation 4 version is locked to 1080p resolution (1920x1080 pixels), 
and has a variable frame rate as the action builds, the Xbox One version scales 
the resolution of the represented world to maintain a consistent frame rate.206  In 
this case then, the interplay between coded rules and representation becomes 
manifest in spaces that morph in and out of resolution in their frame-by-frame 
instantiation. This produces an encapsulated world that comes into focus or blurs 
away, depending on the spatial complexity of the scene. The contingency of a 
virtual world that has perpetual resolution slips is perhaps not so far from the 
truth of bleary drone cameras in news reports or returning to what Mark Dorrian 
terms the ‘suturing’207 of images together in Google Earth’s version of the planet .

While such situations becoming overtly expressed can become a problem 
for the believability of the game world, as architects we can find interest 
in such symbolic tropes of the everyday being elevated into something 
more significant through a slight modulation of their appearance and 
their substantial importance to the rules and operations of the game. 

In reality, we may cite a project such as MVRDV’s Glass Farm which uses printed 
glass panels to recreate the form of a traditional barn through a collage of local 
buildings and details. Photographer Frank van der Salm produced an ‘average 
façade composition’208 of local farmhouses at 1:1 scale and then resized this to 
fit the barn sized overall envelope of the building [Fig. 121]. With its oversized 
details and patchwork surface formed from local vernacular buildings, it resembles 
an emanation from a digital realm, the over scaled videogame structure made 
into a physical envelope of tropes that form curious juxtapositions with interior 
activity. Like the constellation of oversized ornaments and furniture that populate 
a videogame world, Glass Farm plays with our expectations of symbolism and 
scale. These conditions suggest that the videogame can enliven the course of 
architectural symbolism, although perhaps in a distorted and twisted form. 
Their uncanny architectures present a new lexicon of strategies by which a 
building can assert its importance in reality through its (un)subtle deviations.

206. Wesley Yin-Poole, “Call of Duty: Advanced Warfare Xbox One resolution at 
least 1360x1080”, accessed 05/11/14, http://www.eurogamer.net/articles/2014-
11-03-call-of-duty-advanced-warfare-xbox-one-resolution-is-1360x1080.
207. Mark Dorrian, “On Google Earth”, in Seeing From Above, ed. Mark 
Dorrian and Frederic Pousin, (London: I.B. Taurus, 2013), p.299.
208. Frank van der Salm, accessed 13/09/14, http://www.frankvandersalm.
com/fvds/site/project/item/902#1137_item.

[Fig. 121] MVRDV - 
Glass Farm (2013). 
By developing an 
idealised ‘trope’ of a 
farmhouse and then 
applying this to a 
scaled up structure, 
the Glass Barn 
becomes a series 
of spatial slippages 
between architecture 
and imagery.
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[Fig. 123] One single 
button press throws a 
victim out of their car 
and jumps the player 
into the vehicle.

[Fig. 124] Control 
schemes change 
slightly between 

aerial vehicles, 
ground vehicles 

and on foot travel.

[Fig. 122] The crime 
of Grand Theft Auto 
is key to the game.
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Spatial disunities and movement in miniature

Like any other videogame that deals with a simulation of real acts, GTA V 
transcribes physical manoeuvres into the form of commands that are enacted 
by the player through the interface of a control pad. Interactions with space 
and the architectural structure of Los Santos is dictated by the possibilities, and 
restrictions offered by this interface between hand, controller and screen. In its 
format as a console game, Los Santos will generally be navigated by players 
using a ‘gamepad.’ Both Microsoft’s Xbox Controller and Sony’s Dualshock 4 
controllers use two analogue sticks for lateral movement and the movement of the 
game camera in GTA V’s third-person perspective. Their ‘shoulder trigger’ buttons 
control vehicular acceleration and other aspects such as aiming a gun, firing 
weapons and hiding behind objects. The 4 main buttons control certain physical 
actions such as sprinting, jumping over obstacles, punching—and arguably 
most crucial to the operations of the game—jacking a car [Fig. 122–123].

While there have been developments in the interactive interfaces of videogames, 
as most clearly evidenced by the success of Nintendo’s Wii with its Wiimote, 
a wand type interface—or by Microsoft’s Xbox Kinect, a movement tracker 
that has been co-opted by interactive designers and artists for its expressive 
capability—the recent release of the Xbox One console has demonstrated 
an interesting trend in videogamer’s aesthetic desires for these experiences. 
Originally released with a new version of the Kinect as part of the console 
package, relatively poor sales and consumer reception of the Xbox One 
compared to Sony’s PS4 has led Microsoft to re-release the console without 
the device, and the public statements regarding the future of Kinect have 
noticeably dropped off in the press events of the blue chip giants.209 

It seems that the idea of a future where our actions in games may correspond 
directly to our bodily reality is—for the moment—on hold. This rejection by 
the gaming community, while not directly related to GTA V, as the game is not 
built around such technologies—serves to highlight the importance of interface 
to videogames as an aesthetic object, and what it is that such an interface 
between the player and an experience of deviated space might suggest. British 
technology scholar Graeme Kirkpatrick talks of miniaturisation as a control 
strategy—games often take the act of walking, or bodily locomotion, and 
compress it into a series of small movements carried out with the thumb.210 

These types of abstracted and miniaturised movements, and the aesthetic 
engagement they provide with videogames and thus the spaces they represent, 
are carefully guarded by players. The dexterity with which the player operates 
this unique inputs confers a mastery over the worlds they occupy. This would 
appear particular to the aesthetic form of the videogame, as Kirkpatrick argues: 
‘to fully experience the form in a game we have to draw it out by playing well 
and we do this with our hands.’211 In the world of PC gaming for example, the 
keys WASD on the keyboard stand not only as the four predominant inputs 
for player locomotion in a first-person view game, but as a metaphor for the 
ways in which games carry out this transferral. Architectural situations are 
explored through the forward-backward, step left-step right movement of 
WASD, with the view of the eyes (or head) controlled using the mouse. 

209. Joel Hruska, “Can we finally admit that Kinect is dead?,” ExtremeTech, accessed 14th February 
2017, https://www.extremetech.com/gaming/230252-can-we-finally-admit-that-kinect-is-dead.
210. Kirkpatrick, Aesthetic Theory and the Videogame, p.113.
211. Ibid., p.100.
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[Fig. 126] Actual size 
of GTA Snapmatic 
image capture 
(at 300dpi print 
resolution).

[Fig. 125] Different 
control schemes in 
GTA V for different 
modes of transport.
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In Los Santos, the locomotion of the character is controlled by the two analog sticks and primarily 
the four buttons with have identified earlier. We can run, jump (jumping near a climbable object 
will cause the player to scale this object), and punch. The fact is that many of these actions 
are transgressive in relation to the city, supporting criminal actions, but also arbitrary in their 
movements compared to reality, placing them into what Kirkpatrick calls a ‘unique disunity.’212 
All of which seems rather appropriate for Dyer-Witheford and de Peuter’s city of the rotten. 

As one moves from vehicle to foot to vehicle, there is a subtle shift in the mapping of the controller 
interface—different buttons mean different things inside and outside a vehicle—and indeed 
different buttons perform different functions between the different types of vehicle GTA V offers 
—from supersonic jet fighters and paragliders to articulated lorries and BMX bicycles [Fig. 124]. 
As such, this ‘disunity’ produces ruptures multiple times during any interaction with Los Santos. 
An ostensibly seamless experience is punctuated by constant changes in the patterns created 
across the controller. Space then, and the ways in which the player is allowed to interact with it, is 
in constant flux in the city of Los Santos, up becomes down as we assume control of an aeroplane 
and hiding behind an object becomes the cranking the handbrake in a car [Fig. 125–126]. 

It is crucial to note, that although one may pull down to go up in a real aircraft, all these different modes 
of engagement with space are mediated through the one controller. So the ontology that a videogame 
world creates, and the limitations imposed by the interface of the controller, can—at a moments notice 
—completely change the relationship between the movement of our hands and the worlds we are 
exploring. Ultimately, the controller and the disunities that it creates contribute to the situation of the 
videogame world as a space of irony as defined by Swiss architect Emmanuel Petit’s term ‘opacity,’213 
where the linkage between meaning and sign can be obscured and broken at any given moment, 
turning the whole ontology of the represented city on its head. That the most able player of GTA V can 
smoothly transition between the multifarious interfaces in Los Santos and resolve this as a seamless 
experience, is testament to Kirkpatrick’s argument that players ultimately experience such fictional 
places with an awareness that their semblances and sensations function through discrepancy.214

212. Kirkpatrick, Aesthetic Theory and the Videogame, p.112.
213. Emmanuel Petit, Irony; or, the Self-Critical Opacity of Postmodern Architecture 
(New Haven CT, London: Yale University Press, 2013), p.17.
214. Kirkpatrick, Aesthetic Theory and the Videogame, p.41.
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[Fig. 127] Reyner 
Banham in typically 
dapper attire.

[Fig. 128] Banham in 
the ‘Baede-Kar’ that 
features in Reyner 
Banham Loves LA.

[LF34] My roleplaying as 
Banham in GTA V, for a short 
film Reyner Banham Loves Los 
Santos. In-game protagonist 
Trevor Phillips is modified to 
look more Banham-esque.
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Grand Theft Auto as Banham’s Id

Rockstar have gone to great pains to produce a city that has the intuitive experience of being in, 
driving through, walking along or flying above Los Angeles. This takes place in a virtual city that is 
compressed into a much smaller version of that sprawling metropolis that the player encounters 
as a series of contiguous recognisable areas that might be a number of miles apart in reality. 

I have already discussed the role of the controller in its general application to GTA, but what 
kind of world does the controller create? In GTA V one presses a single button to perform 
the automated action of dragging a driver out of their car or smashing the window of a 
parked vehicle in order to steal it. GTA’s cities have always embraced this fluidity, turning 
the physical act of jumping from vehicle to vehicle into a simple button press. 

A number of choreographed actions are encoded into an act that only requires the pressing of a 
singular button. Kirkpatrick argues such an arbitrary relationship between an action and the ‘X’ 
button holds the videogame—and by extension its spatial logics—in this ‘unique disunity’215—and he 
argues there is no discursive or theoretical reason why ‘X’ should relate to an action more than any 
other button, save for the ergonomics of the controller. Yet the concentration of an act into a button 
press certainly does connote a persuasive possibility of the type that Bogost has defined—it can 
reinforce certain rules of engagement that can carry meaning through their repeated assertion.

If Reyner Banham [Fig. 127] had to put his love for LA into words, celebrating landscapes where ‘mobility 
outweighs monumentality,’ [Fig. 128] 216 in GTA the organising algorithm of the game facilitates this zone of 
continuous momentum as we play it. Los Santos is a virtual manifestation of an automobile fetish not only 
through its uncanny visual resemblance to LA, but also through an allegorithm—what Wark and Galloway 
term ‘an intuitive relationship to the algorithm,’217 that turns the car, and all cars, into objects that maintain 
a fluid movement across the landscape. If we look at the ‘form not content’ of this move, we might find 
Los Santos more in tune with Banham’s automobile metropolis than Dyer-Witheford and de Peuter’s rotten 
city [Fig. 226]. Although we are committing crimes that in the real world would be heinous, in the formal 
structure of the game this is about preserving the ability to preserve and promote mobility at all costs.

We are not necessarily told how explicitly important being able to rapidly transfer from one vehicle 
to another is, we learn this by playing the game. As Kirkpatrick points out, the button press to 
carjack is totally arbitrary—it could be any command. But far from diminishing its importance, the 
banality of this act as compared to the dexterous hand movements simply to move or look around is 
striking. The dual-stick control system for the player has at least some formal relationship to human 
locomotion and the movement of a head swivelling on a neck. The interchange between vehicles, 
and thus the possibility to continue to flow through the simulated city is so important in the logics 
of GTA that it is utterly trivialised into one button press. The clue is in the name: Grand Theft Auto. 
In the city of Los Santos, the most ironically detached act is also its ontological underpinning. 

Symbolically the cars are still designed to look like and sound like cars, but their allegorical existence 
is layered. Beneath the dubious ‘satire’ of its storyline, and the impressive visual likeness to reality, 
the mechanics of GTA embody fetish for LA and the dream of a landscape—a megatexture ordered by 
the automobile. While Banham had to write of LA, Rockstar can enmesh us in the ethic of movement 
inside the allegorithm space. We experience Los Santos as a Los Angeles mediated through these terms. 

215. Kirkpatrick, Aesthetic Theory and the Videogame, p.112.
216. Banham, Los Angeles: The Architecture of Four Ecologies, p.5.
217. Wark, Gamer Theory, Note [030].
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[LF35] A ‘recreation’ of Reyner 
Banham Loves LA using the inbuilt 

Rockstar Editor in GTA V. By changing 
he appearance of the protagonist 
Trevor into something approaching 
the louche-yet-hirsuite appearance 
of Banham, I could explore the city 

of Los Santos through his eyes 
as a virtual avatar, revelling in 

the freedoms of an ultra-mobile, 
deviated city. (Running time 5:15)
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[LF36-LF38] Screens 
from Reyner Banham 
Loves Los Santos.
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Underneath the sardonic surface presentation of a virtual LA sits the procedural 
heart of a game that elevates the car into an ethic [LF34–LF38]. Of course this 
relationship between car and controller also recalls Banham’s ‘Great Gizmo’, of 
space mediated and ‘captured’ by mass-produced gadgets, this time virtually.

We might criticise GTA for the conservatism of its satire as an allegorical story, 
but as an allegorithm, this game becomes a form of ur-LA. Within it lies a kernel 
of Banham’s spirit. What this suggests for architects is the possibility to insert 
logics into game spaces, even into representations of existing buildings and 
places to open up sites for experimentation and speculation. Games offer us 
the opportunity to encode ideology and argument into the logics of virtual 
worlds that can reinforce ways of thinking about cities and their architecture 
by exploiting the ironic distance of the player at the controller [LF39].

[LF39] The ‘Banham 
Button’ - the button 
for carjacking 
that facilitates a 
total mobility.
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[Fig. 129] iRobot 
literature emphasises 
the use of game 
interfaces.

[Fig. 130] An iRobot 
Packbot being 
controlled with 
a Logitech third 
party Playstation 
2 controller.
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The New Gizmology

As we have seen, to engage with the rules of the videogame space one must operate within it. 
These spatial actions, and the expertise they confer, has given rise to a generation of people 
comfortable with carrying out multiple dextrous procedures on the miniature scale of the 
joypad or keyboard in order to experience the particular spatial form of the videogame. 

While videogames engage with both simulation and representation, as I have already discussed, 
Kirkpatrick argues that it is the controller that plays the key role in exploring the videogame form. 
He argues that the reduction and abstraction of actions in the ‘real’ world into a series of micro-
manouevres taking place across the controller using fingers and thumbs represents a ‘condensation’  
of physical actions into a new set of procedures. Certainly this appears to be the case in Los 
Santos, and this condensation remains by far the most ubiquitous technique for playing games. 
The recent technological trends that seemingly move away from more physical interfaces (such as 
the aforementioned Wiimote by Nintendo, or Microsoft’s Kinect system) implies that this particular 
relationship between hand-based manoeuvres and space is one that is valued by gamers. User 
familiarity with this operational structure has seen the controller adopted into non-game technologies.

If the videogame controller is the linkage point between deviated architectural space and its formal 
experience, we can see the spatial implications of this in actual space. Videogame technologies raise 
geopolitical issues through their formal properties being applied into real territories. Writing in Wired 
for War, American political scientist P.W. Singer discusses the increasing application of robotics and 
remotely piloted vehicles in modern theatres of conflict. In this case, we can identify Singer’s discussion 
of drone pilots as evidence of the new role that the controller, and by association, videogame ‘form’ 
itself is playing on technologies for the control, viewing and subjugation of space. The vigour with which 
videogame interfaces have been co-opted into the contemporary military-industrial complex is startling.

Singer firstly cites the case of Joel Clark, an elite drone pilot whose proficiency with 
computers and videogames brought a ‘high school dropout’ into a role normally reserved for 
expensively trained fighter pilots.  He continues, quoting retired colonel Edward Ward:

‘Those Playstation 2s really do the trick,’ he says. ‘I bought two hundred of them for training in 
Iraq.’218 

If the military has recognised the power of videogame controllers and interfaces as training tools 
for their soldiers, then the industry that provides military equipment enthusiastically adopts 
this as part of their ergonomic design. iRobot is the Massachusetts based manufacturer of the 
military grade PackBot system, as well as the rather more civilian Roomba vacuum cleaner. 
PackBot is designed as a multi-purpose robot that can be deployed for bomb disposal, search 
and rescue missions, or—with the right attachment—provide a mobile gun platform. Mindful of 
the relationship younger soldiers have between their videogame systems and their war-faring 
technologies, iRobot place the joypad information front and centre in their promotional material:

Hand Controller

Modeled after video game-style controllers, PackBot’s hand controller makes the robot easy to 
use, resulting in less training time and faster operations in the field.219 [Fig. 129]

In this context, a videogames console is both a training interface and a leisure device for downtime that 
continues to reinforce its rules and relationship to space even when off-duty. Los Santos represents 
a portrayal of a real world city subjected to some form of deviant occupying force: flying planes 
and helicopters in the air, vehicles careering through the streets, and generally causing mayhem for 
the ‘populous’ of the digital metropolis. This slippage between actual and fictional application of 
videogame form raises many questions. If videogame form is experienced through visualised worlds 

218. Singer, Wired for War, p.364.
219. iRobot, “510 PackBot Specs”, accessed 10/10/13, www.irobot.com/~/media/Files/.../PackBot/iRobot-510-PackBot-Specs.pdf.
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drawn out through the play of hands upon a controller, especially those exploring what appears to 
be ever so close to reality, what do such military technologies do to the real world? Navigating a 
battlefield through the remote camera of a PackBot, on a Sony Dualshock 3 style controller might 
reinforce the videogame-like qualities of a modern battlefield [Fig. 130]. However, without the presence 
of deviations from reality, the rules and consequences of such operations remain all too real. 

As videogames and their handheld interfaces seemingly play a large role in underpinning the ways in 
which soldiers mediate modern battlefields, perhaps we could see them as a new eruption of Reyner 
Banham’s ‘Great Gizmo.’ Banham’s gizmo offers a model for quantifying the ways in which small 
devices can have much larger spatial implications in defining space into territory and cultivating 
place. Writing in Design by Choice, Banham defined the link between the American landscape, and 
the gizmo’s role in colonising a vast landscape through small, portable, mass-produced devices for 
framing and encapsulating space. The console controller is, of course, nowadays part of a wider 
organizing network (the internet) in relation to both its civilian and military use. Yet if we judge it 
purely as a point of interface between a user and software (or hardware) systems, it holds some 
intrinsic properties that appear to place it in the same lineage as Banham’s mass produced gizmo. 

One of Banham’s primary arguments about the gizmo in relation to defining space was that it ‘does 
not require high skill at the point of application.’220  Software and hardware interfaces have replaced 
—or augmented—Banham’s idea of ‘craftsmanship left behind at the factory’221.  A PackBot is primed 
and ready for the colonisation of space, using the miniature choreographies and commands that 
a soldier may have unwittingly become an expert in through intensive Call of Duty sessions. While 
the real-world pilot of an RQ-20 Puma UAV may have high skill in such interfaces compared to his 
commanding officers, these skills may be quite ordinary in relation to those of millions of other 
people playing on Xbox Live or Playstation Network. Indeed, Singer states that ‘the typical young 
PackBot operator just needs about a day and a half of training to get down to the basics’222 becoming 
experts in a few weeks.  The day-to-day experience of playing videogames on console controllers 
has resulted in military technology coming to meet the new normality of civilian technoculture. 

Videogame culture and the aesthetic experience of drawing out form through the hands provides millions 
of potential recruits able, in Banham’s terms, ‘to transfer some undifferentiated set of circumstances to 
a condition nearer human desires.’223  Or at least, the desires of the military-industrial complex of which 
the videogame is increasingly part. Perhaps Banham actually foresaw such a situation when he argued:

Because practically every new, incomprehensible or hostile situation encountered by the 
growing American Nation was conquered, in practice, by handy gizmos of one sort or another, 
the grown Nation has tended to assume that all hostile situations will be solved by gadgets.224 
[Fig. 131]

A new spatial order has emerged of robotic operators conducting operations in far flung lands that 
often appear indistinguishable from fictional spaces through the proliferation of information, signs 
and markers on the graphical user interface. Nick Dyer-Witheford and Greig De Peuter tackle such 
spatial constructions within the game Full Spectrum Warrior, through reference to artist Jordan 
Crandall, who I have previously discussed. This military tactical simulation game allows one to 
switch between a third person experience and an aerial viewpoint for issuing squad orders. They 
assert Crandall’s argument for the difference between what he terms ‘horizontal’ and ‘vertical vision.’ 
For Crandall, the horizontal, ‘civilian’ viewpoint deals with ‘the advance or retreat of sightlines 
and perspectives’ while the vertical deals in ‘positioning, tracking, identifying.’225  These modes 
of vision mediate the interplay between people on the ground and drones hovering above. 

220. Banham, Design by Choice, p.110.
221. Ibid.
222. Singer, Wired for War, p.365.
223. Banham, Design by Choice, p.110.
224. Ibid., p.111.
225. Jordan Crandall. “Anything that Moves: Armed Vision”, 1999, accessed 22/10/15, http://www.ctheory.net/articles.aspx?id=115.
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The videogame form compresses this, allowing us to flip between the horizontal and vertical vision at will, 
or indeed enmesh one on top of the other. The ‘civilian’ eye is similarly co-opted into detecting patterns and 
tracking trajectories when applied within the videogame, as we regularly see in first person shooter games. 

It is interesting that GTA V provides such a comprehensive toolkit of vehicles and devices for the 
player to operate through the gizmo of the controller, because it is also enacting this onto an 
American landscape. Los Angeles is surely the ur-American city in terms of projecting American 
popular culture onto the world through Hollywood, and so by ‘conquering’ it via the gizmo of the 
games controller we are returning it towards Banham’s ‘human desires.’ Los Santos is regularly 
referred to as a sandbox, which confers user freedom over its environments, and the game is noted for 
encouraging players to do pretty much what they want using the tools and vehicles in the world. 

In this context, two things should make us wary, firstly that most actions in the world of GTA are violent 
and transgressive, and secondly that the controller collapses all the different real world interfaces of 
vehicles, machines and the human body into one super-gizmo. If car-jacking in Los Santos could be seen 
as promoting Banham’s reading of LA as a city of mobility, then the fact the gizmo is the conduit for our 
experience of this American landscape is a potential reinforcement of his ideas about objects colonising 
spaces.

While the martial regulation of space using videogame technologies is not particularly comforting, it is 
interesting to see examples of military technology drawn up from the domestic, rather than trickling down 
into it. As civilian drones become increasingly sophisticated, the player’s ability to engage with videogames 
and videogame-like activities by interfacing between rules and representations appears set to continue 
impacting upon the way in which we see and traverse our cities and landscapes. Architects now need to 
come to terms with a multitude of ‘half-real’ spaces that are navigated with the hands, for their logics are 
increasingly being applied into the exploration, regulation and visualization of our fully-real landscapes.

[Fig. 131] An 
excerpt from Reyner 
Banham’s The Great 

Gizmo, where he 
even classifies the 

off-road automobile 
as one such gizmo.
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[LF38] Using OpenIV 
to explore the file 
structure of GTA V,

[LF39] Geometry and 
graphics from the 
in-game recreation 
of The Bodyshop on 
sunset boulevard, 
retitled Hornbills.
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Revealing a deviated city

As we have discussed, one of the most interesting facets of Grand Theft Auto V’s popularity is that 
it is closely based on a real world location. In McKenzie Wark’s terms, the game’s fiction ‘is just 
another type of interface’226, in which case we can make an argument for the fictional aspects of Los 
Santos also contributing to our mythical understanding of Los Angeles when we play the game. 

Rockstar utilise many buildings within Los Santos that are direct comparisons to real buildings in 
Los Angeles—which we can see in my previous Learning from Las Vegas style matrix of buildings 
earlier in the chapter. They also apply this approach to cars in particular, and both architecture 
and vehicles are given fictional names that reference (and typically lampoon) real world material. 
By taking Venturi and Scott Brown’s typological matrix studies of Las Vegas as a reference, I 
created a comparison of a number of notable buildings in Los Santos and Los Angeles. Within 
this we I identify not only their real-world counterpart, but the counterpart building in the older 
version of Los Santos as portrayed in GTA: San Andreas. Therefore we can see not only the 
building in respect to reality, but also in relation to the prior reality established in an earlier and 
less technologically impressive iteration of Los Santos. The Watts Towers become Rancho Towers, 
Pershing Square becomes Legion Square, and the Whiskey A Go-Go is recast as Tequi La-La.

This is all evident in game, but one pressing concern might be how to obtain clues can about 
the processes Rockstar employed in the creation of this ‘handbuilt’ version of LA, and how these 
comparative structures came to be. Outside of Rockstar’s public utterances on the matter, one 
potential way in is to examine the file structure of the game itself. Luckily, as with most games, the 
user community has created tools that allow us to do this. Open IV is a ‘modding’ tool that gives 
users access to the game files of titles made by Rockstar on their RAGE game engine (remembering 
Bogost’s point again, all the latest GTA games have shared ‘DNA’ through being built on the same 
platform). Within this we can find many different 3D models and 2D textures, alongside other models 
built for AI ‘wayfinding’ (how characters in the game navigate spaces), models with invisible borders 
shown for constraining the player, sounds and so on. The tool is primarily designed for other users 
to create content that can be installed into the game by players to modify their experience.

At this point, Los Santos is a virtual metropolis under the pull of secondary authors. There are a number of 
mods for GTA V that affect Los Santos architecturally. This includes the opening of all the ‘closed’ interior 
spaces of the game (places one encounters in the storyline that are subsequently rendered inaccessible). 
Another mod creates a new island in the game, constructed out of in-game 3D models such as shipping 
containers—like a Los Santos version of British artist Richard Sowa’s Joyxee island off the coast of 
Cancun that he built on a bedrock of plastic bottles.227 One of the most ambitious changes to the game 

226. Wark, Gamer Theory, Note [148].
227. “This man built a floating solar-powered fortress made out of 150,000 recycled water 
bottles,” Plaid Zebra, accessed 07th February 2017, http://www.theplaidzebra.com/off-the-coast-
of-mexico-this-man-built-a-private-island-made-of-150000-recycled-water-bottles/.
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[LF41] Geometry and 
graphics from The 
Standard Hotel on 
Sunset Boulevard now 
entitled The Generic.
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is to recreate Liberty City (aka New York) using the technologies used to create Los Santos. Although 
Liberty City was the backdrop to GTA IV—also using the RAGE engine—the new project brings it up to 
date with all the graphical improvements made in the engine during the 5 years between the games.

Although Los Santos is clearly fictional, and geographically rather different to Los Angeles, we can 
see that it inscribes the real within it when we look into the file structure of the Los Santos game world. 
Using Open IV allows me to act as a ‘detective’ inspecting the underlying messages that were encoded 
into the file structure of the game itself. For instance, a model of the fictional in-game strip club 
Hornbills, sited on ‘West Eclipse Boulevard’ bears the filename ‘ss01_07_bdyshopstr.ydr’, betraying 
its real inspiration—the Sunset Strip’s Bodyshop (possessing a sign brought to fame by Mötley Crüe’s 

Girls, Girls, Girls). We can see a recreation Andre Balasz’s hotel The Standard which bears filename 
prefixes including shotel, ss, and stdrd, despite the in-game recreation being called The Generic. 
The file structure betrays the source, but also gives us an interesting insight into the construction of 
a facsimile Los Angeles. We can see luminously coloured surfaces that are placeholders for texture 
application, ‘collision’ models that define what of the architecture is considered solid by the game 
engine, and even ‘emissive’ layers—materials which glow—here seen as a series of disembodied 
windows that will glimmer with light as Los Santos rolls into its accelerated night time. We can also 
see files marked as the real-world Sunset Medical Tower  and the Sunset Tower Hotel. All of this 
information is contained within a directory in the file structure of the game also called sunset despite 
the in-game version of this famous strip of tarmac being ironically named Eclipse Boulevard. 

Examining the file structure of Los Santos allows us to peer inside the construction of the game world, 
and to see where the developers themselves have, perhaps unwittingly, established clear links between 
real world spaces and their digitised equivalents. Their file names betray the real world counterpoint, 
even when the layer of ironic fiction on top promises a twisted version of reality. By looking at files that 
regulate reflective surfaces, or light emitting windows, we also see the ways real architecture is subjected 
to the laws of the virtual, where realism is synthesised and light transmission, reflectivity or roughness 
are not given material properties but values that must be assigned and mapped onto buildings.

[LF42] Graphical 
tiles for the in-
game satnav 
minimap system.

[LF43] Untextured 
geometrical model of 
one of the residential 
apartment blocks 
in GTA: Online.
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[Fig. 133] The 
Ambassadors (1533) 
by Hans Holbein 
the Younger.

[Fig. 132] The couch 
as the site for a new 
form of sedentary 
momentum.
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Sedentary momentum

If Los Santos is all about momentum, as games most usually are (momentum of the eye, momentum 
of the hand, momentum of the screen space) then we can see a further irony that it is a space 
experienced from a sedentary position. Looked at in one way, this is surely a continuation of the logics 
of Los Angeles itself, for when Banham said that ‘mobility outweighs monumentality’ in Los Angeles 
he was talking about automobiles moving through space, and anyone who has driven an American 
car along straight roads, with its automatic gears and cruise control knows what an inactive motion 
it can be. Similarly Los Santos is a city likely to be experienced from one’s couch or desk, in a seated 
position and seen through the screen—not Paul Virilio’s ‘dromoscopic’ screen of the car but that of the 
TV or computer. This is a continuation of a trend towards the sedentary observed by Lev Manovich:

The cinema screen enabled audiences to take a journey thought different spaces without 
leaving their seats; in the words of film historian Anne Friedberg, it created ‘a mobilized virtual 
gaze.’ However, the cost of this virtual mobility was a new, institutionalized immobility of the 
spectator.228

The relationship is made somewhat starker by both the media and the context in which that media is 
experienced. Although high quality television screens and streaming services have brought cinema into 
the home, we still see the big-screen of the cinema as a destination, and this at least requires travelling 
there, and then sitting in a darkened room to give context to the ‘virtual gaze.’ [Fig. 132] The videogame 
operates much more in the realm of the domestic. Although its history as a medium is tied to the quasi-
social space of the arcade, and that remains a strong presence particularly in places like Japan, most 
of the modern console and home computer based games technologies are predicated around domestic 
space. In some senses then, the videogame is a more sedentary medium than the cinema even. As I have 
discussed, although the hands are often moving (rapidly) while playing games, there has even been 
a rejection of certain less sendentary interfaces such as Microsoft’s Kinect by games communities.

From the medium’s point of view however, the mobilized virtual gaze is detached and moves at the 
whim of the player, unlike the authorial control the film director has over their vision. Los Santos 
has cinematic ‘cutscenes’ that operate like the more conventional narrative of a Michael Mann or 
Martin Scorsese mobster film, but the player can deviate from these, and make their own stories 
and experiences within Nitsche’s ‘imaginary layer’ of the game. The camera is a big part of this, 
manipulated by the player’s right thumb on an ‘analog stick.’ So as the body becomes more 
sedentary, the mobilised virtual gaze becomes freer. Part of this fluidity of the mobile camera comes 
from the fact Los Santos is experienced through a screen, and the player is able to quickly switch 
between first and third-person camera perspectives. There is a detachment that takes place because 
as Manovich reminds us the virtual space has no prerogative to match the scale of reality: 

A screen’s frame separates two spaces that have different scales—the physical and the 
virtual.229

If the screen separates Los Santos from us, then perhaps future modifications to the game allowing 
it to use virtual reality technologies will collapse that distinction. Manovich compares VR to screen 
based technologies, concluding that the screen is a continuation of discrete, framed artworks, while VR 
belongs to the realm where image and space were experienced at once, murals, frescoes and mosaics:

The alternative tradition of which VR is a part can be found whenever the scale of 
representation is the same scale of our human world so that the two spaces are continuous. 
This is the tradition of simulation rather than that of representation bound to a screen. The 
simulation tradition aims to blend virtual and physical spaces rather than to separate them.230

This is because a person—in effect—moves within or around the image. Of course, there are works that 
challenge this relationship: clients might walk around an architectural model to regard it, and German 
Renaissance painter Hans Holbein The Younger’s The Ambassadors certainly requires the observer to move 
in relationship to the framed artwork in order to draw out the ‘true’ meaning of the piece [Fig. 133]. VR 
is currently the subject of much hubris, including some who argue it is surpassing the notion of medium 
by allowing us to directly inhabit representations. Technologically this is untrue, the effect is created by 
means of a screen, even if their aim is the ultimate form of ‘immediacy’, the point where we look ‘through’ 
the screen, a disappearing act that Bolter and Grusin describe as the desired state of many media 

228. Manovich, The Language of New Media, p.107.
229. Ibid., p.112.
230. Ibid.
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[Fig. 134] Los 
Santos as a moving 
artificial environment 
portrayed on a 
static screen.

[Fig. 135] Stephen 
Shore’s architectural 

photomurals for 
Signs of Life. 
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[Fig. 136] Japanese 
fusuma as a static 
artificial environment 
portrayed on a 
moving screen.

forms. However, while there are some user-created plugins allowing for the use of VR technologies with 
GTA V, the overwhelming majority of users will still understand the city as a screen based experience. 

To play Los Santos is to see it move on the static screen in front of us [Fig. 134]. So in order to detach myself 
and expose some of its systems of urban deviation, I decided to use Manovich’s historical link to the mural 
or fresco as experiential image space to unpick the game world. Of course, there is a long history of murals 
and other imagery directly integrated into built matter. We need only look at the space-extending properties 
of Italian churches, whether that is through a divine canopy, or a carefully designed optical trick such as 
in the Sant’Ignazio dome. By the same token I have always enjoyed the (possibly apocryphal) quote from 
Le Corbusier when he was leading the design team for the United Nations in New York: they would ‘blow up 
the walls through murals’231, obliterating the sense of division and separation in a building that needed it 
(for security and privacy) but didn’t necessarily want it (for the open humanistic project). By making large 
separating surfaces into artworks, he proposed that users would not see them as walls but as tableaus.

Likewise if we look back at the practice of Venturi Scott Brown, we can see their own use of the 
mural or integrated image in the construction of pop-cultural space. Their 1976 exhibition, Signs 
of Life: Symbols in the American City at the Smithsonian Institution in Washington D.C. used 
large scale ‘Architectural Paintings’ by American photographer Stephen Shore, which were his 
photographs reproduced using an innovative technique developed by 3M [Fig. 135].232 As Swiss art 
historian Olivier Lugon explains in a detailed piece on the use of photomurals in the exhibition: 

The extremely costly system (it was the second highest budget item of the exhibition) involved 
scanning a slide and processing it with a computer controlling, not an inkjet, but a paintjet 
printer.233

In their studies of architectural symbolism, and utilising some of the  they had established post-LFLV, 
Venturi and Scott Brown explored the architectural potential of the mural, once again re-establishing the 
idea of placing a person within an image-space. They placed a language of symbols, speech bubbles and 
call outs into the 1:1 image space of American life framed in Shore’s photomurals. Manovich sees the mural 
as the predecessor to virtual reality, and thus in a divergent history from screen or frame based imagery. 
Likewise, Venturi and Scott Brown saw the potential for collapsing image-space and architectural space 
(and indeed frame representations of the world out there as new propositions in themselves). In respect of 
this, I saw the mural, or the image covering a surface that becomes spatial, as providing a way to expose 
the logics of Los Santos, a city stuck of perpetual motion but only within a defined zone. 

To do this, I have been creating a large panoramic drawing that holds the cartographic and experiential 
information I have obtained from my studies of Los Santos. The drawing is 2.4m high by 5m wide, meaning 
that to fully regard it, the observer will need to move around it. But because it is a drawing, it is static, 

231. Le Corbusier quoted by Rüdiger Freiherr von Wechmar, German ambassador to the United Nations, cited 
in: Kofi Annan, Aaron Betsky, and Ben Murphy, The U.N. Building (London: Thames & Hudson, 2005) p.83.
232. Olivier Lugon, Before the tableau form: Large Photographic Formats in the Exhibition Signs of Life, 
1976, Études Photographiques,  https://etudesphotographiques.revues.org/3440?lang=fr.
233. Ibid.
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[LF44] & following 
double page spread 
[LF45]: The mural 
in its entirety, 
designed to be 
printed at 5m width.
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[LF46] Topography 
of Los Santos as seen 
from a helicopter off 
the coast of the city.

[LF47] Material 
textures of Los Santos 
as captured through 
in-game explorations.
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thereby inverting the spatial relationship that Los Santos establishes with the player. We are seeing the city 
from afar, with a number of different symbolic codices placed on top of it. The drawing is a hybrid between 
perspectival representation and flat orthographic, which comes to resemble a rather Japanese aesthetic in 
its depiction of the landscape. We can also remember that fusuma—Japanese sliding doors adorned with 
paintings of landscapes and plants [Fig. 141]—also served to encapsulate people within image-spaces, 
vistas ‘out’ of the building falling onto their painted super-nature before sliding back to reveal real nature.

Within the mural, we see Los Santos as a multi-layered city, and the interplay between 
Alexander Galloway’s diegetic and non-diegetic space comes to the fore. While the terrain 
of the game is shown clearly as the diegetic context of a fictional city, it is covered with the 
non-diegetic tertiary information that is about the systems of Los Santos. [LF44–LF45]

If the mural is presented as a static object, then it is the result of a great deal of time spent exploring 
the game through Daniel Reynold’s virtual world naturalism techniques I have discussed earlier in 
the thesis. It is a manifestation of a number of journeys through Los Santos performing ‘fieldwork’ in 
order to build a body of image and material references that find their way into the final drawing. 

The flattened perspectives of the mural, that I have said resemble a Japanese landscape painting, were 
actually obtained from a series of screenshots taken from a helicopter that I flew a number of minutes 
away from Los Santos [LF46]. At this distance, hovering above the ocean, I could get a flattened perspective 
of the island itself, using this as a basis to draw the rolling hills and mountains of the landscape. In a sense 
then, the eye of the virtual camera meets the fiction of the game (that LA has many helicopters) and allows 
me to position myself as a photographer and record the game space in an interesting way. Although I 
have already mentioned historical landscape paintings, I was also inspired by the painting practice of 
Korean artist Sea Hyun Lee, whose vivid red landscapes recall the history of representation in Asian art, 
but are also made to resemble the monotone hue of night-vision goggles: these are landscapes derived 
from nights he spent looking over the DMZ towards North Korea while conducting his military service.

Within the mural I have overlaid the cartographies that I produced earlier in the project, positioning them 
in 3D space so what we can see the temporal territories of game logic that erupt all over Los Santos. I also 
show the frustum of the camera as it blinks in and out of the city, flying the player across the metropolis 
in a lateral sweep, which I examined in finer detail in the ‘Long Zoom Landscapes’ section earlier in this 
chapter. We can also see my ‘transgressive megatexture’ creeping up hills, and the little arrows indicating 
the player’s position bouncing along and away from the police (whose area of vision is demarcated by 
blue cones like in the game). At certain points we start to read textures on the landscape which manifest 
the difference between the rolling hills, the city and the desert. Like all the other information, these textures 
were drawn from research, in this case I used screenshots from the game to create my own custom 
repeating textures in Photoshop that could then be applied as flat layers into the drawing [LF47].

Jetting up and down the composition we can see a number of lines, connecting some structures 
hovering above space—these are the lobotomised residences of Los Santos. The homes the 
player can inhabit are connected via means of entrance markers, and utilise identikit interiors 
that are the same whichever house or apartment you buy in a given price range. By visiting 
each house in Los Santos, I was able to record screenshots and use these to make small 3D 
modelled reconstructions of the buildings that are then rescaled and placed into the context. 
What we see hovering above Los Santos is the invisible network of journeys that the player makes 
between markers outside their condos and the interior of their apartments [LF48–LF52].

Looking closer into the streets of Los Santos we can see a series of demarcated zones with translucent 
rings or shapes around them, populated by red and blue dots. This is the way the in-game minimap 
classifies space once one moves from simply exploring to undertaking a given mission. In this case, a 
series of races, deathmatches and survival games are taking place within the ‘same’ Los Santos, i.e. all 
on the same server (GTA Online can accommodate up to 30 players on one server). Each of these shows 
the ‘baldacchini’ of the mission zone, the temporarily upheld boundary that focusses the player attention 
around a goal. Seen from afar we can regard the city as an ever-changing archipelago of these zones, 
where players coalesce around an objective and then disperse back into the city [LF53]. This is the 
momentum of the momentary, where temporal objectives placed upon the city draw us this way and that.
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[LF48] Photographs 
of GTA: Online 
residences in Los 
Santos, used as 
the basis for 3D 
reconstructions.
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[LF49] Photographs 
of GTA: Online 

residences in Los 
Santos, used as 
the basis for 3D 
reconstructions.
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geometries of GTA: 
Online residences 
in Los Santos, used 
as the basis for 3D 
reconstructions.
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[LF51] Reconstructed 
residences for use in 
the mural drawing.
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Dream Tower Hangman Avenue

[LF52] Reconstructed 
residences for use in 
the mural drawing.
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Dream Tower Hangman Avenue

[LF53] Render 
studies of the 3D 
model built as the 
basis for the mural 
drawing, showing 
multiple scales 
and non-diegetic 
information overlays.
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[LF54] A study for the 
mural placed into 
a domestic space.

Physical momentum of the eyes and body around a drawing replaces the momentum of the screen 
through which we regard Los Santos. The mural is a tool of inversion. I invert the dynamic world of 
Los Santos that is bound to the sedentary user by the screen [LF54]. It becomes a static world that 
must be moved through by the viewer in order to discern it, a frozen moment in time that becomes 
integrated into architectural fabric. Ideally such a mural would be returned to the walls of a home, like 
the fusuma of a Japanese house, collapsing Los Santos as a dream of the dream of Los Angeles into 
the realm of the domestic [LF55]. Maybe it might be printed onto a controller, becoming a territory 
explored unwittingly through the hands. But perhaps it would become more ordinary still - printed 
onto the surface of a sofa throw [LF56], a frozen territory of movement subjected to the mobility of 
player’s buttocks, crumpled and thrown into the washing machine, soaping and spinning like an 
enthusiastically thumbed analog stick or a virtual muscle car doing donuts on the Del Perro pier.
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[LF56] A study for 
the mural becoming 
a sofa throw and an 

Xbox controller wrap.

[LF55] The mural 
placed at a domestic 
scale while GTA 
V is being played 
on a screen.
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[LF57] Various 
screenshots of Los 
Santos using cheat 
codes and plugins.
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Here we return to the technique of transgressive, cheat 
enabled play as a way of peeling apart the game world. As a 
result we can see how Los Santos fragments and exposes its 
fringes in a very similar way to the Source Engine games that 
I explored in the first chapter of this thesis [LF57-LF58]. 

[LF58] Various 
screenshots of Los 

Santos using cheat 
codes and plugins.
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[LF59] Screenshots 
taken as part of my 
research, showing 
everyday life in 
Los Santos.
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What do we learn from Los Santos?

The creators of Los Santos use a variety of methods, alongside the city’s status as procedural artefact, 
to probe and pull at the architectural plausibility of a Los Angeles County newly compressed, distorted 
and reconfigured. Although this city of deviations possesses a startling resemblance to the real LA, 
its logics emphasise a set of behaviours and spatial conditions that twist it away from reality [LF59]. 
In answering my first research question —‘what is unique to their design intent and composition that 
differs from physical environments’— we can see that Los Santos primarily operates through the 
compression and distortion of LA, but also through other methods such as distorted physics and time. 

As my studies have detailed, we can see a clear relationship between the source city and the game space 
(through map overlays, file structure analysis and screenshot making practices) while also discerning 
how the nature of Los Santos is twisted around the vehicle and mobility (shown in my cartographic 
studies and 3D modelling of in-game transitions). All of these studies were underpinned by my structured 
playing of the game (150 hours logged on PC as of September 2017). Through this process I show 
how Los Santos uses compressions of space and the modulation of physics as its primary methods for 
allowing the player to seamlessly and quickly traverse the city. The injection of objective markers and 
other user interface graphics places the player in a perpetual movement against the systems of the 
game. Spatial disconnections between interior spaces and the city beyond are accepted as part of urban 
logic of the game and the glowing blue marker itself is emblematic of the Grand Theft Auto series. 

By understanding the nature of Los Santos, we can move forward into my second research question 
and establish a clearer answer as to where games fit as architectural representations and what 
different properties do they possess compared to other media. The game world is structured to make 
the player behave in certain ways. I have argued that by treating the car as a commodity yet making 
it interchangeable, Rockstar are establishing an ‘ethic’ of movement—that is to say the very playing 
of the game embodies the fluidity of the city. I believe that this confluence of rules and architectural 
representations is unique to games. Playing GTA V provides an experience that embodies Reyner Banham’s 
readings of LA, a city entirely modulated by the car. I believe that the implication of this is that architects 
could build virtual worlds as architectural representations that embody values within their systems that 
the player will intuit over time. Because GTA V is a rather banal and grotesque narrative on the surface, 
Venturi and Scott Brown’s methodology of ‘method not content’ has been important for me to detach my 
gaze from the surface and peer into the workings of the world. By utilising their notion of ‘learning from’ 
and their ‘rhizomatic’ spirit, I have explored how their (now historical) architectural theories might apply 
into this newest of media. Despite being a piece of cutting-edge videogame technology, Los Santos still 
resonates with the symbolic and informational architectures that were observed in Las Vegas some forty 
years ago. Their Las Vegas was a real city that thrived on processing artifice, today’s Los Santos is an 
artifice that thrives on processing a real city. And both have captured the imagination of so many people. 

When we learn from Los Santos—we are addressing a new form of cultural locomotion that combines 
the computation, high level coded structures synthesised together into a procedural artefact—but 
one that has a solid layer of meaning-making and symbology laid atop it. By creating, in their own 
words, an ‘absolutely handcrafted world’234 Rockstar North’s Los Santos opens-up possibilities for 
further negotiations between the haptic and the coded in the virtual world of video game design. 
But moreover, it suggests that these negotiations may offer a template for architectural design in 
the world mediated by the gizmos by which we navigate those worlds. Douglas Coupland spoke 
of one day being able to meet one’s ‘cloudgänger,’235 a resemblance of ourselves compiled purely 
through personal data we upload to the internet. Perhaps then, the spaces represented and 
disseminated in Los Santos suggest an architecture of the videogänger, cities of the computationally 
surreal—where technology and symbolism combine into a new language of deviation.

A sojourn in Los Santos suggests that potent new architectures of cultural locomotion may emerge from 
the digitised collage, fragmentation or augmentation of the existing city. Grand Theft Auto V points 
towards an unsteady architecture of corrupt and corruptible facsimile. Perhaps, ultimately Los Santos 
is Los Angeles in its digital plasticity. As American artist Andy Warhol once said: ‘I love Los Angeles, 
and I love Hollywood. They’re beautiful. Everybody’s plastic, but I love plastic. I want to be plastic.’

I have now used three chapters to discuss the methods by which we can examine game worlds and 
their construction. I have also used my design projects thus far to hint at where games fit in relation to 
architectural representation. But in order to more fully answer my second research question, I will turn 
towards the design of my own games in order to understand how such worlds are built from the ground up.

234. Bernstein J. (2013, 13 August). “Way Beyond Anything We’ve Done Before”: Building the World of “Grand Theft Auto V”, 
http://www.buzzfeed.com/josephbernstein/way-beyond-anything-weve-done-before-building-the-world-of-g (10th Oct 2013)
235. Douglas Coupland, Shopping in Jail: Ideas Essays and Stories for the Increasingly 
Real 21st Century, (Berlin, New York: Sternberg Press, 2013), p.80.
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[Fig. 137] 24/7 
minimart in Los 
Santos. The site of 
armed robberies.

[Fig. 138] A 
7-Eleven minimart 
in South Korea.

[Fig. 139] Generic 
and ubiquitous 

branded food items.
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Chapter 3a. Ubiquity: The Ludodromic Quality of Banality and 
the Videogame as an Architectural Representation.

‘Ludodromic’ space and Ubiquity.

Although I have used a wide range of architectural media in order to analyse Los Santos and 
expose its logics, in the first chapters of this thesis I have been regarding videogame space from the 
outside, so to speak. Previous chapters have been concerned with understanding the affect that 
videogames have on the player in the construction of their worlds (through my playing of them), 
so that I can then frame them as a tool for architects to use. Thus far I have demonstrated how the 
ways in which space represented in videogames can affect our expectations of the world around us. 
The next step, which is explored in this bridging chapter, is to utilise the videogame form as a media 
for architectural experimentation in order to more properly outline my second research question in 
terms of how games ‘differ from other media an architect might utilise in the design process.’ The 
power of the game as a representational media comes from the fact that players can—and do—
blend fact and fiction in their subjective reading of place while experiencing virtual worlds. The power 
of Los Santos is that it develops such a fine tuned sense of place in relation to a real location. This 
has been the underpinnings of the success of the series, and academics have often explored the 
effects of videogame worlds with special reference to the startling verisimilitude of GTA’s cities.

One study into such conditions is the work of British urban studies academic Rowland Atkinson and 
Australian sociologist Paul Willis. Atkinson and Willis talk of the relationship between represented versions 
of urban systems in videogames such as Grand Theft Auto, and their ‘real world’ counterpart. From 
their studies with gamers they found that ‘this copy or representation of an urban system became a 
temporary envelope of urban reality.’ 236 They define the ways in which players temporarily enmesh the 
represented spaces of a game with their understanding of the actual spatial context surrounding them. 

In Atkinson and Willis’ study, interviews with Australian gamers revealed perceptual similarities 
between cities such as Melbourne and the facsimile American urbanism of GTA III’s Liberty City, 
designed to resemble New York. Participants felt a sense of place and of urban order that resonated 
between the two. The fact that Melbourne is based on a grid system probably helps bridge the 
gap between virtual and real urbanism, but it is striking that players can make connections 
in this way, operating on the fictional plane of Nitsche’s reading of videogame space.237 

Another example they identify is how uniform and ubiquitous corporate branding is another 
way that games can assert spatial slippages. Atkinson and Willis isolate the 24/7 Supermarket 
chain [Fig. 137]—GTA’s answer to the 7-Eleven minimart [Fig. 138]—as an exemplar of a space 
causing a segue between the digital and physical. Discombobulated gamers report—perhaps 
bleary-eyed after terminating long sessions navigating Los Santos to go and buy groceries or 
cigarettes—the experience of the real minimart to be so similar to its digital equivalent that 
they felt ‘all dazed up’ and identified corporeal segues in their movement within such spaces, 
describing how ‘your walk changes and you’re like, this is how I was walking in there.’238  

This abundance of generic slogans and branding [Fig. 139], within an experience that is already a 
superfluity of signs holds the player in a condition that Atkinson and Willis term the ‘ludodrome’:

A mediated space between immersion in urban simulation and a real world that is 
simultaneously generated, destabilized and blurred by the effect of such gameplay.239 

We are so used to the logics of shelves full of products, or of cities organised by the grid, that exploring 
a virtual space that is also constructed under those protocols holds us in that strange condition. 
In order to address this state of ludodrome, which is a unique condition to the videogame form—I 
decided to delve into building videogames themselves. Whereas my previous studies into Los Santos 
have used a wide range of media, this chapter is my first research project utilising a game engine to 
construct an analytical piece. So my first route into developing videogames myself—as an architect—
was to build one as a continuation of my analytical Los Santos work. The resulting game is entitled 
Ubiquity in honour of the ubiquitous branding and symbols that drove players into the ‘ludodrome.’ 

236. Rowland Atkinson and Paul Willis, “Charting the Ludodrome”,  Information, 
Communication & Society, Vol. 10, No. 6 (2007), p.818.
237. Michael Nitsche, Video Game Spaces: Image, Play, and Structure in 3D 
Worlds (Cambridge MA, London: MIT Press, 2008), p.15–16.
238. Atkinson and Willis, “Charting the Ludodrome”,  Information, Communication & Society, p.831.
239. Ibid.
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Starting Ubiquity: The Game Engine

The Ubiquity project represented my first exploratory architectural design project 
utilising the game engine as the medium for creating spatial representations. 

Although a game engine presents the user with a blank three-dimensional void to occupy, it has to 
be populated by objects which are assigned behaviours. What this meant for me that was straight 
away I was afforded control not only over the production of architectural proposals through drawing, 
3D modelling, texture mapping and so forth, but also through the implicit logics of the game and 
how these may exert control over the player. Although I had experience of constructing 3D models, 
texturing, 2D graphics and so on—designs an architect might typically create as part of a design 
process and also what Unity’s system would call assets—the game engine provides an environment 
for the imposition of rules and behaviours onto these objects. The game engine has an underlying 
ontology that transfers into each game produced using its systems. American games theorist Ian 
Bogost has discussed game engines in relation to literary genres, concluding that they are something 
reminiscent, but wholly different. A game engine might be the underpinning for many different types 
of games, the genre of which are totally different in their surface presentation240 [Fig. 140–141], but 
which share a certain ‘DNA’ so to speak. For Bogost, the presence of these underlying similarities 
has an important role in how and what videogames communicate to us. He argues that:

Game engines move far beyond literary devices and genres. Unlike cultural categories like the 
modern novel or film noir, game engines regulate individual videogame’s artistic, cultural, and 
narrative expression.241

The Unreal engine—which is one of the industry standards for building first person shooter games 
—is used in titles as diverse as the turn-based strategy game XCOM 2, motorcycle racing game 
Moto Racer 4 and the latest iteration of legendary ‘beat-em-up’ series Street Fighter. Electronic 
Art’s Frostbite engine is used in parkour simulator Mirror’s Edge Catalyst, Star Wars first person 
combat game Battlefront and EA’s flagship FIFA 17 football game—as well as in architectural 
visualisations. So similar ways of treating physics, materiality and optical effects are present across 
divergently different titles. In some ways this is not dissimilar to architecture, where concrete might 
be used very differently by, say, Tadao Ando or Gottfried Böhm. However game engines not only 
mediate what we can build in a virtual world, but how we can perceive it and interact with it. 

Many modern game engines also offer automatic exports to different types of platform, so one game can 
be developed which can be built for Windows, Mac, consoles or mobile gaming devices. So not only do we 
have many different types of games sharing DNA, but many different devices running the game engine 
environment. One of the leading engines in this respect is Unity, which has come to be the standard for 
mobile game development. Unity is relatively user-friendly and boasts a wide array of assets to buy that 
include not only 3D models and suchlike, but pieces of proprietary code, plugins for the software and so on. 
This large marketplace has made it a popular engine for ‘indie’ developers—smaller groups and individuals 
making games that often address themes and concepts far removed from the AAA blockbuster titles. 

Many of the most conceptually challenging games being produced at the moment are built upon the 
Unity framework. Monument Valley was the smash-hit mobile game that turned Escher-style drawings 
into living architectural paradoxes. Gone Home models a family home and plays with tropes of horror 

240. Ian Bogost, Unit Operations: An Approach to Videogames Criticism (Cambridge 
MA, London: MIT Press, 2006), Kindle edition for iPad, Loc 784.
241. Ibid.
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games before revealing itself as a coming-out story of a teenage girl. SUPERHOT ties player movement 
to time, so time only proceeds as the player moves. Firewatch tells a mystery story through the luminous 
landscapes of Shoshone National Forest in Wyoming. Cities: Skylines is the heir to Simcity, which also 
allows players to create and import their own 3D models into its urban simulations, opening up a whole 
world of user-created urbanism. Manifold Garden is another Escher-esque world, where the universe 
repeats itself as one moves through its spaces. The Magic Circle allows players to reprogramme the 
behaviour of creatures and objects in its world, turning rocks into sentient buildings and summoning 
killer mushrooms. else Heart.Break() allows the player to hack almost every digitally connected object 
in the game. Games built on Unity have even included baked goods simulators: in I Am Bread the player 
must negotiate domestic spaces as a floppy piece of bread, rolling and jumping around the utilitarian 
surfaces of the kitchen. As an engine, Unity already has a community of people doing weird things 
with games, and so I gravitated towards it as a tool that might offer a good way into an exploration of 
videogames as a representational medium for architecture. All of these games are developing interesting 
relationships between Nitsche’s planes of game space, they set up curious protocols on the ‘rule-based 
layer,’ that turn into evocative presentations on the ‘mediated layer’ that one sees on the screen.242 As a 
result they fire the ‘imaginary layer’ of gamespace in the mind of the player.243 Most of the time this might 
be a narrative experience, but these games also tend to play with the relationship between rules and 
representation in such a way that makes us think and consider as much as we might go with the flow.  

Perhaps nobody is doing anything weirder than the anonymous Manchester based developer Strangethink. 
His saccharine coloured Secret Habitat [Fig. 142] is ‘a procedurally generated island with 99 procedurally 
generated art galleries full of generated artwork and generated sound loop exhibits.’244  Although the 
game promises the subjective aesthetic experience of the art gallery, in fact the mediated space of 
Secret Habitat is totally subservient to rules—art galleries, the artworks within them and even their 

242. Nitsche, Video Game Spaces, p.15–16.
243. Ibid.
244. Strangethink, “Secret Habitat”, accessed 05/02/16, https://strangethink.itch.io/secret-habitat

[Fig. 140] Unity 
as used in a more 
typical ‘first person 
shooter’ game, The 
Signal From Tolva 
(2017) by Big Robot.

[Fig. 141] The same 
Unity engine as used 
in a hand-animated 
side scrolling game, 
Cuphead (2017tbc) 
by Studio MDHR.
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[Fig. 142] Screenshots 
from Secret Habitat 
by Strangethink.

names are all procedurally generated together, ironically detaching the gallery-artwork relationship 
we might perceive from the visual presentation of the game alone. Strangethink has also made further 
procedural worlds such as These Monsters [Fig. 143–144] and extended into procedural paint guns in 
virtual studios, conflating the type of ‘cultural software’245 (as Russian media theorist Lev Manovich terms 
it) used to make videogames with game space itself, translating the Photoshop brush into a spatial tool. 

I would argue that all of these games developers are engaged in their own form of spatial practice. In 
the case of Strangethink, these experiments are not commercial products, but effectively new media 
art—or conceptual architecture—in the form of a videogame. As such, I saw the construction of 
virtual architectures through the aesthetic form of the videogame as an approach with a great deal 
of potential given that one can effectively inhabit a representation of architecture as architecture 
itself. It was from this basis that I began the development of Ubiquity as a conceptual architectural 
space that would serve as a further analytical framework to regard the logics of Los Santos.

245. Lev Manovich, Software Takes Command (New York, London: Bloomsbury, 2013).
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[Fig. 144] 
Procedurally 

generated colour 
schemes also add to 

the spatial complexity 
of These Monsters. 

[Fig. 143] 
Procedurally 

generated structures 
from These 

Monsters (2016) 
by Strangethink.
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[UB1] Screenshot from 
Ubiquity showing 
repeating minimarts as 
seen from the ground.

[UB2] Screenshot 
from Ubiquity 
showing repeating 
minimarts as seen 
from an aerial view.
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Building Ubiquity

Ubiquity is a test game built in the Unity game engine that presents a landscape of infinitely repeating 
minimarts and forecourts [UB1]. As the player navigates the space, they encounter markers that appear 
to possess ludic significance. In this case, the process of hitting markers and collecting ‘Ubiquities’ is 
designed to push the player forward, exploring what they will soon come to realise is an infinitely repeating 
landscape of urban realm. The code behind the infinite repetition of Ubiquity works through a selective 
myopia—it infinitely repeats on a grid any object that is within the field of view of the camera. Due to the 
dynamic nature of the game engine environment, this landscape follows the avatar as it moves, adding 
and deleting repeated units so the effect is always the same. We find ourselves in the game surrounding 
by ubiquitous branding and identikit minimarts in a world that spreads out in an ever-repeating grid 
system. If the minimart was the space in which the ludodrome prospers, then Ubiquity is an attempt to 
‘bottle it’ and make a conceptual architectural game that is purely about the spaces that create that 
condition. The effect is akin to an animated version of Archizoom’s No Stop City model, with a landscape 
repeated forever in front of the player. If No Stop City is ‘an ironic critique of the ideology of architectural 
modernism taken onto its absurd limits’246, then Ubiquity also regards the minimart as an ironic territory. 
In the world of this particular game, these ‘non-architectures’ are in fact the only architecture possible.

Switching to an isometric viewpoint, the player can see the ‘ludodromic’ landscape of minimarts 
unfolding around them [UB2]. These have been carefully built as repeating units so they tesselate together 
properly into one expanding landscape. [UB3–UB5]. In this case, the movement of the player-character 
generates, destablilizes and blurs space around it as it goes. The relationship between a perspectival first 
person viewpoint and an overall aerial viewpoint holds the game experience in a contingency between 
space to be experienced, and phenomena to be remotely observed. In the case of my game, this aerial 
locatedness is designed to emphasise the position of the player within a landscape whose expanses 
are dictated by ludic rules—in effect, tracking those rules through the way they instantiate space.   

As the player collects markers they will finally reveal a second type of symbol directing them to enter any 
of the innumerable ‘front doors’ of the multiple minimarts. This will then take them to the next level—into a 
similarly infinite world of shelves stacked with cereal boxes and other products. Under the bleary lights of 
the minimart, the player wanders through row after row of shelves containing anonymous and generically 
labelled products [UB6–UB7, Fig. 145–146]. When constructing this part of the game, it reminded me of 
the generic products in Alex Cox’s film Repo Man, where cans simply say beer and corn flakes boxes are 
simply a white cardboard box with ‘Corn Flakes’ written on them. As Repo Man is also set in a morally 
defunct Los Angeles, there is a nice moment of reference to another version of a deviated LA present in 
the interior level of the game. In Repo Man, the generic groceries are not a creation by an art director or 
production designer, but actual products from Ralph’s Grocery Co under their ‘PlainWrap’ branding.

After another steered exploration through collecting a new set of tokens, the player is 
transported into a cereal box itself, drifting around inside an infinite world of ubiquitous 
rice krispie grains [UB8–UB9, Fig. 147]. This dystopic landscape of repetitive, ‘ordinary’ 
structures runs from mass produced architecture through to processed rice products. 

By using the videogame as a tool for architectural investigation, both the mechanical and representational 
qualities of the game space can communicate ideas. The space of Ubiquity becomes half-real through 
this interplay. The infinitely repeating grid is a ‘prefab’ geometry that repeats endlessly like the prefab 
structures we encounter in reality. By extension, the urban realm this creates is a reinforcement of the 
American grid system, an expanding matrix of signs and branding bisected by a rationalised set of 
thoroughfares. Through the selective myopia of the camera, a balance is struck between how far one 
can see in order to keep the number of instantiated objects within this ‘infinite’ world manageable while 
maintaining a repetitive and extensive landscape [Fig. 148]. Videogame mechanics, then, can add a layer 
of information into a represented version of reality through the rules by which they disseminate—and 
allow the exploration of—space. Under a reading of Bogost’s ‘procedural rhetoric’247, the game advances 
arguments about repetition, the ordering of space, and disorientation through overbearing branding.

246. Andrea Branzi cited in “Archizoom, No Stop City,” Media Kunst Net, accessed 01st 
February 2017, http://www.medienkunstnetz.de/works/no-stop-city/.
247. Ian Bogost, Persuasive Games (Cambridge MA, London: MIT Press, 2007), Kindle edition for iPad, Loc 84.
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[UB3] The ubiquitous elements of the minimart 
forecourt were transcribed into my game 
world. Here we see the unfolded skins of 
various models, prepared for import into 
the game using UV texture mapping. This 
requires each model to be unfurled, like 
the pelt of an animal, so that flat textures 
can be applied across a complex geometry 
while maintaining visual proportionality.
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Constructing the world of Ubiquity took me into learning new techniques of 
3D modelling and texturing, as the preparation of geometry for videogame 
space is similar, but intrinsically different to creating models for architectural 
means such as building instructions, digital fabrication or static rendering. 
In a game engine, materials are regulated by codes called ‘shaders’ which 
control how the visual material responds to light and so on. The vast majority 
of shaders are one-sided, which is to say can only be seen from one side. 
So objects either need to be enclosed geometries, or structured so that the 
internal face is never seen. See an object from the wrong side and it is not 
rendered, it disappears. This of course refers back to many of the phenomena 
of game worlds I exposed in the ‘Noclip World’ chapter of this thesis.

[UB5] This unfolded 
‘pelt’ of the minimart 

sign shows all the 
components of the 3D 
object nested together 
within the UV texturing 

space. When applied 
to a material in Unity, 
this pelt corresponds 

exactly to the geometry 
of the model.

[UB4] Wireframe 
of the minimart as 

constructed in Maya. 
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[Fig. 146] The 
generic branding of 
supermarket goods 
in Repo Man (1984).

[Fig. 145] The 
inumerable aisles of a 

modern supermarket 
as a  space of 

ubiquity. Andreas 
Gursky, diptych 99 
cent store II (2001).

[UB6] Wireframe of 
the minimart interior 
as constructed 
in Maya. 
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[UB7] Unfolded UV 
texturing ‘pelts’ for 

the minimart interior.
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[UB8] The ubiquitous elements of the krispy grain.
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[Fig. 148] The 
components of 

Ubiquity are built 
on a grid system. As 

the player character 
moves, the world 

grows around them. 
The number of 

repeating elements 
that grow is defined 

by how far the virtual 
camera sees.

[Fig. 147] The 
generic ubiquity 

of popped rice 
cereal products.

[UB9] Wireframe 
of the model of the 
interior of a cereal 

box as built in Maya.
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[UB10] - [UB12] 
Screenshots from the 
first level of the game.
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[UB13] -[UB15] The 
second level of the 
game takes place in 
an infinite interior 
of the minimart.
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[UB16] Opposite:  In 
the final level of the 
game the player 
explores an infinitely 
repeating world 
within the interior 
of a cereal box full 
of krispy grains.
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This raises some interesting questions about the ludodromic state—not only of the minimart [UB10–
UB12], the aisles of shelves [UB13–UB15], the rice krispies [UB16]—but of Los Angeles itself. The 
notion of the ludodrome, as laid out by Atkinson and Willis, is tied to the notion of player action 
and of finding moments of the everyday that knot together a virtual world and a real one. But 
could we not argue that Los Angeles itself is intrinsically tied to the derivative and fantastical 
version of itself that constitutes Los Santos? If we take Reyner Banham’s view from Four Ecologies, 
LA has always produced these effects. I would argue that Banham is experiencing a ‘proto-
ludodromic’ condition when he describes his movements through an Angeleno house mediated by 
the cinematic choreography of the private eye plucked straight from the Hollywood screen:

Visiting houses in Beverly Hills or Bel Air can be an hallucinating experience; an overwhelming 
sense of déjà vu mingles with an overwhelming desire to sidle along corridors with one’s back 
to the wall and to kick doors wide open before passing through.248

Although my game focusses on a small part of Los Angeles and Los Santos respectively, and 
through generic and ubiquitous buildings could actually refer to anywhere where these structures 
appear, by contrast GTA V facilitates a ludodromic condition at an urban scale. Los Angeles 
had, in Banham’s words been hewn from an ‘unfocused ubiquity’249  and while it is a place that 
today has such a cultural hold over us, it is still a landscape that provides a regular supply of the 
generic architecture that lets us into the ludodrome. In point of fact, the title of my game was not 
specifically a reference to Banham’s words, but rather neatly aligns to his view of Los Angeles. 

In my first exploration into using videogames as architectural representations I have understood 
that each object I design and place into my architectural world is assigned values and properties. 
Making a game offers me the chance to create an architectural space that is responsive to player 
action. For instance, while Archizoom used mirrors to make an endless world, I can create an endless 
world that grows around the player to demonstrate the same effect of repetition and banality. 
I would argue that Ubiquity demonstrates how games can ‘fit into the history of architectural 
representation’ by allowing me to collapse different representational viewpoints (perspective 
and isometric) into one navigable world. The difference is that while Archizoom’s drawings were 
accompanied by text to explain their critical standpoint, Ubiquity takes banality and turns it into a 
game mechanic itself. The argument and the world that hold that argument are enmeshed together. 

Ubiquity was a form of ‘meta’ game about a certain condition created by Los Santos, a game 
about a game and its architecture. When you boil Ubiquity down, it is simply a landscape 
of markers to be hit [UB17], there is no overarching storyline other than the irrepressible 
desire to keep moving forward. I have argued that GTA V ultimately deals with the mobility of 
the vehicle as an ethic, such is its importance to the logic of the game. In a similar manner, 
Ubiquity is about the seeming mobility of the player while still remaining trapped. 

This recalls the ‘endless runner’ genre of games such as Temple Run (2011) where a character is driven 
inexorably forward by the game, with only the most cursory of movements by the player allowed 
to bend or slow progress. Or, further back in time, the ever-scrolling oblique suburbia of Paperboy 
(1985) as one rides along a road throwing paper after paper onto front lawns. In Ubiquity, the player 
becomes trapped in an architectural space where the repeating world of the modernist grid is used 
to distribute what Venturi and Scott Brown termed ‘ugly and ordinary’ buildings, each of which 
recalls the type of generic structures we encounter every day that can fire us into the ludodrome. 

248. Reyner Banham, Los Angeles: The Architecture of Four Ecologies (Berkeley, Los 
Angeles, London: University of California Press, 2009), p.83.
249. Ibid., p.193.

[UB17] Opposite: 
The game world 
is ultimately a 
landscape of 
markers driving the 
player onwards.
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Ubiquity

What might consumers make of 
Ubiquity as a game that constructs 
architectural messages for the player 
and attempts to speak about the real 
conditions that are created by virtual 
cities such as Los Santos? [UB18]

[UB18] A series of 
fictional ‘Steam 
reviews’ by players 
of the game.
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[Fig. 149] The Redrow 
advertisement 

controversy reached 
national news.

[Fig. 150] An example 
of a hoarding 

complete with an 
aspirational slogan. 

[Fig. 151] Models 
form aspirational 
characters that are 
unrelated to the 
architecture of the 
development itself.

[Fig. 152] Names of 
developments often 
relate to history or 
site, turning them 

into a commodity.
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Chapter 3. The London Developers Toolkit: Videogames as Architectural 
Arguments and a Political Critique of a City Through Game Apps. 

Designing a ‘Hubris Machine’: The London Developers Toolkit

Having compared depictions of real places to their videogame counterparts in my previous chapters, 
we can see how game spaces modulate our experience of real cities. Following my first game built in 
response to the muddled relationship between games and life, this chapter will discuss how I use games 
to engage with real sites in terms of their sociopolitical situation. Here, the nature of games as a medium 
can come to the forefront by allowing players to act within a game system I have designed as a critique.

The skyline of London has been a persistent topic of conversation in the press, particulary in recent years 
with the proliferation of high rise structures in the city. The speculative glossy views showing forthcoming 
twirling spires of capital demonstrate a future for the city increasingly controlled by the vertiginous desires 
of property developers. London is indeed ‘open for business’ as unprecedented levels of hoardings populate 
its streetscapes, each tableau possessing an inspiring catchphrase alongside aspirational stock images 
of urbanites going about their business. City Road has now become something of a joke, sprouting a 
series of structures which each seem to be trying to outdo one another in their clunky and unsophisticated 
architectural language, from the plastic foot-spa aesthetic of UN Studio’s Canaletto tower to the sub-
Libeskind angles of Squire and Partner’s M by Montcalm hotel to its neighbouring building, the clumsy 
and clunky Regus Shoreditch office tower. The world of the luxury development is one that perpetually 
sails close to the winds of the Carbuncle Cup, Building Design’s prize for the worst new building of the 
year, each new structure being wrapped in hoardings that shout through cliché and catchphrase. 

Blogs such as the tumblr Development Aesthetics250 have documented the particular visual language of 
these fences-cum-billboards. Aside from the huge sociopolitical ramifications of these developments, 
the un-ironic hubris of their advertising methods seems rather at odds with the well-worn cynicism of 
Londoners. A post from May 2016 shows a hoarding for 48 Carey Street boasting ‘Ubi Animi Magni 
Vivunt!’—translated below as ‘[Where great minds live]’ for those hard of Latin251. The Corniche, a Foster + 
Partners designed residential development on the Albert Embankment promises ‘life ahead of the curve’. 

A now infamous advert for British developers Redrow depicting a suited and booted hero looking 
down on the city with contempt [Fig. 149] was remixed with the audio track from the film American 
Psycho by FAT’s Sam Jacob252, producing an ironic version of the advert which sailed very close to the 
actual language used by developers and their PR agencies. And this parody is not so far from reality 
when at One Hyde Park an ‘underground tunnel connects to the neighbouring Mandarin Oriental 
hotel, enabling its exquisite room service to get to the apartments.’253 Or in a world accommodating 
structures such as the Odeon Tower (admittedly in Monte Carlo rather than London) with ‘tables 
upholstered with the skin of stingrays’ where one not need even leave to have a night out on the town:

After dinner in one of the six different salons (prepared by staff in one of the four kitchens), 
your guests will ascend a sweeping marble staircase to your very own nightclub, complete 
with a backlit marble dancefloor. From there, they will be able to launch themselves down a 
curving slide, plunging two storeys into the open-air infinity pool below.254

The real city of London is beset by these architectural caricatures. Of course, the player of any 
SimCity game, or the more recent Cities: Skylines would recognise hubris can be easy to come by, 
especially when you view the metropolis from a god’s eye view, at a turn able to reveal and occlude 
landscapes and infrastructure to enact your visions upon the city. In Cities: Skylines, the player can 
hover above the city, reveal layers of underground water piping and subways, and plan out bus 
routes and train lines. But they can also zoom right in, almost to ground level, ghosting about like 
a benevolent spirit, watching their subjects go about their business. Like the hoardings of a luxury 
apartment development in London, these games contain ideology within them that bubbles up through 

250. Development Aesthetics, accessed 16th December 2016, http://developmentaesthetics.tumblr.com/.
251. Tumblr post, May 2016, retrieved from http://developmentaesthetics.tumblr.com/.
252. “‘American Psycho’ property promo pulled after Twitterstorm,” The Guardian, accessed 
12th August 2016, https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/architecture-design-blog/2015/
jan/05/american-psycho-redrow-property-promo-pulled-after-twitterstorm.
253. Rowan Moore, “One Hyde Park – review,” The Guardian, accessed 5th March 2017, https://
www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2011/jan/23/one-hyde-park-candy-brothers.
254. Oliver Wainwright, “Strictly for the super-rich: the world’s most expensive penthouse,” The 
Guardian, accessed 7th March 2017, https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/architecture-design-
blog/2014/sep/30/strictly-super-rich-monaco-most-expensive-penthouse-odeon-tower.
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[Fig. 154] Screenshot 
of Vicent Oscala’s 
Magnasanti 
city created on 
SimCity 2000.

[Fig. 155] A 
zoomed in view of 

Magnasanti showing 
its urban density.

[Fig. 153] Finn 
Williams’ article 

on Cities: Skylines 
trying to build an 

egalitarian society. 
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the rules they impose upon the player in their interactive depictions of cities. This is natural, because 
as Bogost points out, videogames are caricatures, and to read them as such recalls Gombrich’s 
assessment that the caricaturist ‘does not seek the perfect form but the perfect deformity.’255 

While Cities: Skylines promises many different routes to a successful city, certain 
political models find difficulty succeeding against the underlying algorithmic logics 
the developers have installed as a caricature of real governance systems. Undertaking 
The Guardian Cities: Skylines challenge, urban planner Finn Williams details resistance 
to his attempts at testing alternative economic models within the game [Fig. 153]:

At first, it seems to work. People are healthy and well educated. Crime is almost non-existent. 
But my citizens are insatiable consumers, infuriated by the boredom of a good quality of life, 
and it doesn’t take long for them to balk at my pious, dematerialistic policies. I get complaints 
that ‘there’s nothing to do at weekends.’ The blue bar, showing demand for commercial space, 
fills to the top. The game lectures me: ‘People want places to shop and enjoy themselves.’ I’m 
tempted to placate them with a ‘Statue of Shopping.’256 

We could compare Williams’ predicament to any other player grappling with the logics of a city building 
game in order to place some of their own ideologies onto it. If we forget about playing idealistically, 
and head straight for efficiency, then ideology springs back in interesting and insidious ways. SimCity 
has long found its way into the thoughts of urban designers, yet the purported ‘win-state’ of the game, 
maintaining the maximum population the game can manage as a self-sufficient city, was achieved by 
architecture student Vincent Oscala, using countless calculations in order to create a city he called 
Magnasanti.257 Although this city could effectively tick over under its own steam, without the player’s 
intervention, Oscala found the only means to do this was by developing his city into a totalitarian 
hellscape. Ultra-hardcore law and order, and a highly regimented city plan produced not a rolling sprawl, 
or a rational grid, but something that appears more akin to the infamous Kowloon Walled City—a block 
of pure metropolis [Fig. 154–155]. If the totalitarian society is the one that does not fail, what does 
this say about the underlying politics of the game? Is it merely a quirk of the mechanics, or something 
more? After all, developer Will Wright has been a notable donor to the Republican Party of America.258

For the most part, while such games do potentially carry ideology and rhetorical arguments 
(Bogost’s procedural rhetoric) within their structured depictions of space—they are not typically 
built as critiques of the conditions they represent. They are built as entertainment media. Of 
course, I have already cited a number of games which in fact are presenting themselves as 
critiques, including ‘serious games’ and highly conceptual endeavours. And I have also used the 
first few chapters of the thesis in order to draw criticality out of virtual spaces as a method. 

As I will explore in this chapter, the layered composition of videogame space can be utilised as a 
representational tool to make arguments, speculations, critiques or caricatures about architectural 
space. In this regard, as I have touched upon in earlier chapters, the exposure of their nature 
as caricature, operating through an ironic distancing—places games about architecture—
or games of architecture—in the lineage of other representational media. Games collapse 
mathematical measuring systems, drawing, modelling and cinematic representation into one 
form. As such, I will argue that we can position videogames as a new medium for architectural 
speculation. My contention is that videogames can become architectural arguments.

Returning to the plight of London, I will use this chapter to explore a videogame I have been working 
on in my research called The London Developers Toolkit. I will outline the production processes of 
this game as an architectural argument, and demonstrate a methodology by which I produce the 
game—as an architect—to make a critique about London’s skyline and the proliferation of ever-more 
hulking residential developments. I will emphasise the potential place of videogames in the lineage of 
architectural representation, and how this suggests similarities to architectural media of the past, while 
asserting the unique position of the game that makes it something different to that which came before. 

255. E. H. Gombrich (with Ernst Kris), “The Principles of Caricature,” British Journal of Medical Psychology, Vol. 17, 1938, p.320.
256. “The Guardian Cities: Skylines challenge – can I build a truly anti-capitalist city?.” The Guardian, accessed 18th September 
2016, https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2015/aug/06/guardian-cities-skylines-challenge-build-anti-capitalist-post-growth-city.
257. “The Totalitarian Buddhist Who Beat Sim City,” Vice, accessed 18th September 2016, https://
www.vice.com/en_us/article/the-totalitarian-buddhist-who-beat-sim-city. 
258. “Will Wright Backs McCain; Zelnick? Duh, Obama.” Kotaku, accessed 18th September 
2016, http://kotaku.com/5059145/will-wright-backs-mccain-zelnick-duh-obama.
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[Fig. 156] Block’Hood 
by architect Jose 

Sanchez’s Plethora 
Project utilises 

blocks to explore 
urban ecologies.

[Fig. 158] A pixelated 
photo of the ‘Sweetie 

Bros,’ protagonists 
of The London 

Developers Toolkit.

[Fig. 157] Nova 
Alea by Paolo 
Pedercini gamifies 
the economics of 
the modern city.
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The London Developers Toolkit was developed as a response to the hubris of developers that I have 
already mentioned, and their role in shaping London’s skyline. In this respect, I wanted to build a 
game that might loosely have the appearance of being a city-builder in the vein of Cities: Skylines 
but that would also contain a sense of helplessness, a removal of agency from the player that reflects 
the way many people feel about the changes happening in London. The game is not designed 
to be challenging, and many of its systems also run on the random selection of built typologies, 
which the player is not really in control of. In fact the player is really just inputting data through 
mini-challenges that take the development of the structure on to the next level of the game.

In fact, during the period that this PhD, and this game, has been in development, some other games have 
started to tackle similar issues on the metrics of the city. As I have previously mentioned, Block’Hood by 
Plethora Project [Fig. 156] uses unit based systems where the player tries to achieve a viable ecology 
for their city and prevent entropy by building self-sustaining structures. These complex systems are not 
necessarily the aim behind The London Developers Toolkit, which is supposed to be a far quicker, and 
less in-depth experience. But another game, Nova Alea by LaMolleindustrie released in 2016, while I was 
three years into this thesis, also came to my attention [Fig. 157], because it also touches on city-metrics 
in a more polemic fashion. Described as ‘an abstract game on the forces that shape our cities’259 it is 
the work of Italian game designer Paolo Pedercini, who is one of the leading creators of political and 
polemical video games. Playing the game, one acts as a financier, buying properties that grow upwards 
to a certain point before the ‘bubble bursts’. Harnessing the power of the ‘weird people’ (gay communities, 
hipsters and creatives) who make places desirable, the player uses them as catalysts for investment. At 
the end of the game there are a number of different outcomes illustrating a city either under the yoke 
of capital, or a city of communities managing to survive in spite of the infrastructures of its rulers. 

Both of these games are far more concerned with systems than the Toolkit, on the one hand because they 
are game developers by trade—even coming from arts and architecture backgrounds—and secondly 
because I want to speak more specifically about the architectural imagery that accompanies this flow 
of capital. While it is of course true that the systems of capital are governing our cities, and Nova Alea 
abstracts this down very intelligently, my game instead interrogates whole constellation of visual material 
that packages and sells the desire for these developments and the lifestyles that confers. Once more we 
can return to the Smithsons, and their desire to understand the cultural impulses of advertising. In my 
experience as a Londoner, and that of my friends and colleagues, these images seem entirely at odds with 
how we like to see ourselves as a community—the bravado and hubris of their slogans and by-lines simply 
doesn’t seem very London. But the fact is that the streets of the city are overcome by these hoardings and 
adverts, and they are selling—whether to ‘non doms’ living outside the country or otherwise. So rather 
than taking the hard-core systems based approach of the games I have discussed above, I wanted to 
look at how architecture, and architects in specific, are tied into this financial game through selling these 
‘dreams’ by means of the imagery they create, even before the building itself has been completed.

So at the outset, I knew that I wanted the game aspect to be limited but precise in what it asks of the  
player. In this case the gamer effectively operates as a servant to a pair of developers named the  
‘Sweetie Brothers.’ [Fig. 158]

259. “Nova Alea,” Molleindustria.org, accessed 14th February 2017, http://molleindustria.org/nova-alea/.
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[LD1] My voxelised 
depiction of the river 
Thames complete 
with a Garden Bridge, 
as a site for the 
residential towers.

[Fig. 159] Caricature 
drawings of palazzo 
facades by Venturi 
and Scott Brown 
in Learning from 
Las Vegas.

[Fig. 160] 
Architectural 
cartoonist Klaus 
regularly caricatures 
famous designers.
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Ironies of the block

The first thing you notice from a screenshot is that the game utilises the Minecraft aesthetic of the 
voxel in its construction. The voxel has a certain levity, or even infantile quality to it, perhaps as a 
result of its association to a game that is so popular amongst children. This ‘toylike’ characteristic 
often comes to the fore in videogame aesthetics, even in games that appear serious on the surface, 
and it part of their chief ironies. As Kirkpatrick argues, at points the presence of toylike and childlike 
elements in videogame technology can often cause some form of rupture in the aesthetic experience:

In the midst of playing the game, especially serious games with adult concern, like Resident 
Evil 4, we are suddenly offered the spectacle of our own activity as something childish. We 
see ourselves pressing a brightly coloured plastic button on an infantile toy. The image of the 
controller here bursts onto the screen as a symbol of toys and toy-ness, a shocking reminder 
perhaps of the impulses that made us want to play when we were children.260

In the case of my work, the friendly blockiness of voxel based models can be an ideal way to conceal 
an underlying cynicism from the player, and let it bubble up instead through the mechanics of the 
game. This returns to the idea of the caricature. Architectural cartoonist Klaus regularly produces 
caricatures of both architects and their buildings to speak about contemporary issues in the industry 
[Fig. 302]. In their duck and decorated shed drawings, Venturi and Scott Brown used the minimum 
drawn lines to communicate these typologies in a sketchy caricature manner that appears both 
irreverent and serious at the same time. This is particularly well communicated in their ‘Palazzo facades 
studies.’ [Fig. 159]261 In a similar vein, the oeuvre of architectural cartoonist Klaus also sees many 
different buildings (and architects) transcribed into the world of caricature via his hand. [Fig. 160] I 
see the use of voxel based modelling in The London Developers Toolkit as a similar approach. The lack 
of resolution and detail in the voxel models also requires that one get to the heart of representing an 
object. As Gombrich says: ‘caricature, showing more of the essential, is truer than reality itself.’262

The design of the architectural models was performed in a piece of software called Qubicle, which is 
a specialised voxel modelling programme. Within the game, one adds, edits and removes voxels in a 
similar fashion to painting pixels in Photoshop. A voxel can only exist if it connects to a ‘support’ so 
to build elements that are unattached, there is a virtual ‘scaffold’ that enables one to place a voxel 
anywhere in space. As I have mentioned, I chose to use Qubicle because of the childlike qualities of 
the voxel aesthetic, but also because it is a very efficient tool for equalising different architectural 
source material [LD1]. Everything can be subsumed into the voxelised appearance, allowing disparate 
inspirations to be assembled together into a consistent collection of architectural elements. This has 
the secondary effect of meaning that objects all gain an equivocal scale, being based off the definable 
unit of a block, which makes composing them in the game engine much more straightforward. 

260. Graeme Kirkpatrick, Aesthetic Theory and the Videogame, (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2011), p.107.
261. Stephen Izenour, Denise Scott Brown and Robert Venturi, Learning From Las Vegas, (Cambridge MA: The MIT Press, 1977), p.111.
262. E. H. Gombrich (with Ernst Kris), “The Principles of Caricature,” British Journal of Medical Psychology, Vol. 17, 1938, p.319.
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[LD2] Each tower 
is divided up into 6 
sections, where a 
series of components 
designed by me are 
assigned at random 
by the game.

The Crown:
15 combinations

Tower Section 2:
15 combinations

Tower Section 1:
15 combinations

Ground level:
15 combinations

Showpiece 2:
15 combinations

Tower Combinations:
759375

Showpiece 1:
15 combinations
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All of the architectural elements that fit together into the residential tower were designed to slot together 
like Lego blocks, maintaining consistent connection points, whatever their formal shape within their 
overall extents or ‘bounding box.’ Such a vertical composition was somewhat inspired by James Wines’ 
Highrise of Homes, and how strange elements of programme might be elevated into the sky. The towers are 
structured into six layers: ground level, a section of ‘tower’, two ‘showpiece’ elements, a further section of 
tower, and finally a ‘crown’ that looks out across London [LD2]. Each of these layers is randomly circulated 
at different parts of the game, as the player proceeds through each level of the ‘design’ process:

Ground level units: Underground Shopping Mall / A Moored Superyacht / Ceremonial Entrance 
/ Creative Urban Hub / No Man’s Land / Pocket Park / Ziggurats / Forest / A Pile of Earth / 
Fortified Exclusion Zone / Construction Hoardings / Mixed-Use Retail Offering / Privately 
Owned Public Space / Palatial Approach / Grand Steps.

Tower section units: Seagram Style / Talkie Walkie / Parametric Twist / Neorational / 
Schnabel’s Vertical Palazzo / The Cornichon / Tangy Fuji / Hollisitic / Veg Tower / Two 
Whitefriars / Rafaello / The Snake / Der Style / The Spinnacle / Wobbler.

Showpiece Units One: Private Airstrip / Infinity Pool / Putting Green / Impenetrable Vault / 
Escape Pod Launcher / Audiophile Lounge / Playboy Grotto / Jeff Koons Gallery / Rotating 
Restaurant / Fusion Reactor / Pykrete Supports / Viewing Pod / Planetarium / Diamond Core / 
Purified Water Store.

Showpiece Units Two: Shark Tank / Miniature Globe / Infinity Pool / Elevated Supercar Storage 
/ Trickle Down Fountain / Mahogany Lined Reading Room / Ion Cannon / Throne Room / 
Humidor / Luxury Vault / Tennis Court / Ballroom / Sky Garden.

Crown Units:  Tropical Sky Garden / Offshore Island Hut / Air Purifier And Containment Unit 
/ Bog Standard Helipad / Gilt Throne / Golden Fountain / Flavio Briatore Curated Nightclub 
/ Eye of Sauron / Hollowed Out Volcano / Infinity + 1 Complex / Tanning Solarium With 
Miniature Sun / Stained Glass Penthouse / Water Flume / Ceremonial Bell / Bust Of Maggie 
Thatcher.

Some of these elements are clearly fictional—yet the many of them are transcriptions of real 
amenities in such developments as witnessed by journalists [LD3–LD13]. The fine lines between 
reality and parody are equalised through the cheerful lens of the voxelised aesthetic. These become 
the base components of the game that are cycled through randomly as the player navigates 
each mini task. At the end they comprise a bricolage structure that the player has ‘designed’. 

With 15 designs for each element, there are 759375 unique combinations of structure that the game can 
produce—all ultimately as arbitrary as one another. As the player will find out, their design tasks actually 
do not affect the design of the building—this is dictated by the logics of the property developers—the 
real user agency only occurs at the end of the game when the player is presented with the opportunity 
to customise the ‘glossy rendering’ of their structure, which can be exported to social media or to print. 
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Flavio Briatore 
Curated Nightclub

Hollowed Out Volcano

Tanning Solarium 
with Miniature Sun

Bust of Maggie 
Thatcher

Bog standard Helipad

Infinity (plus 
one) pools

Gilt Throne

Air Purifier and 
Containment Unit

Golden Fountain

Offshore Island Hut

Eye of Sauron

Water Flume

Tropical Sky Garden

Stained Glass 
Penthouse

Ceremonial Bell 
(tolling for London)

[LD3] (facing) & [LD4] 
Tower crown types 
as built in Qubicle.
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Privately Owned 
Public Space

Grand Steps

Servant Service 
Tunnels

A Moored Superyacht

Forest

Palatial Approach

Underground 
Shopping Mall

A Pile of Earth

Fortified 
Exclusion Zone

Mixed Use Retail 
Offering

Ziggurat

Construction 
Hoardings

Creative Urban Hub

Ceremonial Entrance

No Man’s Land

[LD5] (facing) & [LD6] 
Tower base types 
as built in Qubicle.
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Shark Tank

Luxury Vault

Tennis Courts

Miniature Globe

Elevated Supercar 
Storage

Infinity Pool

Ballroom

Mahogany Lined 
Reading Room

Sky Garden

Home Office

Throne Room

Ion Cannon

Trickle Down Fountain

Shark Tank 
(Bloodied Water)

Humidor

[LD7] (facing) & [LD8] 
Showpiece unit types 

as built in Qubicle.
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Horse Racing Track

Diamond Core

Purified Water Store

Private Airstrip

Rotating Restaurant

Jeff Koons Gallery

Putting Green

Playboy Grotto

Pykrete Supports

Audiophile Lounge

Infinity Pool

Impenetrable Vault

Escape Pod

Fusion Reactor

Viewing Pod

[LD9] (facing) & 
[LD10] Showpiece 
unit types as built 

in Qubicle.
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Veg Tower

Parametric Twist

Der Style

Two Whitefriars

The Cornichon

Hollistic

The Spinnacle

Tangy Fuji

Schnabel’s 
Vertical Palazzo

Neorational

Wobbler

Seagram Style

The Snake

Talkie Walkie

Rafaello

[LD11] (facing) 
& [LD12] Tower 
base types as 

built in Qubicle.
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[LD13] A city of 
residential towers 
as imagined by 
the game’s random 
generation.
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EXCELSIOR
DILETTANTE

THE GIDEON

AVANTI
CARAVAGGIO

XANADON
T

[LD14] Suitably 
grandiose tower 
names are assigned 
at random by the 
game as it is played.
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The ‘design process’ that the player undergoes then, is tightly controlled by me to operate as 
an architectural critique. Although the user agency in the design of the structures is limited, the 
process is still a game—the player can fail to advance through poorly tracing a sketch, failing 
to do precise mathematical calculations on the fly or misremembering London boroughs. Each 
of these stages is seen as characterisations of the kind of actions that might be replaced in the 
architectural procurement process—symbolic relics of what architects used to produce, even 
if the game itself is directing the design of the structures through random cycles [LD14]. 

As the game runs, a typical videogame soundtrack plays. Listen closer and you will notice it is actually 
a MIDI version of Phil Collins’ In Too Deep—the song that Patrick Bateman eulogizes about in American 
Psycho [Fig. 161–162]. By using a low-quality MIDI keyboard form of the song, speeding it up to double 
speed, it has been subverted into videogame aesthetics, sounding more like the famous old soundtracks of 
Mario or Streets of Rage than Collins’ original song. But the reference is there beneath the surface. It recalls 
where the notion of making the London Developers Toolkit first came from, the American Psycho-esque 
hubris of the Redrow advert itself, and the eruption of 1980’s selfishness  as an aesthetic all over again. At 
the point where the player successfully completes a task, we hear the sounds of construction taking place, 
and the music builds to four times its original speed, becoming an absurd Benny Hill style jig in celebration.

[Fig. 161] The Redrow 
advert reinvents 
Patrick Bateman 

for the 2010s, tying 
him to excessively 

priced architecture.

[Fig. 162] Such 
absurd hubris 

recalls the 1980s of 
American Psycho 

accompanied by the 
music of Phil Collins.
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[Fig. 163] Napkin 
sketch by Wolf D. Prix.

[Fig. 164] Gesture 
recognition used 

to cast miracles in 
Black and White 

(Lionhead, 2001).

[Fig. 165] Gesture 
Recognizer plugin for 
Unity that formed the 
basis for my napkin 
sketch system.
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Napkin Sketch

The first stage of the game the player must complete is to adequately replicate a napkin sketch produced 
by a famous architect. We are all familiar with the cliché of the master architect dispensing his visions 
on bits of tissue to a starstruck client, willing his genius out onto the page [Fig. 163]. It is usually a 
him in the cliché as well. In The Edifice Complex, Deyan Sudjic describes Norman Foster’s personal 
Range Rover as having door pockets stuffed with drawing materials, in case of a flash of inspiration 
hits somewhere between the airport lounge and the office.263 So it seemed a natural fit that the napkin 
sketch would be the first point at which the player embarks on their journey through the game.

As an aside, although I am making games, I am not a coder by background, and so the vast range of 
plugins that Unity offers have been very helpful to my process. In this respect, there are many tools that 
open up game engines to ‘non-expert’ users, and so reinforce the potential they have for architectural 
applications. Most of my games in this thesis have been developed using Playmaker, which is a ‘finite 
state machine’ (FSM) plugin for Unity. An FSM is essentially a flow diagram, where the behaviour 
(called actions) of an object is defined at each point in the diagram, and then one puts in conditions 
by which the object behaviour might move to another state. Playmaker does not replace high level 
custom coding, but it works in a similar manner to something like Grasshopper, offering a visually based 
way to encode behaviours into objects. This formed the basis for building the logic of the game.

For the production of the napkin sketch interface, I was also using a gesture recognition plugin, normally 
used in smartphone applications for unlocking the screen and so on. Gesture recognition is now taken 
for granted in games, particularly with smartphones, and in a post Kinect and Wiimote world. Things 
used to be rather different. The groundbreaking game Black and White (2001) was one of the first to use 
gesture recognition in a published title, where the player—who played as god—could cast ‘miracles’ 
by making certain movements with the mouse [Fig. 164]. This was in contrast to the more conventional 
point-and-click aspects of the strategy game, something rather more suggestive and indeed holy. In 
fact, gesture recognition had been utilised by Japanese developers Square in early concepts for the 
mega-hit game Final Fantasy VII , which they developed using a Silicon Graphics super computer for 
the 1996 SIGGRAPH conference. The Final Fantasy 6 Siggraph demo (FFVII had not been announced at 
that point), allowed players to draw shapes to cast spells that were then enacted by characters in 3D 
animated turn-based battle environment. As producer Hironobu Sakaguchi points out in an interview, 
at that point such interfaces had difficulties: ‘We made it so people could draw a symbol on the screen 
to cast a spell or call out a dragon. And they were interested in the visuals, but the mechanics seemed 
to confuse them.’264 Of course today, we are much more familiar with using gestures in interfaces and 
video games, yet they often work along certain axes, swipe left and right or up and down. By looking at 
the subjective gestures of the sketch, and then forcing someone to recreate this using their mouse rather 
than a pen, I intended to create a distancing effect between the player and the gesture [Fig. 165]. 

In order to build up a set of recognisable gestures one must train the system through inputs. 
So my napkin sketches were first produced as ‘actual’ napkin sketches (in Illustrator and 
Photoshop using a tablet) before being hand-transcribed into the system by me. They are 
not napkin sketches by famous architects, but ones that I have produced as a series of ironic 
typologies responding to the forms of buildings we have seen erected in London [LD15]. 

263. Deyan Sudjic, The Edifice Complex (London: Penguin), p.16.
264. “Final Fantasy 7. An oral history,” Matt Leone for Polygon, accessed 17th 
February 2017, http://www.polygon.com/a/final-fantasy-7.
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[LD15] A selection of napkin sketches 
introduced into the system for the 
player to ultimately transcribe.
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By personally tracing each sketch 10 times into the system, I built up an average 
gesture path that corresponded to each drawing. The closer the player gets 
to this average sketch path, the higher they rate. As one receives a random 
sketch to trace, the system is analysing what they draw and awards a score at 
the end of the trace [LD16]. Anything about 80% accurate is deemed enough 
‘inspiration’ to proceed to the next level. Fail and the player must start the 
process again. We could imagine most developers would gratefully take 80% 
of the inspiration offered by Norman Foster, Thomas Heatherwick or Bjarke 
Ingels. All the possible sketches are held in an XML file, a database that the 
code checks against as the player attempts to produce the correct gesture. 

What the game attempts to express here is actually a lack of agency. While we 
have to perform an action of dexterity, particularly if tracing using the mouse on a 
screen, we are essentially tasked with tracing another drawing and achieving an 
acceptable likeness to it. While the sketch and the trace are both forms of drawing, 
they are divergent ones. As Ray Lucas reminds us, to trace is to raise questions 
both about the trace itself and the underlying drawing that is being drawn upon:

As an operation, tracing demands more attention, as it is a particular 
and notable set of gestures which help us to unpack that drawing is 
about intention as much as it is about the embodied action.265

The architectural napkin sketch is an emanation from a world of inspiration, the cliché 
of the architect’s mind so brimming with ideas that they grab whatever substrate is 
to hand—presumably at a fancy restaurant—and frantically give birth to an idea.

To return to Robin Evans (whom I addressed in my Noclip World chapter), this 
act of tracing reinforces his contention that ‘drawing is, from the beginning, a 
divided activity, resolvable into a prior act of thought and a consequent manual 
undertaking.’ 266 I imply that the prior act of thought has been produced by someone 
of greater inspiration and the manual undertaking is merely a rote activity. This 
tracing must accord to certain standards of accuracy, as defined by the game. 
What I am trying to imply in this game interface is that although the designers 
of these developments go to great pains to distinguish their buildings as singular 
works—they ultimately end up folded into the style that Charles Jencks has termed 
‘Generic Individualism.’267 Of course, the act of reproducing a drawing, of having 
to achieve a likeness to an original source, and of utilising ‘stock’ components, is 
something that many architects would be familiar with as part of the everyday grind.

As a Windows / MacOS based game, it is also very likely the player will be 
attempting to trace either with a mouse or a trackpad. While one could plug 
in a stylus attachment to improve their tracing accuracy, the likelihood is 
that the player’s dexterity is impaired by the mouse as a non-natural drawing 
tool, placing an artificial barrier onto their skill at synthesising drawing—a 
further reinforcement of futility. I myself drew these sketches with a tablet, 
therefore any player attempting to recreate the drawings using a mouse 
or trackpad always has the deck stacked against them from the start.

I see this as the type of ironic detachment that I have already argued is easily 
propagated by videogames. On the surface presentation of the game, the 
player appears to have some agency to be creative—the interface is allowing 
us a freeform interaction. Rather than a button press, we are actually tracing 
a path ourselves. Yet the limitations the system present trap the player into 
merely exercising the requisite level of precision. The irony is quite clearly 
telegraphed to the player but exists as a layered condition nonetheless.

265. Ray Lucas, “Inscriptive Practice as Gesture,” Drawing Futures (London: UCL Press, 2016), p. 218. 
266 
267. “Notopia: the Singapore paradox and the style of generic individualism,” Architectural Review, 
accessed 8th February 2017, https://www.architectural-review.com/rethink/campaigns/notopia/
notopia-the-singapore-paradox-and-the-style-of-generic-individualism/10006923.article.
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[LD17] Screenshot 
from Unity 
showing part of 
the ‘parametric’ 
logic system.

[LD18] Sliders that 
move back and 
forth requiring the 
player to calculate 
the right numbers.

[Fig. 166] The 
principle is inspired 
by ‘hacking’ 
minigames in 
games such as 
Alien: Isolation.
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Parametrics of luxury, extravagance, excess

In the second stage, the player is asked to use their quick reactions and mathematical skills to 
establish the parametric composition of the structure. Three sliders that define luxury, extravagance 
and excess move back and forth between 0-100%. They wait for a button press by the player 
to freeze them in a numerical position [LD17–LD18]. The player is given a short amount of time 
to understand the fluctuating values and make a selection to stop the slider in its tracks. Once 
the player has selected a value for each, the game makes a value check against the total. 

Anything below 90% total has ‘inadequate inspiration.’ The definition of the architectural 
parameters is clearly not spectacular enough to be of any real consequence. Any value achieved 
between 90–100% is in the right zone, and results in a win for the player. As is well known, 110% 
is a synonym for giving it your all, and so if the player achieves a score of up to 110% then the 
game will also count this as a win state as a reflection of someone really trying. Over 110% 
and the fat content of the architecture is simply too great and the player fails, much like in the 
type of quick-fire hacking games that are often incorporated into larger games [Fig. 166].

The implication is that these towers, and the way they are sold is not only through branding but 
through architecture as a statistical construct, the bought off-plan penthouse with this many square 
meters, these many bathrooms, this number of steak restaurants and so on. The idea that luxury, 
extravagance or excess might be assigned numerical values is rather absurd because they are more 
abstract notions than that, but in the world of the luxury architectural development such philosophies 
are evoked through more facilities, more ostentatious materials or extra exclusivity. The game takes 
these conditions as something that might be assigned a numerical value and asks the player to 
rapidly calculate them, reducing the ‘architect’ to the manipulation of market metrics, shifting them 
about from side to side to manage the whims and conceits of the luxury housing market [Fig. 167].

[Fig. 167] A ‘proper’ 
parametric system 
at work for making 
a bench.
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[Fig. 168] A map 
of the boroughs 
of London that 
forms part of the 
third puzzle.

[LD19] Screenshot 
of the memory 
game as it appears 
in the Toolkit.

[Fig. 169] A typical 
memory game 
used in ‘brain 

training’ games.
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Memories of boroughs

In the final mini-game, the player must memorise which boroughs the developers have reached agreements 
with so as to know where to locate the development [Fig. 168]. This is a simple memory game, where a 
map of inner London flashes up territories in a sequence and the player must recall them [LD19]. This 
is a type of game structure that is common in ‘brain training’ games amongst others, to improve short-
term memory recall [Fig. 169]. In this case the memory game is intended as an ironic framing of all the 
agreements and exemptions that might be ‘forgotten’ in the procurement of such buildings. As we rush to 
press the flashing elements in the right order, we forget that this is actually a miniature map, and what we 
are pressing accords to real boroughs. We might hit Camden, then Greenwich, then Lambeth and finally 
Wandsworth—but it is hard to distinguish them as anything other than tonal changes in the time that the 
game affords the player to respond. While the visual presentation may alert the player to boroughs that 
are under the yoke of big developers, everything passes by in a flash—a potentially hopeless experience 
where the player struggles to reconcile their actions in relationship to a properly defined context.

We might compare this to Janet Murray’s reading of Tetris as ‘a perfect enactment of the over tasked lives 
of Americans in the 1990s—of the constant bombardment of tasks that demand our attention.’268 She 
then goes on to describe a similar battle against a hopeless experience to that which my game attempts 
to encode within it, ‘a kind of rain dance for the postmodern psyche, meant to allow us to enact control 
over things outside our power.’269 Such a reading seems slightly absurd for such an abstract puzzle game 
(made in the Soviet Union) where one always eventually fails, and Markku Eskelinen has framed it as such, 
positing that ‘instead of studying the actual game Murray tries to interpret its supposed content, or better 
yet, project her favourite content on it.’270 Unlike Tetris, I am building this game up from the ground myself, 
and so the choice of London boroughs, and the map as a memory-game backdrop is interlinked with 
the temporal structure of the memory game itself. Even if Murray’s reading of Tetris might be considered 
arbitrary, Ian Bogost attempts to bridge the gap between the two opposing camps, stating that:

The problem with the Murray/Eskelinen approach to abstract puzzle games is that one wants 
the game to function only narratively, the other wants it to function only formally. Neither is 
exactly right without the other. The problem seems to be this: the “meaning” of an abstract 
puzzle game lies in a gap between its mechanics and its dynamics, rather than in one or the 
other.271

The mechanics of the memory game against the dynamics of a map of London come together, to 
hopefully encourage the player to recognise what they are remembering, if only for a moment. 
As an allegorithm this speaks of the fleeting nature of our cities, a London we know that is 
changing and becoming lost to the vagaries of capital and these luxury developments. 

268. Janet Murray, Hamlet on the Holodeck (New York: The Free Press, 1997), p.144.
269. Ibid.
270. Markku Eskelinen, “The Gaming Situation,” Game Studies, accessed on 15th 
March 2017, http://www.gamestudies.org/0101/eskelinen/.
271. Ian Bogost, “Persuasive Games: Puzzling the Sublime,” Gamasutra, accessed 15th March 2017, 
http://www.gamasutra.com/view/feature/132613/persuasive_games_puzzling_the_.php.
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[LD20] The last part of the 
game offers the player 
agency to create ‘glossy 
renderings’ through picking 
atmosphere, image effects, 
aspirational people and so 
on to compose their image. 
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Concluding the Hubris Machine Through Glossy Renderings

Once the player has completed the three tasks laid out for them by the developers, they gain access to 
the more creative side of the game, which is a stripped down version of a typical graphics programme 
that allows the player to make a ‘glossy rendering’ from the structure that the game generated for them.

At this moment, should the player have fulfilled their duties as a diligent ‘designer’ they 
will have generated a random tower, which they can then examine to get information 
about the back story of each element in the finalised structure. At this point they finally 
gain some agency and can switch to the ‘rendering’ mode of the game, which allows 
them to control a glossy advertising image for distribution on the web and in print.

The player can set the font style and colour (the name of the development is given to them randomly), 
as well as setting a number of different variables to create a finalised image [LD20]. Various contexts are 
provided, that present the skyscraper in a suitably salubrious surrounding. The player can choose which 
type of aspirational figures to appear in the images, just like the real hoardings of developments: it might 
be a Leica-toting hipster, a clean eating yoga devotee or a champagne swilling city shark. The game 
becomes a basic form of ‘cultural software’: the software which Manovich describes as being used to 
generate culture272—by giving the player means to create their own architectural imagery. But in the end, 
the typologies of image are already established and limited. Of course, this is also close to many of the 
real situations we encounter in contemporary image-making in general—lest we forget Instagram provides 
us with a limited set of filters that equalise all its imagery. Or we might think of James Bridle’s ‘render 
ghosts’ project where he sets about tracking down the generic and ubiquitous (mostly white) people that 
populate many architectural visualisations made today273—copyrighted figure photos uploaded to certain 
pirate websites and proliferating into the collective consciousness of competition boards from there. 

In the end, the player designs very little, and that agency which is provided operates on the visual end 
of the game—in the production of renderings. The game asks the question: working on such projects, 
does the architect simply become the dispensary for glossy aspirational imagery for building typologies 
that are already decided by capital? City-builder games often seemingly offer an aspirational 
potential within them, but then hamstring the player with issues such as taxation (in Cities: Skylines, 
30% is the maximum tax and will basically cause a revolt if set at that level). By comparison the London 
Developers Toolkit is a satirical facsimile that reduces the agency of the player to the creator of seductive 
images in service of an omnipotent client. In some ways we might call it the anti ‘God-game.’

272. Lev Manovich, Software Takes Command (New York, London: Bloomsbury, 2013).
273. James Bridle, “The Render Ghosts – James Bridle,” Electronic Voice Phenomena, accessed 12th March 
2017, http://www.electronicvoicephenomena.net/index.php/the-render-ghosts-james-bridle/.
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[LD21] The scene 
as seen from the 
Unity editor. It 
is a composed 
three dimensional 
space combining 
3D geometry and 
flat graphics.

[LD22] As seen 
from the game’s 
camera, all of 
these elements are 
composed together.
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While in the editing mode, the scene view is set up as a combination of flat elements and three dimensional 
ones. As discussed earlier, when working in Unity we have a working environment typical of contemporary 
3D software, but the software also provides a window that shows the game as it is played. Once the 
game is running we only see through cameras which we have created. Using an orthographic camera 
for instance—we might construct a three-dimensional world that is then only seen by the player, and 
engaged with, as a two-dimensional construction. In many respects then, game engines are—as Manovich 
would argue274—descendants of filmic principles, ultimately allowing us to create sets that are designed 
around the eye of the virtual camera. In the case of The London Developer’s Toolkit, the flat image that 
appears to the player is actually a three-dimensional space built around a perspectival camera.

The images which the player works on are very much composites, as they combine the 3D models that 
have been created as part of the process of the game with additional 2D imagery that I have placed in 
as supporting material [LD21]. In order to correctly achieve the perspective view of the building, and to 
allow shadows to be cast across the structure, the camera is a perspectival rather than orthographic 
one. This entailed a working method where I moved back and forth between 3D modelling packages, 
renderers, Photoshop, and then back into 3D and into the game engine. So all of the 2D imagery 
that combines with 3D must be placed precisely in relationship to the parallax of the image. Most of 
the interactive buttons and interfaces are on a ‘GUI’ layer that is always rendered at the front of the 
camera, and remains unaffected by image effects, lights and so on [LD22]. A rather simplistic parallel 
might be annotations and information readouts that we place onto depictions of architectural spaces. 
As such, while I was creating an interactive game space, the working method was very similar to the 
construction of architectural collages, the type of imagery that the game directly deals with.

274. Manovich, Software Takes Command, p.84.
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[LD23] Ultimately the 
graphics created by 
the player could be 
returned to the city.

[LD24] Once 
images have been 
composed by the 
player they can be 
sent for printing.
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The player can alter a number of variables in order to change the visual quality of the rendering. They 
can change the ‘atmosphere’—that is the overall tone, weather and sky of the image. Buttons control 
most of the interface and in this case each button cycles through a different atmospheric quality. This 
then changes the settings of the ‘skybox.’ As I have discussed much earlier in this thesis in the Noclip 
World chapter, the skybox is a mapped texture that has the effect of imitating sky. In Unity, it can also 
emit light, so it fills the game world with light depending on either an RGB value, or a value drawn from 
the texture that one is using for the sky itself. In this case, each skybox I designed has a different 6-sided 
box texture and specific light quality, saved as a prefab object. When the player cycles through them, 
they are simply change a parameter in the game that controls the skybox material changing it from 
one texture to another. Although the skybox has been a ubiquitous tool for creating a sense of place in 
games for quite some time, that it can be changed so easily demonstrates the contingency of virtual 
worlds. We can go from light to dark, from rain to shine, to void, in a split-second. In this case, while the 
player sees the changes reflected in what is notionally a 2D image, they are actually affecting the whole 
three-dimensional construction of the scene. The implication might be that after all of the proceeding 
processes, the architect is reduced to merely creating renderings, while the definition of how people live 
in such buildings is left to the whims of the developers and market forces. If architects once made grand 
gestures and designs for the plans of future society, can we really see any traces of that in the banal 
luxury residential buildings being erected across the city, even when they have star names attached? 

I am able to address this because games are played, and the actions I set out for the player reinforce 
futility. By this point in the thesis, my working methods have expanded into videogame design as a primary 
way of realising projects. Although I incorporate the visual regimes of perspective cameras and block-
modelled geometries—and the game explicitly deals with architectural representation—in this chapter I 
have used the game to critique both London as a political entity, and the design process of architecture 
itself. In answering my second research question, we can say that ‘videogames fit into the history of 
architectural representation’ by building atop existing representational modes and exposing them to 
the interactions of the player. The game ultimately turns the contents of a glossy rendering into a trope 
that can be manipulated by the user, allowing me to address the ‘method not content’ of such images.

On a less cynical note, I have already written about the ways in which games communities adopt 
ideas and add their own creativity into the appreciation of games. By offering a tool for generating 
renders at the end of the game, it would be my hope that these resultant images might be an ironic 
statement that might find its way into the city, onto walls and hoardings [LD23–LD25], as a critical 
response to the type of hubris we are bombarded with as we walk down any street in central London. 

[LD25] Perhaps these 
satirical images 

will find their way 
across London.
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Chapter 4a. Roguelike Architectures—or Games as Spatial Generators.

Procedural distribution of symbolic architectural elements

In the preceding chapter I have discussed the design of a game intended to express futility 
through its mechanics as a commentary on a physical place—London. The creation of structures 
in that game was directed through a randomised system, but the nature of game engine software 
allows me to explore the distribution of architectural objects through more complex rule systems. 
In this bridging chapter I will explore the potential of ‘procedural generation,’ logic systems that 
create worlds automatically under a predefined set of rules. While such systems are used in 
parametric architectural design, I will use this chapter to discuss how games use these techniques 
differently and how this might inform an alternative form of digital design for architecture. 

I have previously discussed procedural generation within this thesis, as a computational system 
that distributes symbolic elements throughout a game world. Essentially, it is a tool to allow 
maximum variance of a game world with a smaller base set of art assets. Procedural generation 
is often used as the basis for games made by smaller teams of developers, or for games that are 
predicated on each ‘run-through’ being experienced differently. As I showed in my study of Grand 
Theft Auto V, Los Santos is a counterpoint to that, it is a handcrafted world developed by a large 
team of artists and programmers. But not all developers have the same resources afforded Rockstar. 
In an ideal situation, procedural generation can use the power of algorithmic design to create 
virtual spaces through rules, rather than each element of the world being placed by hand. 

As I have discussed earlier in this thesis, procedural generation has been touted in recent years 
been as a game changing approach in videogame technology, and has is also key to many 
emerging digital architectural design methods. Lev Manovich draws a wide distinction that 
probably bears up if we consider the majority of architectural practices through algorithm:

[…] the software techniques that simulate previous media and the software techniques that 
are explicitly procedural and use higher-level automation are part of the same continuum. […] 
procedural techniques often used in architectural design to create abstract spatial structures 
are also used in video games to generate realistic 3D environments.275 

275. Lev Manovich, Software Takes Command (New York, London: Bloomsbury, 2013), p.139.

[Fig. 170] Sir, You 
Are Being Hunted’s 

procedurally 
generated English 

Countryside.
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[Fig. 171] Glass Farm 
as a typological 

caricature.

Manovich’s quote is interesting, because we can certainly see trends in algorithm-based architectural 
design methods towards incredibly complex forms and shapes, where objects congregate together 
based on certain rule systems. At the moment, these often end up as architectural furniture, or 
buildings no larger than a pavilion in scale—which is perhaps where they draw criticism, for the 
procedurally generated is usually in service of novel forms and structures, whether their authors would 
admit the superficial seduction of the work. But Manovich’s overriding argument is how the ‘cultural 
software’ tools we use blend together industries that might have different ultimate objectives. As he 
points out, games have other requirements driving them, and procedural generation is typically put 
towards creating a convincing world. Of course, while architects, film animators and game designers 
might be conjoined by the software they use, this is continuation of the cultural and technological 
link between architects and other industries which has been long established all the way back 
to Renaissance architects who also learned the trade of set design as part of their training.

So if you don’t have the resources of Rockstar, you can still try and achieve a level of variance within 
game worlds that reflects reality. There is a whole culture of procedurally based games, often termed 
‘roguelike’ or ‘roguelite’—inspired by the game Rogue (1980)—that use random generation in the 
construction of their game worlds and a ‘one-life’ structure that requires the player to start from scratch 
upon failure or death. They typically use algorithmic generation to create their worlds, meaning that 
one will never encounter the exact same landscape twice. The stakes are such that aesthetically they 
mirror the contingency of life, although by learning the symbolic status of their landscapes, one gets 
a better understanding of how to navigate their treacherous environments once reincarnated. 

A ‘roguelite’ game such as Rogue Legacy (2013), not only randomly constructs 2D levels each time the 
player restarts the game, but also instigates genetics—new characters gain traits from their forefathers, 
meaning you might play a game as a particularly fast or fat character, or even one with an ocular 
dysfunction that turns the screen upside-down. Minecraft is one of the most notable procedurally 
generated 3D games, where its world of symbolic blocks is ‘grown’ before each new play through.

The difference Manovich identifies is between the novel form and novel composition of 
symbolic, ‘realistic’ fragments in a world. Procedural techniques in videogames—which 
often work towards the imposition of fictional values and rules onto a facsimile of reality—
present an alternate practice for digital architecture, one that might be conceptual and ironic 
in its definition of spatial relationships rather than pursuing physically novel forms. 

The 2014 game Sir, You Are Being Hunted by Big Robot, utilised a procedural ‘British Countryside 
Generator ‘to create its game worlds.276 [Fig. 170] Each playthrough takes place in a randomly generated 
rolling landscape of fields, hedgerows, hamlets and farms. As developer Tom Betts explains, they utilised 
mathematical techniques such as voronoi distribution in order to evoke the carpet of fields that covers 

276. Big Robot, “If I May Speak Procedurally, Sir: Building The British Countryside Generator”, accessed 
15/12/15, http://www.big-robot.com/2012/07/02/procedural-british-countryside-generation/
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[Fig. 172] Drawing 
of Parc de la Villette, 
showing layers of 
spatial organisation.

[Fig. 173] Sir, You 
Are Being Hunted’s 
procedurally generated 
English Countryside 
recalls Tschumi’s 
organisational strategies.
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the countryside of United Kingdom.277 The Generator also distributes hedgerows, plants, cottages 
and produces randomised village names. In this case Sir generates its 3D environment through an 
algorithmic system that generates an ironic, parochial version of ‘Britishness’. It again recalls MVRDV’s 
Glass Farm project, where an ‘average façade composition’ of local farmhouses was projected onto a 
glazed barn-sized building—fragments inflected through vernacular coalescing into an architectural 
structure [Fig. 171]. Or recalling Bernard Tschumi again—it also recalls the Parc de la Villette with its 
system of dispersed symbolic ‘points’ within a systematic field of lines and spatial divides. [Fig. 172]

This algorithm of Sir is responsible for distributing the allegorical landscape. The procedural is 
used to distribute symbolic and pictorial elements. The environment of Sir becomes a space for 
the conceptual recreation of an impossible Britain, distributed across a tabula rasa upon starting 
each new game. As an allegorithm, one could easily imagine such a system being utilised for 
political means, to reinforce certain (architectural) stereotypes through the encoded values of 
the game. As ironic computation, the selection and distribution of a fragmented ‘Britishness’ 
becomes a spatial, procedural critique of identity as well as a navigable virtual space. 

This means controlling the distribution of elements that are symbolic to reality, that give the player 
a sense of place. This is where I think the type of procedural generation advanced by videogames 
becomes very powerful. I have previously talked about Robert Venturi’s idea of ‘inflection,’ that an 
architectural element could suggest something greater than itself—an invisible order that binds many 
fragments together in space. Procedural generation techniques in games appear to operate in a similar 
fashion. The game’s systems go towards the distribution of art assets, of symbolic objects in space.

I use Sir, You Are Being Hunted as a reference because its links to the idea of a ‘British’ landscape 
are so clear. In effect the developers distill down a landscape into what they decide are its most 
appealing symbolic elements, and then create a system that can redistribute them over and over 
again. One could create infinite versions of this British countryside. But of course—unlike the non-
symbolic identity parametric designers would give their computation agents, the decision of which 
symbolic element of a landscape to include or disavow in the simulation is—or at least can be—a 
political act. When we can create a sense of place using the minimum possible symbolic objects 
deployed under certain rules, what we choose to privilege or discard seems rather important. 

This returns us to Bogost’s idea of the algorithm as a caricature—as he points out, algorithms are 
designed, usually to mimick, or abstract some form of process from nature. What the designers choose 
to include in the algorithm, and what gets left out, is highly subjective. When Mario Carpo discusses 
Deleuze and Cache’s definition of the ‘objectile,’ we start to see similarities to this condition: ‘a function 
that contains an infinite number of objects.’278 And it is true that in the procedural world-building of 
games, that each version of the world produced ‘eventualizes the mathematical algorithm, or objectile, 
common to all.’279 But in the 3D game world, which pertains towards some formal consistency (if not 
absolute realism) rather than—say—a modulation of a machined material surface, it is not only the 
algorithm that is common to all possible worlds, but also the constituent parts, the symbolic units 
of meaning that the artists and 3D modellers will produce to place the player into that world. 

Despite Bogost’s warning, it is always tempting to talk about the pure power of simulation, but procedural 
generation in the service of videogame space often gives us a counterpoint, where it is equally important 
to make sure that the correct visual and symbolic elements of reality are folded into the system. What we 
see in a procedurally generated videogame world is the algorithmic decision making process exposed 
to the user through the graphics and sounds of the game: which geometries, textures, visual effects, and 
atmospheric noises are exposed to us by the system. If we see too many similar trees or plants, the illusion 
breaks down—as it did in No Man’s Sky. If we can see how incredibly divergent our own solar system is, 
then it stands to reason we may be suspicious of an infinite galaxy that seems to share the same type of 
shrubbery merely put through a different colouring filter. But if we turn that on its head, and celebrate the 
abstraction, as we might with Sir, You Are Being Hunted’s parochial British landscapes—then we can see 
the architectural potential of this combination between procedural rules and symbolic objects to make 
arguments about the world we live in and the virtual environments we inhabit as approximations of this. 

277. Big Robot, “If I May Speak Procedurally, Sir: Building The British Countryside Generator”, accessed 
15/12/15, http://www.big-robot.com/2012/07/02/procedural-british-countryside-generation/
278. Mario Carpo, The Alphabet and the Algorithm (Cambridge MA: The MIT Press, 2011), p.91.
279. Ibid.
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[Fig. 174] The 
DunGen plugin for 
Unity helps to build 
procedural levels.

[DH1] An editor 
screenshot of my 
DWG. Hunter game.

[Fig. 175] Games 
like Diablo 2 (2000) 
have long utilised 
forms of procedural 
generation to 
create different 
possible worlds.
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DWG. Hunter

The focus of this bridging chapter is on a game I built using procedural 
systems and techniques, entitled DWG. Hunter [DH1].  In this game the player 
navigates through procedurally generated monuments in order to find (and 
eventually destroy) glitches within a piece of architecture, using revision 
clouds they can summon to navigate by jumping through the air. As the 
system generates randomised structures for the player to engage with, each 
new run through the game represents a new encounter with an architecture 
composed of a series of components controlled by a system of distribution. 

The system is built upon a plugin for the Unity game engine called DunGen, which 
provides a framework for the design of procedurally generated levels [Fig. 174]. 
Although I had experimented with coding my own simple systems, DunGen offers 
a suite of tools that can be customised by the user to help establish generative 
systems. Many procedural systems like DunGen utilise connection points in their 
generative process, and in this case, one assigns a series of connection points, 
which are called ‘doors’ by the plugin. By encoding various different types of 
door, one can build a series of different connection points both horizontally and 
vertically, where one piece of geometry can connect to another. DunGen is built 
with internal spaces in mind, hence the name, which refers to dungeons—in game 
parlance, enclosed areas that players fight through to achieve goals and prizes. 
Roleplaying (RPG) games, such as the Diablo (1997–2012) [Fig. 175] series have 
often used procedurally generated dungeons. In my case, I had to make alterations 
to the distribution system, and the models of monumental buildings themselves, 
to cater for the fact I was building this to distribute structures that one would 
encounter as an external condition. DunGen not only controls the connection of 
geometries, but can change the ‘flow’ of this connection, allowing one to specify 
certain special nodes and marker points within the conglomeration of space. In 
the case of DWG. Hunter, the player will always start at the first monumental 
portico, no matter how the space beyond that point grows and changes. 

One part of this structure will always be a ‘glitch’ in the system—
as a reference back to my earlier work with cheat codes. The player 
must find this as quickly as possible and destroy it, at which point the 
game will load a new structure and the cycle starts once more.

As the player blinks, the architecture surrounding them changes. Here I control 
how the camera plays a role in this exploration of procedural space, transitioning 
from first person to explore the game space to a slowly spinning elevational 
overview that shows the architectural structure that has been generated. 
Within the game, the player will constantly switch between regarding the 
structures as architectures to be explored and architectures to be regarded at 
a distance, as if switching between the eye and the drawing [DH2–DH4].
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[DH2] Viewpoint 
one, first person.

[DH3] Viewpoint 
two, isometric.

[DH4] Viewpoint 
three, elevation.
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This is like the difference I have already discussed between 
what artist Jordan Crandall has called ‘horizontal’ and 
‘vertical’ vision, the horizontal—the perspectival—is the view 
of experience, the vertical—the aerial—is the view of tracking 
and positioning. Game spaces and their use of interactive, 
mobile cameras, allow us to straddle different viewpoints, 
to zoom out and see the overall spatial implications of 
procedural generation and then to move right down to the 
subjective experience of those spaces. This can go from 
tracking to experience from overview to experience, such 
as in XCOM 2 which is an overhead-viewed tactical game 
that switches to a more cinematic perspective view to show 
certain manoeuvres. Or from experience to tracking—the Call 
of Duty: Black Ops (2010) level ‘WMD’ where the player fights 
at the ground level as typical to a first person shooter, before 
the camera withdraws all the way up to a Lockheed SR-71 
Blackbird spy plane cruising at 80,000 feet above the ground 
and the player assumes control of thermal imaging cameras 
to direct troops on the ground [Fig. 176]. By comparison, 
NieR:Automata (2017) seamlessly switches between typical 
behind-the-shoulder third-person perspective into aerial 
views, sectional cuts through buildings and platformer-style 
side on runs through three-dimensional landscapes [Fig. 177]. 

But beyond this visual interface, the generative process of 
my game can also ‘reject’ results. Sometimes the system will 
throw up an error, caused by certain elements not locking 
together properly, and be unable to generate an architecture 
meaning the player will have to cycle through and attempt 
to find another possibility to explore. Working with a game 
engine it is very easy to break the logics in the same way 

[Fig. 176] Varying 
viewpoints in Call 
of Duty: Black Ops 
go from spy plane 
to ground level.

[Fig. 177] Nier: 
Automata sweeps 
from third person, 

to platform side 
scrolling view to aerial 

view within the same 
sequence of play.
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one would in a commercial game, so I am also interested in the 
game as a potential drawing generator, returning to some of 
my earlier studies. By utilising a suite of different interactive 
cameras, the player is able to obtain ‘architectural drawings’ 
from the game, and to use it as a tool to experiment with different 
compositions of the architectural elements [DH5–DH12].

The structures that feature in the game are reminiscent of the 
types of architectural forms carried through from my Noclip 
World drawings, which themselves were translations from a prior 
form of game world. Their solidity combined with their reference 
to monumental forms recalls the postmodern architecture of 
Ricardo Bofill, who is also surely an influence on the designers 
of games such as Monument Valley. In effect then, the game 
becomes a form of ‘random monument generator’ where 
specific tropes such as grand entrances, loggia, sculptures 
and plazas become combined together over and over. 

[DH5] An error when 
the procedural 
generation process 
has failed.
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[DH6] Errors in 
elevation.
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[DH7] Errors in 
elevation.
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[DH8] Successfully 
generated structures 
in elevation.
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[DH9] Using the 
game to generate 
drawings through 
a camera. These 
reference back to my 
game breaking in the 
Noclip World chapter.
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[DH9] Using the 
game to generate 
drawings through 

a camera. These 
reference back to my 
game breaking in the 
Noclip World chapter.
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[DH10] (facing) 
& [DH11] These 
structures are 
the result of 
the algorithmic 
distribution of the 
symbolic elements 
I have designed.
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My method here has been to test ideas by building a game world where the architectural systems in 
play are based upon procedural generation. I have designed both the built elements, as architectures, 
and controlled the system by which they are synthesised together. What this suggests is that these 
procedural worlds expand the method of distributed symbolic elements in order to create a sense of 
place for the player [DH12]. If they are dictated by algorithms, it is the inflected symbolic architectural 
element, from a hedgerow to a dungeon to a building that ties them together as an environment. The 
role of randomness and chance in these virtual spaces is in contrast the carefully cultivated quality of 
the symbolic element, for it is those that will tie the player into a sense of place. Surely Archizoom or 
Superstudio would have found the idea of a procedurally generated field of symbolic objects utterly 
enticing, and their drawings and models suggest the kind of output today’s game technologies can 
offer (in the virtual realm at least). Procedural generation in video games points towards futures 
where algorithms might define spatial organisation strategies or the generation of architectural 
forms at city wide scales. But it also reinforces the importance of carefully crafting the elements 
that such systems distribute, so that Bogost’s idea of the algorithm as caricature can be seen as a 
positive and powerful structural decision, as it is in games, rather than some form of deficiency. 

Real time procedural generation systems that can be manipulated by the player are evidence of how 
the videogame operates as a representational medium. Such systems are not possible in drawing, film or 
modelling in the same way. Even directed drawing or physical games struggle to match the immediate 
feedback of a world composed from architectural fragments that can rearrange itself in the blink of an 
eye. Having moved from a linear game with an expansive, repetitive, terrain (Ubiquity) to a controlled 
game with a randomly generated output (London Developers Toolkit), DWG Hunter represents a point 
at which game systems come to the fore in shaping the architecture of the world. By using systems to 
distribute symbolic fragments, I am addressing Manovich’s distinction between game-based procedural 
techniques and architectural form making.280 DWG Hunter and the game examples I have discussed 
in this chapter all create worlds that symbolically resonate with players but use complex systems 
to structure the distribution of elements. What I believe this ultimately suggests is that these game-
led techniques can be applied to architecture, constituting a new form of digital design practice. 

280. Lev Manovich, Software Takes Command (New York, London: Bloomsbury, 2013), p.139. 

[DH12] The recording 
of screenshots as 
drawings. Due to 

the procedural 
nature, the same 

drawing cannot be 
repeated twice.
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[Fig. 178] Promotional 
screenshot for The 
Last of Us (2013).

[Fig. 179] The 
notoriety of the 
brick has resulted 
in it becoming an 
official plushy toy 
called ‘Brock the 
Brick’ sold by Sony.

[Fig. 180] The brick 
moves from object, 
to precious object, 
to spatial mediator.
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Chapter 4. Tokyo Backup City: The Videogame as 
Architectural Design Through ‘Ironic Computation’

Towards Ironic Computation

In the previous chapters, I have explored how videogames open new paths into the digital and its 
relationship to architecture. In answering my research questions as to how game worlds are structured, 
and how they operate as a medium of architectural representation, I have established that they are 
clearly computational media, but one that trades in meaning and symbolism. Through computation they 
present symbolic paradoxes to the player. The first irony of videogame structure is that good code should 
disappear—feats of algorithmic dexterity by developers are created in order to maintain an experience 
that ‘flows’ for the player. Or as Jesper Juul discusses, success against game rules might not mean 
narrative success.281 So far in my thesis I have attempted to disrupt these ideas by examining videogame 
space through processes of ‘detachment’. I have then co-opted these conditions into the design of 
videogames as architectural representations themselves. In essence, my argument is that videogames 
can be seen as computational irony machines. I also distinguish games from much contemporary digital 
architectural discourse because their liberal use of symbols, rules and references to reality reinforces 
formal structures such as repetition, allegory and montage that belong to a different aesthetic tradition. 
Ultimately, as Graeme Kirkpatrick suggests, gamers do not suspend disbelief of the formal contradictions 
of the videogame, and in fact those paradoxes are the essence of the videogame form itself. 282

In this chapter I will outline how this paradoxical situation operates in games, before using 
this as a design method for a project that is intended for a real site. In doing this I will 
explore how the ironic computation of games offers a new way of approaching architectural 
design. This ironic computation means that even when we are traversing realistic-looking 
environments, the rules of engagement with the world and its symbolic values are a free floating 
structure where architectural meaning can coalesce and distribute around the player. 

Emmanuel Petit has written extensively on irony in architecture and he sees the ironic emerging as a 
position where clear relationships between sign and signifier are obscured—where ‘the opacity of the 
signifier makes the sign explicit as sign or representation.’283 He also argues that irony must find a host 
system to exist, it cannot be summoned from scratch, and as a videogame world must also carry its 
systems along with itself, there is always a potential host present. And we can see how the opacity, or 
diversion of the relationship between sign and signifier in game worlds takes us towards the ironic.

Consider the post-pandemic world of The Last of Us (TLoU, 2013). Within the game—experienced from 
a floating camera behind the protagonist—we might die many times over the course of the narrative. 
Despite this, TLoU was still held up as a high-watermark of storytelling in games, with the formal 
contradictions (mostly) taken as a given of the medium. These paradoxes extend into the architectural 
landscape presented in the game and the logics that underpin it. In scenes of urban detritus players 
find bricks and bottles marked with a subtle glow, which can be thrown to distract infected humans and 
proceed through levels [Fig. 178]. Under the logics of the game, the symbolic value of certain empty 
beer bottles or bricks in a pile of rubble becomes deviated from trash to intrinsic object of survival and 
value [Fig. 179]. Yet in the underlying game logic it is simply an object (brick) producing a collision with 
another object (the ground or wall) to change the behaviour state of a further object (infected human).

The brick becomes part of a layered, ironic topology [Fig. 180] where multiple meanings exist 
at once. It becomes allegorical—its position in the logic of the game changes its meaning, as 
art critic Craig Owens would say: ‘the allegorical meaning supplants an antecedent one.’284 The 
augmenting or supplanting of meaning in depictions of space is fundamental to videogames. 
We can buy into the narrative of the game and its fictional world in a particular way that 
sees us discard from our minds the fact we are throwing our 75th (identical) brick. 

In games, repetition and disunity often present themselves as the overriding form, despite the encapsulated 
nature of their worlds. For Kirkpatrick, failure in games ‘causes a breakdown in the seamless experience 
of form. But, paradoxically, the recurrence of such a breakdown is what discloses its character as form.’285 
In other words, the repeated rupture of a seamless experience of form is the videogame form itself. 

281. Jesper Juul, The Art of Failure: An Essay on the  Pain of Playing Video Games (Cambridge MA, London: MIT Press, 2013), p.31
282. Graeme Kirkpatrick, Aesthetic Theory and the Videogame (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2011), p.110-111.
283. Emmanuel Petit, Irony Or, the Self-Critical Opacity of Postmodern Architecture, 
(New Haven & London: Yale University Press, 2013), p.17.
284. Craig Owens, “The Allegorical Impulse: Towards a Theory of Postmodernism”, October,Vol.12 (Spring, 1980), p.69.
285. Kirkpatrick, Aesthetic Theory and the Videogame, p.110–111.
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Rupture and disconnection as form frames the world of The Last of Us as an ironic territory. And 
the history of irony in architecture aligns more to post-modernist thinkers than modernist digital 
pioneers. Discussing Venturi and Scott Brown’s study of signs and the decorated shed, Emmanuel 
Petit identifies their work as ‘a spatial apparatus which allowed for the playful and ironic detachment 
between what architecture was and what it appeared to be.’286 Similarly, ironic detachment is 
intrinsic to the often contradictory logics of game worlds—operating as new apparatuses where 
meaning becomes fluid. A trash filled alley is actually a treasure trove. As Kirkpatrick states: 

Video games offer us experiences in which simulacra proliferate, we engage with objects 
that are never quite what they seem but which, nevertheless do afford us experiences that 
are coherent on their own terms, that is, as video game objects. Form here is in a play with 
semblance. The video game object has to appear to be something else, without actually 
performing the representational function of standing for any one thing.287

Bottles and bricks in The Last of Us appear confused, a state that we might comprehend through Espen 
Aarseth’s definition of the ‘cybernetic sign.’ To encounter a beer bottle in reality—to understand it as 
a container and an object to drink from, is in Aarseth’s terms, trivial.288 He argues there is some implicit 
connection, a domination of the material authority of the glass bottle over the act of drinking from it. 

Yet, with the digital bottle ‘the relationship might be termed arbitrary, because the internal, coded 
level can only be fully experienced by way of the external expressive level.’289 We intuit the logics of 
the bottle by the way the game responds through its display onscreen, not through revealing its deep 
coded structure. Likewise, the programmer creating code for the behaviour of the bottle could only 
judge its success by running the game itself and seeing its onscreen behaviour. Ultimately, if we look at 
the American urban realm portrayed by the game, we would surely hold the bottle and brick in great 
esteem, perhaps enshrining them in museums and galleries as artefacts of importance [BC1–BC2]. 

Aarseth’s ideas closely relate to American psychologist James J. Gibson’s ‘Theory of Affordances’ where he 
states:

The affordances of the environment are what it offers the animal, what it provides or furnishes, 
either for good or ill.290

Video games are ironic because they shift the affordances of objects away from their 
established position in reality, and as architects this opens up new grounds for the interrogation 
of symbolism in buildings. What TLoU’s world ultimately offers us is objects to help navigate 
spaces and solve problems, but what it suggests is the irony of a collapsed society and 
broken cities all subsumed under the influence of an old bottle of Pabst Blue Ribbon.

Without a material constituent, the link between the represented world and the logical structure is arbitrary. 
As gamers, our experience of symbolic objects being ‘telegraphed’ to us means that the golden sheen of the 
bottle connotes significance. But this signification relationship could be anything. Or it could be changed 
at a moment’s notice by inputting a cheat code. Under this paradoxical existence, videogames become 
ironic structures, and the virtual spaces they present to us become the architectures of ironic computation. 
This is also the heart of what Aarseth is getting at with his idea that games work by deviations from reality, 
that I have referenced a number of times in this thesis. As things stand, video games cannot simulate the 
world in its entirety. And to work as games, they must uphold certain rules that structure their worlds. When 
we experience architectural space through the medium of the game, there might be a visual pretence that 
we are somewhere real, yet we are reminded at every turn by the logics of the game that this is not so.

286. Petit, Irony; or, the Self-Critical Opacity of Postmodern Architecture, p.65.
287. Kirkpatrick, Aesthetic Theory and the Videogame, p.72.
288. Espen Aarseth, The Cybertext Reader (Baltimore, London: The John Hopkins University Press, 1997) p.40.
289. Ibid.
290. James Gibson, The Ecological Approach to Visual Perception (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1979), p.127.
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[BC1] The elevated 
importance of the 
brick and bottle. 
In The Last of 
Us, they become 
sacred objects.
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[BC2] Photographs 
of a brick and bottle 
installed at the V&A 
Museum in London.
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[Fig. 181] A 
videogame object 
may have multiple 
meanings at 
once, that can be 
changed on the fly.

Coded layer.

Symbolic object.

Many possible 
behaviours.
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Both The Last of Us, and Uncharted, which I reference earlier in the thesis, are by the same developer, 
Naughty Dog, and are both third person perspective action games but perhaps their treatment 
of architectural space gives two separate models of how video games tackle affordance. 

While TLoU privileges sneaking and combat, as an adventure saga the Uncharted (2011–2016) 
games possess an inclination for climbing as a mode of movement. A realistic simulation of the 
human body and its muscle movements in climbing would be too hard to transcribe, and most likely 
not a pleasurable experience for the player. So the protagonist of the game, Nathan Drake, swings 
between outcrops by pressing the jump button (X on PS4) and holding a direction down, the game 
making a context sensitive decision as to whether or not the player has got close enough to the next 
outcrop to grab hold—or whether they will plummet to their doom. In the ontology of Uncharted, there 
exists a curious condition of what does and does not constitute an outcrop—in other words, what 
Drake can and cannot hold onto. A visual language of outcrops grows across the game—flagpoles, 
enlarged window sills, badly pointed bricks and stones protruding from the face of a building, or an 
errant trellis. Thus the logic of the game translates directly into the symbolism of the architecture 
represented within. For the player of Uncharted, there is a new order of symbolic meaning in the 
built environment that revolves around this mobility. Cities such as London, Istanbul, and Cartagena 
in Columbia are characterised and simulated in respect of not only their history and cinematic 
contribution to the story, but more pressingly, what can and cannot be clambered across. 

The Last of Us, elevates the bottle by deviating its affordances, so much so that architectural scenes of 
trash glow with golden sheen. In Gibson’s terms, the luminosity added onto the bottle makes it look pick-
up-able to the game player, yet rather absurd as part of a realistically rendered landscape. The Uncharted 
series builds affordance into its depictions of architecture by making the actual built elements look 
climb-able. Rather than a golden sheen, we see said collection of bricks, or protruding timber as part of 
a larger building or structure. A novice player may struggle to find the climbing points on a dilapidated 
church, but the experienced one will recognise a landscape of architectural features that would look 
slightly strange in reality, but make perfect sense in the affordances the game space provides. Due to 
the lack of physical affordances, in these games symbolic meaning is either established through either 
a supplementary highlighting or the physical morphing of an object. Such is the lot of architecture in 
video games. For all its possible visual realism, there is always a mutation—Aarseth’s deviation—toward 
providing some form of affordance for the player, no matter how bizarre that might be [Fig. 181]. 

This is the crux of what I have been discussing in the previous chapters of this thesis so far. Architecture 
in a video game is altered under the influence of the rules of that video game. This brings into question 
the idea of figuration, that architecture in game spaces takes on new formal properties as a result of 
its existence within the game space. I would argue that there is a new figurative language of space 
that those of us who play games have come to understand, but may seem entirely alien to those 
not versed in the medium. But if game engines offer new tools for architectural expression, as I have 
argued, then what is the impact of drawing this morphological situation back out into the real world, 
and embracing gameness in the design of projects intended to be situated in a physical context? 

The next part of this chapter will focus on a design project that explores the unique 
typology of Japanese arcade games as a driver for the design of a physical architecture 
proposal that explores the formal and morphological properties of a game architecture 
brought into reality, becoming a product of this ‘ironic computation.’ 
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[Fig. 184] Photo 
of a Japanese 
medal game 

[Fig. 182] Medal 
game at a Japanese 
trade show event.

[Fig. 183] The 
exterior of Anata 

No Warehouse, a 
gaming arcade in 

Kawasaki on the 
outskirts of Tokyo.

[Fig. 185] Photo 
of a Japanese 
medal game 
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Medal games and ‘tokenism’

The aesthetics of videogames deal with the ironic distancing between virtual space, the value 
of objects within that space and the affordances they offer as well as the interfaces by which 
one navigates that space. To experience a virtual game space is to be in a constant symbolic 
transaction with the game, the screen, the controller, the fiction and the rules of that space. 

While most console or home computer based games follow this template, we can 
see certain other game technologies that express this transaction and its attendant 
symbolic fissures through a physical form, such as arcade cabinets. 

Although arcades in Japan are no longer at their absolute peak, there is still a large industry 
that is built upon such ‘game centers’ that flies in the face of trends in the West where the 
arcade has mainly been relegated to a curiosity, or perhaps attached to a bar. Also unlike 
trends abroad, many games in arcades are not necessarily predicated upon highly realistic 
3D worlds. In an article discussing the continued appeal of Japanese arcades, Takahiro 
Takiguchi recalls Keiichi Kouno (director of All Nippon Amusement Machine Operator’s Union) 
discussing the five types of game that underpin these businesses, which he typifies as: 

Video games (such as fighting games), simulation games (for example, driving games), 
gambling games (pachinko et al.), prize games (such as ‘UFO’ crane games) and purikura 
(photo booths).291

While the main basis of this thesis has been discussing purely virtual worlds as a reference 
point, the arcade cabinetry of Japan, and in particular those of the ‘gambling games’ 
provides a window into how the ironic spatial structures of games, with their deviated 
physiognomy and their warped symbolism, might start to become physical.

The most spatially striking and ironically charged forms of cabinet-based gaming are Japanese medal 
games (in Japanese phonetics: medaru gēmu) [Fig. 182]. Medal Games have appeared as a result of 
Japan’s very particular relationship to video game technologies and gambling, both culturally and legally. 
As Japanese law forbids gambling with money apart from on a few select sporting events, ‘medals’ 
are tokens that the player buys with money and then inserts to play these gambling machines. What 
constitutes a medal game is rather broad, as they can be recreations of other forms of gambling, such 
as card games or physical events such as fishing competitions or horse races, replete with miniature 
track and animatronic animals. On a visit to the Anata No Warehouse arcade in Kawasaki in 2015 [Fig. 
183], I was most struck by the medal games that had no ‘real world’ equivalent, but set up their own 
internal logic within the cabinet by means of elaborate built structures. These games are the steroidal 
cousin of the British seaside coin-pusher games, where the player inserts tokens, hoping to instigate 
a chain reaction of events that produces a prize. Luck and the reading of complex visual patterns 
along with a loose sense of timing is the best key to victory in what is ostensibly a game of chance. 

What is particularly arresting about medal games is the size and complexity of the miniature 
architectures that are contained within their cabinetry. Their winding chutes and flashing lights 
can appear confusing in their super-saturation [Fig. 184], and of course this kind of sensory 
overload is the point where removing money from the pockets of the player is concerned. Yet 
it is hard not to be taken aback by the imagination and luminosity of these (curious) cabinets 
[Fig. 185]. Unlike the ubiquitous pachinko machine, there is a great deal of variation in the 
cabinetry and mechanics of medal games, and they run a gamut of themes and styles.

Aside from their formal and (miniature) spatial complexity, what is particularly interesting is that these 
strange game structures embody the legal and social tensions of Japanese culture. The medals reflect 
not only cash-gambling laws, but also arguably Japan’s long tradition of religious and ceremonial 
tokens. The idea of exchanging money for a token, such as an omamori that confers a blessing, is a long 

291. Takahiro Takiguchi, “In Japan, Arcades still the craze,” Stripes JAPAN, accessed 15th January 
2017, http://japan.stripes.com/news/japan-arcades-still-craze#sthash.sGFFPqZl.dpbs.
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[Fig.186] & [Fig. 187] 
Omamori are tokens 
that confer good luck 
in life, including one 
for the IT industry.

[Fig. 190] The modern 
medal game is an 
emanation of the 
complex cultural and 
legal situation of 
the token in Japan.

[Fig. 188] & [Fig. 
189] Netsuke are 
carved trinkets that 
hold both symbolic 
and functional value 
to the wearer.
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held religious practice dating back to magatama beads that emerged over 3000 years ago. Today, the 
omamori [Fig. 186] take many forms including that of a memory chip sold at the Kanda Myojin, a large 
temple near the arcade and electronics district of Tokyo called Akihabara ‘Electric Town’ [Fig. 187].292 In 
the case of the omamori, the prize is some form of religious redemption, good luck in academia or health. 

We might also recall the carved netsuke, small symbolic objects, typically made from ivory or wood, that 
were traditionally tied to strings around the belt of a kimono to act as a counterweight to a hanging 
pocket. These sculptures would recall many different themes from life experiences to legendary animals 
[Fig. 188]. Here the token also has both a symbolic and functional relationship as an accessory to 
traditional clothing. Nestuke also come in multiple types, that katabori netsuke being the most commonly 
seen form, which is more overtly sculptural. But the manjunetsuke for instance is more directly coin 
shaped, a thick flat disc of material that is then carved into, causing it to resemble some elaborate form 
of currency or gambling chip [Fig. 189].293 If the omomori is tied to reality by means of spiritualism, 
then the netsuke is a beautiful token that was tied to practicality via the belt of the kimono. 

So the token can take different faces and roles, but there is always a relationship between the 
symbolic object and the sociocultural situation in which it is present. If Japan is in fact the land of 
the token it is perhaps unsurprising that token based games have such a large presence in Japanese 
arcades, one far greater than in the West. Indeed both pachinko and the medal game cabinets 
are often so inscrutable to the tourist that they themselves seem to symbolise the wider condition 
of Tokyo as a metropolis, that seductive weirdness a Westerner might call ‘Japaneseness.’

Sat at the medal game—a luminous, spinning, mini shrine to the vagaries of odds—one hopes 
to turn tokens into yet more tokens, and ultimately exchange them for a prize [Fig. 190]. Legal 
restrictions prevent the exchange of tokens for money. So one uses money to buy tokens in the 
game, to hopefully win another object, a token of success that might be a vinyl model of a buxom 
anime character, a fluffy toy of a Ghibli character or a model kit of a space ship [Fig. 191]. 

292. “Kanda Myojin: The world’s geekiest temple,” CNN Travel, accessed 7th February 2017, http://
travel.cnn.com/tokyo/visit/kanda-myojin-shrine-worlds-geekiest-temple-881857/.
293. “Types of Netsuke,” International Netsuke Society, accessed 8th February 2017, http://www.netsuke.org/page-1125375.

[Fig. 191] Prizes that 
can be obtained 
through the exchange 
of tokens won on 
the medal game.
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Fire, Ice and Babel

The first medal games I encountered on the outskirts of Tokyo were Sega’s Kazaaan!! [BC3] and Hyozaaan!! 
[BC4] which appear to be a ‘fire’ and ‘ice’ version of the same premise. Indeed, kazan means ‘volcano’ in 
Japanese and hyouzan translates to ‘iceberg’. Both cabinets are predicated around a central structure 
that manipulates tokens while resembling some form of palace built atop an active volcano (or moving 
iceberg). Once tokens are inserted into Kazaaan!! a ball is released which rolls back and forth along a 
track while a series of ‘ziggurats’ that resemble teeth, rotate around the core of the structure, moving up 
and down. Should the ball roll into one of these, it will be raised to the next level of the structure, while 
also conferring some form of bonus as displayed on that miniature ziggurat. Iconography attached to 
these components such as miniature castle gates frame this volcano as a tiny building being invaded by 
a giant orb—or a stronghold being stormed by an alien race. Just as I have discussed with videogame 
space, the diegetic theme (the volcano castle) is enmeshed with the non-diegetic rules of the game as the 
structure is emblazoned with codes: OUT; UP; BET x 1; BET x ?; BET x 3 HOLD! and of course, JACKPOT!

Hyozaaan!! is ostensibly very similar, including the ziggurat elements, but at its upper level, the ball 
may travel to a spinning carousel suspended from the ceiling of the cabinet, which also rotates a giant 
‘crystal’ suspended in water that appears to hover over the castle like some form of deity, liquid bubbling 
more ferociously the better the player is doing. If we read these cabinets as scaled architectural models, 
which is easy to do given their resemblance to buildings, we see the logics of the game causing a 
reaction within a physical architectural space. In many ways this is not too dissimilar to the complexities 
of modern pinball machines, but the three-dimensionality of medal games is particularly impressive.  

[BC3] Photograph 
of Kazaaan!! 
taken at Anata No 
Warehouse in 2015.
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[BC4] Photograph 
of Hyozaaan!! 

taken at Anata No 
Warehouse in 2015.
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[Fig. 192] Patent 
drawings for 
Hyozaaan!! and 
Kazaaan!! obtained 
from Japanese 
website Astamuse.
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The Medal Tower of Babel (Sega 2016) by contrast is a combination of roulette-style ball spinners and a 
traditional coin pusher game, with the addition of said tower as a jackpot. Using a patented spinning-
and-stacking mechanism, the game grows a large pile of medals up towards the ceiling of the cabinet, 
the grand prize developing before our eyes as an architectural structure entirely comprised of metal 
tokens.  Hills with tiny moulded plastic villages peer out over the immense skyscraper as it grows and 
grows, while the player crosses their fingers and hopes the shifting ground of coins below causes 
the structure to become unstable and fall into the jackpot tray. Here the token becomes not only a 
protagonist driven through architecture, but the architecture itself. We might also argue it represents 
the population of Babel, scattered by the Lord lest they climb too close to the plexiglass heaven above.

My research into Medal Games let me to sites such as medalgamefan.com, that when translated 
reveals a great many forum posts on tactics for reading the movements of these structures and how 
to beat them by playing at the right time. Like the apocryphal story of the fruit machine that lights up 
in a certain way when it is ready to pay out, online communities such as this grow through the desire 
to win against the rules, like any other video game. Through this site, I also uncovered a Japanese 
patent archive documenting numerous applications for the mechanisms and components in a 
number of contemporary medal games, including those I have discussed above [Fig. 192–193].294 

These technical drawings in many ways mirror—unintentionally—the type of ‘distancing’ 
processes I undertook in the earlier chapters of this thesis. Seen through the equalising line of the 
patent drawing, all the colours, lights and sounds are removed and we see the medal game as an 
architectural system defined by (and defining) rules. In these drawings, even those which have 
been untranslated and so I cannot read, we can intuit the dynamic landscapes that underpin 
the structure of a cabinet. As such, we can make comparisons between the clarity of the drawing 
and seeing these machines working in the flesh, enveloped in the cacophony of light, sound 
and cigarette smoke that constitutes the environmental context of the Japanese arcade.

Sat at a stool, one is engrossed in their mechanisms and architectural forms, while photographed 
they appear like some speculative future city contained within its atmospheric dome. Seen 
in this way, medal games not only collapse architectural representation and game rules, but 
are then further pancaked together with Japanese legal procedure and cultural history. 

Although they are still games and pastimes contained within their cabinets, medal 
games speak to the potential for designing gamelike structures in response to the 
physical world, and formed the starting point for my next design project.

294. “抽選装置 (Lottery Equipment),” Astamuse, accessed 7th February 2017, 
http://astamuse.com/ja/published/JP/No/2013165841.

[Fig. 193] The coin 
stacking mechanism 
for the Medal 
Tower of Babel.
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[Fig. 194] Proposals 
for the Tokyo 
IRTBBC project as 
commissioned by the 
NEMIC Initiative.

[Fig. 195] The 
front cover of the 
NEMIC Initiative 
Plan document.

[Fig. 196] Itami 
Airport in Osaka.
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Toyko IRTBBC

If the medal game is a form of crystallisation of legal and social conditions, into a miniature gamified 
architecture, then it suggests the first steps towards physical buildings and architectures that 
take the nature of virtual game worlds and apply them into the design of the built environment. I 
decided to test the potential of the medal game as an architectural catalyst, in collaboration with 
the partner of my design research practice You+Pea, Sandra Youkhana. Given the medal game 
is a response to the legal frameworks of gambling in Japan, we were interested to explore other 
structures or initiatives that might change this uniquely Japanese relationship to the token, and 
investigate the potential of the medal game as a zone of negotiation between game and reality. 

Through further research into Japan following a field trip in 2015, we discovered that there had 
previously been a push to legalise gambling in the country and introduce American style gaming 
resorts to Japan. This would, in effect, render the architectures of the medal game defunct. But at 
the same time, despite being initiated by influential people, the project that underpinned this project 
was highly conceptual—indeed, it propose the ‘backing up’ of the world’s largest city, Tokyo.

The scheme, called Tokyo I.R.T.B.B.C. [Fig. 194] (also known by a further acronym, N.E.M.I.C.) was a plan 
first proposed in 2011 by Hajime Ishii of the Japanese Democratic Party following concerns that Tokyo’s 
current density puts it at mortal risk from natural disasters, following the Tsunami and subsequent 
damage to the Fukushima 1 Power Plant earlier that year. IRTBBC stands for Integrated Resort Tourism 
Business Backup City, which exposes the fact that tourism and resorts were integral to the plan. 

Under the pseudonym of the ‘NEMIC Initiative’ a group of high-ranking officials proposed a new 
‘backup city’ for Tokyo that would keep the nation running even if its capital stopped [Fig. 195]. 
While the city could not hope to replicate the size and sprawl of Tokyo, it would maintain the seats 
of government, and essential infrastructure of Tokyo, while also providing offices and buildings 
for corporations. The site proposed in the initiative was at Osaka’s domestic Itami Airport, which 
is still a functioning, and busy, internal airport in one of the nation’s biggest cities [Fig. 196]. 

The scheme was designed to not only act as a new seat of government in the case of a disaster ruining 
Tokyo, but as a catalyst for tourism in the run up to the 2020 Olympic Games. It would be funded by 
a public-private partnership of the type not currently common in Japan, whereby the Backup City 
would be funded by the introduction of gambling hotels. Indeed, ‘Integrated Resort’ is a synonym for a 
self-contained hotel and casino complex, of the type common in Las Vegas or Macau, an internalised 
world that ignores its context. This would hurl the country into a new legal relationship towards 
gambling, and new financial relationships with the gaming powerhouses of the USA and Asia. 

The introduction of casino resorts into Japan would be a rupture to a carefully cultivated legal 
attitude to gambling, where the veneer of ‘sports events’ and the use of tokens and symbolic medals 
distances gambling from financial transactions. IRTBBC would have been the prototype for a series 
of deregulated ‘special economic zones’ across Japan that would allow for legal casino gambling. 
Some argued this would allow Japan to siphon off from the huge amount of money made by Macau 
and Singapore, while the adverse effect would be the permanent change of the country’s culture. 
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[Fig. 197] Proposed 
‘cultural’ buildings 
in the Backup City 
that demonstrate 
the loss of Japanese 
character.

[Fig. 198] The route 
from Kansai to Kanto, 
the backup city would 
be many miles, and a 
cultural divide, away.

[Fig. 199] Comparing 
the banality of the 
NEMIC plan to the 

sprawling complexity 
of the real Tokyo.
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The IRTBBC plan would boast a ‘Central Park’ as the centrepiece to its urban core encircled by a 
number of zones: Administrative, Residential, Logistical, International Organisations, Medical, Business, 
Convention, Downtown and Amusement. Within the Amusement Zone, the city would boast an ‘American 
Sporty Stadium’, a ‘Caribbean Resort Area’, a ‘Euro Healing Palace’ and a ‘Neo-Asian Place’ [Fig. 197]. 

Although Tokyo is a city that appears to have grown chaotically, IRTBBC is proposed as a 
compartmentalised island of clearly defined zones and attractions sited within a tabula rasa. Its 
urban planning principles contain very little of the character of Tokyo, and especially do not recognise 
that city’s relationship to high quality (and plain weird) architectural design. The NEMIC committee’s 
plans also involved the removal of Osaka’s Itami Airport in order to facilitate construction. Although an 
important second airport for domestic travel, Itami’s lack of international profile saw it earmarked as 
an ideal expanse of land to be colonised by NEMIC. Kanto, the region containing Tokyo that is home of 
the mega-metropolis would be implanted into the traditions of Kansai the region that contains Osaka 
and Kyoto, two areas of Japan traditionally at odds in their culture [Fig. 198]. The scheme’s legal 
status and planning principles would turn it into a landlocked island 10 kilometres inland, separated 
from its surroundings not by water, but by its cultural difference, or indifference to Osaka. 

We were very interested by IRTBBC as a potential future of Tokyo and Japan in the face of impending 
natural disaster. With Japan’s economic stagnation, could the logic of free trade and the gambling 
industry be a way to catalyse the country and would IRTBBC be the prototype for this? Given it looks like 
any other business park in any other city [Fig. 199], would we see the ‘Singaporisation’ of Japan’s cities 
should Tokyo be lost, all moving towards Jenck’s generic individualism that is affecting other great cities 
of the world including London (as discussed in my chapter on The London Developers Toolkit) [Fig. 200]. 

Should Tokyo fall, would IRTBBC become both the political centre and the battery or ‘bank’ 
for Japan? If this happened might the development serve as a template for reconstruction of 
destroyed areas? What would this mean for a nation having given itself over to the gambling 
industry in order to protect itself financially and politically, after all, the house always wins.

Could there be another way? If IRTBBC is to be the backup Tokyo, what elements are transferred 
from the metropolis into the architecture of its replicated self? While Japan’s current gambling laws 
and culture seems strange and tortuous in its protocols, could their emphasis on sporting events and 
symbolic gestures not be used as an economic generator for new types of space, eschewing the 
hotel casino typology we are accustomed to. If the medal game cabinet shows—on a small scale 
—that gamified architecture can serve as a mediator between legal and cultural rules enshrined 
through the space of spectacle—then could they offer an alternative model for preserving Tokyo? 

As the basis to test these ideas, and also build upon the design methods I have 
developed so far in this thesis I sought to reframe the concept of IRTBBC through the 
logic of the medal game, and test how video game architecture might work in the 
context of recreating and preserving a city through cultural and spatial means. 

[Fig. 200] An 
analytical diagram of 
Generic Individualism 

by Jencks.
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Ryutsu Centre

Ueno Park

Port of Tokyo

Tokyo Metropolitan
Government Building

Akihabara

Yamanote Line

[BC5] Transcribing 
key features of the 
Tokyo metropolis.
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I.R.T.B.B.C.—Unpacking the acronym

Our reinterpretation of IRTBBC consists of the following [BC5]:

BC—Backup City: Tokyo’s governmental protocols would be stored in a central vault or 
giant ‘Cloud’ that could be activated upon a state of emergency within the main city, 
providing a perfect backup. All the influences and spatial characteristics of Tokyo informed 
by urban planning would be preserved—reformatted to fit a tighter site—a condensed 
version of the metropolis rather than the anodyne ‘anyplace’ of NEMIC’s proposal. 

RTB—Resort Tourism Business: Rather than being informed by international casino corporations, 
the new city could build its own worldwide image through Japan’s relationship to gambling. By 
gamifying the urban realm itself, a series of ‘medals’ would be designed as composite structures 
combining resort, tourism and business spaces currently prevalent in Tokyo. This would emphasise 
the transaction between money and symbolic tokens under Japanese gaming law. The medal 
games of Tokyo’s arcades contain wild infrastructures and luminous architectures that roll, spin or 
throw tokens across themselves. The immersive yet miniature environments engage all the senses, a 
cacophony of noise and light, motion and interaction to sustain a perpetual interest in their workings. 
Congregated together, these boxes could create a sensorium at a larger order of scale as a series of 
medals deployed across the site. For example, the city itself and its inhabitants are recast as ‘sporting 
events’ allowing the integration of gaming systems with urban infrastructures. In a Japanese arcade 
medal game, the virtual horse race encapsulates the track into a table-top experience that can 
descend into the surreal. Similarly, the interchange of people at a subway station might be encoded 
into a virtual landscape atop the physical infrastructure, providing a ‘sporting’ event that satisfies 
legal requirements and turning a space of transit into a ‘medal’ within the city’s topography. 

I—Integrated Zone: The gaps between the medals and primary backup will be left to grow holistically. 
The deployment of planning rules that underpin development in Tokyo will be emphasised on a 
micro scale. The medals will act as catalysts for urban development, but will also seep back into the 
Integrated Zone just as the lights and sound of a game cabinet connects to other machines and 
creates experiential networks across space. This will not be the clean cut ‘Residential Zone’ of the 
NEMIC proposal, but a space designed to sprawl and climb, to permeate and overtake, to blur edges 
and disorient, to encapsulate the mania of contemporary Tokyo as a ‘DNA’ rather than a recreation.

These elements congregate together into the morphology of a new backup city that 
use the ironies of the medal game as the basis of its urban design [BC6].
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Kōei Kyōgi Tower 
This medal takes the sports 
entertainment economy of Japan 
and turns it into a tower, with 
different levels for each of the 
gambling sports, bounded by a 
horse racing track. Taking this idea 
further, we gamify the interchange of 
people within the metro station at 
the heart of the structure, with upper 
levels providing viewing galleries 
where punters would gamble on the 
progress of commuters as if they 
were tokens cascading through the 
medal game. 

Data Storage

Subway Station

Subway Lines

Integrated Zone

Integrated Zone

Integrated Zone

Integrated Zone

Support Framework

Takao Onsen 
The supernatural landscapes of 
Mount Takao as cultural 
embodiments of health and 
wellbeing are extracted as 
alternatives to the ‘Euro Healing 
Palace’ proposed in IRTBBC. These 
natural landscapes become 
punctured with geothermal 
boreholes to produce natural 
springs. Structures inhabit the 
peak points to create health 
shrines, symbolic markers for 
wellbeing in the city. 

Integrated Zone 
Tokyo’s iconic rooflines, 
determined by sunshine laws 
called ‘Nisshoken’ offer a 
rationale to the rapidly growing 
densities in the city, creating a 
unique urban typology at the 
scale of a building that spreads 
across the metropolis. We transfer 
these into the backup city to act 
as Integrated Zones – residential 
structures growing into the gaps 
of the site, their angular shells 
articulated by the shadows of the 
looming Medals. 

Piss Alley 
Backstreet infrastructures such as 
Shinjuku’s infamous ‘Piss Alley’ 
containing endless 4 seater bars and 
yakitori joints is seen as a go-to for 
salarymen on the move – an 
essential watering hole for Tokyo’s 
business workers. This unique arterial 
infrastructure is arrayed into a series 
of irrigation systems to provide water 
for the city – filtering these through 
alleyways and gigantic plug holes 
for the city to self-circulate.

Tokyo Metropolitan 
Government Medal 
Kenzo Tange’s encoding of 
symbolism directly into the 
architectural fabric of the Tokyo 
Metropolitan Government Building 
as a giant computer chip mapped 
onto a Gothic Cathedral becomes a 
key ingredient in our backup which 
serves as the heart of the city. We 
propose this rescaled as a data 
centre for administrative legislation 
that forms an architectural ‘cloud’ 
for backup. Tange’s computer chip 
façade becomes a foundation for the 
new city to be written upon.

[BC6] The elements 
that make up our 
alternative design 
for the Tokyo 
Backup City.
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[BC7] Kōei 
Kyōgi Tower.
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The Medals

The structure of our alternative IRTBBC proposal is predicated around the ‘medal’ 
as an urban hub, that enmeshes the socio-cultural situation of the medal game 
into structures that turn conditions of Tokyo into gamified architectures.

These elements were transcribed into a series of medal structures that would form the 
main structures of the backup city, each of which would take a particular characteristic 
of Tokyo, gamify it and then rescale it to the size of an urban hub building: 

Kōei Kyōgi Tower: The structure [BC7] is designed to accommodate Kōei kyōgi, the four legalised gambling 
sports in Japan: powerboat racing, speedway, keirin cycling and horse racing [Fig. 201–204]. Unlike 
Western sports, where sportspeople achieve fame and notoriety through success, the world of Japanese 
gambling sports is often predicated on anonymity and random parameters. Keirin riders are assigned 
coloured jerseys and helmets with no adornments or signifying elements other than a corresponding 
number. Only the very observant fan will be able to distinguish each rider from the other side of the stadium 
and place bets accordingly, as the numbers are randomized on a race-by-race basis. Some riders may 
be better than others, but the colour coding implants a large degree of change and luck into the game, 
just like in the architecture of the medal cabinet. In powerboat racing, called Kyōtei, racers are assigned 
their engine and boat at random, again asserting the role of chance in the sporting endeavor. The various 
arenas and tracks for these sports form the heart of the structure of the medal, as it rises from the ground. 
While the medal provides the sporting and gambling amenities that are common to Tokyo and its suburbs, 
it takes the gamification-as-gambling strategy further by turning the exchange of people into a game. 

The medal is constructed around a metro station at the heart of the building, and hosts a further ‘facsimile’ 
metro station on the upper levels of the structure that is a 1:10 reconstruction of the station below. Seen 
through this lens, the transport interchange becomes a miniature arena, like the cabinet of the medal 
game, or the tiny track of the arcade horse racing simulator. People become tokens cascading through the 
minuscule monuments of the arcade game. The metro station starts to take on the physiognomy of a game 
space, and the game space starts to be imbued with the logics of reality by way of an urban transit system. 

[Fig.201] - [Fig. 204] 
The four sports on 
which it is legal to 
gamble in Japan.
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[BC8] Piss Alley
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Piss Alley: Shinjuku’s infamous piss alley is a narrow thoroughfare containing 
many tiny restaurants and bars, mainly serving beer and grilled yakitori skewers, 
a backstreet infrastructure comprising a strip of 4-seater bars. The name comes 
from a past life where rivers of urine would flow down the slope of the alleyway 
after heavy drinking sessions by Tokyo’s salarymen, a counterpoint to the 
generally scrupulous levels of cleanliness one finds in the city. Although the street 
is now a tourist attraction it is also still well-travelled by Tokyo’s businessmen, a 
place for talking and informal meetings that removes business from the office 
environment and lets it continue in another context. For all its lights, and the 
smell of smoking meat, piss alley is a vital infrastructure for corporate life. 

In our gamified version of Tokyo, we encode the life-giving properties of piss 
alley as a more formal structure for the transmission of water [BC8]. The titular 
piss now becomes a series of irrigation systems that feed the rest of the city, 
filtering rainwater down alleyways of bars and grills, into giant plug holes 
that distribute water around the site [Fig. 390]. The act of pissing becomes a 
formal driver for games of flow that provide the city with a source of water to 
be purified and redistributed, as well as the flow of business conversations 
convened around a grill rather than a boardroom table [Fig. 205–206]. 

[Fig. 205] & [Fig. 206] 
Scenes from Piss 
Alley in Shinjuku.
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Kōei Kyōgi Tower 
This medal takes the sports 
entertainment economy of Japan 
and turns it into a tower, with 
different levels for each of the 
gambling sports, bounded by a 
horse racing track. Taking this idea 
further, we gamify the interchange of 
people within the metro station at 
the heart of the structure, with upper 
levels providing viewing galleries 
where punters would gamble on the 
progress of commuters as if they 
were tokens cascading through the 
medal game. 

Data Storage

Subway Station

Subway Lines

Integrated Zone

Integrated Zone

Integrated Zone

Integrated Zone

Support Framework

Takao Onsen 
The supernatural landscapes of 
Mount Takao as cultural 
embodiments of health and 
wellbeing are extracted as 
alternatives to the ‘Euro Healing 
Palace’ proposed in IRTBBC. These 
natural landscapes become 
punctured with geothermal 
boreholes to produce natural 
springs. Structures inhabit the 
peak points to create health 
shrines, symbolic markers for 
wellbeing in the city. 

Integrated Zone 
Tokyo’s iconic rooflines, 
determined by sunshine laws 
called ‘Nisshoken’ offer a 
rationale to the rapidly growing 
densities in the city, creating a 
unique urban typology at the 
scale of a building that spreads 
across the metropolis. We transfer 
these into the backup city to act 
as Integrated Zones – residential 
structures growing into the gaps 
of the site, their angular shells 
articulated by the shadows of the 
looming Medals. 

Piss Alley 
Backstreet infrastructures such as 
Shinjuku’s infamous ‘Piss Alley’ 
containing endless 4 seater bars and 
yakitori joints is seen as a go-to for 
salarymen on the move – an 
essential watering hole for Tokyo’s 
business workers. This unique arterial 
infrastructure is arrayed into a series 
of irrigation systems to provide water 
for the city – filtering these through 
alleyways and gigantic plug holes 
for the city to self-circulate.

Tokyo Metropolitan 
Government Medal 
Kenzo Tange’s encoding of 
symbolism directly into the 
architectural fabric of the Tokyo 
Metropolitan Government Building 
as a giant computer chip mapped 
onto a Gothic Cathedral becomes a 
key ingredient in our backup which 
serves as the heart of the city. We 
propose this rescaled as a data 
centre for administrative legislation 
that forms an architectural ‘cloud’ 
for backup. Tange’s computer chip 
façade becomes a foundation for the 
new city to be written upon.

[BC9] Tokyo 
Metropolitan 
Government Medal.
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Tokyo Backup City

Tokyo Metropolitan Government Medal:  We start at the core 
of Tokyo - the Metropolitan Building, which governs the 23 
wards and all the cities, towns and villages that constitutes the 
whole Tokyo Metropolis. Architect Kenzo Tange’s encoding of 
symbolism directly into the architectural fabric of the building 
as what seems to be a giant computer chip mapped onto a 
Gothic Cathedral becomes a key ingredient in our backup. 

We propose this rescaled as a data centre for administrative 
legislation that forms an architectural ‘cloud’ for backup [BC9]. 
Tange’s computer chip façade literally becomes a foundation 
for the new city to be written upon like a giant hard drive. 
Rather than the hidden internet infrastructure of Google, or 
those data centres buried into mountainsides for thermal 
efficiency, the new medal would embody all the data of Tokyo 
into a giant architecture that looms above the Backup City, 
a temple to all the knowledge accrued by the metropolis over 
time. Giant steel ‘clouds’ circle the building, as emanations of 
Edo-era art aesthetics. They become a kind of stylized weather 
system that reflects the golden bumps of clouds framing the 
city in traditional Japanese art, combined with the techno 
sensibilities of Akira Yamaguchi’s work [Fig. 207–208]. 

[Fig. 207] The 
Tokyo Metropolitan 
Government building.

[Fig. 208] Akira 
Yamaguchi’s 
work references 
the traditional 
role of clouds in 
Japanese art.
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Kōei Kyōgi Tower 
This medal takes the sports 
entertainment economy of Japan 
and turns it into a tower, with 
different levels for each of the 
gambling sports, bounded by a 
horse racing track. Taking this idea 
further, we gamify the interchange of 
people within the metro station at 
the heart of the structure, with upper 
levels providing viewing galleries 
where punters would gamble on the 
progress of commuters as if they 
were tokens cascading through the 
medal game. 

Data Storage

Subway Station

Subway Lines

Integrated Zone

Integrated Zone

Integrated Zone

Integrated Zone

Support Framework

Takao Onsen 
The supernatural landscapes of 
Mount Takao as cultural 
embodiments of health and 
wellbeing are extracted as 
alternatives to the ‘Euro Healing 
Palace’ proposed in IRTBBC. These 
natural landscapes become 
punctured with geothermal 
boreholes to produce natural 
springs. Structures inhabit the 
peak points to create health 
shrines, symbolic markers for 
wellbeing in the city. 

Integrated Zone 
Tokyo’s iconic rooflines, 
determined by sunshine laws 
called ‘Nisshoken’ offer a 
rationale to the rapidly growing 
densities in the city, creating a 
unique urban typology at the 
scale of a building that spreads 
across the metropolis. We transfer 
these into the backup city to act 
as Integrated Zones – residential 
structures growing into the gaps 
of the site, their angular shells 
articulated by the shadows of the 
looming Medals. 

Piss Alley 
Backstreet infrastructures such as 
Shinjuku’s infamous ‘Piss Alley’ 
containing endless 4 seater bars and 
yakitori joints is seen as a go-to for 
salarymen on the move – an 
essential watering hole for Tokyo’s 
business workers. This unique arterial 
infrastructure is arrayed into a series 
of irrigation systems to provide water 
for the city – filtering these through 
alleyways and gigantic plug holes 
for the city to self-circulate.

Tokyo Metropolitan 
Government Medal 
Kenzo Tange’s encoding of 
symbolism directly into the 
architectural fabric of the Tokyo 
Metropolitan Government Building 
as a giant computer chip mapped 
onto a Gothic Cathedral becomes a 
key ingredient in our backup which 
serves as the heart of the city. We 
propose this rescaled as a data 
centre for administrative legislation 
that forms an architectural ‘cloud’ 
for backup. Tange’s computer chip 
façade becomes a foundation for the 
new city to be written upon.

[BC10] Tokyo 
Metropolitan 
Government Medal.
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Tokyo Backup City

Takao Onsen: The supernatural landscapes of Mount Takao as 
cultural embodiments of health and wellbeing are extracted 
as alternatives to the ‘Euro Healing Palace’ proposed in 
IRTBBC [BC10]. These natural landscapes become punctured 
with geothermal boreholes to produce natural springs [Fig. 
209–210]. Structures inhabit the peak points to create 
health shrines, symbolic markers for wellbeing in the city. 

[Fig. 209] A pool in 
a mountain Onsen.

[Fig. 210] Mount 
Takao overlooking 
Tokyo as seen from 
Google Earth.
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Kōei Kyōgi Tower 
This medal takes the sports 
entertainment economy of Japan 
and turns it into a tower, with 
different levels for each of the 
gambling sports, bounded by a 
horse racing track. Taking this idea 
further, we gamify the interchange of 
people within the metro station at 
the heart of the structure, with upper 
levels providing viewing galleries 
where punters would gamble on the 
progress of commuters as if they 
were tokens cascading through the 
medal game. 

Data Storage

Subway Station

Subway Lines

Integrated Zone

Integrated Zone

Integrated Zone

Integrated Zone

Support Framework

Takao Onsen 
The supernatural landscapes of 
Mount Takao as cultural 
embodiments of health and 
wellbeing are extracted as 
alternatives to the ‘Euro Healing 
Palace’ proposed in IRTBBC. These 
natural landscapes become 
punctured with geothermal 
boreholes to produce natural 
springs. Structures inhabit the 
peak points to create health 
shrines, symbolic markers for 
wellbeing in the city. 

Integrated Zone 
Tokyo’s iconic rooflines, 
determined by sunshine laws 
called ‘Nisshoken’ offer a 
rationale to the rapidly growing 
densities in the city, creating a 
unique urban typology at the 
scale of a building that spreads 
across the metropolis. We transfer 
these into the backup city to act 
as Integrated Zones – residential 
structures growing into the gaps 
of the site, their angular shells 
articulated by the shadows of the 
looming Medals. 

Piss Alley 
Backstreet infrastructures such as 
Shinjuku’s infamous ‘Piss Alley’ 
containing endless 4 seater bars and 
yakitori joints is seen as a go-to for 
salarymen on the move – an 
essential watering hole for Tokyo’s 
business workers. This unique arterial 
infrastructure is arrayed into a series 
of irrigation systems to provide water 
for the city – filtering these through 
alleyways and gigantic plug holes 
for the city to self-circulate.

Tokyo Metropolitan 
Government Medal 
Kenzo Tange’s encoding of 
symbolism directly into the 
architectural fabric of the Tokyo 
Metropolitan Government Building 
as a giant computer chip mapped 
onto a Gothic Cathedral becomes a 
key ingredient in our backup which 
serves as the heart of the city. We 
propose this rescaled as a data 
centre for administrative legislation 
that forms an architectural ‘cloud’ 
for backup. Tange’s computer chip 
façade becomes a foundation for the 
new city to be written upon.

[BC11] The Integrated 
Zone between medals.
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Tokyo Backup City

Integrated Zone: Tokyo’s iconic roof lines, determined 
by sunshine laws called ‘Nisshoken’ offer a rationale 
to the rapidly growing densities in the city, creating a 
unique urban typology at the scale of a building as seen 
in this image. We transfer these into the backup city to 
act as Integrated Zones—residential structures growing 
into the gaps of the site, their angular shells articulated 
by the shadows of the looming Medals [BC11].

Rather than dividing between commercial, business and 
residential zones, we propose that the Integrated Zone 
becomes an architectural infill that weaves its way between 
the medals and their surrounding structures. Growing like 
Tokyo’s sea of low-rise, high-density housing, each one of 
these blocks represents an abstract unit of space, but also the 
possibility for the design of a unique building, a zone within 
a zone where the kind of architectural fantasies that become 
possible on the streets of Tokyo are still achievable [Fig. 211]. 

[Fig. 211] Buildings 
defined by the 
Nisshoken rules can 
be seen in Tokyo’s 
built realm.
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[BC12] & [BC13] 
Sketchbook studies 
translating the patent 
drawings into urban 
morphologies.
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Tokyo Backup City

Drawing the game space

As with other projects in this thesis, the drawing served as a tool to pull out 
the logics of the medal game and start to spatially quantify them through a 
process of detachment. In the case of IRTBBC, the production of drawings also 
served as a site from which we could start to address how many competing 
layers of information are presented to the player of the medal game, and how 
that might form some kind of ‘allegorithm’295 for life in a city such as Tokyo. 
To me the architecture of medal game cabinets recalls the mural drawing I 
created in Learning from Los Santos, where the mobility of the eye or body 
around a static object serves as a comparative situation to the dynamism of 
the game world, while changing the scale at which that world is presented.

As such, our initial drawings were inspired by the luminous colours and 
hypersaturated landscapes of the medal game, but also served as prototypes for 
architectural proposals that directly apply the physiognomy and figurative qualities 
of video game architecture into real sites [BC12–BC13]. The methodology for 
drawing our proposals operates on two levels, firstly as propositions for gamifying the 
urban realm through gigantic ‘Medals’ that tie together the backup city into a series 
of interactions between workers commuting to the city and their movement through 
space. The drawing becomes a way of testing the cause and effect relationship that 
comes from using the urban realm itself, and people within it as a form of sport—
data footprints and biometrics collapsing the city into a landscape of information. 

At the same time, the drawings also represent a critical transcription of arcade 
medal game cabinets, encoding their language of symbolic elements, ball 
runs and user operated mechanisms into a series of full scale architectural 
elements. Having observed and recorded medal games during a research trip 
to Japan, the drawings turn these miniature structures into an architectural 
typology at a different order of magnitude. The intricate mechanisms of the 
medal game cabinet are revealed and reconstituted through drawing. 

Sketches are used to compare the morphology of actual medal game 
components with architectural elements at a different order of scale, to 
develop colour palettes and to reflect on the nature of a series of ‘random’ 
events encountered on a day to day basis by inhabitants of the city.

Drawing is used as a tool to enmesh speculative ideas, remodellings of 
typologies, photographic recordings and sketches. These combine together into 
an architectural language for a future Tokyo Back Up city that embraces the 
collisions of traditional tokenism with super-plastic arcade cabinetry. The ‘colour 
burn’ of Tokyo’s neon surfaces is encoded into the drawing to suggest a new 
city of intensity and friction rather than preconceived zones [BC14–BC19]. 

295. McKenzie Wark, Gamer Theory (Cambridge MA, London: Harvard University Press, 2007), Note [030].

Following pages: 
[BC14-BC15] Aerial 
view of the backup 
city and drawing 
of an exploded 
medal building.
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[BC16] Sketch 
establishing the 
Backup City as a 
series of journies 
like that of the 
token through the 
medal game.

[BC17-BC18] 
Details of the 
Tokyo Backup City 
drawings, showing 
the urban grain of 
the metropolis.
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[BC19] Working 
studies of the 

Tokyo Backup city, 
examining different 

compositions of 
the medals.
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[BC20] Frames 
captured from the 
game, showing 
multiple viewpoints 
as one walks through 
the Backup City.
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Tokyo Backup City

Back into the game space

As a test of some of our principles, we placed our 
Backup City proposals back into Unity to test their 
qualities as part of an interactive, moving drawing.

Unlike most of the other game engine projects I have produced 
so far, we chose to collapse multiple viewpoints by using split-
screen techniques, meaning that at any one time there are 
three cameras rendering the view of the player as they wander 
through the city. A perspectival camera in the top left quarter of 
the screen is conjoined to an isometric viewpoint to the bottom. 
The entire right half of the screen is occupied by an off-plan 
parallel projection camera, which is in a portrait configuration. 
As the player moves, each of these cameras move in turn, 
being driven through the scene by the player’s movement and 
rotating as the player looks about in the perspectival view.  

In order to enhance the luminosity of our game engine version 
of the city, we took a counterintuitive step, to remove lighting. 
By using ‘unlit shaders,’ materials that do not receive light 
or shadow, the city becomes pure patches of vibrant tone 
—as if the medal game has managed to free itself from the 
constraints of reality and become pure colour. This also has 
the effect of equalising the tones within each viewport of the 
screen, meaning that colours coalesce around the player into 
new forms. At one moment the player may find themselves 
easily distinguishing between the different viewpoints, 
and at others they may seem to bleed into one another. 

Here the game engine can do something different to the 
static drawing. While the eye can be dragged across the 
page of the drawing and engage with the supersaturated 
architecture in that way, through the Unity version of the 
project we are able to try and encode the mania of the medal 
game experience into a virtual space, the multiple viewpoints 
and scales placed onto one screen that threaten to overwhelm 
the observer. In another level of saturation, a further camera 
that does not render onto the screen actually sends its 
images to a ‘render texture’, which is a material applied to 
an object that displays a camera feed. This is then mapped 
onto the skybox around the scene, meaning that as the player 
moves around the Backup City like a token, it is not only the 
architecture of the city that changes, but the very sky itself, 
as an echo of the city being viewed, establishing a visual 
feedback loop at a number of scales. Later tests we produced 
removed much of the user agency, instead using an animation 
tool called Pegasus to drive the camera through the scene, 
producing spinning choreographies that further enmesh the 
viewer within the layers of saturated architectural space that 
this ‘Medal Game Urbanism’ instantiates [BC20–BC21]. 

[BC21] Viewpoints 
through different 
cameras coalesce 
to make moving 
architectural 
drawings.
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Tokyo Backup City

Conclusion

As I have previously discussed, videogames structure built environments under their own logics, and the 
resultant morphology of architecture in videogame worlds bears the marks of subtle mediations in relation 
to ‘playability.’ Tokyo Backup City was an attempt to outline a methodology for design that explores 
the possibilities of taking the figurative qualities of game spaces and applying them into the design of a 
conceptual project proposed as a ‘real world’ design.

The Backup City project addresses the final research question of this thesis, namely ‘how can we design 
game-like architecture for reality: can game principles be applied to real spaces and situations as part 
of our design process?’ I draw from my knowledge in the construction of game worlds, both as a reader 
and a designer of them in the preceding chapters. The Tokyo Backup City project is a riposte both to the 
bland urban zoning of the original NEMIC plan, with its ‘generic individualism’ and also to the idea of 
‘smart cities’ as a catch-all term for all manner of computational restructurings of our urban realm that 
may or may not have positive repercussions. It is a caricature in the terms Bogost lays out, drawing from a 
deliberately abstracted and compressed version of Tokyo that seeks to condense its urban condition, rather 
than simply replicating the power bases that would need to be maintained in a new seat of government. 
It draws from the ‘game-like’ in proposing a design that produces a space of intensity as a distillation 
of an existing city, much like the developers of GTA V do in their depiction of Los Angeles. The Medals 
become structures that encode complex legal and cultural systems from Tokyo into gamified caricatures, 
architectures that amplify certain situations and disavow others. The structures aim to accommodate 
playful relationships between the information we can now glean from our cities and how we might 
choose to use it. Given that games such as Pokémon GO (2016)—where I began this thesis—have clearly 
demonstrated the potential of events and attractors derived from fictional logic systems applied atop 
real spaces, the ultimate aim of the Tokyo Backup City project is to question the future role games might 
play in shaping our urban environments. It brings to mind the Ray Bradbury quote from Banham’s Four 
Ecologies which he uses to make his point about the relationship between Los Angeles and public transport:

I’m all for making Walt Disney our next Mayor … the only man in the city who can get a 
working rapid transit system built without any more surveys, and turn it into a real attraction 
so that people will want to ride it.296

In many ways Disney is an ideal parallel, accused of an infantilising influence (as games often 
are), a world where the sun always shines (like the videogame world can) and conflict is absent 
(perhaps not so much). Yet Disney is also culturally significant in a huge manner, with an influence 
that colonises not only cultural arenas, but huge tracts of land and air across the world. If Disney’s 
caricature of America tends towards the parochial, then ours moves towards the luminous and complex, 
a miniature city with amenities structured around the cacophony of the arcade [BC22–BC26]. 

296. Reyner Banham, Los Angeles: The Architecture of Four Ecologies (Berkeley, Los 
Angeles, London: University of California Press, 2009), p.65.

[BC22] Opposite. The 
afterburn caused by 
the oversaturation 
of the Tokyo Backup 
City becomes a new 
landscape in itself.
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[BC23] Reflected 
views of the city, 
that encapsulate the 
mania of the Backup.
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Tokyo Backup City

[BC24] Reflected 
views of the city, 

that encapsulate the 
mania of the Backup.
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Architecture of the ‘Half-Real’

[BC25] Reflected 
views of the city, 
that encapsulate the 
mania of the Backup.
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Tokyo Backup City

[BC26] Reflected 
views of the city, 

that encapsulate the 
mania of the Backup.
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Architecture of the ‘Half-Real’

Might the future of our cities be in using ‘smart’ technologies to engage people with cities in 
new ways? Rather than pursuing ever greater ‘efficiency’ might the future of data in cities, 
and our relationship to it, be expressly about generating and preserving culture? 

The Tokyo Backup City project is a response to how an architect might start to design in relation 
to a world encoded and fed back to us through the logic of videogames. Although it has a 
physical site, it is rather unlikely we will ever get to construct it. But the nature of ‘backing up’ 
today, and the design methods behind this as a process, suggest that this city might be sited 
at least partially in a virtual rather than physical realm. Initiatives such as Rekrei /Project Mosul 
demonstrate the importance of preserving culture by any means possible, in this case crowd 
sourced photogrammetry of monuments and objects of historical significance under threat 
from war and natural disasters. And of course, at a larger scale, the LiDAR scanner is finding 
increasing ubiquity as a recording device that can produce hyper accurate 3D geometry. 

But is the geometrical reading of a physical space always the most accurate reading of culture? As I 
have discussed in Learning from Los Santos, the game rather faithfully captures the spirit of Los Angeles 
by not recreating every single facet of its built environment. The ironies of Los Santos, the deviations 
that make it ‘half-real’ as a playable virtual city, are precisely that which gives it a powerful agency 
to speak about Los Angeles. By comparing Tokyo to the socio-political logic of the medal game, we 
propose that the gamified caricature might escape the videogame world, and take on an agency as a 
method for designing in the physical. Rather than a constrained backup city preserving Tokyo in the 
logics of the faceless office block or podium level mall, our Tokyo IRTBBC sears itself onto the retina of 
the landscape, much like the effect Tokyo itself has on anyone who has visited the city and experienced 
its unique architectural mania. It is a backup for a city where buildings look like microchips, faces and 
battleships; that could be shaken to death at any moment, collapsing in a rain of neon signs [BC27]. 

[BC27] The afterburn 
caused by the 
oversaturation of 
the Tokyo Backup 
City becomes a new 
landscape in itself.
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[Fig. 215] Hyper 
Light Drifter (2016) 
is a modern game 

utilising the oblique 
viewpoint.

[Fig. 212] Paperboy 
(1985) oblique 

viewpoint to frame 
the suburban 

domestic landscape 
of the game.

[Fig. 213] Not a 
Hero (2015) has 

action representated 
through an off-

sectional oblique 
viewpoint.

[Fig. 214] Always 
Sometimes Monsters 

(2014) uses the 
oblique viewpoint 

to tell stories of 
the everyday.
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Conclusion: ThesisWorld: Videogame as a Meta-narrative of my Thesis.

The construction of this thesis has taken a number of paths in different directions. As I 
outlined in the introduction, there have been three main methods behind my approach to 
this thesis: 1) the analysis of videogame spaces via architectural tools 2) the production of 
videogames as architectural representations and 3) the design of building projects using game 
principles. Although the thesis is tied together as a linear narrative in this written document, 
it can be read more akin to a videogame world itself, with a forward trajectory towards the 
conclusion implicit, but with a series of other diversions and forks away from the path.

In order to quantify the thesis as a world within itself, I have translated the document into a 
‘playable drawing’—a map of my thesis explored as an oblique viewpoint world that one navigates 
as the character ‘Thesis.’ The journey starts at the front doors of the old Wates House and takes 
the player through each chapter of the document, with the world unfolding in front of them. 

A Three-Quarters World

The top-down oblique viewpoint was chosen because it is a strong protocol of architectural drawing, a 
non-human viewpoint that frames architecture in an impossible view. The history of oblique drawing, such 
as cavalier projection, is related to relaying information about fortifications and furniture, allowing one to 
see the depth of an object while also regarding its elevation. But it also has a long history in videogame 
technologies as a form of pseudo-3D. Various forms of oblique drawing are ubiquitous to videogame 
camera views. One of the most famous would be Paperboy (1984) [Fig. 212] where the player would ride 
their bicycle down a suburban street represented in a scrolling oblique viewpoint. More subtle oblique 
techniques were used in games such as Streets of Rage (1991) and their influence has persisted into 
more recent titles still using this representational protocol like Not A Hero (2015) [Fig. 213]. The forward 
facing oblique, also known as three-quarters (or ¾) view is commonly used in the JRPG (Japanese role 
playing game) genre, where worlds are held together through this ‘2.5D’ viewpoint. Final Fantasy VI 
(1994), for instance, utilised a top-down oblique viewpoint for its world, which was all created using 2D 
pixel art on the Super Nintendo. Although its sequel, Final Fantasy VII, revolutionised the 2.5D approach 
by placing 3D characters into richly illustrated 2D backdrops, the front-on oblique has persisted on. 
Always Sometimes Monsters (2014) [Fig. 214] is a modern ‘everyday’ RPG where the player’s adventures 
take place in ‘real’ cities rather than fantasy landscapes, but the oblique viewpoint has a solid link to 
the JRPG game through game history. Celestian Tales: Old North (2016) is a modern JRPG that takes a 
much more painterly approach to the oblique while Hyperlight Drifter (2016) [Fig. 215] is a more action-
based game that presents us with supersaturated landscapes dripping with atmosphere via this front on 
viewpoint. In this case, we can again see one of the key ways games fit into the history of architectural 
representation, by operating as second order manifestations of architectural drawing techniques. 

By using these drawing protocols which cannot show things as real by their nature, these games expose 
artifice from the get-go. So I wanted to utilise a similar viewpoint in the construction of my meta-narrative 
game. If the work has been a landscape of exploratory studies, then—just like I discuss at the start in the 
Noclip World chapter—the drawing and the game can become media within which to equalise a situation.
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‘Entrance’ components - Wates House

This operation works on two levels, first, the oblique drawing protocol means that 
I need to reformat work and decisions made to fit, so everything is viewed in a 
common language [TW1–TW2]. For some parts of the thesis such as Noclip World 
this involved redrawing ‘derivative’ objects and scenes taken from my original set 
of drawings, to represent a condensed version of the types of spaces that I had 
explored in that project. For other projects such as The London Developers Toolkit or 
Tokyo Backup City I utilised viewpoints from 3D models that I had constructed as part 
of the project as the basis for producing hand drawings. By using a lightbox to make 
pen drawings from these views, I can take all of the work that was produced from 
many different media, viewpoints and critical positions, and combine it together into 
one landscape, the ‘assets’ (to use a Unity term) of my thesis. All the different types 
of work I have produced throughout this thesis become collapsed into one territory, 
that of the architecture of the videogame. The intention of this process is to induce 
a ‘spatial conclusion’ to the work, whereby all the various different methods and 
techniques I have pursued in the exploration of videogame space and the design of 
architectural projects as a result are all seen together as one landscape of research.

In the end, utilising a ‘playable drawing’ to bring together all of my various projects 
into one contiguous territory is emblematic of the videogame condition. Each 
game world works under its own, singular logic, and everything we can do in that 
world is structured by the developers. Like an architect might be judged on the 
quality of their buildings, but moreover the quality of their ‘designs’, the value of 
game developers is held in the worlds that they synthesise, and how successfully 
they place the player within them. In this respect, architects and contemporary 
game designers may not be so far apart, and I hope within this thesis I have 
successfully argued for a number of methods by which games may be taken into 
the canon of architecture and employed towards expressly architectural ends.

[TW1] The game 
begins at Wates 

House, constructed 
through hand 
drawn sprites. 
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[TW2] As the player 
wanders through 
the Noclip World 

section, architectures 
fragment and 

distort around us.
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[TW3] - [TW5] Elements 
from the various chapters 
of my design work were 
hand drawn in the same 
style and viewpoint 
before being scanned 
in as components.

[TW6] The element 
as seen in the Unity 

editor. Architecturally 
it becomes a 

combination between 
2D representation 

and spatial 3D 
geometry.

Removing the image 
background. Export 
PNG to Unity.

Unity Sprite.

Making walls from 
box colliders.

Occupying a 
3D space, to be 
seen in 2D.
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[TW7] The game is built 
up from sprites. Seen 

here is work to produce 
the colliders that once 

invisible, will form a 
structure for the player 

to navigate through that 
aligns with the drawings.

[TW8] The white geometry 
shows boxes built to 

contain the player, which 
will be made invisible. 

The purple outlines show 
animation positions 

for built elements 
within the game.
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[TW9] The game 
space is constructed 
through layering flat 

sprite graphics of my 
drawings to make the 

effect of 3D space. 
Objects in front are 

closer to the camera, 
as can be seen from 

this side on view.

[TW10] Each flat 
sprite forms the 

‘ground’ that the 
player walks on, and 

then a series of layers 
create the effect of 

three dimensionality 
through ‘parallax 

scrolling’ where 
elements in the 

foreground move 
quicker than elements 

in the background 
as the player 

traverses the world.

[TW11] Seen from 
the game’s top-down 
camera, this oblique 

world looks like a 
drawing but behaves 
like a 3D space. Such 

tricks are common 
to the protocols of 

2D videogames that 
try to imply depth 

in what is typically 
termed 2.5D.
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‘Level Two’ components - Small Books of Los Santos

[TW12] We encounter 
a landscape of 
parking lots, seen 
from above as in 
my Small Books 
of Los Santos.
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‘Level Three’ components - Learning from Los Santos

[TW13] A hand-
drawn (and twisted) 

recreation of Los 
Santos serves as 

the terrain for the 
Learning from Los 

Santos chapter.
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‘Level Four’ components - Ubiquity

[TW14] The repeating 
structures of the 
Ubiquity chapter 
also unfold around 
the player.
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‘Level Five’ components - London Developers Toolkit

[TW15] We can 
walk through a 

terrain of shifting 
skyscraper towers 

from the London 
Developers Toolkit.
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‘Level Six’ components - Tokyo Backup City

[TW16] Components 
from the Tokyo 
Backup City project, 
including the Mount 
Takao Onsen which 
has an interior to 
be explored.
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‘Level Six’ components - Tokyo Backup City

[TW17] Further 
elements from the 

Tokyo Backup City 
project, including the 

sports medal and 
Piss Alley structures.
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‘Level Six’ components - Tokyo Backup City

[TW18] The Tokyo 
Metropolitan 
Government 
Building medal 
complete with 
floating data 
clouds.
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loading...

THESIS GAME
Windows/Mac

(requires Xbox controller)

91 60 42
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As I have argued throughout this thesis, games represent the meeting points of 
both computer science and visual arts. While I believe an architect may find games 
technologies very enticing in terms of producing virtual versions of buildings, 
they may equally provide a platform for new experimental forms of drawing, 
representation and visualisation. Although many of the games I have referenced do 
possess an uncanny visual likeness to the real world, many do not, yet this does not 
necessarily undermine the sense of place they can provide for the contemporary 
player. Indeed, as I have shown, nearly all games work under very different logics 
to reality, even when they are pretending to be real. It is in this gap, where the 
architect can insert themselves into the interface between player and represented 
world, that I believe the power of games as media will assert itself. This does not 
have to be realistic, although of course, many architects will choose to address real 
problems through game structures and the accessibility they offer to new audiences. 
But by the same token, I would anticipate that as more architects engage with 
these technologies, we may see a resurgence of speculative, lyrical and narrative 
projects that take advantage of game media to place the viewer into new cities, 
worlds and societies. The ability of the game engine to instigate many different 
visual regimes is an exciting possibility. We might walk the streets of these places, 
or we might look around them in virtual reality, but we might also engage with 
them from twisted viewpoints, as interactive drawings or fantastical dioramas. 
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Concluding the conclusion.

Portraying my thesis as a game territory allows one to literally wander through 
the various projects, designed elements, and assorted ideas from my mind that 
have come together into this thesis. I see this as a way of communicating to 
the reader how different projects are tied together into one thesis, namely my 
assertion that videogame technologies will change how architecture is conceived 
and disseminated. In this regard, while the ThesisWorld game is a closed territory 
that is finite—like the words of this document—I intend for it to be a stimulus 
towards a future where even the programmatics of buildings or the narrative 
behind their construction might be synthesized into a virtually inhabitable space 
that could operate alongside - or potentially instead of - a physical architecture. 
While this thesis is constructed in a linear fashion, it has also developed from 
branching conversations that have informed each of the projects contained within 
it. As each project has brought with it concerns of site, of context, of history, so 
the player can wander off into the ThesisWorld, perhaps moving between or 
around projects, maybe missing some entirely and dwelling on others in more 
detail. Such is the subjective latitude given to the player of a videogame. Given 
a design-led PhD has allowed me to test my ideas through the production of 
projects, it also seems like a natural conclusion that the thesis as a whole should be 
articulated through the media with which I have been exploring my architecture. 

I hope that seeing my thesis through the singular territory of a game allows me 
to utilise the type of distancing and equalising qualities that I have explored in 
preceding chapters. Similar to my Noclip World drawings, or the voxel blocks 
of The London Developers Toolkit, a unifying aesthetic combines a series of 
semi-autonomous projects into one architectural space to be experienced by 
the player. Although each chapter takes on a different facet of videogame 
space, and the style and medium might change, the methodology behind them 
remains consistent in line with Venturi and Scott Brown’s critical position of 
‘method not content.’ To visually (and ontologically) equalise varying projects 
within the game engine as a singular universe of my thesis is also a way of 
testing the potential of games as representational media of architecture 
by applying it to my own architectural practice as part of this PhD. 

By using the 2.5D oblique viewpoint I am also hinting that the aesthetics of games 
have ultimately been informed by those of architectural representation. Given that 
my own background is in hand-drawn representations, the possibility to make my 
drawings interactive and inhabitable, while also retaining their hand drawn qualities 
is extremely exciting. A gamer with no knowledge of architectural drawing would 
likely understand the visual tropes of such a game in terms of the many games that 
have used such a style, yet the provenance of such imagery comes from architecture 
itself. This is emblematic of the complex relationship between architecture and the 
virtual, in that the virtual representation can both simulate built architecture, and 
also simulate the representations that describe built architecture—within the same 
space. I believe that the implications for architecture are vast, particularly at a point 
where the type of visionary and conceptual architecture seems to be overtaken 
by digital fabrication and other more process-based practices in the thoughts of 
academic institutions. Although this thesis undoubtedly betrays my enthusiasm for 
games, I see this work as a call for architects to recognize the potential of games as 
media for thinking, for exploring speculative architectures, new cities and societies. 
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I first embraced games growing up in a less interesting part of Kent, and they 
helped shaped my fascination with conceptual and virtual architectures. That this 
could happen even then—when graphical technologies were far less advanced—
speaks to the power of games to capture the imagination of people and shift 
them from their physical context. The fact that games are so ubiquitous today as 
entertainment media also means there is a readily primed audience for such works 
at a level that is not perhaps so common with architectural drawing for instance.

The unique position this thesis takes is by directly testing some of these assertions 
through design projects. While there have been a number of books (and PHDs 
underpinning those texts) tackling the relationship between architecture and games, 
many of which are cited in my text, this thesis elucidates the direct relationship to 
architectural design through practice itself. I have attempted to outline the ways in 
which videogame aesthetics have not only led me to design games as architectural 
outputs, but also affected the ways in which I approach projects that use drawings 
or models as their basis. Had my focus purely been on the procedural aspect of 
games—their coded structures—then I would have missed the visual, cultural 
and symbolic effect that they have had on our world over the last few decades.  
For me, this reinforces the links I have made to figures such as Venturi and Scott 
Brown or Banham, whose work effectively drew new objects into the architectural 
canon and established new spatial morphologies as a result. Such links between 
postmodern architectural theory and the videogame has been covered very little 
in current texts, yet the lessons in architectural communication learned from Las 
Vegas are still a powerful tool to frame videogame worlds. Venturi and Scott Brown 
utilised multiple tools in their inquiry, and similarly I have applied a number of 
different methods across this thesis, from mapping and critical drawing, directed 
play and screenshot production, through to game design and coding techniques.

The first question that this thesis sought to answer was: ‘What methods can we 
use to examine videogame worlds as architectural spaces, and what is unique to 
their design intent and composition that differs from physical environments?’ As 
I discussed in Chapters 1, 2a & 2, we can use methods that an architect would 
typically use to assess a site, such as drawing, modelling and photography. Yet 
this is all predicated on a structured playing of the games. My time in the PC 
version of Los Santos alone comprises over 150 hours, or a month-long fieldwork trip 
compartmentalised across the thesis. As such I have both the embodied knowledge 
of the game world that a normal player obtains through repetitive action within it, 
but also the knowledge that comes from an analytical way of looking at the game. 
As I have argued in relation to John Sharp’s writings, transcribing the game world 
into new forms of architectural representation affords me the ‘distance’ required 
to analyse the composition of the game world. Through all of these readings made 
across three chapters, we can conclude that the design intent of game worlds 
is highly cultivated around the eye of the player. All of the strange phenomena I 
identified in my Noclip World project came from using cheat codes to step away 
from the intended experience of the game world. We can also see that game worlds 
twist the rules of reality in order to facilitate new ways of moving and acting 
within space. A game such as Grand Theft Auto V can be seen on the surface as 
an unremittingly cynical recreation of Los Angeles, but through my research I 
have attempted to peel apart layers of ideology and criticality that rely on the 
structural form of the game rather than the narrative in their architectural agenda. 
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From this I suggest the messages of the game world are perhaps rather different. 
Even though the game was designed as a commercial project, rather than a critical 
architectural exploration, there is still much to be learned about the logics of this 
world in comparison to what we know of the city it is derived from. When we play Los 
Santos, we experience a world given over to movement and momentum, where the 
landscape created by the developers along with the physics and control methods 
they design work together to emphasise this point to the player. By turning the 
automobile and movement into an ethic of the world, Rockstar provide a case study 
for the potential of videogames as part of an architectural design methodology.

On commencing this thesis my instinct was that videogames are a unique media 
form and that as such, architectural design may both learn from their spatial 
idiosyncrasies and also co-opt them as a design tool in themselves. Addressing 
this involved answering my second research question: ‘Where could videogames 
fit into the history of architectural representation, and how do they differ from 
other media an architect might utilise in the design process?’ Through references 
to games studies, media and architectural theory, I established a context through 
which the videogame could be regarded as a media form. Where games fit into 
the history of architectural representation is through already established visual 
protocols such as perspective and isometric viewpoints that often draw directly 
from architectural drawing conventions. Moreover, the encoding of text, minimaps 
and other visual cues into the game world is not dissimilar to the encoding of 
an architectural drawing. However, as I have argued, games operate in a mode 
between Bolter and Grusin’s ‘immediacy’ and ‘hypermediacy.’297 There are at once 
trying to be convincing but also foregrounding their systems upon the screen. Most 
strikingly, a game space requires a player to formalise it as a space. A drawing or 
model might exist as an artefact without participation, but a game space requires 
playing. Through this thesis, I have been able to address this question in a number 
of ways. Firstly my initial chapters, themselves derived through structured play 
(especially Learning from Los Santos) sought to not only understand the game 
world as an artefact, but the way in which its systems communicated to the player. 
As I argue, the systems of GTA draw the player towards a state of total mobility. 
Through my research I foreground how this relationship between representations 
and systems are unique to games. Following this in Chapters 3a, 3, 4a and 4 (and 
also this conclusion), I explore this question through making my own games. The 
game engine becomes a host for not only geometries and imagery designed by me, 
but also the systems I use to structure the experience. Following from Bogost’s idea 
of ‘persuasive games,’298 my games are designed as architectural propositions, not 
only in the virtual structures I design but also in the way the player can interact with 
them and the messages this imparts. The game medium also lends itself towards 
testing spaces of intensity with a rapid pace of feedback. The real-time feedback 
of the game environment can be used to exacerbate and promote architectural 
conditions through a constant conversation between player and game structure.  

297. Jay David Bolter and Richard Grusin, Remediation, Understanding New 
Media (Cambridge MA, London: MIT Press, 2000), p.31. 
298. Ian Bogost, Persuasive Games (Cambridge MA, London: 
MIT Press, 2007), Kindle edition for iPad,  
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The future of the medium is very exciting for architecture, but with easily accessible 
software such as Unity—we can make this work right now—as I have shown. 
By using game development as one of the key methods behind this thesis, I am 
prototyping ways in which architects could fold games into their design research. 

The uniqueness of games as architectural representations then, is not just their 
ability to recreate or simulate real-world projects, but also for the ability to encode 
behaviour, ideology and concepts into those worlds. To reiterate McKenzie Wark’s 
point, a game ‘presents worlds as if they were not just for you to look at but for you 
to act upon in a way that is given,’299 suggesting that videogame spaces might be 
utilised precisely to question and propose models for inhabitants’ behaviour within 
architecture as much as visualising it. Indeed, this has been my task throughout 
this thesis, and by moving into developing games myself I have attempted to take 
ownership over these ideas and demonstrate how they might actually be applied, 
rather than simply offering a future point at which architects might use videogames 
as a tool. Compared to previous studies into the relationship between architecture 
and games, this research has utilised the design project as a key method to 
understand and outline the potential of games as media of architectural design.

This leads me onto my final research question, which is tackled in the Tokyo Backup 
City chapter: ‘how can we design game-like architecture for reality: can game 
principles be applied to real spaces and situations as part of our design process?’ 
Although the project is conceptual, it is also proposed for a real site, and reflects 
upon a real city. In this case, the intensity and cacophony of the medal game is 
used as a basis for an urban design that seeks to condense the mania of Tokyo, 
much as many game worlds I have discussed in this thesis compress and distort 
reality around the ‘deviations’300 necessary for playability. As I have demonstrated 
through my structural studies of existing game worlds, they tend to be intensified 
versions of reality. It seems to me that the size and ubiquity of games today 
means that there may be a shift in people’s expectations of architectural space, 
or rather a new type of space has emerged that is situated virtually but is treated 
as a real place. The Tokyo project is therefore designed to deliberately blur the 
boundaries between an urban plan and a videogame world, much as my very first 
game design, Ubiquity, was drawn from research into how commercial games 
regularly destabilise the boundary between virtual and real. As I have discussed, 
I believe that games could provide another way to engage people with the design 
process of cities, and reveal the information that structures the built environment. 
This is particularly important with the introduction of big data systems such 
as City Information Modelling. This gives us much more potential information 
about cities, but might it risk being intelligible? I believe that games could be the 
medium to allow people to understand what all this information means. Returning 
to Bogost’s idea of games as caricatures,301 perhaps they are the ideal way to 
put architectural design practice into identifiable terms for new audiences.

299. McKenzie Wark, Gamer Theory (Cambridge MA, London: Harvard University Press, 2007), Note [199].  
300. Espen Aarseth, “Allegories of Space. The Question of Spatiality in 
Computer Games”, in Cybertext Yearbook 2000, p.169. 
301. “The Cathedral of Computation,” Ian Bogost for The Atlantic, accessed on 12th October 2016, 
https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2015/01/the-cathedral-of-computation/384300/. 
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[Fig. 216] Playable 
Planning Notice 
(2017) A game 

produced in my 
MArch Urban Design 

research cluster.

Although my design work has explored this application of game principles to 
Tokyo, there is an emphasis on conceptual work throughout this thesis as a 
way of testing games against architectural projects that test the limits of the 
practice. I have not applied game techniques in a normative way as a game 
developer would, nor have I used them to scrutinise the design of a house for 
instance. This is a conscious decision, because in order to test how games 
can operate as a medium of architecture I have sought to test its veracity as a 
speculative tool first and foremost. However, I believe that the long term answer 
to my third question may rest with the engagement of new audiences in design 
processes through games. I have designed (nearly) every project with a clear 
relationship to a real site in mind so that the virtual can be assessed against the 
physical. Beyond this thesis, I wish to continue to build such an approach.

The engagement of new audiences with the practices of building cities is also 
permeating from my research into my teaching practice. My Research Cluster 12 
on the MArch Urban Design programme at the Bartlett School of Architecture—
taught with Sandra Youkhana—explores what we term Videogame Urbanism. We 
use games to question the future of cities and how new audiences may participate 
in design through this medium. We particularly emphasise London as a site, and in 
keeping with the themes of this thesis, we have run projects asking our students to 
recreate some of the seminal works of conceptual architecture and urbanism through 
videogames. Our teaching practice draws from much of the research developed 
in this thesis, and our own background as players of games. Through engaging 
new generations of architectural designers with game technologies that are very 
familiar to them, we will surely see this work grow in stature over the coming years.

I would argue that virtual worlds are not necessarily videogame spaces, 
although I do often use the terms interchangeably in this thesis. A LiDAR scan, 
or even a virtual reality architectural walkthrough presented in a game engine 
are not necessarily games. I would argue the search for ‘objective’ or utterly 
realistic depictions of space can even often make things less game-like. When 
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we regard videogame worlds from a distanced position, as in my early Noclip 
World drawings or my Small Books of Los Santos, we can frame the absurdities 
and ironies that make them game spaces rather than simply virtual models. As 
Nitsche has pointed out, a videogame space is a multi-layered condition, and 
many of those layers taken singularly correspond to a different media, such as 
TV, film or software engineering—but a game requires the presence of all. This is 
where its unique position as a medium resides. This thesis has been a trajectory 
toward defining an architecture that responds to the videogame form, that carries 
some of the morphology and design inflection from videogame worlds into the 
design of physical structures that themselves carry these layers with them. 

Given how I have framed them as a seemingly unlikely but highly significant 
reference for discussing games and architecture, I would like to bookend this 
thesis with Venturi and Scott Brown’s original point on the multi-media nature 
of architecture some 40 years ago. I feel their words are particularly prescient: 
‘complex programs and settings require complex combinations of media beyond the 
purer architectural triad of structure, form, and light at the service of space.’302 The 
videogame form is certainly one of those media that might augment a building to 
facilitate complex programs. But as a media it itself combines other media: drawings, 
symbols, sounds, 3D geometry, optical protocols and algorithms. As I have shown, 
the videogame form utilises irony and paradox as a structural feature, and those who 
play games are used to experiencing space under these conditions. While gamer 
culture has many troubling wider issues, the ability to apprehend complex and 
fractured narratives and how they tie into interface operations is not one of them. As I 
have previously remarked, architects from history who enjoyed irony and paradox—a 
Giambattista Piranesi or a John Hejduk—would make comfortable bedfellows with 
the inconsistent dreams of contemporary videogame spaces. The medium is now here 
for realising their architectural fantasties. In turn, given the generic and referential 
nature of many game spaces, maybe videogames are waiting for architects to grab 
hold of them. So it may fall to new generations of architectural thinkers to use the 
videogame as a medium for dreaming and speculating about architectural space.

If computation promises to take architecture to new places in terms of generative 
design, digital fabrication or data driven analytics of cities, then this thesis ultimately 
argues that the videogame form suggests new directions for speculative architecture, 
for imaginative design and poetic experiences of space. Games can have an 
agency that can be applied to enacting social change and engaging people in the 
design processes of cities. Yet even classing games as trifles, toys, or media without 
a ‘proper’ utility does not denigrate their potential power. Divorced from ideas of 
efficiency, or the inexorable march of technological progress by what Kirkpatrick calls 
their ‘opening up of the machine’303 games and game spaces will offer architects 
new possibilities for speculating on the meaning and experience of architecture, both 
in the design of their virtual spaces and the logics by which inhabitants are allowed 
to engage with them. These are the architectures of the severed signifiers and 
procedural patchworks, where architectural meaning can change frame by frame, 
where worlds can collide and collapse and extend into infinity. Our concept of space 
will be precise, yet fluid, synthetically encoded yet naturalistic, wobbling between the 
virtual and actual like an over thumbed analog stick on the gamepad of architecture. 

302. Stephen Izenour, Denise Scott Brown and Robert Venturi, Learning 
From Las Vegas, (Cambridge MA: The MIT Press, 1977), p.xi.
303. Graeme Kirkpatrick, Aesthetic Theory and the Videogame, 
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2011), p.9.
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